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Verbal repetition in Greek Tragedy Abstract 

ABSTRACf 

This thesis examines the ways in which critics, ancient and modem, have looked at verbal 

repetitions in the texts of Greek tragedy, in particular those repetitions of lexical words 

which may seem careless or unintentional. It compares surviving plays (taking a sample 

of those of Euripides). An index of repetitiveness for each play is calculated; it emerges 

that while Aeschylus' plays have a wide range, there is a statistically significant difference 

between those of Sophocles and those of Euripides, the latter being more repetitive. The 

Prometheus, whose authenticity has been doubted, has a much lower index than any 

other tragedy examined (though that of the Alexandra of Lycophron is much lower still). 

A comparison of repetitiveness within a small sample of plays has failed to find 

systematic differences between passages of dialogue and continuous speeches, or 

according to the category of word. 

Some verbal repetitions may not have been in the original texts of tragedies, but may 

appear in manuscripts because of errors made by copyists. A systematic examination has 

been made of the manuscript tradition of selected plays to identify the instances where 

some manuscripts have a reading with a repetition, while others do not. The 

circumstances in which erroneous repetitions are introduced are identified; one conclusion 

reached is that copyists sometimes remove genuine repetitions. 

Modem psychological research has thrown light on the processes of language 

comprehension and production, in particular a process known as 'priming' whereby an 

earlier stimulus facilitates the naming of an object. The thesis discusses the relevance of 

this research to the observed phenomena of verbal repetitions by authors and copyists. 

The thesis concludes with a detailed examination of passages in three plays, and the 

remarks of commentators on them. Aesthetic and textual matters are discussed. 
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PREFACE and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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1950s. When reading Greek plays I was disturbed to find words recurrino in a way that e . 
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some Greek, and made a mental note of comments by editors on verbal repetitions. 
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thesis at University College London in 1995. 
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lecturer in the Department of Psychology of the University of Glasgow. He has also been 

a more general source of advice, as have my son-in-law, James Owen and all other 

members of my family. My wife's forbearance, in particular, has been exemplary. 

Most of all, I have been helped and stimulated by many members of the Departments of 

Greek and Latin in British Universities, and especially those of University College 

London. My supervisor, Professor Richard Janko, has been unfailing in his 

encouragement, and virtually every page of this thesis has been improved by his 

comments. He has kindly drawn my attention to a reference in his forthcoming book 

Philodemus On Poems I, which adds revealingly to our knowledge of ancient \'iews on 

repetition. The Library of the Institute of Classical Studies, and the programs on its 

computers, have been an invaluable resource. 

In gathering the data I have used especially the Pandora program with the Thesaurus 

Linguae Graecae. This has greatly lightened the burden, and left me with enormous 
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admiration for those scholars who compiled concordances before the development of such 

aids. Even with them, and frequent checking, I fear that I have not achieved complete 

accuracy; I am however confident that slips are not many nor biassed so as to throw doubt 

on my conclusions. The volume of the surviving plays of Euripides has necessitated 

selectivity, in the absence of a concordance like that of Rigo (1996) for Sophocles. 

The format of this thesis has been constrained in some ways by the circumstances of its 

production on a Macintosh Performa with a LaserGREEK font from Linguist's Software 

Inc. and a Canon BJC 4550 printer. Neither underlining nor bold type comes very 

distinctively from the printer, and the font italicises Greek in an unsatisfactory way. I 

have therefore frequently used colour to emphasise Greek words. The font does not 

provide a lunate sigma; the preference for the traditional iota SUbscript and the traditional 

names of Greek authors and plays is my own. 
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Verbal repetition in Greek Tragedy 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1 

Many editors of tragedies observe at some point in their commentary that their author not 

infrequently repeats words in close proximity with no apparent purpose; they may give a 

selective list of such repetitions, and/or refer to what another editor has said in relation to 

that or another play. 1 This study explores the phenomenon of 'careless' repetition in 

greater depth than is possible or useful in a commentary on a particular play, and attempts 
a statistical comparison of authors. 

Attic tragedy is the subject of this study.2 The phenomenon of repetition is not, of course, 

confined to tragedy (Dover's book The Evolution of Greek Prose Style includes a very 

important study of repetition in Greek prose),3 to Greek literature or indeed to literature.-+ 

Repetition for rhetorical effect is, naturally, found in oratory, and often discussed by 

ancient writers on rhetorical theory. 'Careless' repetition - which does not appear to 

follow the canons of rhetoric - is found in prose and poetry, Latin and Greek, and 

references to non-tragic repetitions will be found during the course of this study. But it 

seems right to separate performed poetry (drama and choral lyric) from, on the one hand, 

Homeric epic (and hexameter verse in the Homeric tradition) with its ubiquitous formulaic 

repetition (a natural feature of the oral poetry by which the Homeric poems were very 

heavily influenced, whether or not they were orally composed), and from, on the other 

hand, Hellenistic poetry written by consciously learned poets for learned readers (or 

hearersata recitation). One might apriori expect words to be more exquisitely chosen by 

a bookish poet than by one who seeks to gain his effect at one performance.s Any 

conclusion reached from work on tragedy cannot, therefore, necessarily be applied to 

other genres of ancient poetry, much less to prose. 

The repetitions which are examined in this study are ones which strike many modern 

readers as harsh; that is, those in close proximity, so that the word occurs for a second 

time while the first occurrence is still fresh in the memory, but yet there is no apparent 

1 An example of such a note is Dodds (1960) on Bacclzae 647 "To avoid the repetition it has been 
proposed to substitute ... But the Greek ear, and Eur. 's ear in particular was less sensitive to such things 
than ours: cf. . Tucker .. Jebb .. Pearson .... " 

2 All complete plays by Aeschylus - with Prometheus - and Sophocles, and a representative selection of 
those by Euripides - with Rheslis - have been subjected to the statistical analysis; Chapters 6 and 8 
concentrate on one play by each playwright, though Chapter 6 also looks at textual matters in the 
'alphabetic' plays of Euripides; the investigations in Chapter 5 are restricted to a small number of plays. 

3 Dover (1997) Chapter 7A Variety. Dover uses 'recurrence', rather than 'repetition', but does not give a 
reason for this preference, and applies statistical techniques to differences between prose authors. 

-+ In her book Talking Voices Tannen (1989) has a chapter entitled Repetition in conversation: TOwards a 
poetics of lalk, ,,·hich is discussed in Chapter 7 below. The temptation to look outside the realm of the 
verbal has, however, been resisted. Visual artists have a 'style'. which may mean the recurrence of tnuts 
from one work to another; several, such as Monet and Cezanne, have produced series of paintings of the 
same SUbject, and "all the faces are the same" is frequently remarked about medianal paintmgs. Such 
repetition does not seem to provoke the sort of comments discussed in Chapter 2. 

S This a priori expectation is confirmed by the examination of Lycophron Alexandra reported m Chapter 4 
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point in the repetition. They are to be distinguished from: 

a) repetition of themes;6 

b) complete or partial repetitions of lines or phrases after lengthy intervals in one 

play, or between plays, of which there are several cases in Euripides, discussed in Harsch 
( 1937); 

c) rhetorical figures. There are many discussions of these figures. with 

classification and the listing of instances, in authors both ancient (though later than the 

classical tragedians) and modern. Large-scale modern treatments of rhetorical figures 
include Fehling (1969) and, for Latin poetry, Wills (1996). 

(a) and (b) are not examined here. Rhetorical figures are, however, frequently discussed, 

though no attempt is made to criticise or supplement previous authors. The question 

whether and, if so, how rhetorical repetition is distinguishable from 'careless' repetitions 

is very relevant. The use of repetitive figures of speech highlights one of the motives for 

this study - 'why is it that poets to whom repetition was often important and sensitively 

used also seem often to be careless of it?' Those commentators who observe simply that 

the Greek ear did not bother about repetition ought to explain why it was nevertheless 
thought valuable as an ornament. 

It is desirable at this stage to settle a point of terminology. The term . careless' has been 

used above, as it or near synonyms like 'indifference', 'casual' or 'unconscious' often are 

by commentators, and the impression given by the phenomenon is well described by such 

words. But they are, in various degrees, value-laden, and beg one of the important 

questions addressed in this study. Wills (1996) proposes, in his Epilogue, the term 

'unfigured'; this will generally be used here, though without any endorsement of Wills' 

somew hat arch explanation: 

If we want to accord these passages a common appellation, I prefer the term 
'unfigured' repetition. We notice the repetition but we lack a name for it, a figure 
to call it by. While it remains 'unfigured', we keep comparing the two repetends 
wondering what effect has been aimed at. If in the end we have not yet 'figured' it 
out - then we should be honest and call it what it is: 'unfigured' for us in our own 
poetic, or in our knowledge of ancient poetics. 

Wills may indeed be begging the question in the other direction, implying that no 

repetition can be simply' careless'. 

It was explained above that the repetitions examined in this study were ones in close 

proximity, not ones after lengthy intervals. A criterion for 'close proximity' has to be laid 

down. That criterion must be to a degree arbitrary (though it must accord with the 

common sensibility of a reader or hearer) and insofar as it is to be used in a statistical 

analysis it must be strict. Tragic texts, and indeed all classical poetic texts, are divided into 

6 Discussed for Aeschylus by Hiltbrunner (1950). 
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lines, and there is a generally accepted convention for the numbering of these Iines~'7 the 

criterion for close proximity adopted here is 'the recurrence of a word after not more than 

fifteen lines'. Not all lines are of the same length. This problem is minimised for the 

statistical analysis since that analysis is confined to trimeters; definitional problems are 

discussed fully in Chapter 3. The rest of the discussion in this study is more qualitative. 

and the cut-off is not applied so rigorously as to exclude the examination of strikin o • • eo 
repetItIons after a rather longer interval. 

There must also be a criterion for what constitutes a repetition. This criterion must. again, 

be strict in the statistical analysis, and is discussed fully in Chapter 3. Elsewhere. it has to 

be strict enough to prevent the discussion from sprawling out of control. but must not 

preclude the examination of anything which is worthy of note and is within the broad 

confines of the study. There are two to the criterion - (a) 'what is a word?'8 and (b) 'what 
is a repetition of that word?' 

(a) In languages like Greek and English there are some words. usually with little 

lexical content, that occur very frequently; the definite article, conjunctions and 

prepositions are in this category in both languages, and English adds to them auxiliary 

verbs and Greek adds particles. The repetition of such words is rarely striking to the ear, 

and often could not be avoided without great ingenuity and an ungainly result. The 

examination in this study has therefore generally excluded those words that are often 

classified as 'non-lexical', or by some linguists 'closed-category', and in the statistical 

analysis borderline cases have been excluded.9 

(b) In any language with inflections it is not self-evident what a repetition is, and 

in one like Greek with many irregular verbs there is a wide area for dispute. The aim in 

laying down a criterion here has been to approach what a native speaker without a mastery 

of historical linguistics would regard as 'the same word'. Sense and fonn must both be 

7 This convention reduces problems to a tolerable level but does not eliminate them. The line numbering 
of lyrics often does not accord with modem colometry; editors frequently delete lines (though without 
affecting their numbering); rather less frequently they transpose lines, usually but not always retaining 
their traditional numbers; and owing to historical accidents there are line numbers in Aeschylus' 
Supplices, in Piziloctetes and in Orestes which correspond to nothing in the text. 

8 The word 'word' is itself problematic. Dover (1997) 26 eschews it as ambiguous and uses 'lexeme' for a 
dictionary heading and 'token' for an occurrence in a text (thus, the Shakespearian line 'Never never never 
never never' has one lexeme but five tokens). I find the use of 'token' in a technical sense, when it has a 
normal current meaning, confusing; and though that objection does not apply to 'Iexeme' I have not been 
hampered by the ambiguity in 'word', using a phrase like 'occurrence of the word' when precision requires 
it. 

9 Dover (1997) 27 also sees the desirability of a distinction like the one this study makes between lexicals 
and non-Iexicals, but does so in a different way. He distinguishes 'mobiles' from 'appositives': 'mobiles' 
being lexemes which can occur immediately after pause, immediately before pause, or anywhere else, 
while 'appositives' are lexemes which either cannot occur before pause ('prepositives') or cannot occur 
after pause ('postpositives'). The word-lists generated by Dover's classification are not \'ery different from 
those used in the present study, and the decision how to classify a given word may sometimes be easier 
with his methodology, but it does not eliminate the need for perhaps subjective decisions in margInal 
cases, and seems less appropriate for poetry than for prose, since in poetry, for instance, disyllabic 
prepositions often appear before pause, with a change of accent. 
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related (i.e. 'go' and 'went', EPElV and AEYElV are not the same words). 10 Of prime 

importance in the statistical analysis is consistency between plays and authors, and the 

practice adopted is set out in Chapter 3; differences in inflection (includino the reoularh 
o 0 • 

formed adverbs and comparatives/superlatives) do not mean different words. but other 

differences do. Elsewhere it is more important not to have criteria so ri oid that the\' 
o ~ 

exclude striking phenomena from examination. 

The plan of this study is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews what has been said previously on 

the topic, including the ancient evidence. Such a review is not only necessary to set in its 

context what is original in the present work, and to provide a touchstone against which its 

conclusions may be judged, but is also interesting in its own right as an illustration of the 
varying reception (as it is fashionably called) of ancient literature. 

Chapter 3 introduces the statistical survey, explaining and justifying the methodology in 
detail. 

Chapter 4 presents the results of the statistical survey. 

Chapter 5 describes the attempts made to find systematic differences in the amount of 

repetition in different parts of plays, any correlation between repetitiveness and dramatic 

intensity and any variation amongst types of word in their tendency to be repeated in close 
proximity. The results of these attempts are largely inconclusive. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to textual matters, addressing particularly the theory that unfigured 

and harsh repetitions found in the received texts of plays are due not to their author but to 

corruption in the tradition. There are a number of cases where one part of a manuscript 

tradition exhibits a repetition while another part does not; sometimes, therefore, a scribe 

has indisputably either introduced a repetition into a text or removed one. The chapter 

catalogues these in selected plays, and discusses them; it also surveys the emendations 

relevant to repetition that have been proposed in the first half of a selected play. 

Chapter 7 looks at psychological and cognitive aspects of repetition, by author and 

copyist, and relates verbal repetition to some theories of the process of literary creativity. 

Chapter 8 examines in detail a play by each of the tragedians and focusses on the 

repetitions in them, looking at aesthetic aspects and considering whether unfigured 

repetitions can, in Wills' phrase, be figured out, should be emended away, or may 

justifiably be regarded as 'careless'. 

Chapter 9 summarises the conclusions of the work. 

10 Dover (1997) 26 also treats suppleti \'e forms as different lexemes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE OPINIONS OF CRITICS AND OTHERS ABOUT VERBAL REPETITIONS 

This chapter reviews and discusses what has been said previously about verbal 

repetitions. It concentrates on unfigured repetitions in Greek tragedy. To ignore figurative 

repetitions, or other genres, would however fail to set the present study properly III 

context, and would preclude any satisfactory conspectus of the ancient evidence. 

SECTION 1. THE OPINIONS OF CRITICS AND OTHERS IN ANTIQUITY 

Ancient literary critics discussed the effectiveness, and pleasantness or unpleasantness. of 

repetitions or partial repetitions of words, and ancient rhetoricians listed figures of speech 

depending on such repetitions. 1 This section picks out relevant passages, as far as 

possible in order of date.2 

A) Aristotle mentions repetitions three times in Book 3 of the Rhetoric: 

a) In 1410a he quotes two verbal repetitions as examples of a figure 

he calls TIapOllolwalS' ("the similarity of the final syllables of each clause'). The first is 

a~loS' 8E aTa8~val xaAKouS', OUK a~lOS' WV xaAKoD (,worthy of a bronze statue, not 

being worthy of a bronze coin'), and the second au 8' aUTov Kat. (WVTa EAEYES' 

KaKWS', Kat. VUV ypa<pElS' KaKwS' (,when he was living you spoke ill of him and now 

you write ill of him '); this sentence is also quoted by Demetrius,3 with aTI08aVOVTa 

before ypa<pElS', making the point clearer. 

b) In 1412b he discusses the witty and rhetorically effective repetition 

of the same word with a different sense - 'A8TJValOlS' T~V T~S' 8aAaTTTJS' apx~v Il~ 

apx~v Elval TWV KaKwv, where the first dpX~v means "empire' and the second 

'beginning' . 

c) In 1413b-1414a he seems first to say that repetition (TO TTOAAaKlS' 

TO alJTO ELTIElV) is rightly disapproved of (op8wS' aTT080Kllla(ETal) in the written 

(ypa<plKD) style but used in the oral (aywvlaTlKD) style; he then goes on to advocate 

changing the mode of expression (IlETa~aAAElv) when repeating. and finally refers to 

Iliad 2.671-3: 

1 Roman rhetorical theory made so much use of its Greek predecessor that it seems nght to treat Greek 

and Latin authors on an equal footing in this section. 

2 Aristophanes Ranae 11:?5-1175 makes Euripides criticise the opening of Clwephori for repetitiveness: 

but for saying the same thing twice in different words, not for repeatIng the same word. 

3 Demetrius 1TEPL EPllllvELaS- :?6 (where he uses it as an example of OIlOlOTEAEuToV).and 21l. The date 
of this work is ver\, uncertain: Innes In the Loeb edition (from which the translatIons 01 Demetnus below 
are taken), cites scholars arguing for dates from :?70 B.C. to the first century A.D. Her "Ie\\ IS that It W<.l" 

written in the late second or early first century B.c. 
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NlPEU~ au LUIlTJ9EV ayE TPEl~ vlla~ E"loa~, 
NlPEU~ 'AYAa'(Tj~ uio~ XaponOlO T' aVaKT05', 
NlPEU~, O~ KaAAlOT05' dVT)p uno "!AlOV ~A9E . 

Chapter 2 

According to Aristotle, Homer makes Nireus famous by repeating his name three times at 
the beginning of consecutive lines, though he nowhere afterwards speaks of him again. 

In Rhetoric Aristotle gives the impression of feeling his way on the subject of repetitions, 
and of not being nearly so interested in such figures as in metaphor and simile. But his 

examples tum up again and again in later writers. In other works he sometimes uses the 

word dBoAEoXla, which in Plutarch's essay De Garrulitate means 'talkativeness'. of 

verbal repetition. If the Tractatus Coislinianus and Prolegomenon Comoediae VI Koster 
do reflect the lost second book of Aristotle's Poetics then Aristotle included amono the 

b 

causes of laughter dBoAEoXlav "w':) oTav Tl,:) Bls> T0 atJT0 6VOjlaTL xp~OTJTal."~ In 

Sophistici Elenchi 165b he defines dBoAEoXla as TO TTAEovciKl':) TatJTO AEYElV. and 

discusses the subject in 173a; but his examples seem little more than verbal quibbles, as 
do those in Topics 130a and 154a, where he is discussing the incorrectness of definitions 

in which the same word is used twice (the term dBoAEoXla does not appear here.) 

B) Demetrius nEpl. EpjlTJVEla':) refers to repetition in several places: in the 

preliminary section (1-35) about sentence structure, and in the discussions of each of the 

four styles (xapaKTllPE':» which Demetrius distinguishes; there are differences of 

emphasis in what he says, explicable by the differences in context. 

a) In 28-29, in the course of his discussion of the use of periods with 
symmetrical clauses, Demetrius criticises jingling word-play, but says that assonance is 

sometimes useful and provides XciPl':): 

EV youv TOl':) 'APlOTOTEAOU':) nEpl blKaLOOUVTj':) 0 TT)V 'A8Tjval~V nOAlv 
6BupOjlEVO':) El jlEV OUTW':) ElnOl OTL "TTolav TOlaUTTJV nOAlv ElAOV TWV 

EX9pwv, o«av TT)V lBlav nOAlv dTTwAEoav," EjlTTa8w':) av ElPTjKW':) ElTj Kat. 
6BuPTlKW':)' El BE napOjlOlOV atJTo nOl ~OEL' "TTolav yap TTOAlV TWV EX8pWV 
TOlaUTTJV EAa~ov, onolav TT)V lBLav ciTTE~aAov," ou jla TOV LlLa TTa90':) 
KlV~OEl OUBE EAEOV, dAAa TOV KaAOUjlEVOV KAauolyEAwTa .... YL1IETat 
jlEVTOl yE xp~olila nOTE, w':) 'APlOTOTEATj':) <PTJOlV, '"EYW EK IlEV 'A9TJvwv 
El~ LTaYElpa ~A90v Bla TOV ~aolAEa TOV IlEyav, EK BE LTaYElpwv El':) 
'A9~va':) Bla TOV XEljlwva TOV jlEyav'" El youv d<pEAOl':) TO ETEPOV 
"IlEyav" ouva<palp~01J Kat. T~V XciplV. 

In Aristotle's dialooue OnJustice for instance, a speaker weeps for the city of 
Athens. If he werebto say [example] he WOUld. have spoken with emotio~ and 
orief- but if he creates assonance [example] he wIll certamly not evoke emotIOn or 
pity, 'but rather the ~o-called ··te~rs of laughter". : . . Assonance is however 
sometimes useful, as In the follOWIng passage of Anstotle [example.] If you take 
away the second "IlEyav" you will at the same time take away the charm.s 

~ On the vexed question of the Aristotelian origin of these works see Janko (1984): in any case lhe~ 

desen'e mention here. 
S He uses this last example again in 154, on the elegant style. 
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b) In 59-66, and later in 103, on the grand (jlEyaAO'TTpE'TT~S') style, 

Demetrius says that repetition can produce grandeur (jlEYEeOS' and DYKOS'). 6 

c) In 140, on the elegant (YAa<pupoS') style, he says that though 

repetition7 produces force (bElVOTllTES') Sappho uses it for charm (xapl TES'); he quotes: 

and: 

'TTapeEVla, 'TTapeEVla, 'TTOl jlE Al'TTOUUa 01: Xl]; 

OUKETl ~~w 'TTpoS' UE, OUKETl ~~w' 

ClEU'TTE pE, 'TTaVTa <PE pE l S', <PE pEl S' 0'( v, <PE pE l S' at: ya, 
<pEPElS' jlaTEpl 'TTalba. 

d) In 211-214, on the plain (lUXVOS') style, he recommends 
repetition8 for vividness: 

· .. 'TTOAAc1KlS' Kat. ~ blAoYla EvapYElav 'TTOlEl jlclAAOV ~ TO a'TTa~ AEYEl v .. 
· O'TTEP bE T4J K Tllulq EYKaAouulv wS' aboAEUXOTEP41 bla TaS' blAoYlaS', 
'TTOAAaXTl jlEV lUwS' EYKaAouulv opewS' , 'TTOAAaXTl bE OUK alUeaVOVTal TTlS' 
EvapYElaS' TOU aVbpoS" TLeETal yap TaUTO bt.S' bla TO 'TTOAAaKlS' 'TTOlElV 
Ejl<paOlV 'TTAElova. ola Ta TOlabE ... "EYW jlEV UE Euwua, Ka!. UU jlEV bl' 
EjlE EUWellS" EYW bE bla uE a'TTWAOjlllv.". . . El a<pEAOlS' eaTEpov [uE 
Eowua and bl' Ej.lE EOWellS'] uuva<palp~UElS' Kat. T~V EvapYElav Ka!. TO EK 
TTlS' EvapYElaS' 'TTc1eOS'. 

· .. repetition is often more vivid than a single mention ... This is relevant to the 
charge of garrulousness regularly brought against Ctesias on account of his 
repetitions. In many passages it is perhaps a valid charge, but in many others it is 
a failure to appreciate the author's vividness. The same word is often put twice to 
increase the impact, as in this passage [example] if you take away either, you will 
also take away the vividness and the emotional impact of the vividness. 

e) In 267-268, on the forceful (bEl vOS') style, Demetrius deals with 

figures of repetition9 which provide force (bEl VOTllS'), citing Aeschines Ctesiphon 133 

and (the second example) 202: 

EK TE TTlS' dVabl'TTAWuEWS', wS' "eTl~al bE, eTl~al, 'TTOAlS' aUTuYEl TWV, EK 
jlEOllS' TTlS' c'EAAaboS' dV~p'TTaUTal" (blAOYlleEV yap TO DVOjla bEl vOTllTa 
'TTOlEl)' Kat. EK TTlS' dva<p0pclS' KaAOUjlEVllS', WS' TO ·'E'TT!. uaUTOV KaAElS', E'TT!. 
TO US' VOjlOUS' KaAElS', E'TTt. T~V blljlOKpaTlav KaAElS' ". 

Take repetition, as in [example]. The repetition of the name gives force. Or take 
the figure called anaphora [example]. 

Demetrius, therefore, seems sensitive to nearby and patterned repetitions and to 

discordant jingles, but insensitive (or not sufficiently sensitive to mention them) to the 

somewhat more distant and haphazard or subtle repetitions that have worried modem 

critics and are the prime subject of this study. 

6 The terms he uses in 59-66 are dva¢opci, for which he cites the Nireus example, and dVaOliTAwolS', a 
term which he does not confine to immediate repetition. In 103 his term is olAoyta. 

7 His terms here are dVaOLiTAwolS' for the first example and dva¢opci for the second. 

8 Which he here calls oLAoYLa, a word used in scholia for 'tautology' rather than verbal repetition. 

9 In the second example he calls the threefold EiT( 'dva¢opci' and the threefold KaAElS' '6~OLOT€AEUTOl'·. 
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C) Philodemus De Poematis I-II has references to repetition in poetry,lO which 

show literary critics like Pausimachus, Crates of Mallos and himself struoolino with 
. 00 0 

questtons of the aesthetic qualities of sounds (especially sigma and lambda) and of accents 
and whether the repetition of these sounds or of words containing them enhances their 

aesthetic qualities. The concepts of rhetorical theory relating to figures are not used in this 
discussion. 

Six examples of repetition are referred to in the extant parts of Philodemus' text. Three are 
from Homer - the Nireus one cited in A above: 

and: 

ouo' apa AWTOqxiyot ~~oov8' ETapOlaLV OAE8pov 
~~ETEPOlS', dAAa aq)l ooaav AWTOtO TTciaaa8at. 
TWV 0' oS' TtS' AWTo''lO ¢ayOl ~EAL TJOEa KapTTov 

(Odyssey 9.91 ff.) 

KaL p' ETEP41 ~Ev OOUpt aaKoS' ~aAEv, ouoE oLaTTpo 
PTl~E aaKOS" 

(Iliad 21. 164-5) 

Two are from tragedy: 

and: 

~apvS' ~apvS' auvOlKoS', W ~EVOl, ~apuS' 

(Sophocles fr. 686 Nauck2 = fro 753 Radt) 

I " I YEvVatoTTJS' aOL Kat TPOTTLuV TEKlJ.llptOV 
TO 0XTllla EXELS' TOO', ~TlS' EI TTOT', W yuvat· 
YVOL TJ 0' av cDS' Tel TTOAA' av dv8pWTTOU TTEPL 
TO (jXTl~a LOWV TLS' El TTE¢UKEV EUYEV~S'. 

(Ion 237-40)11 

The third is from Timotheus, and is restored as .. aE~)VOV 0' 6 TTAaTavoS' q[E~]VOV". 

Of these, only the Sophoclean one is a figure as normally recognised, and indeed the 
repetitions might seem careless to some modern critics. Pausimachus however notices 

them and judges them largely by their sound. He likes the repetition of AWTO- with its A, 

but not those of aaKoS' , especially close to PTl~E, "TOU ~Et TTpoaEvoX[A~]aavToS' 

T[~V] dKO~V, [TTpoa]cpEpov TO aiy~a" (contributing the sigma, since the xi troubles the 

ear also). As for axTllJ.a in Ion Pausimachus is scathing; its repetition is not supportable 

([OUKET]' dvaaXE[ TO]V), since it has a bad mixture of sounds and a circumflex accent on 

the first syllable (KaKwS' ~ElX~[ EV ]Ta TOtS' ~XOlS' ElS' T[~V np]WTTJV nEptanUT[at). 12 

The repetition of aE~VOV by Timotheus is excused on the grounds that the change of 

accent from grave to acute makes the words different (E<p8EyyO~EW rap' OV]KETl 

10 Discussed in Janko (forthcoming). The relc, ant columns of Philodemus Book I, in which he quotes 
Pallsimachlls, are 85-86 and 88-89. Philodemus' rebuttal, which helps with the interpretation or the 
lragmentary te.\:t of Book I, is in Book II (the Treatise A of Sbordone! 197(1). 

I I This is how the te.\:t appears in Philodemus; with scriplio plellll of the word, 0Xlw-a, that is discussed, 
and with a repetition of dv, for the second of which the mediaeval manuscript has YEo 

l2 It is interesting that modern editors do not seem worried by this repetition; Indeed Sybel (IXN<), on 
whom see below, specifically cites it (p.15) as acceptable, being intended [0 emphasi-;c the compans~)n. 
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TalnG, dUel T[lva] IIIwalv). Finally, Pausimachus argues that rearranging the 

Sophocles fragment to read ~apvS' avvOl KOS' , W ~EVOl, ~apvS' ~apvS' would make it 
sound worse. 

D) The Rhetor ad Herennium,13 in his discussion of compositio (Artistic 

Composition) in IV.12.18 recommends the avoidance of eiusdem verbi adsiduitaJem 

nimiam (excessive repetition of the same word), exemplifying this by 'nam cuius rationis 

ratio non exstet ei / rationi ratio non est fidem habere'. I n IV .13.19 he distinguishes the 

figures of repetitio and conversio, according to whether the word repeated is at the 

beginning or end of its phrase (combination of the two he calls complexio). Similar 

classifications of figural repetitions are common in ancient rhetoricians,I-+ and do not 

merit comment in a study that concentrates on unfigured repetitions. But the discussion of 
traductio in IV. 14.20 is much more significant: 

traductio est quae facit uti, cum idem verbum crebrius ponatur, non modo non 
offendat ani mum, sed etiam concinniorem orationem reddat, hoc pacto: "qui nihil 
habet in vita iucundius vita, is cum virtute vitam non potest colere." item: "eum 
hominem appellas, qui si fuisset homo, numquam tam crudeliter hominis vitam 
petisset. at erat inimicus. ergo inimicum sic ulcisci voluit, ut ipse sibi reperiretur 
inimicus?" item: "'divitias sine divitis esse, tu vero virtutem praefer divitiis; nam si 
voles divitias cum virtute comparare, vix satis idoneae tibi videbuntur divitiae quae 
virtutis pedisequae sint." 
ex eodem genere est exomationis cum idem verbum ponitur modo in hac, modo in 
altera re, hoc modo: "cur earn rem tam studiose curas, quae tibi multas dabit 
curas?" item: "nam amari iucundum sit, si curetur ne quid sit amari." item: 
"veniam ad vos, si mihi senatus det veniam.·' 

traductio makes it possible for the same word to be frequently reintroduced, not 
only without offence to good taste, but even so as to render the style more elegant. 
[examples] ... To the same type of figure belongs that which occurs when the 
same word is used first in one function, and then in another [examples]. 

(translation based on Caplan's Loeb) 

In the view of this author,15 therefore, verbal repetition can 'offendere animum', but does 

not if it is part of the figure traductio.16 Moreover the same name is given to punning 

repetition;17 elsewhere (lV.21.29) the Rhetor ad Herennium calls this punning repetition 

adnominatio, those he quotes are pure puns (two quite different words, a flexional form 

of one being spelt the same as a flexional form of another), not the more subtle use of the 

same word in different senses (e.g. one literal, one metaphorical, as in Hermogenes 

beloW.) 

13 Probably to be dated early in the first century H.C. 

1-+ One sympathises with Frederic (1985) who collects the ancient, mediaeval and early modem 

terminologies, and finds many discrepancies and confusions in them. 

15 The Greek parallel cited bv editors, Alexander Numenii De Figllris p.37 Spengel, has a figure called 
ciVTL~ETcieEmS'. olryKpLmS' ~r TTAOKl') , but says merely "ETTL TOUTOU .TOU O"XTl~aToS' TaLS' atJTalS' 
AE~Em XPW~EVOl TTAEovciKLS' ETEpa aTwa(vo~Ev", with nothing about offending the ear. 

16 This is relevant to the view of many recent critics, discussed below. that the 'Greek ear' wa" 

insensitive to repetitions. 

17 Quintilian IX.3.69-70 also quotes the pun on anUlri. but as something to be avoided. 
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E) Dionysius of Halicamassus says little of great relevance. 18 As far as the 

De Compositione Verborum goes, this is readily understandable, because, as he explains 

at the beginning, his subject is the arrangement (UVV9EUlS') of words; he promises a 

further treatise on their choice (EKAO'Y~), but that was either not written or did not survive. 

In Chapter 12 he insists on the importance of variation: 

" ',' ~~T' OAl1'0uvAAa~a lTOAAn Ee~S' Aa~~clvovTa (KoTTTETal yap ~ 
aKpoa<:LS'). ',' ~llTE lTOAUUVAAa~a lTAElW n0V lKavwv, ~llbE b~ 6~OlOTOVQ 
lTa~' O~OlO~OV~LS' ~llb' 6~0l6xpova lTap' 6~0l0XpOVOlS'. Xp~ bE KaL TelS' 
lTTWUElS' TWV ovo~aTLKwv Taxu ~ETaAa~~clVElV . . . ~llbE b~ apXEu9al 
lTOAAclKlS' alTO TWV aUTWV ~llbE A~'YElV ElS' Tel aUTa imEpTElVOVTQS' TOV 
EKaTEpou Kalp6v . 

. . . avoiding both the successive use of many short-syllabled words (for this jars 
upon the ear), and an excessive number of polysyllabic words, and also the 
mo~otony cause~ by the juxtaposition of words carrying the same accent or 
havIng the same tIme-length. Again, we must vary at frequent intervals the cases 
of substantives ... and we must not begin or end with the same words to a 
degree that exceeds the bounds of good taste in each case. 

But he passes over the point quickly, and gives no illustrative examples. Nor does he 

expand on the subject in any of his other critical essays. 

F) Cicero says in De Oratore (3 206): 

Nam et geminatio verborum habet interdum vim, leporem alias, ... et eiusdem 
verbi crebra tum a primo repetitio, tum in extremum conversio, ... et eiusdem 
verbi crebrius positi quaedam distinctio et revocatio verbi. 

For there is sometimes force and in other cases charm in the iteration of words ... 
in sometimes repeating a word several times at the beginning of clauses and 
sometimes repeating a word several times at their end . . . and assigning a 
different meaning to the same word used several times, and repetition of a word. 

and in Orator (xxxix 135): 

Eadem ratio est horum quae sunt orationis lumina et quod am modo insignia, cum 
aut duplicantur iteranturque verba aut leviter (MSS breviter) commutata ponuntur, 
aut ab eodem verbo ducitur saepius oratio aut in idem conicitur aut utrumque, aut 
adiungitur idem iteratum aut idem ad extremum refertur, aut continenter unum 
verbum non in eadem sententia ponitur ... 

It is the same way with the embellishments and, as it were, the ornaments of style; 
words are redoubled and repeated, or repeated with a slight change, or several 
successive phrases begin with the same words or end with the same, or have both 
figures, or the same word is repeated at the beginning of a clause or at the end. or 
a word is used immediately in a different sense ... 

Cicero thus appears to treat repetition only as a figure of speech (or rather as a number of 

different figures of speech), never as a blemish or a neutral feature of style. 

G) The treatise lTEPL V¢OUS' , probably of the 1st century A.D., contains little 

about repetition in the form in which it has come down to us, but that may be because 

there is a lacuna of some three pages in the discussion of figures. Chapter 20 praises the 

combination of asyndeton and anaphora in Demosthenes In Midiam 72, and according to 

18 Late 1st century B.C. The text and translation are those of Usher (Loeb). 
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chapter 23 Tel TTOAtllTTWTa are TTavu ciYWvLuTLKa and KOOIlOU TE Kat lTaVTOS' UpovS' 

Kat TTa90uS' uuvEpya (extremely effective and contribute both to ornament and to 

sublimity and emotion of every kind); but no examples are given.19 

H) Quintilian20 has in Institutio Oratoria IX.3.28-37 a lengthy discussion of 

figures of repetition (which he calls generically adiectio); distinguishing them according to 

the location in their respective Clauses of the repeated words; he ascribes to these figures 

charm (gratia) and force (vires). There is nothing special here; but the work contains also 
two passages of particular relevance: 

VIII.3.51 

TauToAoyta ... est eiusdem verbi aut sermonis iteratio. Haec enim, quanquam 
non magnopere a summis auctoribus vitata, interim vitium videri potest, in quod 
saepe incidit etiam Cicero securus tam parvae observationis, sicut hoc loco: "non 
solum igitur illud iudicium iudicii simile, iudices, non fuit". interim mutato nomine 
ETTaVaATl4H S' dicitur, atque est et ipsum inter schemata, quorum exempla illo loco 
quaerenda, quo virtutes erunl. 

Tautology ... means the repetition of a word or phrase. The latter, though not 
avoided with special care even by the best authors, may sometimes be regarded as 
a fault: it is, in fact, a blemish into which Cicero not infrequently falls through 
indifference to such minor details: take, for example, the following passage 
[example]. It is sometimes given another name, ElTaVaATJ4;LS', under which it is 
ranked among figures, of which I shall give examples when I come to the 
discussion of stylistic virtues. 

X.l.7 

Et quae idem significarent solitos scio ediscere, quo facilius et occurreret unum ex 
pluribus, et, cum essent usi aliquo, si breve intra spatium rursus desideraretur, 
effugiendae repetitionis gratia sumerent aliud quod idem intelligi possel. Quod 
cum est puerile et cuiusdam infelicis operae, tum etiam utile parum; turbam tantum 
modo congregat, ex qua sine discrimine occupet proximum quodque. 

I know that some speakers make a practice of learning lists of synonyms by heart, 
in order that one word out of the several available may at once present itself to 
them, and that if, after using one word, they find that it is wanted again after a 
brief interval, they may be able to select another word with the same meaning and 
so avoid the necessity of repetition. But this practice is childish and involves 
thankless labour, while it is really of very little use, as it merely results in the 
assembly of a disorderly crowd of words, for the speaker to snatch the first that 
comes to hand. 

The first passage is evidence of the recognition by Quintilian that repetition could be a 

blemish, as well as a laudable figure of speech. The second demonstrates that the idea of 

deliberately avoiding repetition by using synonyms was not totally foreign to antiquity, 

even though its leading teacher of rhetoric did not think doing so worth the effort. This 

view of over-attention to words is consistent with Quintilian' s depreciation of such 

meticulousness in his preface to Book VIII. 

19 Text in Russell (1964); translation from Russell (1965). 

20 Born around A.D. 35 and died probably in the 90s. The text and translation are those or Butler (Loeb). 
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The content of X.I.7 has not been thought worthy of special notice by the commentators 

on Quintilian. Peterson (1891) notes that infelicis operae is used of trouble which one 

gives oneself unnecessarily, with the further idea of unproductiveness, and that the 

subject of congregat is indefinite, and must be supplied from the context - 'the man who 

learns by rote'. Cousin paraphrases it without comment,21 though his book purports to be 

a "contribution a la recherche des sources de l'institution oratoire". Burman (1720) has 

only one non-textual note on the paragraph, on quae idemsignificarent: 

Prima ratio copiae verborum fit ex synonymia; non tamen ut temere synonymis 
utaris (id enim vituperat Fabius [i.e. QuintilianD sed ut adhibeas delectum & 
judicium. TlR'-E3. 

I) In his treatise TIEPl [8EL;)v AOYOV Hermogenes outlines seven basic types 

of style, and mentions figures of repetition in his discussion of several of them.22 

a) 
Kal Il~V Kal at ETIaVaA~4JElS' IlciAa xp~alllOl TIpoS' EUKplVElaV Kal 
aa<1>~vElav. ETIEl8av ycip Tl TIp08uS' aX~lla TWV ECPEAKOIlEVWV ETEPOV 
VOlllla, EI T' civaYKaa8uS' ETIEIl~aAElv GAAa Tlva vO~llaTa TIPlV ciTI080uVal 
TO ciKOAov80v, civciYKTJ ETIaVaAa~Elv Kal 8lEVKPl v~aal, 'iva Il ~ aOl ciaacp~S' 
Kal aVYKExvIlEVOS' YEVTJTal a AOYOS' 

(Rabe, p. 239) 

Repetitions also are especially useful when the orator wants to create Distinctness 
and Clarity. When you introduce a thought in such a way that another thought will 
logically follow, but then are forced to deal with other matters before coming to 
the thought that has already been promised, you must repeat what you have said 
earlier, so that your organisation will not seem to be confused and unclear.23 

b) 
a'iTE ovv TIEplawaElS' KaAAWTIL(ovalv, OTIEP EAEYOIlEV, Kat. at KaTa KwAov 
ETIava<1>opal, olov 'IlEXPl TOl~JTOV Aaa8EVTJS' CPLAOS' WVOllci(ETO <PlAl TITIOV, 
EWS' TIPOU8WKEV "OAvv80v, IlEXPl TOlJTOV TllloAaoS', EWS' ciTIwAEaE 8~~aS'" 
ETIava<1>EpEl yap ETIl TaUTO IlEPOS' TOU AOyOV. 8lacpEpEl 8E TIaplawaEwS' 
T~S' KaT' cipxaS' TO aX~lla TOUTO, D EKEl IlEV aVAAa~~ EaTlv ~ aUT~ ETI' 
cill<1>OlV TOlV KwAOlV, EL 8E Kat. TIAElOVS', ciAA' OU AOYOV Tl IlEPOS' 
OAOKATJPOV, EVTav80l 8E OATJ TlS' AE6S" Kal 0 IlEV qv D ETIavacpopci, Kat. 
TIaplawalS' EaTlv ~ KaT' cipxciS' , 0 8' clV TIaplawalS' 11 KaT' cipXciS' , OUKETl 
KaL ETIava<1>opci. . ., at IlEVTOl ETIavacpopaL EL KaTa KOlllla YLVOlVTO, 
yopyov TIOlOUal TOV AOYOV, ciAA' ou KaAov, olov 'TIpOaUDV IlEV TU ~OVAU, 
TIpOaUDV 8E T4) 8~1l41" EVTau8a 8E Kal ~ TaXEla TOU IlEplallou ciTIo80al~ 
TO yoPYOV ETIOl TJaEV. ETl ~ciAAoyS' TIOl TJTl ~O~ TO TO~ OUTO , ax~ Ila ; TJ 
ciVTlaTpo<1>~. EaTl 8E TOUTO EvaVTlOV TIwS' TTJ ETIavacpopq KaTa TO TEAOS' 
EXOVTWV TWV KwAwv T~V aUT~V AE~lV. 

(Rabe, pp. 302-3) 

Thus parallelism creates Beauty, as I h~ve. said. A specific kind of parallelism is 
one consisting of repetitions at the begInmng of a clause: ~Example] .. He repeats 
the same phrase at the beginning of each sentence. ThIs figure dIffers from 

21 Cousin (1935) 542. 
22 Late 2nd century A.D. The text used is the Teubner of Rabe. on the TLG, and the translation that of 
Wooten (1987); in his preface Wooten explains that to make a usable translation he has "taken the Ii berty 
of reordering [Hermogenes'] sentences and even, on occasion, of paraphrasing the text." 

23 By ETTavciAll4JlS' here, however, Hermogenes obviously means repetition of an idea, not necessarily of 

a word or words. 
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assonance in that it is not a single syllable that is repeated or perhaps two, but a 
whole phras~ or a whole word. I suppose that epanaphora is also an instance of 
assonance, SInce a whole phra~e or word is repeated~ which involves the repetition 
of syllables, but assonance tS not epanaphora, SInce it does not involve the 
rep~tition of words .. : Finally, repetitions used in short phrases make the passage 
rapId, but not b~a~t~ful .lEx~mple j .. Here too the fact that the corresponding 
member of the dIVISIon IS gIven qUIckly creates Rapidity. Another fioure that 
produces Beauty is antistrophe, which is the opposite of epanaphora be~ause the 
clauses use the same word at the end rather than at the beginning. 

c) 
ETl KaAAouS' '(OlOV Kat TO TIOAUTITUlTOV KaAOUIlEVOV GX~lla, El KaTeI KWAOV 
EK¢EpOLTO ... KaTa IlEVTOL KOlllla EL YEVOLTO, TfAEOV EXEL TO yopyOV 

(Rabe, p. 306) 

T.he figure that is calle~ polyptoton is also characteristic of beauty, if used in 
dtfferent clauses ... If, however, polyptoton is used in phrases, it creates 
Rapidity 

d) 
ETEPOV oE ErOOS' 0PLIlUTl1TOS' TO EK TIapOVOllaGlaS', OUK E~ OIlOlOTl1TOS', 
OTav KVPltv Tl vI. OVOllaTL ~ PrlllaTL XPl1GallEVOL El T' Eu8uS' ETIOIlEVOL 
TOUTtv XPTJGWIlE8a Kat E¢' OU Il~ KUPlOV EGTL TIpaYllaTOS' 

(Rabe, p. 342) 

There is another kind of Subtlety that consists in the use of a word first in its 
proper sense and then in a figurative way rather than by using words that sound 
alike. This happens when you use a noun or a verb in its usual sense and then use 
it in an unusual way ... 

Hermogenes' analysis of the effects of figural repetitions provides a good insight into 
how such repetitions were perceived in antiquity. The last of the passages quoted above is 
further evidence that repetitions of the same word with different senses were noticed and 
thought to be of rhetorical value. But there is nothing Hermogenes says relevant to 

unfigured repetitions, which are the prime concern of this study. 

J) In his TIEPI. iOEWV AOYOU Hermogenes foreshadowed a treatise TIE pI. 

IlE8000u OELVOTl1TOS'; the extant book with that title is generally agreed to be spurious. 

but merits mention here. The author categorises some types of repetition. He uses the 

term ETIaVaAT)4;lS' which he says has three purposes - TfpaYllaToS' OlOaGKaAla 

(instruction), TIPOGWTIOU GUGTaGLS' or oLa~oA~ (support or slander of a person) and 

~8ouS' ~E~a(UlGLS' (strengthening of a character). He quotes examples of each from 

Homer and from prose writers. There is a separate discussion in 4 (Rabe pp. 416-7) of 

the circumstances appropriate for repeating a terminology or varying it - nOTE 

TaUTOTl1TL OVOllaTUlV XPllGollE8a Kat TIOTE TIOLKlALq. When one term is the clearest it 

should be used repeatedly - here Homer is quoted: 

cDS' oE ~wv KaTaT~KET) EV aKpOTIOAOLGlV 0pEGGlV, 
~v T' EupoS' KaTETl1~EV, ETI~V ZE¢UpOS' KaTaXEulJ, 
Tl1KOIlEVl1S' 0' apa TTlS' TIoTallOL TIA~8oUGl PEOVTES'· 
CDS' TTlS' T~KETO KaAa TIap~La oaKpuXEoUGllS'· (Odyssey 19. 205-8)2~ 

2~ It is odd that he omits 204, TilS' 8' ap' clKOUOUGllS' pEE 8ciKpua. T~KETO oE XpwS'. The \\ ording and 
punctuation of Homer printed in these citations are those found in the TLG (ext or pseudo-Hermogenes. 
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Synonyms, according to pseudo-Herrnogenes, would not be so appropriate in that 

passage; but Homer properly uses the synonyms 6~u, 8PlI.1U, TIlKPOV in: 

wS' 8' oTav w8Lvovaav EXlJ ~EAOS' 6~u yvvalKa, 
8PlI.1U, TO TE npo'lElal lloyoaToKOl ElAEl8vlal, 
<'HpTJS' 8vyaTEpES' nlKpuS' w8lvaS' EXOVaal" (Iliad 11. 269-272) 

Pseudo-Hermogenes gives examples of the use of synonyms in a prose author 

(Thucydides).25 It appears therefore, at the least, that pseudo-Hermogenes, or his source, 

had been thinking about the appropriateness of verbal repetition. 

K) The rhetorical text known as Anonymous Seguerianus claims one of the 

virtues of narration (TTlS' 8ll1y~aEwS' TclS' apETas) to be brevity (avvTolllav); and that 

you gain brevity if you avoid repetitions (EclV TUS' ava8l TI AwaELS' rrapal TOLO); his 

example shows that he has figural repetition in mind.2G 

The passages above concentrate on repetition as a feature of a number of figures of 

speech, used in oratory or poetry with a definite purpose - pleasing and/or convincing the 

hearer. Only Philodemus, the Rhetor ad Herennium on traductio, Quintilian and Pseudo

Hermogenes say anything of direct relevance to the unfigured repetitions that are the 

subject of the present study. They seem to be exploring the effect of repetitions in close 

proximity which are not part of recognised figures. The Rhetor, Pausimachus as reported 

by Philodemus, and Quintilian judge the merits of such repetitions by aesthetic criteria, 

pseudo-Hermogenes by the demands of clarity. There is no hint that the less meritorious 

repetitions are careless or unintentional; the issue is one of literary judgen1ent, good or 

bad. Quintilian in X.1.7 indeed sees avoiding repetitions of the natural word as an 

undesirably artificial proceeding. 

There is, also, a little evidence that ancient textual critics paid some attention to unfigured 

repetitions: 

A) Servius ad loe. attributes lumina at Vergil Georgies 1.6 to an authorial 

reVISIon: 
numina fuit, sed emendavit ipse, quia postea ait et vos ... numina ( 1.10) 

B) The occurrence of all~poaLoS' four times in the following nine lines of 

Iliad 14 was too much for Zenodotus and Aristophanes, who without great imagination 

read KaL IlEyaAovS' for dll~poa(ovS' in 177:27 

, " ....... ." ,r , 
all~poallJ IlEV npWTOV ano xpoOS' lIlEPOEVTOS' 
AUllaTa navTa Kci8TJPEV, ciAELtVaTO 8E AL rr' EAaL0 

170 

25 It is noteworthy that Dover (1997) finds a remarkable fall in repetition In Thucydides compared wilh 

his predecessors - see Chapter 4 Appendix I below. 

26 Probably late second century or early third century A.D. This and the Citation are from Dills & 

Kennedy ( 1997). 
27 The authority for this is the sclzolia velera (Erbse Il9741 Vol 3, f)OO) viz.. Aim ZllVQOOTOS' Ka!. 
, APWTO¢civllS" "KaAOUS'" Kal IlEYci.\oU<)" and Til TL VE:S" "KaAouS'" Ka!. \1EyciAOU<)", l va \1 11 AU1T~ TO 
dll~p6aLOv aUVEXE:S" ov. 
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dtJ-~pOUl4>- EOaV4), TO pa Ot TE8uwtJ-EVOV ~EV' 
TOU Kat KlVUtJ-EVOlO ~lOS' KaTCt xaAKo~aTES' ow 
EtJ-lTllS' ~s yaLav TE Kat ovpavov 'lKET' ciDTIl~. 
T4) p' ~ yE xpoa KaAov ciAEl¢atJ-EVll LOE Xat TaS' 
lTE~atJ-EVll XEpUt lTAOKatJ-0uS' ElTAE~E ¢aElVOVS' 
KaAOVS' dll~POU(OUS' EK KpaaTOS' ci8avclTolo. 
citJ-¢t 0' dp' dtJ-~pOUlOV Eavov Eua8' ... 

Chapter 2 

175 

C) Diogenes Laertius (3.65.1) writes thus about the texts of Plato current in 
his day (the relevant words are underlined): 

'ElTE!. OE Kat ullllELa Tlva TOLS' ~l~A(OlS' aVTou lTapaTL8EvTal, <pEPE Kat. 
lTEPL T01JTWV Tl EllTWIlEv. XL Aall~avETal lTpoS' TCtS' AE~ElS' Kat. TO. UX~llaTa 
Kat OAWS' T~V ITAaTwvlK~V uuv~8Elav' OllTA~ rrpoS' TO. OOYllaTa Kat TO. 
dPEUKoVTa ITAaTwvL· XL lTEplEUTl YIlEVOV lTpoS' To.S' EKAOYo.S- Kat. 
KaAAl ypa¢laS" OllTA~ lTEplEUTl YIlEVll lTpoS' To.S' EVLWV olop8wUElS" 6~EAOS
lTEplEUTl YIlEVOS' lTpoS' To.S' ElKalOUS' d8ET~UElS" aVTlUL Ylla 
TrEplEUTl YIlEVOV lTpoS' To.S- Ol TTo.S- XP~UELS' Kat IlETa8EUElS' TWV ypa<pwv' 
KEpaUVlov lTPOS- T~V aywy~v T~S' ¢LAouo<pLas' ciUTEPLUKOS lTPOS' T~V 
UUIl¢WVlav TWV OOYllclTWV' 6~EAOS' lTPOS' T~V d8ET11UlV. TO. IlEV U11tJ-Ela 
TaUTa Kat TO. ~l~Ala TouaUTa' alTEP ('AVTlYOVOS' ¢l1CJLV 6 KapuuTloS' EV 
T4) ITEPl Z~vwvos-) VEWCJTl EKoo8EvTa El TlS' ~8EAE oLavayvwval, IllU86v 
ETEAEl TOLS' KEKTlltJ-EVOlS'. 

And since certain critical marks are affixed to his works let us now say a few 
words about these .... The dotted antisigma denotes repetitions and proposals for 
transpositions ... 28 

This use of the dotted antisigma is supported by Anecdotum Romanum as cited by 
Gardthausen (1911): 

TO OE aVTLul Ylla lTEplEUTL YIlEVOV lTapaTL8ETaL oTav TauToAoyfj Kat T~V 
aVT~V OlaVOlav OEUTEPOV AEYD. 

The use of the term olavolav, however, implies that the repetitions in question were 

repetitions of the sense (what we might call tautologies) rather than the verbal repetitions 
that are the subject of this study; and that implication is supported by references to 

antisigma in the Homeric scholia.29 

D) A scholium in a manuscript of Septem shows awareness of verbal 

repetition. It is discussed in Chapter 6, Section 2(i). Septem 275-278a reads: 

tJ-~Aolal v al tJ-cluuovTaS' EUTfas- 8EWV 
TaupoKTovouvTaS' 8EOLUlV WO' ElTEUXOllal 
8~aElv TpOlTaLa lTOAEtJ-lWV 0' Eu8~llaul 
Acl¢upa oa'Lwv OOUpt IT A11X8' ayvoLS' OOIlOlS' 
UTE¢W lTPO vawv lTOAEIlLWV 0' Eu8~llaTa. 

275 

278 
278a 

The last word of 277 is ECJ8~llaTa in almost all manuscripts; 278a is not in several 

manuscripts, and some have merely the first three words. An ancient editor recognised 

28 Text and translation of the most relevant passage by Hicks (Loeb). lowe lhis reference to Small 1 Q<n. 

29 A scholium with a distant relevance is quoted in McNamee (1998) 2~7 "Sclw/ia ill lIiadem l).443c 

(sclwlia verna) ex. llU9wv TE PllTilp' EIlEIlUL . TTP~KTilp~ T~ ~pywv'· cr,llIlE~LWcrUL, OTt TO 
0IlOLOTEA.EuTov E<f>UYE IlETa~aAwv TT]V <f>paoLv· ou yap ~L TTEIlV8tllV TE PllTllpa KaL tP'Ywv 
TTPllKTilpa '." The author of this seholium envisaged Homer avoIdIng aJIngIc. 
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there to be an unresolved question whether Aeschylus himself repeated iTOAElllWl' 

Eae~jlaTa/(Jl, and proposes an emendation which would remove half of the repetition: 
the scholion reads 

EV Tlal TWV dVTl ypci¢wv jlETa TOV aTl XOV TOlJTOV KEl Tal TO 
aTE~W iTPO vawv iTOAEjllWV Eae~jlaTa, 

Kat. OU b~iTOU KaTa A~eTjV 6 TOl01JTOS' aTlX0S' ElK:lJ 
iTapEyyEypaiTTal. ~ bE TEAEuTala AE6S' TOU iTPO TOUTOU aTlXov 
"Eae~jlaal" EXEl' El youv TOUa' OlJTWS' EXEl, aUjl~l~ci((Ol) a1' TlS' 
TauTa, dVTt. TOU "Eae~jlaal" "iTTWjlaal" jlETaypci~aS', Kat. EXEl TO 
OAOV KaAWS' , AEYOVTOS' TOU 'ETEOKAEOUS' on' iTEaOVTWV TWV 

iTOAEjllWV dvae~aw iTPO TWV vawv TaS' TWV iTOAEjllWV aToAciS'. 

In some copies after this line [278] there is found 
aTE~w iTPO vawv iTOAEjllWV Eae~jlaTa, 

and indeed this line has not been inserted carelessly at random. The final 
word of the previous line has ., Eae~jlaal ". This being so, one might 
accept those words, substituting "iTTwjlaal" for "Eae~jlaal ". The whole 
passage is satisfactory, since Eteocles says "when the enemy have fallen I 
shall dedicate the clothes of the enemy in front of the temples." 
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SECTION 2. THE OPINIONS OF MODERN CRITICS AND OTHERS. 

SECTION 2(i) AGURAL REPETITIONS. 

Chapter 2 

Those verbal repetitions that form recognised figures of speech have been the subject of 

several scholarly studies. They are not examined exhaustively here, but those by Fehling 
(1969) and Wills (1996) require comment. 

Fehling defines 'Wiederholung' widely, including antitheses when totally different words 

are used (e.g. TTE(OVOlloV T' EK TE 8aAciaaas- Persae76). He concentratesonliterature 

before Gorgias (and very much on Aeschylus among the tragedians), and lists 

Wiederholungsfiguren under a large number of categories. He thus demonstrates that 

these figures were not introduced into Greek literature by Gorgias, but does not seem to 

attempt to compare archaic with later literature. He does not indeed use any statistical 

analysis, and rarely comments on the text, even where a repetition is relevant to a dispute 

over a reading; nor does he appear to note when a word being repeated in a figure also 

occurs once or more in close proximity. Fehling claims that "Gemination' in the choral 

lyric of Aeschylus has more to do with the 'musikalischen Kunstcharakter' of these songs 

than with' gewohnlichen Formen sprachlich-stilistischer AufdrucksverssUirkung' (normal 
forms of expression of linguistic style.) 

The study of Wills (1996), though it relates to Latin poetry rather than Greek tragedy, 

must be noted here, because it is so comprehensive, and fully up-to-date. Unlike Fehling, 

Wills discusses only repetitions of the same word, as this study does. He seeks to 

provide systematic collections of evidence on various figures of word-repetition, and then 

to apply this body of evidence, concentrating on those patterns which have clear stylistic 

associations, and particularly those passages whose formal structure makes reference to 

other specific passages. His thesis is that one of the main functions of these figures in 

Latin poetry is to allude to earlier Latin poetry, or to Greek poetry from Homer onwards. 
He says: 

By sharing a mark with a precedent, an instance of a figure shows it is in a 
tradition of marked language rather than just an idiosyncratic solecism .... in 
verse, the imitation of poets by poets is our best evidence for the tradition of poetic 
figures.3o 

A recent paper by Slings entitled Figures of Speech and their Lookalikes argues that most 

instances of anaphora (and of at least antithesis and chiasmus as well among phenomena 

that are commonly called 'figures of speech ') are not aesthetic embellishments at alL but 

come from oral discourse, in which they are 'chunking devices' used to ensure that the 

information packaged in a clause or sentence does not become so dense as to obstruct its 

successful processing by a listener} 1 

30 Wills (1996) 2. 

31 Slings (1997). His study does not look at poetry later than Aristophanes. He says that these chunking 
devices have no function in written discourse, where readers are able to process the text they read at the 
speed they detennine themselves. He does not therefore necessarily conflict with the theory of Wills, 
which regards anaphora as very much an aesthetic embellishment. 
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SECfION 2(ii) UNFIGURED REPETITIONS 

Modem discussions of unfigured repetitions, on the other hand, are central to this studv. 

They are frequent, ranging from notes in commentaries to articles in periodicals. This 

section seeks to provide an overview of what has been written about unfigured (alias 

'careless' or 'unconscious' or 'unintentional') repetitions in Greek tragedy, noting also as 

appropriate some of the things that have been written about such repetitions in other 
genres. 

Modem discussions of unfigured repetitions fall very broadly into four groups, according 

to their approach to the phenomenon; the fashionability of these approaches varies over 

time. The groups may be called excoriatory, exoneratory, exculpatory and explanalory. 

Non-judgemental discussions are few; the quantitative and comparative approach adopted 

in Chapters 3 to 6 of this study and by Dover ( 1997) in relation to Greek prose (on which 

see Chapter 4 Appendix I below) is rarely if ever to be found.32 There is however an 

enigmatic statement in Schmid-Stiihlin's discussion of Euripides "Die Zahl dieser 

Wiederholungen wachst in den spatesten SHicken (Hel., rr., Or., Phoen., fA - nicht in 

Bacch.) bis zum SO."33 I have not been able to find the source for this, nor the unit of 

measurement. 

A. EXCORIATION. 

The excoriatory approach is the first in logic, in that if nothing were felt to be wrong in 

unfigured repetition there would be no cause to defend or explain it. Critics who adopt 

thhe excoriatory approach regard unfigured repetition as a flaw, and are not afraid to 

criticise ancient authors for it.3.+ Just because someone lived a very long time ago and is 

very famous his bad writing should not be passed over, any more than should, for 

instance, Aristotle's attitudes to slaves and women. Cook wrote as follows in his article 

Unconscious Iterations:35 

32 Schinkel (1973) uses the term 'Funktionslose' for unfigured repetitions in his study of repetition in 
Aeschvlus' a studv which is exhaustive but includes no statistical analysis or comparisons with other 
author~. H~ finds function in almost all the repetitions he studies, and is very reluctant to emend even the 

'Funktionslose' ones away. 
33 Schmid-Stahlin (1934) 795 note 1. On p. 489 they say of Sophocles "gegen Wiederholung derselben 
Worte oder Worts tam me oder Ausdrucke in Kurzen Abstand ist Sophokles ebensowenig empfindJich wie 
Aischylos; nur in wenigen Hi.llen ist das wiederholte Wort starker betont." 

3.+ A balanced, traditional, appraisal of repetition in English is to be found In Fowler's maglstenal 
Modem English Usage (Fowler [192611950] 495): "The first thing to be said IS that a dozen sentences are 
spoilt by ill-advised avoidance of repetition for everyone that is spoilt by I11-adnsed repetition. Faulty 
repetition results from want of care; faulty avoidance results from Incapacity to t~ll good from bad, or 
servile submission to a rule of thumb - far graver defects than carelessness .. , Thc lact remaIns. howcver, 
that repetition of certain kinds is bad; and, though the bad repetitions are alm~)st always unint~ntional, and 
due to nothing worse than carelessness, and such as their authors would not lor a moment dclcnd, yct ill'> 

well that writers should realise how common this particular form of carelessness IS: the moral. , , IS the 
e,tremely simple one - read what you ha\'e wntten before printing it." 

35 Cook (1902) 146-158 and 2.56-267; see also later in this chapter and in Chaptcr 7. 
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In Soph. OT399ff. Oedipus says to Teiresias _ 

Xo. 

ov o~ au TTELPc!S' EK~aAElv, OOKWV 8pOVOlS' 
TTapaaTaT~aElV TOtS' KPEOVTElOlS' TTEAaS'. 
Aawv OOKElS' 110l Kal au XW auv8ELS TelOE 
~YTJAaT~aElV' El OE 11~ J80KElS' YEPWV 
ELVGl, TTa8wv EYVWS' GV otel TTEp <pPOVElS'. 
~l-llV IlEV ElKa(oual KGl Tel Tou8' ETTll 
0PYD AEAEx8aL KaL T<1 a', Ol8l TTOU, 80KEl. 

Chapter 2 

Let. u~ be hones~: this sort of thing, even in Sophocles, is bad writing. Again, 
EunpIdes does hIS best to spoil the beginning of Talthybius' famous description 
of the death of Polyxena by an equally undesirable iteration of the word XEl p: 
Hec. 523ff. -

Aa~wv 0' 'AXlAAEWS' TTalS' TIOAU~EVTJV XEPOS' 
EaTlla' ETT' aKpou XWllaTOS', TTEAaS' 8' EYW' 
AEKTOl T' 'Axalwv EKKPl TOl vEavLal, 
oXlpTll!la j.loaxou CJilS' KaeE~OVTES' XEPOlV, 
ECJTTOVTO. TTA~PES' 8' EV XEPOlV Aa~wv 8ETTaS' 
TTayxpuaov a'LPEl XElPl TTalS' 'AXlAAEWS' 

Cook's whole thesis is that unfigured repetitions are 'unconscious', and this very 
judgemental passage is not typical of his article, but underlying it is an assumption that 
unfigured repetition is unaesthetic; and indeed Cook rarely if ever gives a repetition the 
benefit of the doubt - if he cannot immediately see a rhetorical point, then the repetition 
was unconscIOUS. 

Here are some other examples of this approach in criticism of the tragic poets: 

HOllsman (1888) 321 on the repetition EKCJ4>(olaTo / vTTEKa~(olEv in Persae 

451-3: "suspicion is aroused ... not by the mere repetition, for the Greeks are 
less careful than the Romans and the modems to avoid this fault. ... " 

Platnauer (1938) on IT 139: "Euripides' constant repetition of words may give 
offence but should not invite emendation." 

Rose (1957) on ETTal TlOS' in Eumenides 465: "Since the word recurs two lines 

further on in a different sense, this is careless even for Aes. and there is a good 

deal to be said for Weil 's conjecture ~.ETa( TLOS'." 

Outside tragedy: 

Lilja accuses Charon of Lampsacus of repeating through inability to construct his 

sentences properI y)6 

Campbell (1982) 307 calls repetitions in Ibycus "inept and slovenly language". 

In Callimachusandhiscritics Canleron describes the Leontion of Hermesianax as 
"surely the silliest surviving product of its age" and, as well as criticising its 

subject matter, attacks its "structure and style." The writing, he says, "is 

3() Lilja (t968) cited in Dover (1997) 140. V/hatever lhe juslification for her excorialion of Charon of 
Lampsacus, no-one could e\'Cf claim that the three great tragedians wrote doggerel. 

'17 
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everywhere lazy andfonnulaic."37 

The judgementalism inherent in this approach is not fashionable. But it is illuminating, in 

that it explains why so many readers and commentators feel uncomfortable with what they 

find in the text before them, and why the rather more sophisticated approaches discussed 

below have been adopted. Nor should it be simply dismissed as a misguided application 

of modern standards to ancient texts; all who write anythino know that some of the thinos o 0 

they write are better than others, and that some they would alter and improve if they had 

the time. Many modern poets correct and revise their drafts, and even their published 

poems.38 The Donatus life of Vergil says that Vergil behaved similarly.39 It is plausible 

that some parts of plays - plays which must have been written to tight deadlines for 

perfonnance - were not as polished as others, and that the poet used the first word that 

came into his head, quite often the same one as had come into his head a few minutes 
before. 

Perhaps as a balance to excoriation, a mention here should be made of the rare exultatory 

approach. Denniston (1950) lxii says: 

The Greeks seem to have felt about the repetition of words in general that, while 
artistic repetition is stylistically effective, accidental repetition is not a thing to be 
sedulously and artificially avoided. (Their attitude to assonance was precisely the 
same.) The exactness of the significance of Greek pronouns, it is true, often 
makes the repetition of nouns unnecessary. But where repetition is the most 
convenient course, the Greeks do not boggle at it, and their writings are mostly 
free from the pitiful periphrases by which some of our own authors have sought to 
avoid calling a spade a spade more than once. 

Dover (1997) 138 seeks a balance, but expresses himselfjudgementally: 

Much pre-Platonic prose was insensitive to avoidable recurrence, and the tradition 
[vi.:. 'to ring the changes on different lexemes in the same semantic field'] by 
Thucydides and taken to extremes by Isocrates was over-sensitive and therefore 
blatantly artificial. The ... naturalness of Plato's style is achieved in large 
measure by his willingness to float between consistency and inconsistency of 
vocabulary as good articulate conversation does. 

37 Cameron (1995) 318. Interestingly, a comparison of the repetitiveness of Hermesianax with that of 
Callimachus does not support Cameron's assertion. There are, in the 98 surviving lines of Hermesianax' 
elegy LeOntiOIl, 29 repetitions of identical lexical words, and 83 repetitions of the same lexical word if no 
account is taken of differences in inflection; in 98 lines (33 to 130), taken from the middle of 
Callimachus' elegiac Fifth Hymn, there are 43 repetitions of identical lexical words, and 113 repetitions 
of the same lexical word if no account is taken of differences in inflection. If only repetitions after no 
more than 10 lines are considered, on 21 occasions Callimachus repeats an identical word after no more 
than 10 lines; Hermesianax on 10; taking different inflections as repetitions, the figure for Callimachus is 

52, and for Hermesianax 31. 
38 If evidence for this is needed, it is to be found on virtually e\'ery page of Ricks' 1987 edition of 

Tennyson. 
39 Cum georgica scriberet, traditur cotidie meditatos mane plurimos \ersus dictare soIitus ac per totum 
diem retractando ad paucissimos redigere, non absurde carmen se more ursae parere dlcens et lambendo 
demum effingere. (Donatus Vitae Vergiliallae, lines 78-82 in Brummer 1969) 

When he was writing the Georgics, it is said to have been his custom to dictate each day a large 
number of verses which he had composed in the morning, and then to spend the rest of the day in 
reducing them to a very small number, "ittily remarking that he fashioned his poem after the manner 
of a she-bear, and gradually licked it into shape. (Rolfe [1924] 470-3) 
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B. EXONERATION. 

The exoneratory approach denies the very existence of unfigured repetition in great classic 

poets. We find such repetitions in our texts, indeed, but because of copyists. L. von 

Sybel wrote a thesis in 1868 entitled De repetitionibus verborum in fabulis Euripideis 

which concludes, after a detailed study, that since a great artistic poet like Euripides 

would not have wished his words to be 'molestae' unless necessary, and it was not 

necessary (there being an adequate supply of synonyms), all repetitions that are 

'molestae' are due to corruption; Sybel lays down criteria - repetitions with rhetorical 

point, ones after more than three lines, and ones of words with no weight, are not, in his 

view, 'molestae', and do not need emending away. 

This approach was popular in the nineteenth century - apparatus critici are full of 

conjectures by editors such as Wecklein and Nauck to remove repetitions,40 and though 

not adopted so uncompromisingly to-day, it is not dead. For instance, Ajax 1071 reads in 

the MSS: 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) accept the conjecture of QVTa for iiv8pa.41 Again, Diggle 

justifies adopting Hartung's deletion of Orestes 1430 by reference to 'offensive 

repetition' .42 

Nor is the exoneratory approach without any merit. Chapter 6 below shows that there are 

indisputably introductions of repetitions during a manuscript transmission, so conjectures 

to remove them are a legitimate editorial strategy. But it is impossible to see exoneration 

as uniquely valid: Chapter 6 also shows that there are many unfigured repetitions that 

cannot plausibly be ascribed to any copyist. 

40 Some analysis of conjectures in Euripides Electra is contained in Chapter 6 Section 3. 

41 See the discussion of this reading in Chapter 8 below. 

42 Diggle ( 1994) 385. 
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C. EXCULPATION. 

The exculpatory approach is to recommend the abandonment of modem attitudes to 

repetition. They did things differently in the past. Ancient authors did repeat words 

without point, but that was not a flaw in ancient times; the 'Greek ear' did not notice such 

repetitions. This view was well expressed by Campbell in his essay On the language of 
Sophocles: 

One point in which modem languages are more precise and accurate than the 
ancient is their sensitiveness in not allowing one word to be used twice, unless for 
special reason, .in t~e same pass~ge43 ... The word that has most recently passed 
through the mInd IS the most lIkely to present itself for selection, thouoh it is 
rejected by the instinct of a modem writer. But in Sophocles this tendency :ppears 
unchecked, and, whether from the vividness of the impression which 
accompanied each word 0T from whatever cause, seems to have been unusually 
strong. A word once used IS apt to be repeated in a different connection and even 
with a different meaning.44 

So too, eloquently and more generally (that is, not restricted to Sophocles), Jackson: 

and: 

The total indifference of the dramatists to the repetition of all such words extends 
even to cases where the fact of the repetition must have been forced on their 
attention by the order of the words.45 

It is of course a far cry to the days when Bentley, in his admirer's [Housman's] 
words, waded knee-deep in carnage to remove the repetitions, strewn over the text 
of Lucan, ... In the Attic dramatists the chief indignity an overtasked word has to 
apprehend is that the editor will apologise for its existence .... the passages 
quoted are ... examples ... of a tolerance which Sophocles might have been 
wise to avoid if he had been writing a copy of Gaisford Verses, or Euripides if he 
had been competing for the Porson Prize.46 

The exculpatory approach is perhaps the one most frequently adopted by editors, who feel 

it necessary to draw their readers' attention to a repetition, and then say the Greeks would 

43 This assertion, though common, might not stand up to the closest of scrutiny. For instance, the very 
first sentence of Sir Walter Scott's Ivanlwe repeats 'pleasant' with as little obvious point as any repetition 
in Euripides - "In that pleasant district of Merrie England which is watered by the river Don, there 
extended in ancient times a large forest covering the greater part of the hills and valleys which lie between 
Sheffield and the pleasant town of Doncaster." And on page 80 of S. Barlow's The Imagery of Euripides 
the word 'old' occurs four times in three sentences - "Menelaus comes onstage wrapped solely in an old 
piece of sail cloth. Hecuba the old Trojan Queen lies down on an old straw mattress. It is not certain how 
far conventions of the theatre went in abandoning the old stately costume ... " Lionel Johnson's Bv the 
Statue oj King Charles at CIUlring Cross, printed in the appendix to this chapter, displays many 
repetitions, not all of which would appear to have 'point' if they \\'ere in a Greek poem. For some further 
observations relevant to this topic see Chapter 7. 

44 Campbell (1879) 83-84. 

45 Jackson (1955) 198. Dover (1997) 140 cites Jackson and says "In poetry \'ariation by synonymy went 
hand-in-hand with apparent indifference to recurrence and it is not surprising that fifth-century prose also 
shows a mixture." 

46 Jackson (1955) 220. 
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not have been bothered by it. 47 This approach (admitting that we find unfigured repetition 

a flaw, but denying that its original audience did) cannot be rejected outright - it is an 

attractive way of accounting for the observed phenomena. Ancient evidence can be prayed 

in aid of it: negative evidence from the rarity of references to unfigured repetition in 

ancient critics, and positive evidence from Quintilian's view (X.I.7 quoted in Section 1 

above) that collecting synonyms to avoid repetitions is a waste of time. 

But exculpation leaves a feeling of discomfort. Was there such a thing as a "Greek ear' 

different from the general human one? And if the Greeks did not notice repetitions which 

modem people find offensive or tiresome, then why did they notice, and apparently 

rejoice in, repetitions in figures of speech? That might be explained on the supposition 

that the Greek ear did not retain what it had heard for very long, and noticed and was 

charmed (or irritated) only by repetition in very close proximity; but there are many 

examples of ring-composition and the like which assume recall of what was said some 

time ago.48 Editors of tragic texts who are ready to dismiss a repetition for which they are 

unable to account as unimportant to and unnoticed by playwright and audience are just as 
ready to draw attention to repetitions that they admire, even ones which are not any 

recognised rhetorical figure. For instance, in Andromache the perfect of ~a[vw is used 

twice in five lines (1022 ~E~aal v; 1027 ~E~aKE); Stevens (1971) says "the repetition 

stresses the identical fate that overtook both victor and vanquished". 

47 For instance: 
Barrett on Hippo/y11ls 29-32 "Y~S' T~o6E so s(x)n after T~v6E y~v need cause no qualms: the 
Greeks had no prejudice against such repetitions." 
Dodds on Bacclwe 647 TTo6' ... TTo6a "the Greek ear, and Eur. 's ear In particular, was less 

sensiti\'e to such things than ours." 
48 Miller (1945) goes so far as to say "Of the many de\ices e\'ol\'ed and utilized by the genius of 
Aristophanes to pro\'oke laughter, perhaps none is more constantly encountered than \'erbal IteratIOn. : . 

C rtaI· . ds because of their frequent occurrence With a .partlcular force throughout a portIOn 01 a e n \\ or .. , 
play, become almost a comic /eil-moliv. with a stro~,g cumul~tI\'e cn~ct." ,Among the c'\a~pl,:s he gl\es 
is TTTWX0S' in AclIl1T1Ule, appearing first In 440 then wIth ob\ IOUS reference to the first usage 49R. 558, 

577a, 579, 593, 594. 
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D. EXPLANATION. 

The fourth approach is the explanatory. It takes two entirely different forms. The first 

looks at the phenomenon from the standpoint of the psychology of the writer. It was 

adopted by A.B. Cook in his article Unconscious Iterations at the beoinnino of the 
o 0 

century.49 The first half of this article is devoted to "the recurrence of an idea or a train of 

ideas [which] often involves the repetition of previously used expressions". The 

repetitions in question here are usually at a considerable distance from each other, often in 

different plays, and are not the subject of this study. But the second half of the article is 

very relevant; Cook says '"an expression once used haunts the memory for a time and 

tends to recur by virtue of its own persistence." He cites a multitude of instances of such 

repetitions, distinguishing straight repetitions of word plus sense, repetitions with a 

different sense, and partial repetitions or echoes. He is greatly indebted to the 

psychological theory of the time, in which ideas of the unconscious were very important, 

and seems to regard the classification of a phenomenon as unconscious as all that need be 

said about it. As a partial explanation of the genesis of repetitions in writing Cook's 

theory is very useful; his 'unconscious' has affinities with what modem psychologists 

call priming (see Chapter 7). It does moreover support a sensible reluctance to emend. 

But it is highly unsatisfactory as a complete account of the phenomenon of verbal 

repetition - Cook seems to be making the very odd assumption that poets never look over 

their work after the first drafting or that if they do they are so in thrall to their unconscious 

that they never notice a repetition it has provoked, a repetition that is quite obviously 

without literary purpose to Cook; he quotes some amusing examples of the phenomenon 

from newspapers without acknowledging the difference between journalism and careful 

literature. Nor does Cook ever look at the matter from the standpoint of the audience or 

the reader; Greek drama was a competitive exercise, and we must at the least ask why 

plays with so much 'unconscious repetition' in them were approved by the judges. 

Cook was followed by W.H.S. lones (1950) fifty years later. lones, rather like Cook, 

believes a person has a conscious mind and an unconscious one ("On the first occasion 

my conscious mind chose the word intentionally; on the other occasions my unconscious 

mind thrust the word into places where my conscious mind would have rejected it."). 

Like Cook, he can identify easily whether a repetition is conscious or unconscious (the 

conscious ones "follow strict rules"), but thinks there is a category in between. of 

'subconscious' repetitions, "due to the suggestiveness of certain words in certain contexts 

and at certain times". Unlike Cook, however, he recognises that writers look over their 

work, and concludes from the, to him. surprising fact that ancient writers let so many 

repetitions stand, that "the ancient writers tolerated repetitions far more easily than do we 

modems, rejecting them only when fantastic." He may be said to adopt the exculpatory 

approach from the standpoint of the writer rather than the hearer/reader. Interestingly, 

Fehling. in the chapter of his study cited above which discusses consciousness and 

intentionality, does not think that one can distinguish conscious from unconscious 

features of style, or that the distinction is of value for judging stylistic effect. but finds 

~9 Cook (1902) 146-158 and 256-267. 
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intentionality a much more complex concept, arguing that it is necessary but difficult to 

distinguish deliberate from accidental features in a passage (he cites alliteration, which he 

believes was not an intentional feature of Greek style).50 

The second form taken by the explanatory approach is however the most subtle. and the 

most modem. It goes as far as it dare towards denying that there is such a thing as ~ 

repetition. All repetition has point, which will be revealed by close critical investigation. 

This view was expressed cogently in an article about Sophocles by Easterli ng twenty-five 

years ago. She sets out the observations of Campbell, Jackson and Jebb, the first two 

avowed followers of the eXCUlpatory approach and the third a more agnostic member of 

the same tendency, and goes on to say: 

The question seems not to have been asked what is the nature of the "special 
reasons" (to borrow Campbell's phrase) that govern the use of repeated words or, 
to put it in another way, what constitutes inartistic repetition in Greek. The 
purpose of ~his paper is to examine Sophocles' practice, in the hope of finding at 
least a partIal answer; of course one author's habits may not be typical, but if 
many of the repetitions in the work of this notoriously repetitive poet51 can be 
shown to have an explicable function then it will no longer be fair to make large 
assumptions about Greek indifference to repeated words. This is not at all the 
same thing as claiming that repetition must be significant: the point I hope to 
establish is that it may be.52 

Another expression of this approach is found in Smethurst's book comparing Aeschylus 

and the Japanese No playwrightZeami: 

The verbosity and repetition that might seem blemishes in a silent reading of the 
text can be seen to function as a means of attracting an audience's attention to 
particular words in the course of performance. This repetition - as well as puns, 
word association, and verbal interaction, which are also marks of Zeami 's style -
is in tum a feature of Aeschylus's style that points to the crucial role of individual 
words and sounds as conveyors of meaning.53 

Goldhill's 1984 book Language, Sexuality, narrative: the Oresteia uses verbal repetition 

as one of the keys, if not the key, to the reading of Aeschylus' trilogy. 

Here, as at the beginning of this Section, Wills (1996) and Slings (1997) merit mention, 

although Greek tragedy is not Wills' subject, nor unfigured repetition Slings'. Wills in his 

epilogue Unfigured Repetition damns Cook for introducing the .. troublous term 

'unconscious repetition"', saying that the question is an aesthetic one; what is needed, 

according to him, is an understanding of the phenomenon of unfigured repetition within 

ancien! poetics, not our own. For this, he says, what is required is a "fuller inventory and 

description of the relevant markers." Wills, therefore, believes the explanatory approach 

is right, but that the explanation has yet to be found. As for Slings, if the accepted figural 

repetition anaphora is more often a 'chunking device' than a figure of speech. then some 

unfigured repetitions may have such a point, preventing the information provided by an 

50 Fehling (1969) 70-80, 
51 A conclusion of this study is howe\'er that, rhetorical figures apart, he is not so repetitive as Euripides. 

52 Easterling (1974), 

53 Smethurst (1985) '207. 
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utterance from being so dense as to obstruct its successful processing by the audience.5~ 

The modern version of the explanatory approach is indubitably stimulating, and studying 

passages closely often illuminates repetitions that at first appeared careless. It can, 

however, look like special pleading, which at the extreme can make it appear that all 

repetitions are significant. This seems as excessive a doctrine as the ones discussed above 

- that repetitions are unconscious, the fault of the copyist, or whatever; it is very hard to 

be convinced when reading a play that all the repetitions encountered have a point that is 

even in principle discoverable. One suspects that the techniques used could find 

significance in the most casually written passage, or in a random concatenation of words 

produced by a computer. 

APPENDIX 

Lionel Johnson - By the Statue of King Charles at Charing Cross. 

Sombre and rich, the skies; 
Great i::}:JOnY~, and starry plains. 
Gently the night 1(vlnd sighs; 
Else a vast silence reigns. 

The splendid silence clings 
Around me: and around 
The saddest of all kings 
" I d . ,,, ~ Crt;}\Vnel:l, an agaIn tJI:-::,crC,\,ViH':(I. 

Comely and calm, he rides 
Hard by his o~vnWhitehall: 
Only the nightGNind glides: 
No crowds, nor rebels, brawl. 

Gone, too, his Court: and yet, 
The stars his courtiers are: 
Stars in their stations set; 
And every wandering star. 

Alone he rides, alone, 
The fair and fatal king: 
Darji\ night is all his own, 
That strange and solemn thing. 

Which are more full of fate: 
The stars; or those sad eyes? 
Which are more still and great: 
Those brows; or the dark skies? 

Although his whole heart yearn 
I n passionate tragedy: 
Never was face so stem 
With sweet austerity. 

5~ It is relevant that drama, even now and more in antiquity, is primarily for seeing and heanng, and only 

secondarily rorreading. 
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Vanquished in life, his death 
By beauty made amends: 
The passing of his breath 
Won his defeated ends. 

Brief life, and hapless? Nay: 
Through death, life grew sublime. 
Speak after sentence? Yea: 
And to the end of time. 

Armoured he rides, his head 
Bare to the stars of doom: 
He tri umphs now, the dead, 
Beholding London's gtoc:m. 

Our wearier spirit faints, 
Vexed in the world's employ: 
His soul was of the saints; 
And art to him wasjoy. 

King, tried in fires of woe! 
Men hunger for thy grace: 
And through the night I go, 
Loving thy mournful face. 

Yet, when the city sleeps: 
When all the cries are ~·;!iU: 
The stars and heavenly deeps 
Vvork out a perfect will. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: DEFINITIONS AND 
CRITERIA 

Chapter 4 presents the results of a statistical analysis of the trimeter portions of seventeen 
tragedies - all those ascribed to Aeschylus and Sophocles, and seven ascribed to 

Euripides (six spread out over Euripides' career,l and Rhesus) - and, as a comparison, of 

the Dyscolus of Menander and the Alexandra of Lycophron. The thought behind this 
analysis was that it might throw light on a number of questions. What part, for instance. 

does unfigured repetition play in the poetics of Greek tragedy (or of Greek literature more 
generally)? Are there differences between poets, between parts of plays (prologue, 

dialogue, agons, messengers' speeches etc.), or between classes of word? Is there any 

plausibility in the view that many unfigured repetitions are not the responsibility of the 
poet? 

This work is not intended as a fonn of stylometry - an alternative to measuring sentence 

lengths, preferences among penultimate letters, frequency of resolutions etc. 2 The 

comments made by Clayman (1992, p. 388) are apposite: 

Hypotheses about authorship and chronology, however, are by no means the only 
kind amenable to a quantitative approach .... When quantitative analysis tackles 
subjects like character, dialogue, image and structure it becomes far more relevant 
to w hat most scholars care about. 

The results reported may, however, have implications for authorship studies, or for the 
relative dating of plays, and Chapter 4, with some of its appendices, discusses such 
matters. 

The greatest practicable precision and consistency are essential if any valid statistical 

analysis is to be carried out. This chapter is designed to set out clearly the basis of the 
analysis whose results are presented in Chapter 4. 

I. WORDS. 

As explained in Chapter 1, the statistical analysis has been confined to what are 

sometimes called lexical words, and sometimes open-category words. The rationale for 

this discrimination is that many non-lexical words are very common, and it is to be 

expected that they will occur several times in quite short passages. It is not claimed that 

such words are never repeated figurally,3 nor that their unfigured repetition is never 

puzzling to the modem reader; indeed some repetitions of non-lexical words are noted and 

discussed in later chapters. Separating out 'interesting ~ repetitions of non-Iexicals would 

1 These plays, with the dates suggested in the article Euripides in the Oxford Classical Dictionary (1996), 
are: Heraclidae (430). Andromache (426), Troades (415), /phigellia Taurica (413), Orestes (408), Race/we 
(406). 

2 E.g. McLennan & Morton (1966) for sentence lengths, Ledger (1989) for penultimate letters, and Cropp 
& Fick. ( 1985) for resol utions. 

3 Indeed, some of the ancient critics' fayourite examples of figures of repetition tum on non-Iexicals. 
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however inevitably have been a subjective matter, with the consequent danger of 

inconsistencies between plays, and vitiation of the comparisons. Studying repetitions only 

of lexical words provides a satisfactory wealth of data. 

The analysis has therefore covered all nouns, all verbs but the simple El ~[, almost all 

adjectives, and adverbs other than adverbs of time and place. It has not covered particles, 

interjections,-+ prepositions,5 conjunctions, pronouns, articles, demonstratives, cardinal 

numbers, the negatives ou and ~~ with their compounds, clAAOS' , ETEPOS' and El~l. The 

most problematic category is that of adverbs of time and place. These range from forms 

like TOTE, as much a non-lexical as TIOTE (cf. English 'then' and 'when') to TIclAal, as 

much a lexical as TIaAalOs-. It has proved impossible to draw a line within this group of 

words that is other than arbitrary; the group must be in or out as a whole. The decision 

was taken to exclude it. Appendix I to this chapter indicates how various borderline 

words have been treated. 

The decision on adverbs should be compared with that taken by Dover (1997). Adverbs 

of time and place are not 'appositives' in Dover's terminology (that is, they can occur 
before or after pause), and are therefore 'mobile' and count as 'lexemes' in his 

calculations; his therefore seems a less restrictive criterion than the one used here. But 

Dover goes on to say: 

I have generally found that differences between texts in respect of recurrence are 
sharpened if the enquiry is limited to nouns (excluding proper nouns), adjectives 
(excluding pronominal adjectives, TIOAUS' and TIaS', and numerals), regular adverbs 
in -wS'/-CJS', EU, and verbs.6 

That criterion is more restrictive than the one used here. Presumably Dover had made 

calculations of the effect on his figures of using a less restrictive one, but did not think the 

space that would have been occupied by displaying his calculations was warranted by 

their interest. Taken at face value, the reason he gives provokes the response that the 

natural desire to sharpen one's results is not an objective justification for excluding certain 

words from a study. 

-+ Except for ayE and (80u, which are treated as parts of their respective verbs. 

5 XciPl v and 8lKllV are not treated as different in their noun and quasi-prepositional uses. 

6 Dover (1997) 133. Dover does not treat any part of El~( as mobile unless it comes immediately after 

pause or is negatived. 
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II. TEXTS. 

The texts used have been those of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG). 7 This is a 

common practice with analyses of Greek texts;8 analysis other than with the TLG would 

be incomparably more laborious, to the point of rendering this study impractical. Variant 

readings where one produces a 'repetition' as defined for this study and the other does not 

are not so frequent as to vitiate the statistical analysis. They are however very interesting 
in their own right, and are discussed in Chapter 6 below. 

Much more worrying for the statistics are deletions of lines. If a line is not genuine, then 
not only is any repetition of a word in it not a real repetition in the play, but also the line 

numbering is illusory - repetitions in genuine lines on either side of the deleted one are 
closer than appears. Editors are prone to delete lines in tragic texts, and different editors 

delete different lines, for various reasons,9 and with varying degrees of conviction. The 

analysis in Chapter 4 ignores deletions. 10 That greatly simplifies the analysis, which is 

based on the received line numbering, common to all modern editions. It is however a 
worry that this simplification may have been achieved at too high a price - that the 

conclusions set out in Chapter 4 below are invalidated by it. One full comparison has 
therefore been made - between the TLG text of Orestes, deleted lines left in, and that text 

with the lines deleted by Diggle excluded, and his transpositions effected. Because Diggle 

deletes 10 per cent of the trimeters in the received text, this comparison is a severe test. It 

is discussed in Appendix V to Chapter 4. The results give reasonable grounds for 

confidence that ignoring deletions and transpositions does not vitiate the analysis in this 
study generally. They do, moreover, make one reflect on the ontological status of editorial 

deletions (and of the putative interpolations which justify them). Some thoughts on this 

subject are included in the appendix to Chapter 4. 

Editors may also posit lacunas, to explain unsatisfactory features of the transmitted texts, 

but without affecting the sequence of line numbers. Lacunas have been generally ignored 

in the analysis, and repetitions scored as if the text were continuous. This can be justified 

on the ground that such lacunas are contentious, very short, or both. The lacuna after 

Bacchae 1329 is different; it is incontrovertible, and incontrovertibly long, and the 

fortuitous repetitions which span it are ignored in the analysis. The subject is discussed in 

Appendix VI to Chapter 4. 

7 Murray (1955), Dain & Mazon (1958) Murray (1902-13) Sandbach (1972) and Mascialino (1964) for 
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Menander and Lycophron respectively. There are actually a \·ery few 
divergencies between the TLG text and the one it follows. (Rigo [1996] points these out for Sophocles.) 

8 E.g. McDonald (1978), Philippides (1984), Rigo (1996); the last lists all differences between the TLG 
text used in his concordance and that of Lloyd-Jones & Wilson 1990a. The Perseus program contains the 
Loeb text; though used for checking some of the data in this study, it was not a primary source. 

9 Sometimes just because of a repetition they are unwilling to lay to the playwright's charge. The Bude 
editors of Sophocles seem peculiarly reluctant to delete lines; there are only two deletions (Traclzillill.e 84 

and Ajax 5.54b) in all the seven plays. 
10 And transpositions, which also affect the proximity of repetitions. Since the Bude editors relegate 
deleted lines from text to apparatus, instead of enclosing them In square brackets, as IS the more usual 
practice, it has been necessary to put Traclzinille 84 and Ajax 5.54b back into the text of the TLG. 
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There are, in addition, some problems with line numbering: 

i) Modern texts of Aeschylus do not seem as perfectly standardised as those 
of the other two tragedians. 

ii) The numbering of lines of lyric often differs sharply from the colometry as 

printed in modern editions; the implications of this for the present study are 
discussed later in this chapter. 

iii) There are inconsistencies in the treatment of interjections extra metrum. 

which sometimes get a line number all to themselves; whether they do or not they 
have been discounted in the analysis. 

iv) There are two ghost lines in Orestes, line numbers which have never had 

any text corresponding to them, and there seem to be three in the Murray (1937 
and 1955) texts of Aeschylus' Supplices, and one in Philoctetes. 

v) The Murray (1937 and 1955) texts of Septem print line 803 in two places. 

as a deliberate emendation, not an error of printing; but they number each 803. so 

that the Pandora program apparently finds each word in that line repeated. 

These minor difficulties have been allowed for in the analysis where possible; those 

remaining do not seem significant for conclusions of the study as a whole. 
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III. REPETITIONS. 

As pointed out in the preliminary discussion in Chapter 1. in any language with 

inflections it is not self-evident what a repetition is, and in one like Greek with many 

irregular verbs there is a wide area for dispute. A criterion other than absolute identity is. 

however, essential for this study. For instance, it would be absurd to say that the only 

repetition in Andromache 738-743 is that of dVTlA~tjJETal: 

~~w' TIapwv 8E TIpoS' TIapOvTaS' E jl<pavwS' 
yajl~povS' 8l8ci~w Kat. 8l8a~ojlal AOyOUS'. 
KUV jlEV KOAa(D T~v8E Kat. TO AOlTIOV D 
<JW<PPWV Ka8' ~jlaS', <JW<pPOV' dVTlA~tjJETal' 
8UjlOlJIlEVOS' 8E TEU~ETal 8UjlOUjlEVWV, 
EPYOl<Jl 8' Epya 8lci8oX' dVTlA~tjJETal. 

It is arguable, however, that repetitions of words identical in all respects should be 

singled out and examined specially. Certainly they may be particularly striking. But 

special treatment for them would privilege indeclinables over inflected words, and neuter 

adjectives and nouns over masculine and feminine ones. No distinction has therefore been 

made between identical and other repetitions. 

Of prime importance in the statistical analysis is consistency between works and authors; 

the decision taken has been that differences in inflection do not break identity, but other 

differences do. Thus, the occurrence of a compound verb close to a simple one is not a 

repetition, but the occurrence of two differently-inflected forms close to each other is a 

repetition. (Regularly formed adverbs and comparatives/superlatives are treated as 

inflections of the positive adjective.)11 Some arbitrary decisions have had to be taken, and 

are set out in Appendix I to this chapter)2 Most uncertainties about forms in a paradigm 

however affect very few actual occurrences, and therefore are of little importance for the 

statistical conclusions. 

That is not the case with another group of decisions that has to be made. There are many 

words in constant use in Attic tragedy that have variant forms. One category comprises 

words whose main vowel may be either short or long (~EVOS'/~ELVOS'; Kopa/Koupa; 

jlovoS'/jlouvoS' and, ubiquitously, XEpa etc. / XELpa etc.). Another category comprises 

compounds beginning El<J- or <JUV-, which may also be spelt with E<J- or ~. It is arguable 

that these are different words, perhaps sometimes deliberately employed as variations to 

avert a repetition. It is arguable that they are slightly different forms of the same word, 

used for metrical reasons, or for reasons of euphony that we cannot now ascertain. It is 

also possible that some alternatives may be the product of a copyist rather than the 

11 Dover (1997) also treats regularly formed adverbs as repeating with the base adjective. Concordances, 
like Rigo (1996), have a different purpose from this study and may on the one hand include together 
suppletive forms of verbs though their stems are totally different, and on the other go as far as separating 

"HALOS" from ~ALOS". 

12 It is not always evident whether forms in a paradigm are suppletive or not. Unequivocally different 
stems (eg. AEywiEpwlEI lTov) are suppletive, but lTciOXW/lTElOO~aL/ElTaeOV are treated as forms of the 
same word. Similarity is a necessary criterion as well as etymology (~AWOKW - whIch does not actually 
occur In the texts studied - would not be treated as repeating with E~OAOV). 
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playwright. uuv/~uv variants are common in manuscript traditions; moreover, a fifth 

century text probably did not distinguish between E and 0 and non-diphthongal El and OU, 

so unless the metre put it beyond doubt a fourth-century scribe (e.g. in the Lycurgan 

recension) would have to make his own decision. In this study an occurrence of two such 

forms in close proximity is treated as a repetition; Appendix I to this chapter lists other by

forms which are treated as repeating (or not repeating, as the case may be) with the 

standard one.13 

Another group of decisions to be made is on the treatment of closely related words which 

are nevertheless distinguished in standard dictionaries. One of these is very common, and 

the way it is treated makes a difference in the figures for repetitions. While no dictionary 

treats the feminine of an adjective as a different word from the masculine, it is usual for 

SEOS- and SEa to be treated as different words; SEOS- can however refer to a goddess, and 

the genitive plurals of the masculine and feminine are the same. They, and similar rarer 

doublets like aOEA<1>os-/rl are treated in the statistical analysis here as the same word, and 

therefore repeating with each other; but nouns where the genders are distinguished by 

more than the -a / -os- alternation are not treated as repeating, nor are the proper names 

<Pol~ll and <POl~OS- in Eumenides 8. Similar reasoning has led to the treatment of 

adjectives used as nouns as repeating with those used adjectivally (e.g. 6 EXepOS- is 

included with the adjective EXSpOS-, though the abstract noun ExSpa is not). 

Finally, there are some tricky problems relating to homophones.I 4 One example is oElv, 

which in Bacchae 439, 504 and 505 comes from oEw bind; it therefore repeats with 

Kaolluas- in 444; in the statistical analysis it is treated as not repeating with oEl in 492. 

Another example is TTElUOjlaL, which is the future of both TTE19w and TTauxw. There is no 

instance in the plays studied of a repetition ofTTEluojlaL (though it occurs in each sense), 

but in Bacchae786-8 the ambiguity seems to be exploited: 

TIE. ... OU yap aAA' UTTEP~elAAEL TelOE, 
El TTPOS- yuvaLKwv TTElUOjlEU9' a TTaUXOjlEV. 
TTELelJ jlEV ouoEv" TWV, EjlW}' AOYW,V KAVW,~, 
TIEVSEU· KaKws- OE TTP0S- UESEV TTauxwv OjlWS-

785 

15 

13 Where a stem exists only in one or two cases (e.g. Kapa. ovap), it is as a rule treated as repeating with 
other cases which are inflected from a different but recognisably similar stem (e.g. KpciTa. oVElpaTl) 

14 Words with different accents ( ego KpaT05" and KpaT6s') are taken not to be homophonous. 

15 Dodds (1960) ad loc. merely notes" lTElOll (from lTaoxw) was once suggested by Tyrrell, and has been 
proposed more recently ... It looks neat as a retort to 786, yet can hardly be right, since it really destroys 

the force of the IlEV ... BE antithesis." 
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Homophonic ambiguity may also be at the heart of a repetition in Trachiniae 567-7-t: 

D,.ll· XW ZllVOS' EUeVS' lTalS' ElTLaTpEt/JaS' XEPOlV 566 
~KEV KO~~TllV lov· ES' OE lTAEU~ovaS' 
aTEpvwv oL~ppoL(llaEv. EKeV(}O"KWV 0' 6 e~p 
Toaoihov EllTE· 'TTal YEPOVTOS' OlvEwS', 
Toa6vo' 6v~alJ TWV E~WV, EaV TTLelJ, 570 
lTOpe~WV, 6eOUVEX' uaTcLTllv a' ETTE~tV' EyW· 
EGV yap ci~¢lepElTTOV all-la TWV E~l0V 
a¢aywv EVEYKlJ XEpaLv, D \.lEAayx6AovS' 
E~at/JEV LOUS' epE\.l~a AEpvalaS' uopaS' , . . . 574 

There are two Greek words l6S', one meaning 'arrow', which is obviously the sense in 

566, and the other 'poison'; Rigo (1996) takes the latter as the sense of tauS' in 574, 

though Easterling (1982) takes this too as 'arrow', with IlE AayxoAovS' importing the idea 

of poison; perhaps the word hovers between the two, influenced towards 'arrow' by 566, 

and 'poison' by ~EAayxOAovS'. 16 

The question is whether sense as well as form is an essential criterion for a repetition. 

Since metaphorical uses can give very different senses to what everybody would call the 

same word, it might seem wrong to refuse the name of repetition to an instance where two 

etymologically distinct words are, or have some of their forms, identical. On the other 

hand, it might seem wrong to treat EL from EL~L as repeating with EL from dilL. The 

principle adopted, with some hesitation, has been to rely on the dictionary to determine 

whether a word is or is not the same as another word. Fortunately, except for EL (where 

the the non-lexicality of El\.lL makes the decision relatively easy), there are too few actual 

instances of homophonous repetition to affect the statistics. l7 

16 There may be other operative ambiguities in repetitions in this \'cxed passage. Halleran (19R8) argues 
that the repetition of ~cilTTW in two unusual but different senses in 574 and 580 (the first 'wound' \vith a 
hint of its literal meaning 'dip', and the second 'dyeing', though there is no vat o/" the poison \\hich 
Deianeira could use) contains a deliberate hint that since the Cirst dipping ",us deadly in its results, the 
second also portends a fatal outcome. The difficult phrasing of the lines is due to Sophocles' deSIre to 
produce the echo. Halleran does not notice the two other similar instances nearby; the one discussed abO\'e 

and all<?[8pElTTov / 8pEIlllU in 57'2/574. 

17 Another theoretical problem rendered harmless by its rarity in trimeters is that of tmesis. The POlldora 
program with the TLG does not distinguish a verb in tmesis from its simple form, and ,,0 it is treated here 

as repeating with that simple form, not ",ith the undivided compound. 
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IV. LOCATION IN TRIMETER 

The reader of a play is sometimes struck by the reappearance of the same word at the 

same place in two nearby lines. For instance, consider Bacchae: 

Ka. llaKpov TO IlEAAElV' dAA' EIl~S' EXOU XEPOS'. 
TE. (80v, ~VVaITTE Kat. ~UVWpl(OU xEpa. 

Ay. ES' OITA' EXWPOUV ... 

Ay. 
Ka. 

nc1Al v 8' EXWPOUV . . . 

opeOV IlEeCEl 8lCi XEPWV ~Ac1aTTlIl' avw, 
aTpElla, <puAc1aawv Il~ avaxalTlaElE VlV, 

ope~ 8' ES' opeav aleEp' EaTTlP((ETO, 

~aKciploS', ~IlWV TOlc18' E~ElpyaaIlEvwv. 
W ITEVeOS' ou IlETPTlTOV ou8' olov T' (8ELV 
<povov TaAaLvaS' XEpat.v E~Elp)'aaIlEvwv. 

197 

759 

765 

1071 

1243 

There is evidence that repetitions in which both of the repeated words are the last in their 

line are more frequent than they would be if location were irrelevant. U~ There is also 

evidence (see Chapter 6) that the last word in a trimeter is the most exposed to cross

infection during transmission. But metrical shape is an important determinant of location. 

Thus E~ELpyaallEvwv has to be at the end of its trimeter if there is to be a caesura; 

bacchius-shaped words must come immediately after the first foot ifPorson's bridge is to 

be observed; and pyrrhic-shaped words ending in a vowel need final place or elision. To 

judge whether there is a real tendency for repetitions to occupy the same location in their 

lines after other influences on that location had been eliminated, and if that tendency 

varied in any interesting way between plays and/or authors, would require a deep analysis 

that has not been attempted here. No account is therefore taken of location in Chapter 4, 

though it is discussed as appropriate in Chapters 6 and 8. 

18 In Traclliniae, for instance some 10% of repetitions are end-line. A crude calculation suggests that 
trimeters in that play contain on average 3.5 lexical vvords (the only words whose repetition is counted), 
and that less than 80% of trimeters end with a lexical; the percentage of end-line repetitions expecLed 
would therefore be 1I3.5 x 801100 x 113.5 x 801100, which is about 5.2(.1. 
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v . RELEVANT LINES 

The statistical analysis is confined to trimeter passages. Lyric diction differs greatly. for 

instance in word-preference and dialectal colour, from that of dialogue, and repetitive 

figures, especially anadiplosis, are more frequent there. So it is easier to be sure that like 

is being compared with like if lyrics are excluded. Moreover, lines in other metres vary in 

length,19 and that alone would vitiate comparisons based on line intervals, requiring a 

much more laborious procedure. Trochaic tetrameters are, however, too like trimeters for 

the principle (as distinct from the practicalities) of excluding them to be unequivocal: 

Chapter 8.1, which deals with Persae, therefore looks atthe tetrameter parts of that play. 

Confining the analysis to trimeters has its own difficulties. In all tragedies, trimeter 

passages interface with ones in other metres; in many there are passages in which metres 

mingle, with kommoi or with short snatches of choral song in a spoken scene. More or 

less arbitrary decisions have to be taken; and have to be taken in the knowledge that they 

may affect the results, since plays differ greatly in the extent to which metres are mingled, 

and a difference between playwrights, for instance, might be due in part to a difference in 

this, rather than to any underlying difference in repetitiveness. The principles behind the 

decisions that have been taken, set out fully in Appendix II to this chapter, are: 

A) The repetition is scored at the second occurrence. That is, a word that occurs 

first in a non-trimeter passage and second in a trimeter one counts as a repetition in 

the trimeter passage, but a word that occurs first in a trimeter passage and second 

in a non-trimeter one does not count as a repetition in the trimeter passage. 

B) To be included in the analysis, a passage has to comprise at least 25 

continuous trimeters. 

C) Any passage of five or more non-trimeters in the standard numeration is 

excluded from the analysis. But, for instance, short lyric interludes by the 

Chorus, and interruptions of trimeter passages by an actor with a lyric line or the 

dipodies that occur here and there in Sophocles, are treated as if they were 

trimeters. These last are often integrated into their surroundings, with repetitions. 

D)An exclamation extrametrum which has a line number to itself (or a short line 

containino no lexical words) is treated like one which does not~ the intervals 
e 

between repetitions which span such lines have been corrected in the analysis. 

There is a problem with measurement when there is a repetition between a lyric passage 

and a trimeter one. A distance measured in lines is usually smaller (but sometimes larger, 

especially when there is overlapping with tetrameters) in terms of words than when all 

lines are trimeters. That is likely to even out amongst plays; but the fact that the TLG line 

numeration in Sophocles at least restarts each five lines (so, for instance, Ajax -1-20-425 

goes 0, 1, 2, 5) makes some repetitions seem further away than they really are. A new 

line number has been assigned when this seems to result in an unacceptable anomaly. 

19 So, of course, do trimeters according to the number of three-syllable feet in them. But no attempt has 

been made to correct for this. 
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VI. MEASURING REPETITIVENESS. 

Obviously, any word, except for a aTTa~ ACYOIlEvov, will eventually be repeated. It is 

only repetitions within a fairly short interval that are the concern of this study. A criterion 

is necessary to determine what interval is a 'fairly short' one. Chapter 1 lays down as that 

criterion 'the recurrence of a word following an interval of not more than fifteen lines' .20 

Dover (1997), since he is working with prose, can use no such unit as the line, which is 

suitable only for stichic poetry. He measures the interval between occurrences in mobile 

lexemes (for this purpose not limiting them as described in Section I above), and counting 

a combination of prepositive and postpositive (e.g. TTPOS' alJTov) as a mobile. He then 

calculates the reciprocal of the interval and uses it as his 'index of recurrence" this oives 
, 0 

weight to the size of the interval between occurrences of the same lexeme (since, as Dover 

puts it, the recurrence is more obtrusive when the interval is short).21 Measuring intervals 

by trimeters is not apparently as precise as measuring them by mobile lexemes (though 

that in turn would appear less precise than measuring by syllables), but a coarser measure 

may be a more appropriate indicator of aural effect. Moreover, distances in lines are easily 

calculable from data extracted by the program Pandora from the TLG, while distances in 

words (defined as mobile lexemes or in any other way) require individual manual 

calculation; sampling is therefore necessary if the work is to be done in a reasonable time 

and sampling would make it difficult to compare sections of plays.22 

It would not be satisfactory, however, to construct a measure of repetitiveness by treating 

equally all repetitions following an interval of not more than fifteen lines. The shorter the 

interval between occurrences the more striking the repetition, and the more it may seem to 

be 'careless' or to call for an explanation. Dover's use of the reciprocal of the interval 

between occurrences to produce an index of repetitiveness gives greater weight to nearby 

repetitions than to more distant ones. The present study has employed this technique with 

one important adaptation. 

Repetitions in the same or adjacent lines are often qualitatively different from those at 

longer intervals; many form recognised figures (e.g. anadiplosis - Bacchae 1065 ~YEV, 

~YEV; polyptoton - Bacchae 1073 op8~ 0' ES op8ov; anaphora - Orestes 708-9 Ill0EL 

yap 6 8EOS' TaS' dyav TTpo8vlllaS' I Ill00lJOl 0' dOTol), and others are found when 

one speaker in stichomythia picks up a word used by another (e.g. Bacehae 807-8 TIE. 

~vvE8E08E KOlVD Tao', 'tva ~aKXE{JTlT' dd. I ~l. Kat. Il~V ~vvE8EllllV - TOlJTO y' 

EOTl - T4) 8Etp. It has appeared helpful, therefore, to create an index for repetitiveness 

which excludes repetitions in the same or adjacent lines. This is a proxy for unfigured 

repetitions - only a proxy because some undeniable figures (for instance the picking up 

20 Line means, basically, trimeter; for discussion of this, see Section V above. 

21 Dover (1997) l33. 

22 Dover takes samples of 1000 mobile lexemes - no more than 300 lines of a play, while this study has 
looked at every trimeter in each of the selected plays; the variation in repetitiveness from one part of a 
play to another that it has revealed suggests that Dover's samples would not be large enough for tragedy. 
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by a speaker of the word he himself used before an interruption) stretch over more than 

two lines, and because some of the most jarring of repetitions are ones in close proximity 

which seem to have no poetic or rhetorical point.23 

23 In using his index Dover was not attempting to distinguish figural from other repetitions, though he 
does so in his table 7.'2; moreover prose is of course different from poetry. Excluding repetitions in the 
same line remlwes the problem of the reciprocal of zero (which does not arise when intervals are measured 
in \\'ords not lines, since there mils! then be an inten'al of at least one). 
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APPENDIX I. TREATMENT OF BORDERLINE WORDS 

1. The following words are treated as lexical: 

" ayav. 
" aYE. 
iiAlS' . 
lOOU. 
taoS' and tawS', whatever the sense. 
Alav. 
a<l>6opa. 
Taxa, whatever its sense. 
Ordinal and multiplicative numerals. 

2. The following words are treated as non-lexical: 

aEl, alEl and alEv. 
" alla. 
apTl and apTlwS' . 
au and au9lS'. 
oEDpo. 
Ea the exclamation. 
EVOOV. 
EVl and TIapa. 
" ETl. 
Eu9uS'. 
~OTl· 
vuv. 
TIaAal. 
TIaAl v. 
TIavTaXD and TIaVTaxOu~ 

, 
TIapoS' . 
TIOAAaXD and TIOAAaxO~ 
TIEAaS' . 
TIEpa and TIEpav . 

• 1. 

TIPWl. 
iRpoD and iRp69EV. 

Cardinal numbers. 
Negatives, simple and compound. 
Simple words beginning ciM- with the sense ·other'. 
Simple words beginning 011- with the sense 'like'. 

3. The words in each of the following groups are treated as potential repetitions: 

dYE and other forms of dyw. 
oEalla and OEaIlOl. 

Chapter 3 

EAEuaollal, EA~Au9a, ~A90v etc., (not EPxollal). 
EAKW and EAKuaw in Lycophron. 
EP- words meaning 'say' (EpW, ElPTlKa, Epp~9Tl, PTl9EV); but not EpwTaw and EpOllaL. 
ZEUS' and ZTlv- forms (not with Al- forms). 
~aawv and ~KlaTa. 
lOOU and parts of ELOOV. 
Kapa etc. and KpCiTa etc. 
Aa6s- and AE({)S' forms. 
AEYW is taken to be one word, whether the sense is 'say' or . collect' . 
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\.l-Eyas- and \.l-El(WV. 
\.l-lKPOS- and \.l-ElWV. 
Qvap and fonns inflected from the stems QVElP- (even OVElpov) and OVElpaT-. 
exvO\.l-al oTTwTTa and o<f>9~aO\.l-al. 
TTGS-, TTavu, TTayxu, and TTavTws-, but not TTaVTEAws-. 
TTAEupa (fern. sing.), TTAEUPOV, and TTAEUpo9EV. 
TTOUD and TTOW. 

Chapter 3 

TTp0\.l-TJ9Ea and TTp0\.l-TJ9EWS- in PV 85-86; similarly AUKOS- and AUKOS- in Lycophron. 
TTPWTOS- and TTpOTEpOS-. 
<f>ws- and <f>aos-
The verbal in -TEOS- with other fonns of the verb.24 
A fonn having the doric a and a fonn of the same word having TJ (in practice only when 
the repetition is between lyric and trimeter). 

4. The f 011 owing are not treated as potential repeti ti ons: 

~l~aw and ~aLvw. 
bEL of necessity (with its other moods), 8EW 'bind' and bEW 'lack' (bEOIlEVOS- being 
treated as from 8Ew'lack'). 
bpaw and 8paaELw. 
ELKOS-, EOlKa and ElKOTWS-. 
9apaos- and 9paaos- . 
iaxw and EXW; nor do aXE9- fonns repeat with fonns of EXW. 
\.l-L\.l-VW and \.l-EVW. 
olKla and olKos- (OlKOS- can repeat with olKabE and OlK09EV).25 

TTGS-, aTTaS- and aUIl TTas-. 
TTEbOl and TTE8ov. 
TTETPOS- and TTETpa in Lycophron. 
TTA~9w and TTATJ9Uw. 
TTOAl S- and TTTOAl S- . 
TToAAaKlS- and TTOAUS-. 
TTuv9avo\.l-al and TTEu9o\.l-al (TTEuaO\.l-al, ETTU90v and TTETTUa\.l-al can repeat with 
TTuv9avo\.l-al). 
alya and fonns of al yaw. 
a\.l-lKpOs- and \.l-lKp0S-. 
TLVW and TLW. 
Xp~, XPEWV, xpaw and xpao\.l-al. 

24 For purely practical reasons, the verbal in -T05', whose forms are not so easily distinguishable, is not 

treated as potential I y repeating. 
25 This may under-represent Menander, in whom the first declension is much rarer than the second, but 

the adverbial forms are as if of the first. 
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APPENDIX II. TREATMENT OF PASSAGES IN THE PLAYS STUDIED 

The lines included in the analysis are listed below, with comments only when there is any 
unusual feature. 

I. AESCHYLUS 

PERSAE: 

176-214. 
290-531. 
593-622. 
759-851. 

SEPTEM: 

1-77. 
The passage 181-244 - 21 trimeters by Eteocles followed by a dialooue between 
the Chorus (24 lyric lines in three strophic pairs) and Eteocles (six or;'ups of three 
trimeters) -is excluded. e 

245-287. The Murray texts do not print the line some other editors call 278a. It is 
therefore ignored. 
369-416. 
422-451. 
The passage 457-480 has fewer than 25 trimeters, and is therefore excluded. 
486-520. 
526-562. 
568-625. 
631-685. 
793-820. Murray (1937) and Murray (1955) print line 803 twice, using the same 
number but in two different places. Hence Pandora registers a repetition of each 
word in the same line. That gives completely the wrong impression, and here 
alone in this analysis a departure has been made from the general principle of 
following the TLG (i.e. Murray [1955]); since Murray's repetition of 803 has not 
found general favour the words in that line have been counted only once; the 
analysis has used the TLG numbers for the other lines in the passage, ignoring 
transpositions and deletions. While printing 803 twice, Murray (1937) and Murray 
(1955) relegate to the apparatus the second occurrence of the line that begins TTOAlS' 
CJECJWTUl; since the traditional numbering of these lines was 804 and 821, the 
repetitions between them are irrelevant to the statistical analysis; the line has been 
included in the total of relevant trimeters in that analysis. A number of the textual 
problems hereabouts are discussed in Chapter 6 Section 2(i) below. 
1005-1053. 

SUPPLICES: 

176-347. The line numbers 294, 297 and 312 have nothing corresponding to them 
in Murray (1955); this block is therefore treated as 169 lines and the calculations 
of gaps between repetitions have been adjusted accordingly. Murray (1955) prints 
162-167 again after 175, numbering them 175a-f; there is a repetition of 8Et;)v in 
189 from 175b, and in the analysis 175b is treated as 175. 
The passage 348-417 contains 34 lyric lines and 36 trimeters, and has been 
excluded from the analysis. 
438-523. The exclamation extra metrum following 467 does not have a line 
number. 
600-624. 
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710-735. 
The passage 736-775 contains 12 lyric lines and 28 trimeters, and has been 
excluded from the analysis. 
903-965. 905 and 908, dochmiacs by the Chorus, are treated as trimeters in the 
analysis. 
980-1017. 

AGAMEMNON 

1-39. The watchman once interjects lOU lOU. The interjection is oiven a line 
number (25), and has been discounted in the analysis. e> 

258-354. 
489-680. 
810-974. 
1035-1071. 
The amoebaeon 1072-1177 contains 36 trimeters; although trimeters predominate 
up .to 1099? ~he w.hole passage. has clear boundaries, and there are many typically 
lync repetItIons In the non-tnmeters of the first two strophic pairs. The whole 
amoebae on is excluded from the analysis. 
1178-1330. Cassandra has four short lines given line numbers (1214, 1216, 1307 
and 1315): 1214, 1216 and 1315 contain lexical words (five in all) and are 
counted as lines in the analysis; 1307 has nothing but interjections and has been 
discounted. The lines between 1200 and 1205, and again between 1283 and 
1291, are assigned by the TLG consecutive numbers corresponding with the 
order as printed. The TLG (Murray [1955]) numbers are followed. 
1343-1406. The trochaic tetrameters 1344 and 1346-7 are treated like trimeters in 
the analysis. 
The passage from 1407 to 1447, which contains 14 and 17 consecutive trimeters 
as well as 12 lyric lines, is excluded from the analysis. 
1577-1648. 

CHOEPHORI 

The lacunose prologue, 21 lines in modern editions, is excluded from the 
analysis. 
84-151. Line 165, read in TLG between 123 and 124, is treated in the analysis as 
if in the place indicated by the line number; neither of the lexical words in it 
repeats in ei ther place. 
164-305. For the treatment of 165, see immediately above. The lines 227-230 are 
assioned by the TLG consecutive numbers corresponding with the order as 

0' • I , 

printed. The TLG numbers are followed. The conjectural llovoS' IlOVOV> 

produces a line without a number (and containing only one word) between 243 
and 244; the repetition is counted as in adjacent lines. 285 is treated in the analysis 
as being in the place indicated by its number. 
479-584. 
653-718. 
730-782. 
The 17 trimeters 838-854, with the succeeding lyric 855-871, are excluded from 
the analysis. . 
872-935. The interjection extra metrum following 880 does not have a hne 
number assigned to it. 
973-1064. Line 1041 in the manuscript is hypermetric, and in the text used for the 
analysis (Murray 1955) is made into two lines by conj~c~ural suppleme~ts;. these 
lines are numbered 1041a and 1041 b; the only repetItIon as defined IS 10 the 
paradosis of ~~1, as.signed to 1041a; the analysis, .follow.ing the princ!ple. of 
using the tradItIonal hne numbers, treats 1041 as a s10gie hne. The mteI]ectlOn 
extrametrum following 1047 does not have a line number assigned to it. 
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EUMENIDES: 

1-116. M~rray <,1955) move~ 85-87 to follow 64; Murray (1937) had not done so. 
They ret~un . theIr numbers In the TLG, and are treated in the analysis as their 
numbers IndIcate. 
~he passage 117-142, which contains five directions for cries by the Chorus (Jiven 
hne numbers and one non-trimeter in which Aa~E is repeated four times has °been 
excluded from the analysis. . 
179-253. 
276-306. 
397-489. 
566-777. 
Theyassage 778.-880, containing three trimeter speeches by Athena of 14, 13. and 
22 hnes, separatIng three lyrics of 14, 14 and 9 lines, has been excluded from the 
analysis. 
881-915. 

PROMETHEUS VINCTUS: 

1-92. 
193-276. 
298-396. 
436-525. 
609-686. 
696-876. 10 once interjects lW I .. Wl jlOl· E: E. The interjection is given a line 
number (742), and is discounted in the analysis. 
907-1039. The conjectural second WjlOl in 980 does not increase the number of 
lines. 

2. SOPHOCLES 

AJAX: 

1-133. 
263-347. Ajax twice interjects tW jlOl jlOl and once tW nal nal; nal repeats 
from eight lines earlier. The two interjections without lexicals are discounted in the 
analysis; 339 is included in it. 
430-595. The trimeter couplet 428-9 is part of the amoebaeon 348-429, and 
repetitions entirely within that amoebae on are excluded from the analysis. Tpola 
in the preceding lyric has been given the line number 424, as in Pearson (1928) 
rather than the TLG's 422, since the TLG has no 423 or 424. The line numbered 
554b in Pearson (1928) and given square brackets by him does not appear in the 
texts of the Bud6/TLG; it is however in all the manuscripts, and consistently with 
the general policy in this study has been counted in the statistical analysis. 
646-692. 
719-865. Ajax once interjects lOU lOU. The interjection is given a line number 
(737), and is discounted in the analysis. 
There are 36 trimeters in the passage 866-960, including a ten-line speech by 
Tecmessa. The passage is predominantly lyric, and has clear boundaries. It is 
excluded from the analysis. 
961-1162. Teucer once interjects lW jlOl jlOL (974) and once O'ljlOL (1002). The 
lines are discounted in the analysis. 
The Chorus's five lines of anapaests (1163-1167) and the succeeding 17 trimeters 
are excluded from the analysis. 
1223-1401. 
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ELECTRA: 

1-85. Electra utters one short line numbered 77, and included in the analysis: it 
contains one lexical, which is repeated in 80. 
251-47l. 
516-822. 
871-1057. Chrysothemis' exclamation following 1020 does not have a line
number. 
1098-1231. Electra's speech contains three short lines given line numbers ( 1160-
2), 1160 contains no lexical, and is excluded from the analysis: the other two 
contain three lexicals between them: they are included in the analysis. 
1288-1383. 
The trimeters in the lyric passage 1384-1441 are excluded from the analysis. 
1442-1507. 

OEDIPUS TYRANNUS: 

1-150. 
216-462. 
513-648. 
698-862. 
911-1085. 
1110-1185. 
1223-1296. 
1367-1514. Oedipus' speech 1446-1475 has three lines of three syllables, with 
five lexical words, two of which are involved in repetitions. They have line 
numbers and are included in the analysis.) 

ANTIGONE: 

1-99. 
162-331. 
384-525. 
531-581. 
631-780. 
883-928. 
988-1114. 
1155-1256. 

TRACHINIAE: 

1-93. 
141-204. 
225-496. 
531-632. 
663-820. 
The passage 821-895 (in which 863, 864, 866,.867, 869, 870, 871-879, 889, 
and 891 are trimeters) is excluded from the analysIs. 
896-946 . . . 
1044-1258 (Heracles' speech contains three short hnes gIven hne ~umbers (J08!. 
1085, 1086) and including seven lexical words; they are therefore mcluded m the 
analysis. 
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PHILOCTETES: 

1-134. 

Chapter 3 

219-~~. 21~ is a four-syllable line, with one lexical, which is involved in a 
repetItIon. It IS treated as a line in the analysis. 
403-506. 
519-675. 
730-82~. The line number 762 has nothing corresponding to it in the text. The 
calc~latIons of gaps be~ween repetitions have been adjusted accordingly. Nine of 
the hnes spoken by PhIloctetes, none consecutive, are short - those four which 
contain lexicals (736,750,786, and 804) are included in the analysis: the others -
732, 739, 785, 790 and 796 - have been discounted. 
865-1080. 
1218-1401. 
1418-1444. 

OEDIPUS COLONEUS: 

1-116. 
254-509. Oedipus' speech 310-321 contains two short lines with lexical words 
and line numbers (315,318); they are included in the analysis. 
549-667. 
720-832. 
The strophe 833-843 contains four trimeters amid dochmiacs; it is excluded from 
the analysis. 
844-875. 
The anti strophe 876-886 contain four trimeters amid dochmiacs, and is followed 
by four tetrameters 886-890; all are excluded from the analysis. 
891-1043. 
1096-1210. 
1249-1446. (Polyneices' speech 1254-1279 contains one short line with a lexical 
word and a line number (1271), and therefore counted as a line in the analysis. 
The trimeters in the passage 1447-1499 (three five-line dialogues between Oedipus 
and Antigone) amount to 15 lines out of 53; the passage is excluded from the 
analysis. 
1500-1555. 
1579-1669. 

3. EURIPIDES 

HERACLIDAE: 

1-74. 
111-287. 109-110 are part of the amoebaeon and are therefore e~cluded from the 
analysis; the probable lacuna between 110 and 111 would not of Itself warrant the 
exclusion. 
297-352. 
381-607. The exclamation extra metrum in 552 is assigned a line number and is 
discounted in the analysis. 
630-701. 
709-747. The interjections extra metrum following 717 and 739 do not have line 
numbers assigned to them. 
784-891. 
928-1052. 
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ANDROMACHE: 
(Exclamations extra metrum in this play other than 183 do not have separate line 
numbers.) 

1-102. 
147-274. (The exclamation extra metrum in 183 is assigned a line number and is 
discounted in the analysis.) 
309-463. 
545-765. 
The passage 802-824 contains only 23 trimeters and is therefore excluded from the 
analysis. 
866-1008. 
1047-1165 
1231-1283. 

TROADES: 

1-97. 
In the amoebaeon between Hecuba and Talthybius 235-291 Talthybius has 17 
trimeters. It is followed by 16 trimeters (two by the Chorus, 12 by Talthybius, 
and two by Hecuba). Both passages are excluded from the analysis. 
341-443. 
462-510. 
608-781. The interjections extra metrum following 617 do not have line numbers 
assigned to them. 
860-1059. The interjectionextra metrum following 944 does not have a line 
number assigned to it. 
1123-1215. 
The passage 1216-1259 consists of three lyric lines, eight trimeters, six lines (in 
the conventional numbering) three trimeters, six non-trimeters, 11 trimeters, and a 
sequence of anapaests.1t has been excluded from the analysis. 
1260-1286. 

IPHIGENIA IN TAURIS: 
(None of the exclamations extra metrum in this play has a line number) 

1-122. 
236-391. 
467-642. 
658-826. 
The largely lyric dialogue between <?r~stes (827-899) and Iphige~ia begins with a 
trimeter and contains twelve others; It IS excluded from the analYSIS. 
900-1088. 
1153-1202. 
1284-1489. The line numbered 1441 b was not in the manuscript P used by early 
editors; its authenticity is undoubted, and it is treated as a line in the analysis; 
calculations of intervals etc. have been adjusted. 
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ORESTES: 
(None of the exclamations extra metrum in this play has a line number) 

1-139. 
208-315. 
356-728. ~~e line ~umbers.449 and 719 have nothing corresponding to them in 
modern edItIons; thIS block IS therefore treated as 371 lines and the calculations of 
gaps between repetitions have been adjusted accordinoly. 
844-959. 0 

1018-1245. 
1311-1352. 

BACCHAE: 

1-63. 
170-369. 
434-518. 
642-861. The exclamations extra metrum in 644 and 810 are assigned line 
numbers; they are discounted in the analysis. 
912-976. 
The passage 1024-1042 contains seven lyric lines and one iambic dimeter (perhaps 
lacunose); it has been excluded from the analysis. 
1043-1152. 
1200-1329 
1330-1367. There is incontrovertibly a major lacuna between 1329 and 1330. 
Recurrences of words either side of it have therefore been discounted as 
repetitions. For a discussion of this see Chapter 4, Appendix VI. 

RHESUS: 
(None of the exclamations extra metrum in this play has a line number) 

52-130. 
137-194. 
264-341. 
388-453. 
467-526. 
565-674. 
754-819. 
833-881. 
915-992. 

4.MENANDER 

DYSCOLUS 

1-232. 
233-426. 
427-619. 
620-702. 
784-879. 

5. LYCOPHRON 

The whole of ALEXANDRA. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS. 

SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents the results of the statistical analysis of repetitions in all the complete 

plays of Aeschylus (including Prometheus) and of Sophocles, Andromache, Heraclidae. 

Troades, /phigenia Taurica, Bacchae, and Orestes of Euripides, Rhesus ascribed to 

Euripides, Menander's Dyscolus and Lycophron's Alexandra; it compares plays and 

authors. The Appendices to this chapter look at the results reported in Dover ( 1997) and 

discuss several interesting problems relating to some individual plays. Chapter S 
examines some issues relating to the construction of plays. 

The methodology adopted has been described in Chapter 3. The following tables set out 

the results for each of the tragic corpora in tum, attempting for the undisputed plays to 

follow the most likely dates of production and putting the disputed Prometheus and 

Rhesus last. In the tables, the figure called 'relevant number of lines' is the number of 

trimeters repetitions in which are included in the analysis - Chapter 3 explains that only 

trimeters in blocks of at least 25 trimeters are so included. and Appendix II to that chapter 

lists what those blocks are. It will be remembered that if the second of two occurrences of 

the same word is in a qualifying trimeter, that repetition is counted in the statistics. The 

'interval' is calculated by subtracting the number of the line in which the word first occurs 

from that of the line in which it occurs for the second time; if a word occurs twice in the 

same line, it counts as 'same' in the table. The in tervals in the tables are cumulative - that 

is, a repetition in the same line counts in the 'same' category in the table but is also 

included in the later categories. The first table for each corpus gives the total number of 

repetitions found in each play. The second table gives the number of repetitions in the 

same or adjacent lines standardised for length of play, and so provides a measure of the 

incidence of figured repetitions in the play. 1 

Then comes the 'Index of repetitiveness' for each play of the corpus. These indices have 

been devised by adapting those in Dover (1997) to the conditions of this study: lines 

rather than 'mobile lexemes' are used as the unit of measurement, and repetitions in the 

same or adjacent lines are ignored, to provide a measure of the incidence of unfigured 

repetitions.2 The first step in calculating the index for a play is to find, for each qualifying 

1 The figures are calculated by dividing the number of repetitions in the s~e and adjacent lines by the 
number of relevant lines in the play. The result is expressed as the number 01 repetitions per 100 lmes. 

2 Figured repetitions are typically ones in close proximity. The index also excludes repetitions where one 
speaker in stichomythia picks up a word used by another, though not ones where J speaker picks ~p a 
word he used in his last utterance, before the other speaker mten'ened. An altematl\'e mea~urc 01 thc 
incidence of unfigured repetitions would have been to take the total number of rcpetilions. subtract from It 
the number of repetitions in the same or adjacent lines, and standardise the result lor length of play; thiS IS 
however less sensitive in that a repetition after 14 lines scores identically to one al ter two; It does 
however produce a ranking of plays for repetitiveness quite similar to that produced by using the lOde\.. 
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repetition,3 the reciprocal of the distance in lines between the first and second occurrences 

~f th~ word. These reciprocals are then summed, and di vided by the number of relevant 
hnes III the play; the result is multiplied by 100 to get the index. If p th 

I, P2· . . . p x are e 

distances in lines between the first and second occurrences of each repeated word,~ and q 
the number of relevant lines, then the index is: 

Formula 1. 

3 'Qualifying', to summarise what was said in Chapter 3, means, in principle, 'of lexical words, of which 
at least the second occurrence is in a trimeter which is part of a block of 25 or more, where the distance 
between the lines is 15 or less. ' Chapter 3 also describes how special cases are lreated. For the calculation 
of the index, as has just been said, repetitions in the same or adjacenllines are ignored. 

4 If a word occurs three times within 15 lines, there are two qualifying repetitions; and the distance 
between the first and second occurrences, and that between the second and third are taken into account in 
the calculations. The third occurrence is not treated as repeating with the first. Thus in Ajax 1142-1149 

there are two repetitions of XEq,H,0V. the first at an interval of two lines and the second at an inten'al of 
four lines: 

~OTj TIOT' ELOOV avop' EYt0 YAt000lJ 8paovv 
valJTa5' E<f>opjl~OavTa XEljlWVOS' TO TIAElV. 
4> <f>8EYjl' dv OUK dv TjUPES'. ~VLK' EV KaK4> 
XEljlWVOS' ElXET'. UAA' u¢' djlaToS' KpU¢ElS' 
TIaTElV TIapElXE T4> 9EAOVTl vaUTLAtuV. 
olhw of. Kal of. Kat TO OOV Aa~pov OTOjla 
OjllKPOU VE¢OUS' Tax' av Tl5' EKTIVEUOa5' jlEya5' 
XEljlt~V KaTaO~EOElE T~V TIOAA~V ~O~V. 
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SECfION2. TABULATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL AUTHORS 

A. AESCHYLUS 

TABLE 4.1 

Chapter 4 

REPETITIONS IN THE AESCHYLEAN CORPUS 

Persae Septem Supplices AQamemnon Choephori [Eumenides Prometheus 
~ 

i 1 

No. of relevant! 399 451 407 817 5901 562 756 
lines ! ! , 
Intervals ! [ 

t 

same line 9 10 9 17 15 9 21 
~1 21 27 22 42 37i 24 42 
~2 45 56 43 70 701 41 58 
~3 65 79 59 103 991 60 75 
~4 i 86 98 77 133 1221 76 92 
~5 104 117 87 156 141 i 102 118 
~6 i 118 129 94 173 1671 126 134 
~7 138 139 110 194 1891 145 142 
~8 ! 156 161 122 213 203! 157 161 
~9 169 169 127 234 216i 169 181 
~10 183 182 135 259 233 184 190 
~11 193 200 139 279 243 205 200 
<12 204 210 146 293 248 213 215 
~13 215 226 149 309 268 217 233 
<14 221 240 157 328 280 230 245 
<15 232 250 163 343 286! 237 257 

TABLE 4.2 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN THE 
AESCHYLEAN CORPUS 

Persael Septem [Supplice~ Agamemnon! Choephori Eumenides~ Prometheus 

same 2.251 2.22i 2.21 i 2.081 2.54 1.61 2.78 

same & adiacent 5.26\ 5.991 5.41 \ 5.14 i 6.27 4.27i 5.56 

TABLE 4.3 

INDICES OF REPETITIVENESS IN THE AESCHYLEAN CORPUS 

Persae 
Septem 
Supplices 
Agamemnon 
Choephori 
Eumenides 

Prometheus 

10.44 
9.87 
7.56 
6.94 
8.85 
7.00 

4.99 
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B. SOPHOCLES 

TABLE 4.4 REPETITIONS IN THE PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. 

[Ajax Trachiniae Antigone O. T. i Electra i Philoctetes ! O. C. 

I I l ~ 
~ , ! 

No. of relevant 955 955 907 1170. 10951 10851 1249 
lines ! 

, 
i ! 

Intervals ! ~ t , 
: : ! 

same line 29 16 26! 32 28! 441 40 
.51 66 55 64 97 99! 106! 92 
.52 : 105 83 102 149 1531 166 143 
.53 148 124 139 196 218 226 196 
.54 1 194 160 166 240 254! 264 250 ! 

.55 226 191 199 281 285! 302' 288 

.56 ! 260 214 227! 322 321 342 330 

.57 I 298 246 247 3591 354i 383 354 

.58 326 268 266 393 406 420 387 

.59 349 293 290 4331 4321 463 419 

.510 376 319 307 463 4621 489 448 

.511 400 336 325 500 486 520! 475 

.512 412 363 341 523 515 550 506 

.513 428 381 363 557 541 571 539 
<14 444 397 379 581 5631 603 571 
<15 459 414 391 601 586! 623 590 

TABLE 4.5 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN THE 
PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. 

Ajax !Trachiniae Antigone to. T. Electra Philoctetes O. C. 

i \ 

3.04i 
, 

same 1.68 2.87! 2.74 2.56 4.06 3.2 
, 

7.06i 9.04 9.77 7.37 same & adiacent 6.911 5.76 8.29 

TABLE 4.6 

INDICES OF REPETITIVENESS IN THE PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES. 

Ajax 
Trachiniae 
Antigone 
Oedipus Tyrannus 
Electra 
Phi/oetetes 
Oedipus Coloneus 

8.18 
6.99 
7.23 
8.18 
8.83 
9.41 
7.72 
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C. EURIPIDES 

TABLE 4.7 

Chapter 4 

REPETITIONS IN SOME PLAYS OF THE EURIPIDEAN CORPUS 

Heraclidae Andromache Troades IT I Orestes Bacchae Rhesus 
= 1 

No. of relevant 877 919 743 10691 1132 909 643 
lines ! ! 
Intervals ! 
same line 26 38 23 27 40 26 15 
~1 54 59 43 571 99 59 36 
~2 ! 88 109 75 115 167 106 66 
~3 123 153 113 175 215 154 96 

> 

:54 > 166 197 156 222 265 191 130 
~5 207 237 188 269 320 222 163 
:56 237 273 222 322 376 255 189 
~7 ! 264 305 252 375 409 282 207 
~8 1 293 328 272 411 447 313 220 
~9 316 343 305 445 497 339 245 
~10 351 373 327 477 536 358 268 
~11 378 394 341 498 571 381 283 
~12 407 422 366 524 615 403 305 
:513 427 438 383 553 641 427 326 
~14 448 458 401 586 668 444 245 
<15 469 476 421 612 697 469 361 

TABLE 4.8 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN SOME 
PLA YS OF THE EURIPIDEAN CORPUS 

Heraclidae ! Andromache IT roades IT Orestes IBacchae !Rhesus 
: : i ~ I 

same 2.961 4.131 3.1 2.52 3.531 2.86 2.33 

same & adiacent 6.161 6.42-' 5.79 5.33 8.75! 6.49 5.6 

TABLE 4.9 

INDICES OF REPETITIVENESS IN SOME PLAYS OF THE EURIPIDEAN 
CORPUS 

Heraclidae 
Andromache 
Troades 
/phigenia Taurica 
Orestes 
Bacchae 

Rhesus 

8.61 
9.23 
9.61 

10.14 
10.11 
8.98 

9.47 
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SECfION3. RANKINGS OF THE PLAYS BASED ON TABULATIONS. 

The next group of tables ranks all the plays studied in ascending order of repetitiveness. 

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 set out the figures for repetitions in the same and adjacent lines, 

which are an indication of the appearance of the basic repetitive figures of anadiplosis, 

anaphora and polyptoton, and of stichomythic repetition. Table 4.12 turns to the prime 

focus of this study, measured by the index of repetitiveness. 

TABLE 4.10 PLAYS RANKED BY SAME-LINE REPETITIONS 

A. Eumenides 
S. Trachiniae 
A. Agamemnon 
A. Supplices 
A. Septem 
A. Persae 
? Rhesus 
E. Jphigenia Taurica 
A. Choephori 
S. Electra 
S. Oedipus Tyrannus 
? Prometheus 
E. Bacchae 
S. Antigone 
E. Heraclidae 
S. Ajax 
E. Troades 
S. Oedipus Coloneus 
E. Orestes 
S. Philoctetes 
E. Andromache 

1.60 
1.68 
2.08 
2.21 
2.22 
2.25 
2.33 
2.52 
2.54 
2.56 
2.74 
2.78 
2.86 
2.87 
2.96 
3.04 
3.10 
3.20 
3.53 
4.06 
4.13 

TABLE 4.11 PLAYS RANKED BY REPETITIONS IN THE SAME AND 
ADJACENT LINES 

A. Eumenides 
A. Agamemnon 
A. Persae 
E. Jphigenia Taurica 
A. Supplices 
? Prometheus 
? Rhesus 
S. Trachiniae 
E. Troades 
A. Septem 
E. Heraclidae 
A. Choephori 
E. Andromache 
E. Bacchae 
S. Ajax 
S. Antigone 
S. Oedipus Coloneus 
S. Oedipus Tyrannus 
E. Orestes 
S. Electra 
S. Philoctetes 
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4.27 
5.14 
5.26 
5.33 
5.41 
5.56 
5.60 
5.76 
5.79 
5.99 
6.16 
6.27 
6.42 
6.49 
6.91 
7.06 
7.37 
8.29 
8.75 
9.04 
9.77 
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TABLE 4.12 PLA YS RANKED BY INDEX OF REPETITIVENESS 

? Prometheus 
A. Agamemnon 
A. Eumenides 
S. Trachiniae 
S. Antigone 
S. Oedipus Coloneus 
A. Supplices 
S. Oedipus Tyrannus 
S. Ajax 
E. Heraclidae 
S. Electra 
A. Choephori 
E. Bacchae 
E. Andromache 
S. Phi/octetes 
? Rhesus 
E. Troades 
A. Septem 
E. Orestes 
E. /phigenia Taurica 
A. Persae 

4.99 
6.94 
7.00 
6.99 
7.23 
7.72 
7.56 
8.18 
8.18 
8.61 
8.83 
8.85 
8.98 
9.23 
9.41 
9.47 
9.61 
9.87 

10.11 
10.14 
10.44 

Chapter 4 

An overall index for the undisputed plays of each playwright has been calculated by 
applying Fonnula 1 to them as a unitary whole: 

TABLE 4.13 PLAYWRIGHTS' OVERALL INDICES OF REPETITIVENESS 

Aeschylus 
Sophocles 
Euripides 

8.22 (range 6.94 to 10.44) 
8.11 (range 7.23 to 9.41) 
9.49 (range 8.61 to 10.14) 
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SECTION 4. DISCUSSION.S 

It appears from Tables 4.2 and 4.3 that, though there is no trend in Aeschylus' propensity 

to repeat words in the same or adjacent trimeters, there is a reduction in the index of 
repetitiveness from from his earlier to his later plays. In this context the divergence 

between Choephori and the other two plays of the Oresteia is striking, and invites one to 
wonder whether the plays of the trilogy were written, though they were produced, 
together. Schein (1979), in his study of the location of word-end in the trimeters of 

Aeschylus and Sophocles, observes (pp. 20-21) that there are noticeable differences in the 
plays of the Oresteia, but finds that "in different respects each possible combination of 
two of the three plays differs from the third." 

The relative dating of the plays of Sophocles is very uncertain (the order adopted here is 
that proposed by Reinhardt [1977]), though it is generally accepted that Phi/oetetes and 

Oedipus Coloneus were the two last. If Reinhardt is right, then Tables 4.5 and 4.6 
suggest that Sophocles' propensity to repetition in trimeters (whether or not repetitions in 
the same or adjacent lines are excluded) increased from Trachiniae to Phi/oetetes; but the 
figures for Ajax and Oedipus Coloneus make it unsafe to draw any firm conclusion. 

As for Euripides, it appears from Tables 4.8 and 4.9 that though there is no trend in his 
propensity to repeat words in the same or adjacent trimeters, there is a increase in his 

index of repetitiveness from from the earlier to the later plays, excluding Bacehae.6 

Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 look at all the plays. The ranking orders displayed by the 
three tables are quite different. Propensity to repeat words after brief intervals (that is, 
roughly speaking, figurally) does not seem to correlate with non-figural repetitiveness. 

Table 4.10, repetitions in the same line, separates out Aeschylus from the rest, as the least 

prone to figures of repetition.? 

Table 4.11, repetitions in the same and adjacent lines, once more shows Aeschylus the 
least prone. But, most strikingly, Sophocles proves the most prone - indeed if repetitions 

in adjacent lines only are considered, then Sophocles' seven plays take all but one of the 

top eight places (the other going to Orestes). 

This study is however concerned primarily with unfigured repetitions, of which indices of 

repetitiveness (Table 4.12) are a measure, since they exclude the generality of figural 

repetitions. The indices for Aeschylus show a wide range, with a play by him at both top 

and bottom of the table. There are reasons, however, why conclusions for Aeschylus may 

5 In this Section, Prometheus is not included with Aeschylus, nor Rhesus with Euripides. 

6 This impression might, of course, be disproved by the plays not examined in this study, but does seem 
to accord with the enigmatic statement (already noted in Chapter 2 section 2ii above) in Schmid-Stahlin 
(1934) 795 note 1 "Die Zahl dieser Wiederholungen wachst in den spatesten Stticken (He!., IT., Or., 
Phoen., IA - nicht in 8acch.) bis zum SO." Whatever the unit of measurement, a difference between 
Bacclweand other late plays is certainly envisaged. 

7 Compare Schmid-Stahlin (1934) 490, cited by Easterling (1974) "Sophocles uses both allllplwra an..i 
llnlldip/osis much more frequently than Aeschylus". Schinkel (1973) observes that Aeschylus is, howe\'er, 

quite keen on polyptota. 
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be less robust than those for the other playwrights. First, the statistical base, in the fonn 

of qualifying trimeters, is smaller, often much smaller, for Aeschylean plays than for the 

others examined - only Agamemnon has more such lines than even one other play 

(Troades); repetitions do not occur evenly in any play (this subject is examined briefly in 

Chapter 5 and, for three plays, in Chapter 8), and the fewer the number of lines the less 

certainly does a representative rate emerge. Second, there is generally more intenningling 

of trimeters and other metres in Aeschylus than in the work of the other playwrights, and 
that may add noise to the calculations of indices. 

As for Sophocles and Euripides, the data above suggest the conclusion that Euripides is 
markedly more repetitive than Sophocles. Though the ranges of the two overlap, only 

Philoctetesdisplays an index like those common for Euripides.8 

There are two plays whose authorship is disputed. While the index for Rhesus is in line 

with Euripidean indices generally, the index for Prometheus is far lower than that of any 

other play studied. This finding is discussed in Appendix III to this chapter, while 

Appendix VII comments on Rhesus. 

Two other works in iambic trimeters have been examined, as comparators. One is 

Menander's Dyscolus, the index of repetitiveness for which is 8.87; comfortably within 

the range of the tragedians. The other is the Alexandra of Lycophron, which is utterly 

distinct, having an index of 1.55. The important differences between the techniques of 
these works and those of tragedy render them of limited value as comparators. But 

Alexandra demonstrates that the level of repetition found in tragedy is not inherent in 

Greek poetry. There is a discussion of Dyscolus and Alexandra at Appendix VIII to this 

chapter. 

8 For discussion of Phi/aeleles see Appendix IV to this chapter. 
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SECfION 5. STATISTICAL TESTING 

With what confidence can it be said on the basis of the data above that Sophocles tended 

to repeat words (ignoring non-lexical words and repetitions in figures of speech) less than 
Euripides? 

The data before us are repetitiveness indices for seven plays of Sophocles and six of 

Euripides, which are assumed to be random samples of the total number of plays written 

by these two authors.9 The assumption of randomness seems justified, since whatever the 

factors determining the survival of plays were, they are most unlikely to have included 

repetitiveness; and the selection of plays to be studied out of the total surviving plays of 
Euripides was made to achieve a chronological spread. 

The question being asked of the data is what the probability is that the two samples come 

from the same population, the apparent difference being fortuitous. Many of the statistical 
tests devised for problems like this are 'parametric'; that is, they are based on the 

assumption that the populations have a known form, such as the 'normal distribution', 
which is frequently found in natural phenomena and industrial processes. But there are no 

good grounds for assuming that the distribution of repetitiveness in the plays of Greek 
tragedians, or literature generally, is 'normal'. A test like the t-test is not therefore 

appropriate. 

A number of nonparametric tests have been devised for use in statistical problems where 

the populations cannot be assumed to have a known form. One of these is the 'rank-sum' 
test. It is carried out by arranging the two samples in order of increasing size, and then 

summing the ranks of the smaller group. Table 4.12, with the Aeschylean corpus and 
Rhesus eliminated, becomes Table 4.14: 

TABLE 4.14 RANKING OF PLAYS OF SOPHOCLES AND EURIPIDES 

RANK PLAYWRIGHT PLAY [INDEX 
: 

1 Sophocles Trachiniae 6.99 

2 Sophocles Antigone 7.23 

3 Sqphocles Oedipus Coloneus ~ 7.72 

4 Sophocles Oedipus T yrannus 1 8.18 

5 Sophocles Ajax 8.18 

6 Euripides HeracJidae 8.61 

7 Sophocles Electra , 8.83 

8 Euripides Bacchae I 8.98 

9 Euripides Andromache 9.23 
.&O ........ ~£.u ... ~~ 

10 Sophocles Philoctetes 9.41 

1 1 Euripides Troades ~ 9.61 

12 Euripides Orestes 10.11 

1 3 < Euripides Jphiaenia Taurica 10.14 

9 Perhaps some 120 for Sophocles and some 90 for Euripides. 
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The sum of the ranks of the smaller group (Euripides) is 59. Table VIII of Hoel (1966) 

sets out rank-sum critical values. For a test where the sample sizes are 6 and 7, the critical 

values are 30 and 54 (i.e. if the rank-sums for a smaller sample fall between these figures 

the hypothesis that the populations are distinct should be rejected, since such a rank-sum 

would occur by chance more than five times in a hundred). 59 is outside the critical 
region. Therefore, the fact that higher indices of repetitiveness have been found in the 

Euripidean plays studied than the Sophoclean ones can properly be claimed not to be 
illusory. 

This conclusion cannot, of course, be pressed too hard. Against it could, for instance, be 

adduced the wide range of Aeschylus' indices, and the differences from one part of a play 
to another which are brought out (for a very few plays) in Chapter 5 and at the beginning 
of each section of Chapter 8. But it is nevertheless important. The appendices to this 
chapter include discussions of problems with some particular plays. 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THOSE IN DOVER'S STUDY OF PROSE 
AUTHORS.IO 

Dover devises an 'Index of Recurrence', and uses it to compare passages of Herodotus, 

Gorgias, Thucydides and Isocrates. He also presents a table comparing passages of the 

same length (vi:. 1000 mobile tokens - roughly, occurrences of lexical words) in ten 

authors in respect of their number of repetitions after different intervals (measured in 

mobile tokens). This table shows Gorgias as overwhelmingly the most prone to repetition 

after very short intervals, and the Old Oligarch well in the lead in repetitions at intervals 
from 4 to 15. Dover finds: 

and: 

Thucydides shows a quite remarkable fall in recurrence [that is, compared to 
earlier prose writers] across the whole range from 1 to 20 intervals. 

There seems to be a clear chronological trend towards reduction of recurrence in 
oratory from Antiphon, via Lysias, to Demosthenes. 

Dover's work has been discussed at several places above, and this study is greatly 

indebted to it, particularly for the idea of using reciprocals to give numerical weight to the 

evident fact that more distant repetitions, though noticeable, have less impact than closer 

ones. The results of this study are not, however, directly comparable with Dover's, 

because he looks at a somewhat more restricted range of words and uses non-mobile 

lexemes as the unit of distance between words, while this study uses lines. 

Dover's methodology has nevertheless been applied to the prologue of Ajax, and 

produces a figure slightly over 1. Dover's figures for Herodotus, Gorgias, Thucydides 

and Isocrates are 0.76, 4.42,0.32 and 0.13 respectively. Since Dover's index gives great 

weight to very close, that is largely figurative, repetitions,II and poets use poetical 

language, which is often figurative, it is not surprising that a poet scores higher on this 

index than prose writers (other than Gorgias!). 

Dover finds a reduction in recurrence in the orators over the fourth century. There is too 

little fourth-century tragedy extant to make any judgement about trends here. It is scarcely 

relevant that Menander's repetitiveness as disclosed in this study is in line with that of the 

fifth century tragedians. 

Though it is no part of this study to criticise Dover's work or conclusions, the variation in 

repetitiveness from one work of the same author to another, and indeed from one part of a 

play to another (on which see Chapter 5), revealed by this study suggests that Dover's 

samples may not be large enough. 1 ()()() mobile lexemes are no more than 300 lines of a 

play, while we have looked at every extended trimeter passage in 21 tragedies. 

to Chapter 7 A of Dover (1997), pp 131-143. 

I I Dover uses the tenn 'fonnal recurrence' for what is here called 'figurative repetition'. He recognises 
this effect of his index, and therefore separates in one of his tables "data on close proximity (intervals 1-5) 
from data on intervals ranging from 6 to 20." (See Dover [1997] 134 and table 7.2.) 
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APPENDIX II 

THESEPTEMOFAESCHYLUS 

It is worth enquiring whether the repetitive technique adds anything to the case for or 

against the genuineness of the end of Septem. 1005-1078 is believed by many to be a later 

addition, under the influence of Euripides' Phoenissae or Sophocles' Antigone or both. 

Hutchinson lists earlier discussions; in his view we have a fragment of fourth-century 

tragedy added to Aeschylus' original Septem (and introduced into it by the anapaests 861-

874).1 2 The arguments for the spuriousness of the scene are based on plot and language. 

If the disputed end is removed, the index for Septem is 9.88; per 100 lines, it has 1.74 

same-line repetitions, and 5.22 repetitions in the same or adjacent lines. The index for the 

trimeter passage 1005-1053 is 9.76; it has 6.12 same-line repetitions, and 12.24 

repetitions in the same or adjacent lines. 

It is striking that the disputed passage has an index very like that of the rest of the play 

(and above that of all other plays but /phigenia Taurica. Orestes and Persae) , but a 

markedly higher number (per 100 lines) of repetitions in the same or adjacent lines (but 

below the figure for Choephori, and well below that for several plays of Sophocles and 

Euripides). However, the trimeter passage is only 49 lines long, and the repetition 

statistics for so short a passage of any play can diverge widely from those for the whole 

play. 

It is also noteworthy that the passage contains two striking echoes of earlier words in the 

play. First, 1018-9 

8EL0V naTP0wv, oUS' ciTlllaaaS' OCE 
aTpaTEUIl' EnaKTov EIl~aAwv DPEl nOAlv. 

echo 582-3 

nOAlV naTP0av Kat. 8EOUS' TOUS' EYYEVElS' 
nop8ElV, O"TpaTEUIl' EnaKTOV EIl~E~ATJKOTa; 13 

Secondly, KOlAoyaaTopES' In 1035 echoes KOlAoyaaTop0S' in 496; these are the only 

occurrences of this word in extant Greek literature, nor are any compounds of either 

KOlAO- or yaaTTJp other than rare. 

An example of an Aeschylean emphasis upon a root is Tlil. which occurs seven times 

between 1003 and 1047. It occurs only eight times in the rest of the play, only once in 

close proximity; but its repetition is a feature of the Oresteia, in which the root is repeated 

within three lines on eleven occasions, while there are only three such repetitions in the 

whole of the complete plays of Sophocles and five in those of Euripides. 

Less striking but perhaps still noteworthy is that the commonest repetition in the passage 

(noAlS'. five times) is one of the two commonest in trimeters in the playas a whole (24 

12 Hutchinson (1985) 209-21l. 

13 Cf. Trachi1liae259 GTpaTOV Aa~wv E:1TaKTOV EPXETaL 1TOALV. 
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times, equalled by9EoS); TIOAlS, however, is also a commonly repeated word in Anligone 

and Phoenissae. 

No inference can be drawn about the genuineness of the end of Septem from all this. It 

does, however, reinforce the impression that the passage is reasonably well knit into the 

play, even though its theme and some aspects of its language support the idea that it is a 

fourth-century embellishment. 1.+ 

1.+ Stanford (1942) observes that it certainly has Aeschylean traits, and is at worst "a good specimen or 

'the school of Aeschylus' " 
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APPENDIX III 

THE PROMETHEUS ATTRIBUTED TO AESCHYLUS 

The authenticity of this play is much disputed. IS A full study of the problem is in Griffith 

(1977), who comes down against authenticity. He has a section entitled' Repetition' (pp. 

201-2), but that looks at words or phrases repeated anywhere within the play, and 
describes repetitions within a few lines of each other as: 

... not of much significance; they are common in all authors though the 
technique of variation is often employed to avoid clumsiness. ' 

The tone of Griffith's discussion is shown in the following extracts: 

Schmid has collected a remarkable list of passages in Prom. in which individual 
words or phra.ses are repeated ... by and large they justify his emphasis on this 
as an extraordInary feature of the play. 

Hiltbrunner ... finds that with Prom. the picture is completely different from the 
other six plays: the repetitions are more numerous, but seem to lack any purpose 
orpattem. . 

... the word-far-word repetition is far more extensive and obvious than is usual 
for Aeschylus, who prefers more subtle variation of ... thematically essential 
words or phrases. 

Moreover, even Herington, who believes Prometheus is by Aeschylus. says: 

But Schmid was no doubt justified in treating the high frequency of repetition in 
PV as a unique feature. Though exact comparative statistics seem to be lacking, 
there is almost certainly nothing approaching a parallel in tragedy or comedy. 16 

These extracts do nothing to prepare one for Table 4.12 above, which shows that there is 

far less repetition, aside from indisputable figures of speech, in Prometheus than in any of 

the other plays - not in the Aeschylean corpus only, but in the whole of the rest of extant 

Greek tragedy. 17 The conclusion seems to be "Prometheus may not be by Aeschylus 

because its author seems to avoid unfigured repetitions at intervals of 15 lines or fewer, 

and spreads his words out more." 

15 The latest Teubner editor (West 1998) prints Prometheus after the other six plays and describes it as 
'incerti auctoris.' Schein (1979) Appendix III, who was not able to take account of Griffith (1977), 
accepts Prometheus as by, and one of the latest plays of, Aeschylus, and claims that the peculiarities of 
the trimeter in it are in accord with these assumptions, but then admits that the tolerance of hiatus 
between two lines, of which the first is not end-stopped, is unique to Prometheus among tragedies. 

16 Herington (1970) 33. 

17 Although, as obseryed al:xwe, there is nothing in what Griffith (1977) says about repetition to prepare 
for these findings, his appendix L 'Word Distribution' does find that Prometheus 'has a slightly larger 
total of separate nouns than any of the other plays, in proportion to their size' and 'rather a small number 
of nouns used often'. 'This suggests,' he says 'that Prom's \"ocabulary is in this respect quite wide in 
range.' He denies that there is any significant statistical variation from author to author, but he may not 
ha\"e looked \"ery deeply into this. (In the days before the TLG and search programs the collection of such 
data was. as he says. laborious and tiresome work.) It may be that the range of the H)Cabulary of 
Prometheus is the re\"erse of a coin whose ob\"erse is Table 4.12: but to demonstrate this would 
necessitate going beyond nouns to \'erbs and adjecti\"es. And to find that it is would not show the direction 
of causation - does the author of PromeTheus employ a relati\"ely wide H)Cabulary because he IS more 
anxious than others to keep unfigured repetitions down. or is his low repetiti\'eness index a consequence 
of his use of a relati\'ely wide \ocabulary? 
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The impression of a stylistic divergence is reinforced when we look at repetitions in the 

same line. Table 4.10 shows that there are proportionately more of these in Prometheus 

than in the rest of the Aeschylean corpus, though several of the plays of Sophocles and 

Euripides exceed it. There may in addition be some qualitative difference; there are in 

trimeters analysed in Prometheus four examples of anadiplosis - repetition of the same 

form of a word, with or without an intervening word or words, which adds nothing to the 

sense, viz, 266 EKWV EKWV ~~apTov 274 TT[9E09E ~OL, TT[9E09E 338 avxw yap. 

auxw 999 T6A~1100V, cD ~aTalE, T6A~1100V. Elsewhere in the Aeschylean trimeters 

which have been analysed, such anadiplosis is found only with monosyllabic vocatives 

(ZEU Agamemnon 973 and Choephori246 and TTaL Choephori 653 and 654). 

These impressions must be treated with caution. Aeschylus, it should be remembered, 

shows a greater range in repetitiveness than the other playwrights, his repetitiveness 

indices ranging from 6.94 to 10.44. Can we be certain that he could not have written a 

play with an even lower index, particularly if, as some argue, Prometheus was the latest 

of his surviving plays, given that the others with low indices are in the Oresteia, which 

would have preceded it by a short interval? 
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APPENDIX IV 

THE PHILOCTETES OF SOPHOCLES 

Five of the surviving plays of Sophocles have indices of repetitiveness much lower than 

any of those by Euripides which have been analysed here. The index of one, Electra. 
exceeds that of one, but only one, play of Euripides, Heraclidae. The impression of clear 

water between these two playwrights does not however survive Philoetetes. which has an 

index above the average for Euripides.l 8 This is somewhat disconcerting, and makes it 

less easy to conclude, for instance, that we have found a settled Sophoclean trait. and that 

he was more concerned to avoid unfigured repetitions than was Euripides. 

It is reassuring to find, therefore, that commentators have noticed stylistic differences 

between Phi/oetetes and the other surviving plays of Sophocles. Jebb in his edition says 

The diction of the Phi/oetetes has been regarded by Schneidewin and others as 
somewhat deficient in the lofty force of earlier compositions. But this criticism 
is not warranted by those passages which gave the fittest scope for such a 
quality ... If, in the larger part of the play, the language is of a less elevated 
strain, this results from the nature of the subject; since the gradual unfolding of 
character, to which the plot owes its peculiar interest, is effected by the 
conversations of Neoptolemus with Odysseus or with Philoctetes, in which a 
more familiar tone necessarily predominates. 

Again, Earp in The Style of Sophocles makes many references to the greater naturalism of 

the dialogue in this play, and to the higher proportion of resolved feet than elsewhere in 

Sophocles. 19 

18 Tables 4.10 and 4.11 show Philoctetes with the highest number of repetitions per 100 trimeters in the 
same and adjacent lines, and exceeded only by Andromache in same-line repetitions. But Sophocles' plays 

generally rank high in these tables. 
19 Earp (1944), especially p. 96 " ... in which the dialogue approaches most nearly to normal speech. "; 
p.115 " ... the Philoctetes is certainly the most naturalIstIC of all. the plays ,:md contaIns. no set 

d I t 'on ". pI"" "nearer to natural speech than any other 01 the plays. ThIS obsen atlOn IS ec ama I ..." -- . . . 
supported by the series of same-line repetitions in antilabe in Philoctetes 81O-~17; a passage ~emInlscent 
of comedy, which includes the remarkable 816-¢L. IlE8E5" IlE9E5" IlE. NE. TTOL IlE9W; ¢L. IlE8E5" TTOTE. 
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APPENDIX V 

THE ORESTES OF EURIPIDES 

1. REPETITIONS 

Orestes is one of Euripides' latest plays, probably produced in 408 BC. It has been 

characterised as a melodrama; its most striking formal feature is a long lyric aria by a 

Phrygian slave towards the end. This study has found particular repetitiveness in Orestes; 

it is very close to the top of tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. 

In common with other late plays of Euripides, Orestes is long, and quite a lot of its 

transmitted text has been suspected as being interpolated by actors. Diggle (1994) - the 

most recent Oxford Classical Text - puts 99 of its trimeters in square brackets (comparable 

with the 95 of Helen but many fewer than the 233 of Phoenissae).20 Diggle, also alters 

the order of lines between 544 and 584, and between 1599 and 1613. The effect of these 
changes on repetitiveness has been assessed. 

The base text, as throughout this study, was that of the TLG, i.e. the Oxford Classical 

Text of Murray (1907), including the lines put in square brackets by Murray (amounting 
to 27, including four not excised by Diggle). This text was then re-arranged by excluding 

the lines square-bracketed by Diggle and making all of his transpositions. Readings 

within lines, however, remain those of the TLG. (The aim of the exercise was to assess 

what effect Diggle's excisions and transpositions have on repetitiveness in the play, not to 
produce figures for Diggle's text.) The table of repetitions produced for the base text of 

Orestes was amended by removing those where either of the occurrences was in an 
excised line, and recalculating the intervals between occurrences affected by 

transpositions or the excision of intervening lines; that was simple, but it was more 
difficult to track down new repetitions created by transpositions or the excision of 

intervening lines. Since the program Pandora works only on the TLG, the derived text 
was inspected for repetitions by eye and by the use of a standard search program. The 

results are tabulated below: 

20 As generally in this study, continuous trimeter passages only are examined - isolated trimeters or 

groups of trimeters in lyric contexts are ignored. 
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TABLE 4.15 

ORESTES: MURRAY AND DIGGLE ORDERS COMPARED 

! Murray order i DiQQle order 
! ! = 

No. of relevant ! " 32-1 1033 
lines i t 

! 
Intervals ~ ! 
same line ~ 40i 34 
~1 ! 99! 84 
~2 ~ 1671 148 
~3 215 1 194 

--"~-"~-r ! 
~4 2651 244 
~5 [ 3201 293 
~6 I 376[ 340 
~7 1 409! 379 , 

~8 
, 

447~ 419 : 

~9 i 4971 461 
~10 ! 536! 497 
~1' ! 571! 520 
~'2 I 615! 552 
~13 ! t 641T 582 , 
~14 i 668i 607 
<15 T 6971 635 

The Index of repetitiveness for the Diggle order is 10.37, compared with 10.11 for the 

Murray order, and repetitions in the same and adjacent lines compare as follows: 

TABLE 4.16 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN ORESTES. 

Murray order Diggle order 

same 3.53 3.29 
same & adiacent 8.75 8.13 

Diggle's changes have slightly reduced the apparent propensity to repeat words in the 

same or adjacent trimeters (which is, as described above, something of a proxy for figural 

repetitions), but have slightly increased the index of repetitiveness (something of a proxy 

for unfigured repetitions, since it excludes repetitions in the same or adjacent trimeters). 

Diggle 's changes have not affected the conclusions drawn earlier in this chapter about the 

relationship of Orestes to Euripides' other plays or of him to other authors. 

There are 34 same-line repetitions in the Diggle text (3.29 per 100), and 6 in the lines 

Digglejudges to be interpolated (6.1 per 100). There are 50 repetitions in adjacent lines in 
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the Diggle text (4.84 per lOO). There are 6 repetitions in adjacent interpolated lines (6.1 

per lOO), and on 6 occasions there is a repetition between an interpolated line and a word 

in the Diggle text.21 So the putative interpolators were more prone to such repetitions than 

Euripides as reconstructed by Diggle. On the other hand, they were rather less prone to 
repetitions after longer intervals. 

This is not surprising. Figurative repetitions can be a feature of sententiousness, and 

sententiousness can seem attractive to those seeking to embellish a text. If however 

unfigured repetitions are in some sense an unconscious result of the process of 

composition (on which see the discussions in Chapters 2 and 7), then fewer would be 
expected between the work of one writer (here Diggle~s Euripides) and another (here an 
interpolator). 

It is not, however, as if there were an enormous chasm between the repetitive technique 

of the interpolators and that of the reconstructed Euripides; the interpolators integrated 
their writing, in this respect, quite well into the play Euripides had written. 

We must consider also the alternative hypothesis; vi~. that the transmitted text is, or is 
very close to, what Euripides wrote, and excisions and transpositions are, in the main, 

editorial improvements. Then, if editors have been influenced in making changes by a 

desire to remove blemishes caused by repetitions which seemed offensive to their ears, 

they have succeeded only in respect of repetitions in the same or adjacent lines - overall 

those repetitions they have removed have been counterbalanced by ones which their 

excisions and transpositions have introduced. 

Stronger conclusions than the above could perhaps be reached by an examination of 

Phoenissae, over 20 per cent of whose lines are square-bracketed by Diggle, as compared 

with under 10 per cent of Orestes. 

21 Of course removal of interpolations also creates repetitions not in the Murray text, and transpositions 
create and remove repetitions; the figures in this sentence take no account of such happenings. 
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2. RESOLUTIONS. 

It is not only in the field of repetitiveness that the wholesale excision of lines can affect 

indices of poetic practice. It is generally accepted that the frequency of the resolution of 

feet in the iambic trimeter (i.e. the number of tribrachs, anapaests and dactyls replacing 

iambi or spondees in the first five feet) increases steadily over Euripides' career, and that 

the index of such frequency is a valid method of dating a play. Cropp & Fick (1985) 

indeed use sophisticated statistical analyses of resolution rates to date plays of which few 
lines survive. 

While, of course, the excision of a few lines is very unlikely to affect the resolution rate 

significantly (unless an editor used the existence or otherwise of a resolution as a criterion 

for rejecting lines), large-scale excisions might well affect it. 

This is recognised by Cropp & Fick, who point out that differences in the calculations of 

different workers in this field depend largely on their different attitudes to the exclusion of 

spurious or suspect lines. They say: 

The resulting differences are minor, except in the cases of Phoinissai and 
Iphigeneia in Aulis, where special problems of authenticity arise . . . In 
Phoinissai, the problems of interpolation are particularly vexing and have caused 
us to exclude from consideration, besides numerous minor passages, three 
passages ... where suspicions of the presence of inauthentic or at least reworked 
material seem strongest. (It should be stressed that the exclusion of possibly 
genuine lines is less potentially misleading than the inclusion of spurious 
evidence.) Nevertheless, since excluded passages usually take some resolutions 
with them, the resolution/trimeter ratios based on the different counts remain 
remarkably consistent, the largest proportionate differences between the ratios 
[calculated by different researchers] being for Hippolytos ... Hekabe ... and 
Ion. [Cropp & Fick add in a footnote: "It should, however, be noted that if all the 
deletions in Phoinissai recommended by E. Fraenkel ... were made, this would 
result in the removal of about 250 trimeters with about 100 resolutions from the 
complete text, reducing the resolution rate of the rest to about 33.1 per cent. 
Unfortunately, the one single suspect passage where inclusion or exclusion will 
have the oreatest impact on the overall figures, lines 1104-1140 (with 23 
resolutiontin 37 lines), is also one of the most difficult to evaluate for authenticity 
... "]22 

A brief analysis of the effect of Diggle's excisions on the resolution rate of Orestes has 

been carried out, based on the work of Philippides (1984). Philippides includes a metrical 

analysis of every trimeter in the plays she has selected (one of which is Orestes), and has 

the merit for the present purpose of great reluctance to exclude lines (stopping however 

short of this study, which, in principle, excludes no line in the manuscript tradition). She 

excludes from Orestes only "the lines which both the Oxford Classical Text [i.e. Murray 

(1907)] and the Bude list as corrupt", and includes all trimeters, even those embedded in 

lyric passages. 

22 Cropp & Fick ( 1985) 6 and note 3. 
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Philippides finds 587 resolutions in 1175 trimeters - a resolution rate of 50.0%. 85 lines 

included in her analysis are excised by Diggle; they contain 37 resolutions - a resolution 

rate of 43.5%. The Diggle text, therefore, has 550 resolutions in 1091 lines, a resolution 

rate of 50.4%. The difference between the Philippides rate and the Diggle one is small, 

bearing out Cropp & Fick's statement that "the resolutionltrimeter ratios based on the 

different counts remain remarkably consistent". What is striking is that the rate for the 

excluded lines, though not as high as for those parts of the play accepted as authentic by 

Diggle, is above the rate for any play by Euripides other than Orestes, Bacchae and 

/phigenia in Aulis (35.6% for Helen being the nearest). As with repetitiveness, we find 

the putative interpolator(s) managing to approximate his/their style(s) to that of the play 

being embellished.23 There is, incidentally, too little fourth-century tragedy extant for a 

definitive statement of the practice of tragic playwrights in that century, but it seems to 

have differed from one to another; Alexandrian tragedians seem to have eschewed 

resolution. 

Another possibility, of course, is that what we have is a set of editorial deletions from a 

text that is actually a unity. If the text were a unity one would expect the resolution of 
deleted lines and the rest to be similar, unless resolution were a criterion for or against 

deletion. 

23 This mav be borne out by the observation that in the 36 trimeters deleted by Diggle in his text of 
AlldromaclZ: there are but five resolutions - . 13.9lk, quite close to the 15.9lk cal.culated by Cropp ~,,~ck 
for that play. In the 18 lines deleted by Diggle but not by Murray there are tour resolutIOns - -_.-Ck. 
Deductions from all this are particularly difficult however, because one Ime, which Diggle deletes but 

Murray does not, contains the exceptional number of 3 resolutions. 
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APPENDIX VI 

LACUNA IN BACCHAE 

There is a lacuna between lines 1329 and 1330 of Bacchae. This corruption has a far more 

secure status than most others, even those universally accepted by editors: its only parallel 

for certainty is the loss of the beginning of Choephori. 1329 is the first part of an 

incomplete sentence spoken by Agave, and the next line in the sole manuscript (P, L 

having failed at 755) is 1331, the second part of a sentence spoken by Dionysus (1330 is 

supplied from the scholia to Dionysius Periegetes). The plot has obviously developed in 

the interim, and a number of the lost lines may survive transmogrified in Christus Patiens. 

One might expect this lacuna to show up in an analysis of repetitions. The na"ive 

expectation might be that, since the sets of lines preceding and following the lacuna are 

not contiguous in the normal sense, there would be fewer repetitions between the two sets 

than between similar sets where there is no lacuna. That expectation is confounded by the 

facts: there are five words occurring before the lacuna which occur after it with a gap of 

15 lines or fewer (forms of AEYW, d9AlOS', ~you~al, and EXW), while in five other 

samples examined there were more than five repetitions crossing an arbitrarily selected 

boundary only once, and fewer than five on four occasions. 

But is this na"ive expectation valid? Ifunfigured repetitions were deliberately sought by the 

poet, then it would indeed be surprising to find them to find them created by what must 

properly be called an accident (as if, for instance, turning over two pages of a traditionally 

rhyming English poet did not interfere with the rhyme scheme). But if the unfigured 

repetitions are an unconscious result of the way in which the poet composed, and in the 

process of polishing his composition he tried, at least sometimes, to remove them, then 

one would expect more repetitions between sets of non-contiguous lines in the same play 

than between sets of contiguous ones. A brief attempt was made to test this hypothesis: in 

three long trimeter passages of Bacchae two pages were turned over and a count was 

made of the number of repetitions across the gap. Four, one and three were found. That 

does not support the hypothesis. At present therefore, all one can say is that random 

effects seem to predominate when small sections of plays are examined; that conclusion is 

also reached in Chapter 5 below. 
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APPENDIX VII 

THE RHESUS ASCRIBED TO EURIPIDES 

The authenticity of Rhesus has been queried since antiquity. The hypothesis prefixed to 
Rhesus in manuscripts contains the following: 

TOUTO TO 8palla EVLOl vo80v uTTEvollaav w~ OUK EUPl TTl80u' TOl.' yap 
~O<POKA~LOV lla,AAOV, UTTo<palVEl xapaKT~pa. EV IlEVTOl Tal.;' blbaaKaAlalS' 
w~ YVllaLov avaYEypaTTTal, Kat. ~ lTEPt. Ta IlETapala bE EV alJTw 
TToAuTTpaYlloauvll TOV E UPl TTl8T]V 0IlOAOYEl.24 . 

In 1964 Ritchie devoted a full-length book to this subject, concluding that the play was an 

early work of Euripides. 25 E. Fraenkel did not accept this conclusion in a review in 

Gnomon,26 and the general impression remains that it is 'unsafe' to treat Rhesus as being 

by Euripides; for instance in his preface Diggle (1994) says: 

De Rhesi auctore quaeritur? unum hoc certum, quod de auctore non certa est fides. 
Rhesum ab Euripide scriptam esse parum confido, scribi nequisse non dixerim. 

This uncertainty has led to a general consensus that Rhesus is best ignored - though if it 

is the sole surviving substantial fourth-century tragedy it is surely worthy of particular 

attention - for instance it is not mentioned in Cropp & Fick (1985) or in The Imagery of 

Euripides by Barlow (1971). 

Repetition of words and phrases has been studied by Ritchie and his predecessors. 
Ritchie says: 

A tendency to the monotonous repetition of words and phrases has often been 
remarked on as characteristic of the style of Rhesus, and has been held up as a 
mark of inferior workmanship, by which is betrayed the hand of a poet less 
competent than Euripides. It is justly observed that the words and phrases 
repeated are often quite colourless and unemphatic, so that their recurrent use 
contributes to a certain flatness of style.27 

Ritchie is here talking of the frequent use of particular words scattered throughout the 

play, "in keeping with a tendency of Euripides to make heavy demands on a stock of 

favourite words, most of them common in Attic. Rhesus does not appear to offend more 

than other plays of Euripides in this respect." He goes on to discuss briefly the repetition 

that is the subject of this study: 

Another aspect of verbal repetition, which need not partiCUlarly concern us, 
although it appears in Rhesus, is an indifference to the use of the same word more 
than once within a brief space, notably at the ends of verses close to one another. 
In Rhesus there are several instances of this kind of repetition. but it is, in fact, 
oenerally common in Euripides and is not fastidiously avoided by any of the 
tragedians ... In Rhesus there are no strikingl~ ~arsh examples and the tendency 
is no more prominent than in other plays of Eunpldes. 

24 Though it is hard to understand bE, it is printed in Diggle 1994 without comment III the apparatus. 

25 Ritchie (1964) 357. 

26 F raenkel ( 1965) 228-41. 

27 Ritchie (1964) 218ff. 
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He then looks at "the more important matter of the repetition of phrase"; ··collocations of 

two or more words repeated with or without some variation ... separated sometimes by 

only a short interval but sometimes by a long one" He compares Rhesus with Hippolytus 
and Baeehae in this respect, and concludes: 

In neither of these plays, however, is the repetition on the same scale as in 
~hesus, especially if difference of length is taken into account. There would 
Indeed seem to b.e no other play of Euripides which approaches Rhesus in this 
respect. .. There IS therefore an appreciable difference of deo-ree between Rhesus 
and other plays of Euripides in the matter of repetition. 0 

Re~et.ition i~ undoubtedly a marked feature of the style of Rhesus, but the fact that 
EunpIdes hImself shows a strong tendency to carelessness in this respect makes 
this much less significant as evidence that the play is spurious.28 

In the present study Rhesus has been subjected to analysis in the same way as the other 

plays examined. It appears from Tables 4.7 to 4.9 above that, though repetitions in the 

same line are fewer than in undoubted Euripidean plays, and repetitions in the same or 

adjacent lines are fewer than in all but /phigenia Taurica, its index of repetitiveness puts 

Rhesus at the mid point of the range for Euripides, and above anything of Sophocles, 

even Phi/oetetes. There is no particular LOCPOKAElOS' xapaKT~p here. 

This study is not intended to be a stylometric one. Its prime purpose is not to use 

repetitiveness as a way of identifying authors, or dating works, but to see what light 

comparisons can throw on the poetics of repetition. Nevertheless, it is striking what 

different results have been produced by comparisons between Prometheus and the 

undoubted plays of Aeschylus and ones between Rhesus and the undoubted plays of 

Euripides. 

It is perhaps time for a proper stylometric approach to the problem of the authenticity of 

Rhesus. Ritchie's work now seems dated. It, and almost all its predecessors, looked at 

the lexical items in its stylistic analysis.29 Lexical items are particularly dependent on 

subject matter, and an author may be particularly conscious of them. It might be worth 

examining instead, in a structured and rigorous way, how particles are used. It also seems 

strange in 1999 to read a study of tragedy which speaks of imitation, as if it were an 

infallible sign of an inferior poet, rather than of intertextual allusion, and which does not 

consider whether the repetitions of phrases at perhaps lengthy intervals within Rhesus 

were binding it together, and playing with concepts, rather than betokening poverty of 

invention. 

28 In this part of his book Ritchie shows distinct signs of the excoriatory approach, as illustrated III 

Chapter 2 above. 
29 Pearson (1921) compares the frequency with whIch certain non-lexicaIs occur in Rhesus and III 

Alcestis, discovering quite a wide divergence between the plays; but Ritchie (1964) 145-6 claims that this 
type of evidence is discredited by the fact that the occurrence of EKElVOS' varies widely amongst the other 
plays of Eunpides. Subsequently, MarcO\'ich (1991) has argued that alliteration IS commoner III Rhesus 

than in Euripides, and shows that its author was "a poor poet". 
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APPENDIX VIn 

THE DYSCOLUS OF MENANDER AND THE ALEXANDRA OF LYCOPHRON 

The present study is of complete plays handed down to us under the names of the three 

great Attic tragedians. It might, however, be illuminating to undertake some comparison 

with other works of ancient literature. The phenomenon of verbal repetition is by no 

means unique to Greek tragedy. But comparisons between genres are fraught with 

difficulties. It is indeed hard to see how any attempt at statistical rigour could be made if 

the comparanda are in different metres. That is why the analysis reported above looks 

exclusively at passages in iambic trimeters, ignoring even passages in trochaic 

tetrameters. 

Comparison with other compositions in iambic trimeters therefore seemed most likely to 

illuminate a study of repetitions in the tragedians. 

1. DYSCOLUS 

The variety of metres used by Aristophanes (let alone the special comic repetitions of e.g. 

Lysistrata 212-236) suggested complications that would be avoided by choosing 

Menander. An analysis was therefore made of Dyscolus, looking only at iambic trimeters, 

and excluding the 11 lines at the end that follow a passage in iambic tetrameters catalectic. 

The text used, as for the tragedians, has been that of the TLG, which for Dyscolus is the 

Oxford Classical Text of Sandbach (1972). The analysis treats conjectures to fill gaps in 

the papyrus just like other readings; but the gaps left blank by Sandbach no doubt 

included some repetitions, and therefore the figures given below are probably rather lower 

than they would be if the papyrus had survived entire. The same definition of a qualifying 

repetition has been used in the analysis of Menander as in that of the tragedians; although 

there are differences in the vocabulary of tragedy and of new comedy, there is no reason 

to expect them to invalidate comparisons. 
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TABLE 4.17 

REPETITIONS IN DYSCOLUS 

No. of relevant lines 1 797 
Intervals I 
same line ! 20 
::51 ! 58 
::52 ~ 

~ 93 
::53 [ 130 
::54 : 

157 1 

::55 J 187 
::56 I 232 
::57 ! 250 
::58 ~ 

282 ! 

::59 ~ 

J 307 
::510 ! 332 
::511 ! 356 
::512 ~ 376 
::513 ! 408 
::514 ! 419 
<15 1 441 

TABLE 4.18 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN DYSCOLUS 

same 2.51 
same & adiacent 7.27 

The Index of repetitiveness is 8.87. 

The figures for Dyscolus would occasion no surprise if they emerged from the analysis of 

a tragedy. The figure for same-line repetitions is rather below and the index is just above 

the median for the tragedies studied (the mid-point in Tables 4.10 and 4.12); the figure for 

repetitions in the same or adjacent lines is well above that median (the mid point in Table 

4.11), and exceeded only by Orestes and four plays of Sophocles. 

No detailed examination of Menander's repetitive technique has been made. But it shows 

important differences from that found in tragedy: 11 out of the 20 cases of repetition in the 

same line are in antilabe, where one speaker picks up a word used by another. That is 

very unlike tragic practice,30 though of course it is common in stichomythia for one 

speaker to pick up another's word. Moreover, the general effect produced by Menander's 

repetitions is of a natural conversational style, rather than figurative language. emphasis 

for poetic reasons, or the simple indifference that is quite often the first impression given 

by a tragic repetition, even one in which closer examination reveals subtlety. 

30 Except for Philoctetes 810-817, noted in Appendix IV. 
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New Comedy differs from tragedy in that breaks in its action are not filled with words in 

the text transmitted, but by the stage direction XOPOr. In Dyscolus, there are six 

repetitions from Act 1 to Act 2; three from Act 2 to Act 3; and three from Act 3 to Act-+ 

(the metre changes between Act 4 and Act 5).31 For comparison. repetitions across a 

purely arbitrary division (the lines numbered 100, 200 etc in our texts (excluding 700. 

which is close to a metre change) are 1,6, 7, 2, 6, 3, and 3; averaging 4 - the same as the 

average number of repetitions across Act divisions. This identity must be co-incidental. 

but the implication is that, in this respect at least, Menander did not treat Act divisions 

specially in composing. A thesis that these repetitions have the effect of binding two Acts 

together could perhaps be defended (whether or not it was maintained that this binding 

reflected the intention of the playwright); such binding might have the dramaturgical 

function of bringing back the attention of the audience to the dramatic situation. after the 

distraction of the choral interlude; such an explanation is plausible in Td8EA<f>tiJ in 226 

followed by d8EA<f>fls- in 240 between Act 1 and Act 2; 8uEl v in 422 followed by 

TE8vKEval in 430 between Act 2 and Act 3; and the invocation of Heracles in 612 and 621 

between Act 3 and Act 4. Relevantly, and not in relation to a verbal repetition, Handley 

(1965) observes in his note on the opening of Act 2: 

The reference back with which the Act opens helps the audience to grasp the new 
situation and secures a degree of continuity after the break. 

If unfigured repetitions are taken to be a result of the process of composition (on which 

see the discussion in Chapter 7) the phenomenon here could be taken as evidence of 

continuous composition of the dialogue by Menander, who when he got to a break 

between acts simply wrote XOPOY and pressed on; this explanation is not of course 

inconsistent with finding a real binding effect in the repetitions. The difficulty of reaching 

certainty here is illustrated by the discussion of the repetitions over the massive lacuna in 

Bacchae, which it is impossible to explain as other than random (see Appendix VI to this 

chapter). 

31 Repetitions are as defined throughout this study - i.e., a word repeated after no more th~ fiftee.n lines 
following its first occurrence. In the analysis repetitions from one Act to the next count, XOPO) bemg 

treated just like an interjection without a line number. 
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2. ALEXANDRA 

TABLE 4.19 

REPETITIONS IN ALEXANDRA 

No. of relevant lines i 1474 
Intervals i 
same line 1 10 
~1 1 1 
~2 17 
~3 26 
~4 39 
~5 45 
~6 59 
~7 65 
~8 1 

78 : 

~9 91 
-~.-.. -

~10 : 
100 : 

~11 ! 1 18 
~12 i 130 
~13 146 
~14 156 
~15 166 

TABLE 4.20 

Chapter 4 

SAME AND ADJACENT LINE REPETITIONS PER 100 LINES IN 
ALEXANDRA 

same 0.69 

same & adiacent 0.75 

The index of repetitiveness is 1.55. 

Alexandra resembles tragedy in some ways.32 It is in iambic trimeters (with very few 

resolutions), and its form is of a messenger's speech, with an account of the prophecies 

of Cassandra framed by short addresses by a guard to an unnamed king (presumably 

Priam). It is obscurantist, with a vocabulary brimful of rare words. But these factors do 

not alone account for the very small number of repetitions within a few lines. This study 

is not the place for a full examination of Lycophron's repetitive technique, but it is 

striking that, though like a tragedian Lycophron quite often uses a rare word more than 

once, he spreads them over his poem, and does not re-use them after short intervals. 33 

Similarly, he spreads common words over the poem; only TTOS (with 12 of the 166 

repetitions in the whole work) shows any tendency to cluster; one is left with the strong 

impression that there is a deliberate avoidance of repetition. 

32 Its date is controversiaI~ but the references in it to Rome suggest a date in the early 2nd century s.c. 
33 He does not therefore go as far as Gabriel Garcia Marquez, the Columbian novelist, who is reported In 

the Guardian Weekly for February 12th 1995 from an interview in Le Monde as saying "I can't bear using 
the same adjective twice in the same book, except in very rare cases where exactly the same effect needs to 
be recreated. " 
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CHAPTER 5 

SOME SPECIAL ANALYSES 

Chapter 4 has shown that there are distinct and measurable differences in propensity to 

repetition amongst tragedies, and from one tragedian to another, and that the differences 

between Sophocles and Euripides are significant. This chapter looks at some special 

issues, particularly ones which are internal to plays. It is relevant that Philippides (1984) 

believes resolutions in trimeters, which are well known to increase in number over the 

career of Euripides, are more prevalent in the more emotive passages of his plays, and 

that the studies of Laan (1995) on elisions lead her to a similar conclusion as Philippides 

on resolutions - that high and low incidences of each appear to coincide with dramatic 
intensity and non-excited passages respectively. 

SECTION 1. PARTS OF PLAYS. 

The first issue to be examined is that of the parts of plays. It appears on a reading of 

Greek tragedy that there is a lot of repetition in stichomythia, when one speaker picks up a 

word used by the other one, to emphasise, contradict or comment on it, while 

messengers' speeches, often describing some exotic happenings, contain more unusual 

words and less repetition of common ones. It might also be a plausible conjecture that 

certain parts of plays are more finely-wrought than others; tragedies were, after all, 

written under severe time constraints for perfonnance at dramatic festivals, without the 

time for polishing that a Hellenistic poet, for instance, may have had. 

The question is whether such apparent or plausible variations in tendency to repetition are 

measurable, and whether they differ among playwrights. There are two problems here. 

First, while, as has been shown in Chapter 4, relative repetitiveness is measurable at the 

level of the play and the author, random variations may obscure trends in shorter sections, 

like messengers' speeches or dialogues.! Second, while divisions like 'stichomythia' or 

'agon' or 'messenger's speech' are well recognised, their precise definition for a 

statistical analysis may not be so easy; what, for instance, about dialogue with short 

utterances not restricted to one line by a participant? 

An attempt to analyse a few plays (Ajax, Andromache and Heraclidae) in this way has 

nevertheless been made. Each of the discrete trimeter sections of the play (that is, those 

set out separately in Appendix II to Chapter 3) was examined. Two statistical correlations 

were made. The first correlation was between the proportion of lines in stichomythic or 

distichomythic dialogue to total lines in a section,2 and the figure for repetitions in the 

same or adjacent lines in that section.3 The second correlation was between the proportion 

1 This has been discussed in Chapter 4, especially in Appendix VI. 

2 There have to be at least two consecutive utterances, each of not more than two lines, for the lines to be 
counted as stichomythic or distichomythic. Antilabe is included with stichomythia. 

3 Calculated as in the tables in Chapter 4, by dividing the number of repetitions up to the inten'al In 

question by the number of scoring lines and expressing the result as the number of repetitions per 100 

lines. 
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of lines in continuous speeches of ten or more lines in a section and the figure for 

repetitions in that section. -+ Tables 5.1 to 5.3 set the figures out for stichomythic or 

distichomythic dialogue, and tables 5.4 to 5.6 those for speeches: 

TABLE 5.1. DIALOGUE-AJAX 

(AJAX 
i··· 
I 
i 
i" . proportiongf .... ;. repetitions 

ISecti9".. .cii/stic;hol1lythia ... ;.per 100 lines 

IJ-l?3 O.4?.,.......... 3.76 
1263-347 0.25' 7.23 

i4}Q:-?~S .......... '.·.·.·.· ............................ Q~.?,..................... 5.99 < 

1646-692 
I .... ·· ................................................. .. 

719-865 
•••••••••••••• - - - •••••••• ~ ••• P ••••• - ••••• - __ 

961-1162 
! 1223-1401 ........ ·t ................ .. 

TABLE 5.2. DIALOGUE - HERACLIDAE 

o 
0.19 
0.23 
0.22 

2.13 
6.85. 

i 

9~.5 : 
8.38 

I HERACLIDAE 
i 

same and adjacent < 

Section 

1-74 

. proportion()L ...... repetitions 

.di/stichomythiaper 100 lines 

0.11 
--- - ......... . 

)111-287 
1297-352 
381-607 

,630-701 

iI09-747 .. 
1784-891 
1928-1052 

TABLE 5.3. DIALOGUE - ANDROMACHE 

0.15 
o 

0.02 
0.64 
0.56 
0.06 
0.14 

6.78 1 

7.14 
6.19 
8.33 
7.69 
5.56 

5.6 

: ANDROMACHE .. same andadjace"t! 
1---- .... _. i 

. prop0rt:ion of repetition? ! 

!Section 

1-102 
147-273 
309-463 
545-765 
866-1008 

............ ;.di!stic:horT1Ythia per 1 00 lines : 

i 1048-1 165 

: 0.17 3.92 i 

••• -l- •••••••• 

0.23 10.32: 
---- ....... ---_ .. -

0.2 

8.39 i 
7.69 ! 

2.8 

1 .' . . . . . . . . . . • • . .. ..... 
0.15 

o 
5.04 
3.77 11231-1283 

-+ Defined as in Chapter 1 - i.e. "the recurrence of a word following an interval of not more than fifteen 
lines." This figure is used instead of the index of repetitiveness here so as to cO\'er all repetItIons, 
including those in the same or adjacent lines. 
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TABLE 5.4. SPEECHES - AJAX 

AJAX ~ re~etitions 
tproportion of ~ (as defined) 

Section ispeeches ~per 100 lines 
1 -133 0.44\ 45.86 
263-347 0.57\ 49.39 
430-595 0.78i 45.78 
646-692 1 ! 25.53 
719-865 0.771 48.3 
961-1162 0.61 ~ 49.5 
1223-1401 0.681 55.31 

TABLE 5.5. SPEECHES -HERACLIDAE 

HERACLIDAE ~ ~ repetitions 

~ proportion of ! (as defined) 

Section ispeeches iper 100 lines 
1 -74 0.73 ~ 50 
111-287 t 0.691 56.5 
297-352 0.771 58.93 
381-607 0.761 51.55 
630-701 0\ 52.78 
709-747 01 56.4 1 --------............ ~ 

0.761 784-891 ~ 49.07 
928- 1052 i O.7i 56 

TABLE 5.6. SPEECHES -ANDROMACHE 

ANDROMACHE re.petitions 

proportion of .1 (as defined) 

Section !speeches iper 1 00 lines 

1 -102 
: 

0.66 50 

147-273 0.65! 50 

309-463 
~ 0.9! 47.74 

545-765 ! 0.81 i 48.42 

866-1008 i 0.651 62.24 

1048-1165 ! 0.69 55.08 : 

1231-1283 1 52.83 
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Correlation coefficients were calculated according to the formula in Hoel (1966), p. 196: 

Formula 2 
11 _ _ 

L.: (Xi - X)(Yi - Y) 
1=1 r -

where for the first calculation X and yare the proportion of dialogue trimeters and the 

figure for same and adjacent line repetitions in each section respectively, x and y the 

mean of all the x's and y's, and s the standard deviation for x and y respectively. For the 

second calculation x is the proportion of speeches and y the figure for all repetitions in 

each section respectively. Hoel (1966) 194 explains that use of standard deviations in this 

calculation makes the measure of the relationship independent of the scale of measurement 

of the sets of data (here, the proportion of stichomythialdistichomythia or of speeches in a 

section of a play and the figure for repetitions in that section.) 

Graphs 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the results. 

GRAPH 5. L Scatter diagram of repetitions in the same and adjacent lines against the 
proportion of stichomythialdistichomythia in sections of plays (both variables 
normalised). 
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GRAPH 5.2 S~atter diagra?I of ~he density of repetitions against the proportion of 
speeches of ten hnes or more In sectIons of plays (both variables normalised). 
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For the three plays taken together there is a coefficient of 0.29 for the correlation between 

the figure for repetitioll1s in the same or adjacent lines and the proportion of stichomythic 

or distichomythic dialogue in the sections of the play. Disaggregated, the coefficient for 

Heraclidae is 0.56, that for Ajax weak (0.25) and that for Andromache very w eak indeed 

(0.06). 

For the three plays taken together there is a negative correlation, with a coefficient of 

-0.33, between the number of trimeters in speeches and the total number of repetitions. 

Disaggregated, there are negative coefficients of -0.36 for Andromache and -0.68 for 

Ajax, while the coefficient for Heraclidaeis very weak (-0.14).5 

Three piays are not enough to support any generalisation, but the results, as far as they 

go, hint that repetitions in the same or adjacent lines may be correlated with stichomythic 

dialogue, and that repetitions in general tend to be less frequent in longer speeches; but 

that there are wide differences between plays. 

:) This negative correlation is due solely to the paucity of repetitions in Ajax's monologue 646-692: if 
lhal is excluded lhe coefficient is +0.13. 
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SECTION 2. REPETITIVENESS AND DRAMATIC INTENSITY. 

The second issue to be examined is that of any correlation between repetitiveness and 

dramatic intensity. Philippides concludes from her study of six plays of Euripides: 

Concentration of resolutions beyond what would have been expected by chance 
under a random distribution appears to coincide with scenes of dramatic intensity: 
avoidance of resolutions often coincides with non-excited passages, narrative, 
rationalising discourse and scenes of camouflaged plotting or lying.G 

'Dramatic intensity' must be a rather subjective concept, nor indeed is it obvious that a 

poet would use more resol ved feet in a more excited passage, for the more resolutions the 

less is tragic verse identifiable as such, distinguished from comic verse, prose or ordinary 

speech.7 This study follows Philippides' categorisations without making any judgement 

on their validity. It looks only at the two plays which are both covered in her study and 

analysed here - Orestes and Bacchae. They are two of Euripides' latest plays, with high 

resolution rates, and resolutions not concentrated on a few 'key' words, as is typical of 

earlier plays. 

Philippides used a computer program to go through the play in continuous frames of 45 

trimeters (i.e. the first frame comprises lines 1-45, the second frame lines 2-46 and so on 

- where there is a change to another metre the frame will have fewer than 45 lines), and 
~ 

picked out those frames where the resolution rate is significantly (at the 5% level) either 

higher or lower than that for the playas a whole. 

Tables 5.7 and 5.8 identify the trimeter passages which Philippides found 'significant' in 

her terms, and sets by each the figures for repetitions in the same or adjacent lines in that 

passage and the figures for all repetitions in that passage. Repetition figures above the 

overall rate for the play are marked by being in red. 

TABLE 5.7 RESOLUTION RATES AND REPETITION RATES IN ORESTES 

lines 

1-96 
208-275 
357-411 
432-497 
671-718 
934-956 
1052-1142 
1311-1352 

• resolution 

______ )high 
: high 

. high 
-high 

low 

.Iow 

-low 

low 

---- ------~---------

rep~titi()11 _______ ,rate 

54.2 ! 

5.9 55.9! 
58.2 
66.2 
68.7 
78.3 
48.4 
73.8 

G Philippides (1984) 107. . 
7 Chapter 4 Appendix IV cites Earp (1944), who relates the higher proportion of resolutions In 

Philocleles than in the rest of Sophocles to its greater naturalism. But on the other hand Garne (19l.)~) ,m 
Ajax 457-9 bcllcyCS that six resolutions in nine lines perhaps suggest "the passion that IS concealed 

beneath A jux ' rational discourse." 
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TABLE 5.8 RESOLUTION RATES AND REPETITION RATES IN BACCHAE8 

lines ! resolution rate! repetition rate 

1:6.i--.--.. ----h:;ih- ... -.. -.. ---.---- .. ~~-+.~.<!i.~~·~~~6P~I-····---··?:i:7 
s.~'!':~Q?---.-J hi!h .-.-.-.--.... --1-----.-.--1.:i.! .... -......... --.. --. ...§.?..:.~ 
452-518 high I 14.9 56.7 

Z .. !..]..::?:'.? 0 .... __ ......... J:lJ.9b...._ .. _ .......... _ ....... w •••••••• ..! ................ _ .................... ~ .. l:.~_ .... __ ._ ............. __ ._~.Q. 
755-808 low t 5.6 38.9 
1200-1249 low i 4 44 
1·31·4=i3-6·7··-·-thi~·h·---············-··-·······-·-·""t·······-··-·-·······-··········--···7~4r··················-·······~3"i-:5 

No correlation emerges between the propensity to repetItIon ill a passage and the 

significance of that passage in Philippides' terms. This does not seem likely to prove a 

fruitful line of research, even though it is apriori plausible for the dramatic intensity of a 

passage to be related in some way with propensities to repetition. 

8 Philippides includes the 16 lines 755-770 both in a high and in a tow resolution passagc. This IS 

presumably no more than a consequence of her methodology - she works in o\'crlappmg 45-tmc passages. 
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SECfION 3 CLASS OF WORD. 

There is a very large number of different words in any language. They can be classified in 

many ways (by part of speech, by prosody, by derivation, etc.). It seemed worthwhile 

asking whether the repetitive practice of the Greek tragedians varied in any discernible 

way according to the class of word. Two studies were made. 

STUDY 1 

In the first study, two plays of Euripides (Andromache and /phigenia in Tauris) and 

Sophocles' Oedipus Coloneus were analysed, with the aim of identifying those words 

most prone to repetition. This identification is not easy, since obviously those words 

which occur most frequently in a text are likely to be repeated (in the sense of this study) 

most often; can a correction be made for likelihood? A possible benchmark would be the 

number of times a word with x occurrences in a text would repeat after not more than 

fifteen lines if it were distributed randomly; comparing the number of observed repetitions 
of different words with their benchmark would be a measure of their propensity to be 

repeated.9 

If each occurrence of a word were independent of each other occurrence, the probability 

of its occurrence in any line would be its total number of occurrences divided by the 
number of lines. Calling that probability p, the probability of a repetition as defined would 

be: 

Formula 3 l-(l-p )15 

and the number of repetitions of that word to be expected in the trimeters of a play would 
be the number of occurrences times the probability of a repetition; that is the benchmark 

for that word. This calculation is over-simplified in two respects: first, it assumes that the 

text is continuous and, second, it assumes that a word cannot occur more than once in the 

same line. In reality the plays studied have between seven and ten discrete trimeter 

sections, and repetitions in a single trimeter occur. If precise measurements were sought, 

complex calculations would be necessary to remove these simplifying assumptions, but 

they are not necessary for getting an indication of differences in the propensity of different 

words to repetition. This study has also been restricted to words which occur at least 

twenty times in trimeters in the relevant play. 

In the following tables the observed number of repetitions IS compared with the 

benchmark; the final column is the ratio of the one to the other. Since it seemed possible 

that different types of word would have different propensities to be repeated, the second 

column distinguishes proper names, nouns, verbs and adjectives. 

9 lowe the suggestion of this methodology to Dr T. Fearn of the Department of Statistical Science, 
University College London. It is not, of course, realistic to assume that words are distributed randomly, or 
that each'occurrence of a word is independent of each other occurrence, since subject matter, certamly for 
most lexical words, is an important determinant of occurrence. But the purpose of the assumption )s 

merely to provide a benchmark. 
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TABLE 5.9 PROPENSITIES TO REPEfITION IN ANDROMACHE 

WORD !TYPE OCCU.R~.~NCES 1 REP~TITIONS BENCHMARK RATIO 
XELp ~noun 21 9 6.2 1.45 
" ~noun 1 26 131 0lK"0S' 

9.1! 1.43 ~ 
K"TElVW !verb 24 1 1 7.9 ~ 1.39 
AEYW lverb 21 8 6.21 1.29 
SEaS' lnoun 32 17 1 3.2 ~ l.29 
l¢lAOS' 1 adjective 23 9 7.3 ~ 1.23 
IYuv~ inoun 51 35 29.31 l. 19 
dvrjp inoun 25 10 8.5 i 1.18 ... 
TTOAUS' I adjective 24 9 7.9! 1.14 "''' ........ '''''''',." .. '''' ........ '", ........ '~ ... -' .. ' .. ,,, .. , .... .,. ..... ,,,,,,, .... , ...... ,., .. ,,,, .. ',. .. ,."" .. -,,,. .. ,,, .. , .. ,...,., .. ,,,,.,, ...... ,-.. ,.,-..... ~ 

t---~.--.-.---~-f.-' 

801J.0S' I noun 32 14 13.21 1.06 c ~ TTaTijp !noun 22 7 6.71 1.04 
TTaLS' 1 noun 67 44 45.5 ~ 0.97 

ladiective 
-K"aK"oS' 50 27 28.4 ~ 0.95 

EXW ~verb 40 18 19.5 \ 0.92 
ESEAW lverb 20 5 5.61 0.89 
AOYOS' inoun 26 8 9.1 i 0.88 
TEK"VOV 1 noun 21 5 6.21 0.81 
'A)(lAAEU<;' i proper name 20 4 5.6! 0.71 

TABLE 5.10 PROPENSITIES TO REPETITION IN IPHIGENIA IN TAURIS 

WORD ITYPE I OCCURRENCES ! REPETITIONS iBENCHMARK ! RATIO _.-------. ! .. --............... ~ .- ~ --va US' 1 noun ~ 26[ 14[ 8.03i 1.74 
ow(w !verb ~ 29f 17 i 9.8! 1.73 

--~--............... 
21 I 

, 
AallScivw !verb 33~ 12.381 1.7 
lyuVll 

, 
21 91 5.4\ 1.67 inoun 

,,~ 

iverb 241 11 6.93l 1.59 Oloa 

~?S' 1 adjective : 321 181 11.711 1.54 
I c , 

4.931 
! 

201 71 1.42 TTanlP inoun 

lYiJ inoun 23! 91 6.41 1.4 
t t t t t -

K"aAoS' i ac;flective 221 81 5.91 1.36 f--._--
1 

~ 
. ... -_._-- , , 

91 6.931 biyvOlJ.aL iverb 24\ 1.3 
I~ASOV Iverb 24t 9[ 6.93 [ 1.3 , 
AOYO~ inoun 28! 121 9.2\ 1.3 

! ?' ........ .. .. 
IXElP inoun 28i 12 i 9.2 ~ 1.3 
eEVOS' 1 adjective ; 421 231 18.98! 1.21 

! e c 

16\ 13.06\ 1. 16 SlfllOK"W iverb 351 

EXW Iverb 57\ 341 31.94 i 1.06 

!verb 
: 

321 AEYW 121 1 1.71 1.02 

TTaLS' I noun 241 7i 6.931 1.01 

SEaS' inoun 671 391 41.631 0.94 

~.e..L<?? .. _~ .. -+eroper name 241 61 6.931 0.87 
~~.". < ! 

xSwv inoun 24\ 6\ 6.931 0.87 
ml<;' ladiective 21 ! 4\ 5.4! 0.74 
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TABLE 5.11 PROPENSITIES TO REPEfITION IN OEDIPUS COLONEUS 

WORD !TYPE iOCCURRENCES ~ REPETITIONS ~BENCHMARK RATIO 

ESEAW 
, 
iverb 20~ 9~ 4.3 ~ 2.09 

dKOlJW \verb 20\ 7~ 4.3 ~ 1.63 

TIOAUS' iadjective 32\ 141 9.17\ 1.53 

AOYOS' inoun 33\ 151 10.92\ 1.37 

TICIS' ~ adjective 36\ 17~ 12.78 ! 1.33 

TEKVOV lnoun 29~ 1 1 1 8.61 1 1.28 

TIOAlS' inoun 33! 141 10.921 1.28 

~ovoS' 1 adjective 211 61 4.72 i 1.27 
lY~ : : ; ; 1 0.92 ~ 1.19 TI. ________ ~.~~~.-.----.-j~----.. ".-... ----..lL-----J.3 i 
~EVOS' i noun l 41 i 191 16.15 ! 1.18 

i¢LAOS' !adjective 
, 

261 8t 7.04 ~ 1.14 , 
TIanlP !noun 51\ 27~ 23.71 \ '.'4 
,,~ 

Iverb \ 
i 

Oloa 28\ 9i 8.071 1. 12 

SEOS' !noun 52\ 27\ 24.521 1.1 

KaKOS' I adjective \ 441 201 18.31 \ 1.09 

opaw 
, 
1verb 21 1 51 4.721 1.06 

opaw !verb 261 7\ 7.041 0.99 

EXW ~verb 481 211 21.33 ! 0.98 

IxpovoS' 
, 

22i 5~ !noun 5.15 ! 0.97 
, 

! 371 1 3 ~ 13.431 TIaLS' !noun 0.97 
-~-

!verb 
, 

AEYW ( 431 161 17.58\ 0.91 

llKW iverb 1 20i 31 4.3\ 0.7 

dvilP inoun 46! 13 ( 19.8t 0.66 

Nothing helpful emerges from the above tables about the behaviour of particular words. 

8EOS', for instance, is the commonest word in two of the plays, and there are only three 

commoner in Andromache. But while it repeats 1.29 times more often than expected in 

Andromache, it repeats rather fewer times than expected in Iphigenia in Tauris. There is a 

similar inconsistency from play to play in AOYOS' , EXW, nelS' and naTTlP; indeed 

inconsistency seems the rule rather than the exception. Nor do the different parts of 

speech seem to behave in a systematically different way. 

It does, however, appear from the tables that the number of words (45) that are repeated 

(as defined) more often than would be predicted merely from the number of times they 

occur in trimeters is greater than the number of words (18) repeated less often than would 

be predicted. That is an indication that the tendency to repeat words is a real phenomenon, 

and not just the way in which the frequency of a word presents itself to the reader.lo It is 

not however statistically very strong evidence. 11 

10 Another indication of this may be the fact that, of the 149 words which occur twice and twice only in 

the relevant trimeters in Andromache, 13 recur within ten lines of each other. 
11 Dr Fearn has advised me how to calculate the standard deviation of the ratio in the tables: and that if 
the apparent clustering were random, about 9Y7c of observations should lie within :2 standard denations: 

59 of the 64 observations do so lie. 
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STUDY 2 

The second study was confined to Oedipus Coloneus . The definitions of Chapter 3 were 

abandoned. Words used more than ten times in the play (whether in trimeters or not) were 

examined; the word lists produced by Rigo (1996) were used without adaptation (except 

for separating the different roots in the paradigms of opaw and EPxollal) - thus. the 

regularly formed adverb is not, in this analysis, counted as a form of the adjective as it is 

generally elsewhere. Nor was the analysis confined to lexical words - a few non-Iexicals 

were looked at, as well as alllexicals. All the occurrences of each word were listed. and 

the gap in lines (making no discrimination between trimeters and other lines) measured. 

The gaps were then brought to the same scale by dividing each gap by the mean gap for 

that word; if the crude gap were used in the analysis more frequent words would appear 

to have smaller gaps and thus cluster more than less frequent ones.l 2 The standard 

deviation for the scaled gaps for each word was then calculated. The higher the standard 

deviation the less evenly is the word spread throughout the text. The result was: 

12 lowe the suggestion for this method to Dr M. Bravington, statistician at the Centre for Environment, 
Fisheries and Aquaculture Science, Lowestoft. One problem that had to be faced was how to treatthe hnes 
before and after the first and last occurrences of a word in the play. If they were Ignored, as bemg what 
statisticians call 'censored' data, a word occurring ten times in each of ten hnes and not agam would 
demonstrate the same scaled gap as one occurring ten times. in lines 100, 200, 300 ... 1000. The 
decision was taken to aggregate the lines before the first and after the last occurrence and count that as a 

single gap in the scaling process. 
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TABLE5.12 WORDS IN OEDIPUS COLONEUS IN DESCENDING ORDER OF 
STANDARD DEVIATION 

WORD iST. DEV. I WORD TYPE WORD iST. DEV. I WORD TYPE 
1 2.113! adjective 

1.885 verb 
0100 1 ., 1 1 verb 

-.----~--~~~~~------~ 
ETl 1 . 11 adverb of time 

IYEVOS' 1.719 noun 
TEKVOV 1 1.663 moun dEKWV 

J,.;b...;,U~O.b 1l10.;.J->P;:..;:10.;:.S' ___ ..;-.,_1_. 1~_0 6 ad j e ct i v e 

1.105 adjective 
~(a \ 1.607 noun 

i 1.5851 verb 
!XciPlS' 1.104 noun 

8EOS' 1.102 noun 
IIlEyaS' 1 1.556 adjective 

TIEL8W 1 1.534 verb 

~.10l;'~._ ....... ~._._.J ...... ~.1.: 527 noun ___ _ 

LOTlllll 1.099 verb 
~~~-----~~~~~~------
KaAEW 1 1.098 1 verb 

KaKOS' ! 1.42 adjective 

alJTOS' 10401 non-lexical adj 

1.389 noun 
J.l¢r..;,(W __ V __ E.;..;W ___ . __ ~ __ 1_.0..;..8,;;.,2""""'f v_e_r_b ___ .~.~ 

¢UW 1.08!verb 
clYW 1.384 verb 

1.381 adjective 
~E~XW~ ____ .~!.::.~1~.0~6~941~v_er~b __ ~,~~_ 
bEW 1.051 ! verb 

IxElp 1.352 noun TTcipELlll 1.047 verb 
mlALV 1.327 adv TTpcioow \ 1.046 verb 

IYEPWV 1.324 noun 1.041 adverb of time 
E8EAw 1.32 verb I¢pci(w 1.034 verb 

1.313 adjective §.?yg2:.. .. -......... ~ ........ L ........ 1 .. :Q?~. D.2~!2. ....... _ ........ _ .... . 
1.292 verb EK 1 1.026 non-lexical pre 
1.289 noun Eciw \ 1.024 verb 

8vr]O"KW 1.283 verb ; 1.013 non-lexical adj 

1.276 verb 0.995 pronoun 
! 1.261 noun 0.994 adjective 

! 1.255 verb ETIOS' 1 0.986 noun 

-+ 1.2521 verb 
~ 1.234 verb 

\ bpciw : 0.983 verb 

Ixwpa 0.98 noun 

dVr]p 1.232 noun I¢EPW ,0.966 verb 

opciw 1 0.964 verb 

TIOALS' ~ 1.214 j noun 
.---~-......... ~ ... -................ -.... -...... -........... --.~.~~.~ .. - ... -
8TlOEUS' i 1.207 proper name KAuw ~ 0.957 verb 

El 1 1.202 non-Iexic AEyW 0.942 verb 

IYll \ 1 .1 77 noun 

I!-lOVOS' ! 1.174 adjective 

OOOS' 0.94 noun 
+ 

l¢alVW ~ 0.939 verb 

AoyoS' ~ 1.16 noun I~KW 0.932 verb 

dEl ! 1 .1 55 adverb of time 16alVW 0.926 verb 

I¢(AOS' 1 1.153 adjective bLbcioKW \ 0.919 verb 

mioxw i 1.138 verb 16(0S' 0.918 noun 

CEVOS' 1 1.124 adjective TToAu 0.9171 adverb 

(w i 1.121 verb Civac 0.906 noun 

~T,;:E~AE~' w~ __ .......;1 ......... ,..:,0::;.:::.8:::.9.;::,5+v,;,.,.e~r..;:;b ___ ~ ...... _ 
OElvoS' 0.895 adjective 

1.117 noun ~O:'.;L.:::.bl:-..:.· TT:.:::0~uS';;......_--+_,..;;0_.8;;...8_8frroeer name 

1.116 adjective TTaLS' 0.885 noun 
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TABLE 5.12 Continued 

WORD isT. DEV. WORD TYPE 
OUOElS' ~ 0.878 l non-lexical 

Ixewv 0.877 noun 

illciAa 
, 
E 0.865 adverb 

ELIlL ~ 0.776 verb 
iTOLEW 0.767 verb 
o£8WIlL 0.763 verb 
mOToS' 0.762 adjective 

" 0.761 adverb ED 

ZEUS' 0.755 proper name 

IxPTt 0.737 verb 

Aall~civw t 0.733 verb 
iTE}liTW 0.71 verb 

~pnxuS' 0.657 adjective 
" 0.566 verb EL iTOV 

No intelligible pattern emerges from the above table. There is no discernible tendency for 

words with strong or emotionally charged meanings to cluster more than flatter ones. (For 

instance the strong word 8lKaLos- at the top of the list is counterbalanced by -rnoTos- very 

near the bottom, and the flat one EI nov at the bottom by the flat one TLelllll near the top.) 

Nouns and adjectives do seem to cluster rather more on average than verbs or adverbs, 

but there are plenty of verbs in the top half of the list. There is not even much of a 

difference between non-Iexicals and the rest. For what it is worth, Table 5.13 below gives 

the average standard deviation for the different parts of speech: 

TABLE 5. 13 

PARTS OF SPEECH IN OEDIPUS COLONEUS IN DESCENDING ORDER OF 
STANDARD DEVIATION 

Average for each type 

TYPE AVERAGE 

ST. DEV. 

adjectives 1.191 

nouns 1.19 

non-lexica Is 1.086 

verbs 1.07 

adverbs 1.037 -
prooer names 0.95 
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CHAPTER 6 

REPETITION IN TEXTUAL CRITICISM 

It is beyond doubt that what Jackson in Marginalia Scaenica calls "unconscious 

repetitions by the copyist" occur.! (By 'unconscious' Jackson means little more than 

'erroneous'; he is not considering changes deliberately introduced by a copyist.) Editors 

not infrequently remove, by emendation, repetitions found in ancient texts, and in doing 

so must be assuming that the repetitions they are removing were the result of copyists' 
errors. Quite often, also, the manuscript tradition presents alternative readings, one with a 

repetition and one without. Among the considerations an editor must have in mind in 

choosing which to prefer is whether a copyist has introduced into a text a repetition not 

originally there or has removed, deliberately or inadvertently, a repetition the author had 
written. 

This chapter looks at the issues outlined above. 

SECTION 1. APOGRAPHS. 

Relevant evidence may be obtainable from the study of manuscripts which were copied 

from a single exemplar if that exemplar is extant - manuscripts which are, that is, 

apographs of that exemplar. Where the reading of a copy is different, it must be either by 

mistake (and 'mistake' is the right word even in the unlikely but possible circumstance 
that it produces the original words of the author), or by deliberate conjecture. There are 

many apographs in the libraries of the world, but the labour of collating them is not 

normally undertaken once their totally dependent status has been demonstrated. 

Fortunately, however, the Euripidean manuscript usually denoted 'P' (one half being 

Palatinus Graecus 287 and the other Laurentianus conv. soppr. 172) was fully collated 

before it was shown to be totally dependent (in the so-called 'alphabetic' plays)2 on the 

manuscript usually denoted 'L' (Laurentianus plut. 32.2).3 The readings of P are thus 

reported alongside those of L in earlier apparatuses, such as that in the Oxford Classical 

Text of Murray (1902-13); a large number of them are also discussed in Zuntz (1965). 

Zuntz says of the scribe of P: 

Technically, too, the quality of the scribe's copying is high. It is true that we have 
had to set out a fair number of significant instances where he misread his model; 
but these are almost as nothing in comparison with those where he successfully 
transferred into his neat lettering the ambiguous scrawl of L. The technical 
competence of this honest scribe is however matched by a supreme mental 
incompetence, as a result of which his capacity for errors is literally unlimited.4 

1 Jackson ( 1955), Addenda B, 223. 

2 Cyclops, Heraclidae, Supplices, Electra, Hercules, Iphigenia Taurica, lon, Helena, and Iphigenia 

Aulidellsis. 

3 Zuntz (1965), 13-15 describes how a mark in L copied as a colon in P proved to have been a tiny piece 
of straw. 

4 Zuntz (1965), 136. 
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Zuntz goes on to list the types of error to which P was prone, and to give examples of 

them: dropping single letters, especially consonants; changing or adding letters; writing a 

wrong but similarly pronounced vowel; and repetition. 

A study of the apparatus in Murray (1902-13) has been made,5 and all instances where a 

substantially different word is read in P from that in its exemplar have been examined 

(differences of accent or breathing, or simply of inflection, have been passed over, as 

have all but very striking differences in non-Iexicals). Despite the total dependence of P 

on L care is necessary when looking at each particular case, since corrections in L 

(whether or not by Tric1inius) mayor may not have been carried into P. Something like 

100 substantial differences have been found. 

Table 6.1 lists the 26 instances where a significant divergence in the readings of Land P 

is certainly, probably or possibly to be ascribed to the influence of a nearby word, 

whether or not there is a repetition in the strict sense used in the statistical analyses in 

Chapters 4 and 5. Most of the divergences, do not need this influence to explain them 

(being the errors in single letters to whose prevalence Zuntz has drawn attention, or errors 

due to metathesis of ~aA- and Aa~-), though several indubitably do. They are all however 

relevant to this study, since if P alone had survived from Byzantium the text in front of 

editors would have had several corrupt repetitions in it, and would have lacked a few 

authentic repetitions. They also show what sort of errors relevant to repetition an error

prone Byzantine copyist can perpetrate, which therefore it may be reasonable to suspect in 

other texts . 

.5 Including Crclops - genre is irrelevant here, since \vhat is being investigated is the behaviour of the 

copyist, not that of the playwright. 
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TABLE 6.1 

VARIANT READINGS RELEVANT TO REPETITION IN THE ALPHABETIC 
PLAYS OF EURIPIDES.6 

e1av & line 

Held 27 

Held 282 

Held 433 
Suppl 171 

Suppl217 

Suppl 374 

Suppl 539 

HF 49 

~ 1 readinn 

iaUIlTIpaaaw 

~4pEalV 
! ES' aLEl 

i Xpftv 
1L6puaaTO 

i~readina ~ ne.arbv words 

1 TTpciaaou<Jl - 27 (precedmg) 

lu13Pll' - 280 (precedmg) 

~E~wpol lwpalwv - 175 (follo\vmg) 

lXEpal 11po!::!]<JlS' - 216 (precedl~2 __ .. _ .. 
iEooaEL lEooEBnS' - 373 (precedmg) 

!6tJ alteredto 6EL !6EL - 536 (precedmg) 

h1n1aaTO : EopaS' - 51 (followmg) 
HF 74 lTTaTilp lawTnp 1CJW(W - 72 (precedmg) 

HF 590 !TIOALV lTTaALV lTToALV - 593 (followmg) 

HF 829 1VLV Ivuv \VLV - 828 (precedmg) 

HF 1100 !Eaw(E lE6o~E !Eaw(ETo - llOO (follO\vmg) 

HF 1368 lKaAwv tKaKwv ~KaKci - 1366 (precedin.,gl_. encL..._ 
Ion 1314 !E(ElV lE~ElV lU¢E~ElS' - 1308 (precedmg) 

IT 503 l¢eovELS' ~<t>POVELS' i<t>POVELS' - 503 (preceding) 

IT 637 l Aa13T1S' 1 BciATlS' 1 BaAW - 635 (precedmg) 

IT j>69 .~.m.~m 11?~ciCJ~m.m.m_J.E.~gEL._.. I E¢.~!JS' .. .:. .. ~§.~(eE~E~E~!2&l~m ... _ ........ _ 
IT 733 i6 Tf}v6E !chav 6E 10Tav TE - 730 (precedmg) 

IT 1 018 1Aa~ELv iAaeELv p,a~ELv - 1016 (precedmg) 

Hel864 I¢clCJyav' !~cip~ap' !~cip@ap' - 864 (precedmgL~ ...., .-
Hel1186 !XPooS' lxeovoS' ixeovoS' - 1179 (preceding) end 

Hel 1618 lXf?!JCJl~wTEpov law1?eovECJTEpovlawppovoS' - 1617 (preceding) 
IA 639 l'TEKov lTEKvov lTEKvov - 638 (precedma) 

There are in Table 6.1 five cases where P has repeated whole or part of a previously 

occurring word instead of the word actually in his exemplar.? 

In three the repetition is the sole or overwhelming cause of the error (that u, II and 

l sounded the same to the scribe of P may have made the HeracUdae error easier): 

HeracUciae 282: exact repetition from two lines earlier. 

Helena 864: exact repetition from earlier in the same line. 

Helena 1618: first three syllables taken from a word in the previous line. 

6 There was nothing relevant to repetition in Cyclops or Electra. 'end' in the table indicates that both the 
corrupted and the influencing word were the last words in trimeters. 
7 What may be a sixth instance is cited by Sybel (1868),35. He claims that P originally had TUXllS' for 
6LKllS' in Heradidae 933 following TUXllV in 930. This is not reported in Murray (1902), and WccklcIn 
(1898b) merely reports 8lK ill rasliTa in 933. 
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In two the error would have been conceivable in the absence of a repetition: 

Hercules 74: the first syllable, and the sense, coming from a word two lines 

earlier. 

IT 733: a non-lexical from three lines earlier corrupting two other non
lexicals. 

There are eight cases where a divergent reading in P may have been due to influence from 

a previously occurring word: 

Supplices 374: first syllable perhaps from a word in the previous line. 

Supplices 539: the replacement of XPl1v by b~ and then bEl may have been 

influenced by bEL at the same point in the line three lines earlier, but bEL became 

the more familiar form and tends to replace XP~ without any help from repetition. 8 

Hercules 1368: the replacement of KaAWV by KaKwv may have been influenced by 

KaKa also at line-end two lines earlier,9 but confusion of these two words is 

common. 

Ion 1314: E~El v for E' El V may have been influenced by U<t>E~ElS' six lines earlier, 

though no explanation but confusion of minuscule' and ~ may be required. 

Ion 1453: the replacement of EAa~ES' by E~aAES' may have been influenced by 

d1TE~aAov six words before, but confusion of the strong aorists of ~aAAw and 

Aall~avw is common, and in IT 329 serves to remove a repetition. 

IT 637: the replacement of Aa~1JS' by ~aA1JS' may have been influenced by ~aAw 

two lines earlier, but the frequency of the confusion of the strong aorists of ~aAAw 

and Aall~avw has already been remarked on. 

Helena 1186: it is possible that XPooS' was replaced by X8ovoS' under the 

influence of X80voS' at the same point in the line seven lines earlier, but the 

distance makes that at least uncertain. 

IA 639: TEKVOV for 'TEKOV may have come from the same word in the previous 

line, but the error is simple in itself. 

There are three cases where the influence, if it is responsible for the repetition, must have 

come from a later word: 

Heraclidae 433: but the metathesis from ETEpq;aS' to ETpEq;aS' does not need 

TPEq;OIlEo8a in 440 to explain it. 

8 Barrett (1964) 164-5 discusses this phenomenon. 

9 L writes consecutiye lines in adjacent columns, while P goes straight down the column. This might 
make repetition from the pre\ious line but one more likely for the scribe copying P from L. 
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Supplices 171: though Zuntz' s explanation of the remarkable E ~wpol for OE U po 

depends on the letter fonns of L and not at all on wpalwv four lines later. 1 0 

IT 503: this is the most plausible example of retrospective influence, from a later 
word in the same line. 

There are five cases where P removes a repetition in L, in three of which the repetition is 
clearly figurative: 

Heraclidae 27: L's Kal auv KaKWS TIpaaaOUal aUIlTfpaaaw KaKws is destroyed 

by P's aUIlTIaaxw.l1 

Hercules 1100: the first hand of P destroys Eaw(E TIAEUpOS E~ EIlOU T' 

Ea0( ETO by reading E OO~E . 

IT 669: E<P911S IlE IllKpOV· TalJTO OE <p9aaas AEYElS is destroyed by <ppaaaS' 

inP. 

In two cases P removes unfigured repetitions which obtrude and could be described as 
'careless repetitions by the poet': 

IT 1018: Aa9Elv for Aa~Elv after Aa~Elv in 1016. 

Helena 739-40: P reads IlEAAOUal for IlEVOUal in IlEVElV T' ETf' aKTalS' TOUS T' 

EIlOUS Kapa80KElv I aywvas Ol IlEVoua( 11'. 

This occasional abhorrence of repetition does not seem to have been noticed in 

discussions of the relationship of Land P in the alphabetic plays. There are indeed other 

possible examples of removal of a repetition in P, though since the original repetitions are 

neither obviously figurative nor particularly obtrusive the removal is not striking: 

Supplices 217: confusion between <PPEal and XEpal in manuscripts is curiously 

common, and does not need any influence from <ppovllalS to account for it. 

Collard (1975) ad loco draws attention to a similar phenomenon in Persae 900, 

"where the sense of EKpaTuvE, as that of KEKTllllEVOl here, induced the mistake", 

and Hippolytus 1448, discussed in Section 2(i) below, is another example. 

Hercules 49: ~T~aaTo for LopuaaTo with Eopas two lines earlier. 

Hercules 590: TIaAlV and TIOAlV are easily and commonly confused - three 

instances in Septem are listed in Section 2(iii) below 

Hercules 829: vDv and Vl v are easily confused through itacism. 

IT 329: the frequency of the confusion of the strong aorists of ~ciUw and 

Aall~avw has already been remarked on. 

10 Zuntz (1965) 2. 

11 In Andromache 462 P \'ery similarly reads miaxw for the lTpciaaw of all other manuscripts in the 
figurative El 8' EYW lTpaaaw KaKws-. 1Il118Ev Te8' aUXEl" Kat. au yap lTpaCElaS' aVo 
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The conclusion so far may be stated as: a copyist is found introducing a repetition into a 

text from up to three (or possibly seven) lines earlier or from later in the same line. The 

same copyist is found removing a repetition within a pair of lines. 

It is worth drawing attention in this context to four instances where an alteration or variant 

in L (that is, not in its copying by P) removes a repetition, whether or not that was the 

purpose: 

Electra 311: Land P have aval vOllal oE YVllvCrS' ovaa TTap8EvoS', following 

YVIlVQV in 308. Triclinius writes valKaS' above (yv )11 vCrS' . 

This alteration (which is read by most modern editors, omitting the preceding oE) 

is ascribed by Zuntz to Triclinius's use of another manuscript to correct an error 

that L had found in his exemplar; this is not the only Tric1inian correction to L that 

Zuntz thinks came from this manuscript, though it is the only one relevant to 

repetition.1 2 Kovacs however retains YVllvCrS' , regarding yvvalKaS' as a 

conjecture by Triclinius; if so, then could avoidance of repetition have been a 

motive?l3 

Electra 435: P and, apparently, L in its original state read 'Lv' 6 ¢lAci8EA<bO" 

ElTaAAE bEA¢ls .1-l <plAcioEA<pOS' is emended by Tric1inius to <plAavAoS'. 

Tric1inius, who was aware of the need for strophe and anti strophe to respond, 

would have been attracted by an alteration which secured responsion. It is 

generally assumed that he took the correct reading from Aristophanes Ranae 1317: 

but it might surely have been in the 'other manuscript' discussed on Electra 311. 

The repetition could as easily have been an error by L itself as in Eustathius's 

putative manuscript. 

Ion 648-9: In KaAwS' EAE~aS', E'lTTEP oUS' EYW <p LAW I EV TOlal aOlalV 

ElJTVx~aOValv <plAOl" L gives AOYOlS' as a ypa<pETal variant for <plAOlS'. 

This alteration could have been motivated by failure to realise that <plAOlS' IS 

neuter. i5 

IT 553: In W lTaVOaKpvToS' ~ KTavovaa XW KTavwv Tric1inius emends KTavwv 

to 8avwv. 
This alteration could be a consequence of taking the line, with Diggle, in the 

simpler way (Orestes has just told Iphigenia that Agamemnon was killed by 

"yvv~", and she laments the slayer and the slain). Murray keeps KTavwv and sees 

12 Zuntz (1965) 107. Zuntz believes that Triclinius had discovered the minuscule manuscript that 
Eustathius had had transliterated from a majuscule survivor, and had a copy made from it which was then 

used, under his direction, as the exemplar for L. 
13 Kovacs (1998). The reading is defended in Kovacs (1985)~ Seaford (1985) in a footnote on page 319, 

disagrees with Kovacs and accepts Zuntz. 
l-l Cited by Jackson (1955) 223 as an example of unconscious repetition by the copyist. 

15 Owen ( 1939) is however attracted by ACYOl S'. 
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Iphigenia casting her mind back to Aulis, where Agamemnon was the slayer. 16 

Murray's interpretation is made plausible by the earlier couplet, 538-9, where 

Orestes has referred to Aulis directly, and Iphigenia has responded cryptically. 

Finally, editors follow Stobaeus in Electra294-6: 

EVEOTl 8' OLKTOS' d!la8(q !lEV ou8al-l0U, 
OOCPOlOl 8' dv8pwv' Kal yap ou8' d(~!lLOV 
yvwl-lllV EVELval TOlS' OOCPOlS' ALav aocp~v. 

Though errors are commonly found in quotations, and the repetition is one that might be 

branded 'careless', !lEV in the I-lEV ELvaL of Land P is impossible. Although it does 

remove a repetition, it can only be a slip. 

16 Murray (1913) writes "de Aulide cogitat" in his apparatus critlcus. 
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SECTION 2. 

DIFFERENCES AMONGST MANUSCRIPTS OTHER THAN DIRECT COPIES 

In any play which survives in many mediaeval manuscripts there is inevitably a wealth of 

verbal discrepancies. Most of these are minor, and often considerations of grammar. 

metre or sense make it easy to decide which reading to adopt; but in many adjudication 

among readings is difficult. Sometimes indeed no reading is satisfactory, and recourse to 

emendation is necessary. If the 'stemma' pattern which has traditionally been the 

favoured model could be followed the task could be eased by establishing a hierarchy 

among surviving codices. If, that is, each surviving manuscript had been copied from a 

single lost exemplar, then its readings would be judged on the accuracy of the copying. 

That exemplar could be reconstituted from its descendants, and the process of 

reconstitution carried further back, in principle to the manuscript written by, or at the 

dictation of, the poet. 

But it is now clear that no simple stemmatic model works for those Greek tragedies of 

which we have many manuscripts surviving. There is no single linear descent of 

manuscripts, but those who copied them, and those who had oversight of the copying, 

had more than one source, and though they might well have one prime exemplar 

frequently compared the readings of more than one and chose amongst them. I7 

The present section looks only at manuscript variants to which verbal repetition IS 

relevant. Cases where editors do not accept any MS reading, but prefer an emendation, 

are left for Section 4. Three plays have been studied - Septem, Trachiniae and 

Hippolytus. The aim has been to examine every significant variant (that is one where 

different dictionary words 18 are read, not where there is a different inflectional or 

orthographical form of the same dictionary word) and to separate out all cases where 

repetition might plausibly be argued to be relevant to an observed difference in readings. 

Study of these cases, together with the conclusions of the apograph study above, may 

throw light on the processes of transmission relevant to verbal repetition. It may also help 

inj·udoino what readino is to be preferred, and in assessing the conjectures scholars have 
e e e 

made. 

17 See for instance Chapter \\ of Oawe (1964). 
18 Interjections, often doubled or quadrupled in lyrics, and where MSS often vary, have been disregarded. 
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SECTION 2(i) Septem contra Thebas. 

This study has been based on the Oxford Classical Text of Page (1972), and the collation 

in Dawe (1964); Dawe has reported a number of variants relevant to this study which are 

not in Page, presumably because they are not relevant to the constitution of the text. The 

Teubner, West (1998), has been compared, and use has been made of the edition of 
Hutchinson (1985). In the absence of any other indication, references to . Page . and 

'West' in this section are to their texts and apparatuses as appropriate. references to 
'Hutchinson' are to his note on the line in question, and those to . Dawe' are to the 

collation in Dawe (1964). Canter (1580) has occasionally been cited as witness to the 
received text before modern editors worked on it. 

Two tables have been drawn up. The first covers anadiploses only (as in Section 
interjections have been disregarded.) The summary of the manuscript evidence does not 

lay claim to completeness - corrections and ypa<j>ETal variants may be ignored; the sigla 

used are those of Page (1972). Line numbering is often difficult, particularly in lyric 
passages, when editors adopt their own colometry, and sometimes seem to assign words 
differently; references may not therefore always be absolutely consistent. 

TABLE 6.2 VARIANTS IN SEPTEM TO WHICH ANADIPLOSIS IS 
RELEVANT. 

Line Page text Variant Variant in 

204 OTO~OV OTofov iOTO~OV Hac 

566 ' eEOl (eEOl eEOl M and as variant in I & N 

889 TETUJ.1J.c!_EVOL TETUl:!1!.EVOL ~ TETUJljlEVOL Y on1Y 
~ .. ~. ",,--

1000 mivTwv 1TOAUTIovwTaToL 1mlVTwv 1TOAUTIOVWTaTOl miVTWV Hanly 

1058 1TWS ~ TIWc:,' 1TWc:,' NOYPV 

In most of the above there is a problem with the text and the metre independent of the 

repetition. All that the table demonstrates is a wavering of the tradition. 

Table 6.3 covers cases where there is a difference in readings to which repetition, in a 

wide sense, seems relevant. 19 'Nearby word' is a word which may have influenced the 

variant reading. The column headed 'In line' shows the line in which the nearby word is 

found, and whether it precedes ('p') or follows (,f') the word it may have influenced; 

'end' or 'e' means that both the primary and the nearby word end a trimeter; where the 

entry is in red, the error in question is the removal of an authorial repetition. The 

summary of the manuscript evidence does not claim to be complete - corrections and 

ypa<j>ETal variants may be ignored; sigla are those of the Oxford Classical Text of Page 

(1972). 

19 'Repetition' here and in Tables 6.4 and 6.6 has a wide sense; besides identical words and mllectionaI or 
deri\'ational forms some instances of mere similarity of sound or appearance ha\'c been listed. 
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TABLE 6.3 VARIANTS IN SEPTEM TO WHICH REPETITION IS RELEVANT 

Line i Paqe (1972) !Variant !Nearby word lin line ! Variant found in 
! I i 

~ ~ 

45 i¢6Bov i¢6vov (<P6vou 144 (p) end Ya Oac K Q 
46 KaTaaKa¢uS' !KaTaa¢ayaS' !Taupoa¢ayovvTES' 43 (p) !p 
61 TT A E ~g6 ~~~"_"",,,, __ I2!"_!:,~J!1L_~~l0 !:,,"--f2!:!:oa S' ! 63 (f) end ! all but M 
80 

... -''', ... -----'''''4''''-------,--+- ~I"'''.' •• '#I ..... '~ 

TTp6opo~oS' !TTp60o~oS' 06~ouS' ~ 73 {e) i Y 
86 °POTVTTOU op(p )OKTLnTOU iKTUTT ! 83 (p) iall but [yp f\[ 

--

121 dplltl0v IdpYEll0v !'Apy{(Ol 1120(p) ,~ 

123 i¢6vov !¢6Bov \¢oBoS' 1121 (p) BNdVYetc 
126 TTVAaLS' ! mlAaLS' ! TTaAl0 11 26 (f) 1M ac 
132 i¢oBwv .¢ovwv \¢ovov 123 (p) tM ac 

141 AlTalS AUTais 1SEOKAUTOlS' \ 141 (f) Iy --

158 ETTayEl aYEl !ETTl~aLVETaL; ETTaACElS' 155 (p) 158 (f) P 
171 TTavoLKwS' TTavOr1~ouS' 1°!lI:!:LWV 1177 (f) 1 variant in 6. 

177 S'LEpwvlo(')LEpW 
.-

°llEPWV . OTWll0V ! 177 (f) 1B 

178 J.1EA-6~EVOl • ~EAA-/~EAaLV- ~EAEaSE 177 (p) 10 Pac Y 

188 [YEVEl ¢VAl0 !¢LAl] ! 187 ·Cp) end YYa variant in PH 
221 TToAlV TTaAw TToAEOS' 218 (p) Ndpc 

240 TapBoavvw Tap[3oaKuw iBoaKETaL 244 (f) Y 

244 i¢ovw !¢SOVW i¢SOVl0 236-(p) 
--

C -
i~oUAEVElV 248 oouAEVElV 10ouAELaS' ! 253 (f) Y 

251 ~UVTEAEla CUYYEvEta LYEVOS' ! 256 (f) ~O ac 

252 i¢Sopov ¢ovov !¢ovw 244 (p) M ac 

252 nothinq 
, 

[ou; OUK 250; 252 (p) YBI ou 

267 Euy~aTwv oAuy~aTwv !6AoAUY~OV 268 (f) IY 

277 TToAE~Ll0V 0' EaSn~a- ! repeated in 278a see discussion 

333 ~~~--~~i"--~~~~~"------~---~~~~-~-~~~------------
350 t --

353 KEVOV ~~EV KEVOS' 353(p) iNd 

359 SaAa~llTToAwv 8aAa~ nTToAAl0V TToAAa 360 Tf) C 

386 i¢6Bov AO¢oV AO¢ouS' 384 (p) end IC 

410 aTuyouvS' Tl~ovvS' 'Tl~wvTa 410 (p) lNd 

432 iYu~voV OElVOV OELV 
, 426 (p) Nd --

454 TTwAlKWV TToAlKl0V !TTOAEL 452 (p) 6.K 

497 "APEL dSEOS' !EVSEOS' i497 (p) 6.ac 

508 C I auvTlYa YEV .~ETTlYaYE cu- words 509 e, 510 (f) .yp in Hs --
513 i¢AEYl0V EXWV EXEl 51 1 (p) end I variant in Q ,-

557 ElE'Law E~l0 ECl0SEV t 560 (f) !Q~ gr in P 

558 ExSLaTou dOLKou JoaKoS' 558 (f) HOY 

576 tTTPOS' ~OpciVt various jsee discussion I 
590 EUKnAOv EUKUKAOV \ KUKAl0 '591 (f) all but M 

>.§.!Q.!.!!crE~i)L __ . __ ._ !->!y~"-!J.L_- :x.E~l ;...s.~_E.@.~_ .... _ .... __ 604i_~SiPL~ '.'a,!an~~ .... 
652 TToAlV TTa[Tpav TTOAlV; TTaTe0av 64L~.i_.648 {el P.:...9.~y.:.. .. ~}33 ... _ .... _ 
F-~' ~.--.;-.. -.-.. - .. - ... ~- ;---·----f-civo l0V' iI~o a _ .. -m"--~7 )'679 (f N 
678 au8~Ev~ avo~E~ ... ~-~!..... ......... p.-.? .. -u ............. ~-1P......L..-.. --.. _ ............ , ................................... 

F--'- ~..... .-... -,-......... - -.--... --' "E aAwv 732 ( ) . 0 
737 ~E Aa H: TT a y'E S' t~Ey'a~E ~ ~~Y..~.? .. !2.-. ... y.._ ............................................. + .. __ ._..r?. ........................ ~ ... -........................................... 

......... - •.•.. ;;-............. - .................. ,; ......... u_ .. 'd al . 766 (f) variants in OP 
.!..§?. ~.~e~\ ........ -.; ............... +~p.~~.!.n .. -................. +;:.~~~~·~ .. · .. ·· ........ · .. ···· ...... · .. · .. · ...... ·!'7"6·6 ............................... !·j1·ot"·M··ac· .. &'T .. · ........ ·· .. 
7 68 ~...tTTEA'£p';EV t L.TEA(Al£:. __ .~ .. _t····~_~· .... -· .. · .... · .. · .. ·~·· .... - .. t---?lE)~··-·.~ .... ~-.-... - .. --.................. 
-.~ ._.----: ~~.---.... ! ' _ t OTl0V 77 4 ~) : Q ac 
t~j"~~~!~:~a~~·~;t ~~~~~~~~~···t~8~P~\~6·~~~ .. ~;~·i···~i;~··· 178·87f)·--·-· .. -···i·p"Y~····-·· .. ···················· ......... 

(Continued 
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TABLE 6.3 (continued) 

VARIANTS IN SEPTEM TO WHICH REPETITION IS RELEVANT 

I·Line~-p~g;~( 1972)~V~~'iant-m~-~'·-·NearbY~Word-.~.dn-lin~--- -------V-a~iant~·fou~din-

809··!'·~a1"EGrrOOll~Ev~t~ClTEGTfOp1]~EVot.> .. 6~oGrropoLV ········)..804 (see disc.) e Y 

881 oLU~ci~LUV OOflcu:-,. : §<? l-lLU v ~?Q(p) ..... .; .. HI\NAVY Pyp 
89 STT~aya]J TIAaTaV ....... :.TIE1!~Cly~EVOU<;$Q6 (f) . K 
905 TEAOS' ~EVO<; _ ........ ;.I:1EIJEL 902 (p) Y & var in B6 
Q28 TEKVOY<?l!()lTrmooyovOL .__ : rratoa _ 929 (f) . Q & P s.l. 
969rravodKpuTE ... !.rroAuodKPUTE TIavd8AlE • Q?O (f) all but MI~BCPQ 
Q73·tcixEcuV 1YOWV YOOLGL ..• Q67 (p) .... _.: Q 
99Q.:.~a8wvrra8wv .. _.;rra8ov983 (p) :Nd 

lbb~'~~;::T' :~r~~;: ;;"~o~~~:Ka+~ gg~ m; 994 (p) ~a Pyp 

1 028, ~aAL0 Aa~w Aa~ElV : lozi(p j end ..... + 6 
1042' rrOALV rraALV rrUAl v · .. · ...... ·+'040 (p) I variant in Q 

.' 048i.xwpav TIOAlS' '046 (p) Y 
_, 0§':2f_~~ TWV_______~ _ _____ , 062 (f) variant in K 

As Table 6.3 shows, 61 instances have been found in Septem where a variant in one or 

more manuscripts has certainly, probably or perhaps been influenced by a word 

nearby.2o In 28 it seems certain or likely that a previously occurring word has led to (or 

influenced) the replacement of the true reading at some stage in some part of the 
transmission. 

Three of these involve forms of cpovoS' and cpo~oS' apparently affected by an previous 

occurrence: 

45: A few manuscripts read cpovov for cpo~ov; 

123: Several manuscripts read cpo~ov for cpovov; 

132: One manuscript (afterwards corrected) reads cpovwv for cpo~wv. 

The gaps between the word with the variant and the word that may have influenced it are 

1,2, and 9 respectively. To put this in perspective, forms of these two words occur 18 

times in Septem 1 and there is some MS confusion between the two on four occasions (on 

cp6vov in 574 Dawe reports "e minima rasura colligitur Mac cpo~ov fuisse"). The distances 

in lines between a form of one word and the nearest form of the other are 1, 3, 73, 2, 9, 

30, 4, 4, 15, 26, 43, 142, 76, 74 74, 2 and 2. There are thus eight intervals of less than 

10 lines, three of which involve some confusion, while there is confusion in only one 

instance with a long interval; the similarity of the early minuscule ~ to the v is unlikely 

therefore to be the only cause of the confusion, though it must have made it easier. 

---

20 In general the simplifying, but a priori plausible, assumption is made that Influence, If there IS an\. IS 

from the closest word, whcther it precedes or 1'0110\\ s. But sometimes there arc altcrnativc (and not 
necessarily mutually exclusi\c) possible influences, and thcy are co\'cred in the table :.tnd the discussion. 
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The 25 other instances are as follows: 

46: KaTaCJ¢ayclS' for KaTaCJKa¢clS' in one manuscript was surely influenced by 

TavpoCJ¢ayouvTES' in 43. 

80: The omission of p in TIpObpo~oS' substitutes a rarer and less apposite word for 

a commoner one, but does not need bO~ovS' in 73 to explain it. 

86: 0p(p)OKTUTIOV in most manuscripts was surely influenced by OTIAOKTUTI' (or 

whatever is the right reading) in 83. 

121: One manuscript reads apYElwv for the general apTJlwll (itself emended by 

editors to apElwv), under the influence of 'ApyE'lOl in the line before (the problem 

with 'ApYElWV is metre not sense). 

188: For the received YEVEL several manuscripts read ¢UAW or report it as a 

variant; according to Dawe ¢UAW started life as ¢lAW in the manuscript Y; it is 

plausible that this came from ¢lA-n also at line end in the line above, altered to 

¢UAW for reasons of sense; the other manuscripts, on this analysis, would have 

got ¢UAW from Y. This seems possible; Ya is related to Y, and the reading is a 

ypa¢ETaL variant in the other two manuscripts which report it. 

244: One manuscript reads ¢8ovw for ¢OV4>. Da we thinks that this reading might 

be ancient and right, giving "a pointed and well-knit line" in place of a "curiously 

awkward" received text.21 He accepts that ¢8ov41 could be an accident, "though 

the natural sequence of corruption would be the opposite" (citing for this PV 859 

etc.). He does not consider the possibility that ¢80vw in 236 was the agent of 

corruption. Eight lines is certainly a greater distance than in any totally convincing 

case of erroneous scribal repetition identified in this study, but, as with the scribal 

error in 252 discussed immediately below, cannot be ruled out. 

252: One manuscript before correction read ¢ovov for ¢8opov; only the gap of 

eight lines makes dubious the influence of the ¢OV41 which this manuscript, like 

all but one of the other manuscripts collated, reads in 244. 

252: Eteoc1es says in 250 ou diya ~TJ&EV TWVb' EPElS' KaTcl TITOAU' and then, 

after a line by the Chorus, OUK ES' ¢8opov CJL YWCJ' avaCJX~CJ-n TabE; Some 

manuscripts have another (unmetrical) ou before CJl YWCJ'. Dawe says that their 

scribes were familiar with the idiom OUK ES' ¢8opov and construed the line as 

two separate sentences, inserting the necessary ou before the beginning of the 

second one.22 Repetitionfrom ou CJlya is also a possible explanation. 

21 Oa\\'e (1964) 142. 

22 Oawe (1904) 69. 
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386: The replacement of <f>6~ov by A6<f>ov in one manuscript can confidently be 

put down to AO<f>OUS', also at line end in 384. 

410: The replacement of GTuyouve' by TlllOuve' can confi dent! y be put down to 

TlllwvTa two words before. 

432: There is a six-line gap between the 8ElVOV which has ousted YUIlVOV in the 

manuscript Nd and 8El v' in 426. Dawe believes this was a deliberate substitution 

by Nd "either through motives of prudery or because he did not think that nudity 

was the sort of thing to calculated to inspire fear in an enemy" .23 He does not 

discuss the possibility that the substitution was a scribal error of repetition. Of 

course, the choice of word to replace YUIlVOV could have been primed (see 

Chapter 7) by 426 even though the decision to replace it was deliberate. Nd is a 

manuscript with several unique variant readings. 

454: The replacement ofnwAlKwv by the non-existent nOAlKWV in two manuscripts 

may be ascribed to nOAEl two lines before, though such a simple misspelling of a 

word (0 and W were pronounced the same in Byzantine times) needs no more 

cause than scri bal absence of mind. 

497: The scribe of 11 first wrote deEoS' at the end of this line, a palpable repetition 

from EVeEOS' the word before. 

513: There are three manuscript variants for <f>AEYWV in the phrase "8la XEPOS' 

~EAOS' <f>AEYWV", to wit <PAEYOV, <pEPWV, and EXWV. Dawe says that the original 

phrase was too out-of-the-way to escape emendation, and that EXWV could have 

been a gloss on <PE PWV - he points out that very common words may be glossed 

in manuscripts.24 EXWV could also come from EXEl two lines earlier. 

678: One manuscript has the non-existent civ8wllEV4J for au8wIlEVtV - oblique 

cases of civ~p are in the preceding and following lines and may have been the 

tri ooer for the confusion of minuscule U and v. 00 

737: Manuscripts have many small variations on IlEAallnaYES: in the confusion 

one scribe may have been influenced from thirteen words earlier. 

768: There is an unsolved crux here. Page (1972) prints 

TEAElaL yap naAaL<pc1Twv cipnv 
~apElal KaTaAAaya[' 
Ta 8' OAOa tTIEAOIlEv't ou napEPXETaL 

766 

768 

Most manuscripts read the non-existent TEAOIlEll-; others read naAAOIlEl'-. 

23 Oa\\'e (1964) 79. 

2.+ Oa\\'e (lL)M) 69. 
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TrEAOIlEV-, TEAAOIlEV-, TEAOUIlEv-. Hutchinson puts all the variants down to the 

attempt to make a recognisable word out of TEAOIlEv-. He conjectures YEVOIlEl/'. 

postulating an uncial corruption; another conjecture on the same basis is 

Bticheler's TrEVOIlEVOUS' for TrEAOIlEv' oU. But if TEAELal two lines before is the 

source of the corruption,25 the beginning of the genuine word need not have 

resembled that in our manuscripts. West (1998) deletes the word, as well as 

TrOAEWS' in the antistrophe, as suggested in the apparatus of Page (1972); but Page 

and West have to make the assumptions that TEAOIlEV came from a majuscule 

dittography such as T Afj,OAOA / TEAOM, and that TTOAEWS' was an explanatory 

gloss on ~UVECJTlOL. 

809: The traditional text from 803 runs: 

Xo 
Ayy 

Tl 8' ECJTl TrpCiyoS' VEOKOTOV TTOAEL TTAEOV; 
TrOAlS' CJECJwTal' ~aCJlAEES' 8' 0IlOCJTTOPOl 
UV8PES' TEevCiCJlV EK XEPWV aUToKToVWV 

803 

805 

809 

820 

Y has KaTECJTr0PTJIlEVOl in 809. The word is non-existent, and the finger of 

suspicion points at 0lloCJTr0P-. Recent editors excise both (West [1998] and 

Hutchinson [1985]) or one (Page [1972], with radical transpositions) of the lines 

containing 0lloCJTrOp_;26 whether or not they are right, at least one of the lines is 

virtually certain to have been present when V's error occurred - in this case, of 

course, where the error is in a single manuscript, no-one would doubt the order of 
events. 

881: Metre guarantees 8WIlclTWV but most manuscripts have 80llwV, which West 

(1998) plausibly puts down to the influence of 80llwV in the previous line. 

906: IlEVOS' for TEAOS' is probably due to IlEVEl in 902 - though the apparatus in 

West (1998) oddly refers to IlEVEl in 897. Dawe points to the problems Byzantine 

scribes found with the word 'TEAOS" when it does not mean 'end',27 

973: YOOlCJl in 967 may have led to yowv for dXEWV here, though intrusion of a 

gloss is possible. The explanations are not mutually exclusive. since, for instance, 

the earlier word may have inspired the glossator. 

990: TraeOV in 983 is rather distant to have influenced the change from TTaeWV to 

Ilaewv here: it could have been a misreading of minuscule ~ as UJ' 

25 There could also ha\'e been influence from nUAaL¢ciTWV and KUTUAAUYUL on some of the variants. 

26 According to Dawe (1964) 119, the manuscript I omits 804. West and Hutchinson seem to belie\'e that 
there was a marginal parallel or altemati\'c inserted in two different places in thc text. Murray's bizarre 
duplication of 303 (in both 1937 and 1955) is not rele\'ant. 

27 Oawe (1964) 84. See also the discussion on 251 below. 
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1028: There is a seven-line gap between f3aAW here and Aa~Elv in 1021. which. 

though they are both at the ends of their lines, makes one hesitate to ascribe to the 

latter the easy metathesis of the former to Aa~w in one manuscript. 

1042: The gap of two lines between rraAlv in 1040 and rroALV here makes it 

plausible to ascribe the variant rraAlv for the latter to the former. There is 

confusion between the two words in two other places in Septem - in 613 rraAlv is 

replaced by rroAl v in most manuscripts eight lines after rroAL TalS'. 

1048: Theunmetrical rroAlv for xwpav here probably comes from rroAlS' in 1046, 

as Dawe believes;28 a gloss, even on such a common word, is also possible. 

There are 19 instances where the influence has certainly, probably or possibly come from 

a later word. Most of these are partial, where a word is not replaced, but corrupted by a 

later one, often to a non-existent or totally inappropriate word. 29 The most convincing 

examples are: 

126: It is unlikely that rruAalS' would have become rraAalS' without rraA41 three 

words later, since rruAal are so thematic in Septem. 

240: Although ~oaKETal is four lines further on, it is probably the reason for the 

strange Tap~o(JKuW instead ofTap~oauv41, though the minuscule KU and uv could 

be similar. 

267: oAuYllaTwv for ElJYllaTwv must be attributed to OAOAUYIlOV in the next line. 

359: Double lamda in 8aAallllrrOAAWv was probably written by a scribe with the 

next word, rroAACt, in his mind. 

787: rrlKpovollOUS' for rrlKpoYAwaaouS' must be attributed to the closely 

following al8opovO llw. 

The next list is rather less convincing, since the errors would not have caused great 

surprise in the absence of the later word: 

141: The itacistic error AUTOlS' for Al TillS' did not need the stimulus of 8EOKAUTOlS' 

two words later. 

177: 81llllWV may have cast its shadow back to affect the immediately preceding 8' 

lEPWV (81lEpwv in B). 8' lEPWV is the reading of only two manuscripts; most have 

8' lEPWV or the like. If, as Dawe speculates,30 8' lEPWV is a tenuous survival of 

an ancient reading, then8' itself may have something to do with 81lIlLWV . 

28 Dawe (1964) 87. 
29 Such a corruption is almost always in a single manuscript, whether in its text or as a ,"ariant: the 
corruption probably does not spread because a copyist is likely to notice, and do something about, a 

nonsensical word in his exemplar. 

30 Da\ve (1964) 108. 
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774: TIOAU~pOTOS' was probably written by a scribe with TIOAU~OTOS' in his 

exemplar and ~pOTWV two words later in his mind. The reading itself provides no 

support for Blomfield's TIOAU~aTOS', which Page (1972) and some others accept. 

928: The variant TIalooy6vol for TEKVOy6vOl may derive from a gloss, or from 

TIalOO in the next line. 

1061: The variant TIOAAWV for TIOAl TWV looks as if it came from TIOAAWV in the next 

line. 

Other variants, whether partial or of whole words, are even less convincing as due to 

anticipation. It is important not to be so influenced by the spirit of this study as to see 
repetition as the cause of any textual variant within a dozen or so lines of a vaguely 
similar word. There are after all very many variant readings in texts without there being 
any word in the vicinity at all like the intruder. The following list must be read with that 

caveat : 

61: There is here an instance of the TIAEUjlwvlTIVEUjlWV alternation, discussed 

below on Trachiniae 1054. M here has the old form, which Page prints; it is not 

necessary to invoke TIVOCtS' two lines later to explain the appearance of the later 

form in the other manuscripts. 

171: TIavo~jlouS' for TIaVOlK- might be related to 0TljllWV In 177: but that is 

unlikely - TIclVOT\jlOS' is common throughout Greek literature, especially in its 

adverbial form TIavOTljlEl, while TIclVOlKOS' is exclusively tragic. 

248: OOUAEUEl v for ~OUAEUEl v may have been affected by oouAElaS' in 253. 

251: ~UYYEvEla for ~UvTEAEla, which Dawe cites as an example (like 908) of 

scribes' horror of the word TEAOS' when it does not mean "end',31 may have been 

affected by YEVOS' in 256. 

557: E~W for EOW is just possibly connected with E~w8EV in 560, but substitution 

of an opposite is a known form of corruption. 

558: dOCKOU must be an intrusive gloss on EX8l0TOU, and the jingle it produces 

with BaKOS' immediately following is therefore a coincidence. 

763: OpEl for EUPEl is just possibly connected with dpa[ in 766;32 but the 

minuscule compendium forEu is often confused with a.33 

31 Dawe (1964) 84. 
32 The variant was, according to Dawe (1964), adopted by Hermann. 
33 See on Hippoly1lls 398 and 657, discussed in Section 2(iii); in Septem 459 0 before correction read 

dXciAKOU for EuXciAKOU. 
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There are two possible instances of repetition from a following word worthy of a more 
extended comment. 

348ff: ~Aaxal 8' al~aT6Eaaal 
TWV E7Tl ~aaTl8(wv 
ciPTl TPE<pElS' ~pE~ovTal 

Dawe says that the variant ciPTl~PE<PElS' invites interest "but in view of its curious 

formation, the ~pE~ovTal which follows, and the idea already suggested by 

E7Tl~aaTl8(wv it falls somewhere between B and C"3~ Neither ciPTl~PE<P~S' nor 

ciPTlTPE<P~S' occurs elsewhere in Greek literature ,35 though VEOTP0<P0U is glossed 

ciPTl TPE<pOUS' in a scholium on Agamemnon 724, and a similar unique word36 has 

occurred seventeen lines earlier; in the eyes of a student of' careless' repetition that 

tends to reinforce the reading ciPTl TPE<pElS'. That is not to deny that ~p .... ~p could 

be Aeschylean (cf. fragment 158 from Niobe - "1811 TE ~UK11e~olal Ka!. 

~pux~~aalv I ~pE~oual ~~AWV). If ciPTl~PE<PElS' is the false reading, then it is 

an anticipatory repetition. 

590: M alone reads EUK11Aov; all other manuscripts (and M as a ypa<pETal variant) 

have EUKUKAOV, which was printed in Murray (1937), as it had been by some 

previous editors (e.g. Canter (1580»; subsequent editors adopt M's word, often 

with a different ending ( -oS' Hutchinson (1985) following Prien; -WS' Page (1972) 

following Donner). The variants here must be related to KUKALp in the following 

line. Hutchinson says" EUKUKAOV is much more likely than EUK11AOV to have been 

imported: KUKAWl comes in the next line, EUKUKAOV in 642 and in Homer, and the 

sense of EUK11AOV would puzzle." The lectio difficilior logic is acceptable; but the 

repetition of the stem KUKA would be Aeschylean, and this study is finding several 

instances of the removal of a repetition in the transmission of a play, of which 

Hutchinson and others were probably unaware. 

The manuscript tradition of Septem itself is, however, relatively weak in evidence for the 

removal of repetitions. The only really plausible instances are: 

353: Ka!. KEVOS' KEVOV KaAEl 

where one manuscript has ~EV for KEVOV, as if in a protest against polyptoton. 

1005: 8oKouvTa Ka!. 86~avT' ci7TaYYEAAElV ~E xP~ 

where one manuscript has ~EAAOVT' for 86~avT'. The scribe may have thought 

the context demanded a future (just as Headlam conjectured 86~oVT'), or been 

3~ Dawe (1964) 109. B indicates that in Dawe's opinion a reading is a conjecture, C an accident. 

35 Hutchinson (1985) is wrong in saying that dPTl TPE¢ElS' occurs in Hercules. The word there IS 

VEOTPE¢El S'. 

36 Discussed on 333-4 below. 
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affected by -ElJ...- in the next word. It is nevertheless remarkable that these feelinos o 

should have counteracted the influence of 8oKouvTa two words earlier. 

Much less plausible are: 

158: It is unlikely that the replacement of the compound EiTaYEl by uYEl was a 

reaction to the two nearby compounds with EiTl-. 

221: The iTOAlVliTaAlV confusion occurs also in 613 and 1042, and in Hercules 

590, so there is no reason to ascribe this instance to iTOAEOS' three lines earlier. 

508: It is unlikely that the ypa<pETal variant ~ET~yaYE for avv/~vv~yaYEv was 

avoidance of the jingle with ~vaT~aETal and ~vvo(aTEov following shortly. 

610: EuaE~~S' civ~p occurs at the ends of 602 and 610, in the second of which the 

variant EUYEV~S' civ~p is found in some manuscripts. The repetition of EuaE~~S' 

is right, since it emphatically likens Amphiaraus to the one EuaE~~S' man on the 

boat, as the repetition of 8lKaloS' from 605 likens him to the one 8lKaloS' man in 

the city. EUYEV~S' is more likely to have been written by scribes under the 

influence of the preceding ciya9oS' than as a variation on EuaE~~S' or a 

reminiscenceofYEvEl in 604. 

895: Instead of iTAaycLV followed after four words by iTEiTAaY~EvovS' K has 

iTAaTaV; almost certainly the misreading of a letter written in the r form, 

unconnected with the corruption in these lines (most editors following Elmsley 

deleteiTAayav as a gloss). 

998: It is not very plausible to attribute the replacement of KaKwv by iTll~aTWv 

either to a desire not to repeat KaKa from 994 or to iT~~a in 1004. 

There are two possible removals of repetitions which need more discussion: 

177-8 ~EAEa9E 9' lEPWV 81l~lWV, 
~EAO~EVOl 8' cip~~aTE' 

178 is obelised in Page (1972), with the note "languet" to ~EAO~EVOl in the 

apparatus, and a suggestion of the dative ~EAO~EVOlS' T' ("sc. ~~lV TWV 

lEpWV"); he does not doubt the repetition. It is odd however that the repetition has 

failed to preserve ~EAO~EVOl in some manuscripts. The double A in two is not 

remarkable, but V's ~EAalvo~EvOl is. Dawe calls it amusing, and speculates that 

it arose from a variant ~al VO~EVOl, the product of visual confusion of nu and 

lambda and phonetic confusion of E and al; V's exemplar would have had alV 

written over EA and Y would have inserted the syllable in the only place where it 
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would make a Greek word.37 The problem with this account is that there it 

requires three stages, one of which - the confusion of N and A - must have been 

uncial, and that there is no trace of any of the stages in the rest of the tradition. 

There is however no sign of an anti-repetitive tendency in Y, and this error must 

be a scribal slip with no special explanation.38 

969: Canter (1580) printed 

AN 
IL 

lW lW TIOAvociKPVTE au. 
au 0' aUTE Kat TIavci9AlE 

969 

The manuscript tradition is split between TIOAvociKPVTE and navociKpuTE; the 

latter was followed by Murray (1937 and 1955), while Page (1972) and 

Hutchinson (1985) adopt the emendation TIciVOVPTE, which is metrically 

preferable. Hutchinson convincingly says that TIav- must be retained to match 

TIavci9AlE in 970. It is very unlikely that it was changed to nOAV- to remove the 

repetition. A possible explanation for the vacillation of the tradition is that 

TIaVOciKpvTE and TIOAvociKPUTE were alternative glosses on the rarer TIciVOVpTE. 

Finally, there are four textual problems to which repetition may be relevant, but which do 

not fall into any of the above categories. 

275-278a: These lines are a notorious crux in Septem, simply obelised in Page 

(1972): 

~ ~AOlal v ai ~ciaaovTaS' EaTlaS' 9EWV 
TavpoKTovouvTaS' 9Eolalv wo' EnEuxo~al 
9~aElv TpOTIala TIOAE~lWV 0' Ea9~~aal 
Acicpvpa oatwv OOVPl TIATJX9' ayvolS' 06~0lS' 
aTE4;w TIPO vawv TIOAE~lWV 0' Ea9~~aTa. 

275 

278 
278a 

The last word of 277 is Ea9~~aTa in all manuscripts except the first hand in M, 

the scholium in I and in Y (Y reads Ea9TJ~ciTwV). 278a is not in several 

manuscripts, and some have merely the first three words. The scholium in I has 

already been quoted in Chapter 2.1. It reads 

EV Tlal TWV ciVTl ypcicpwv ~ET<l TOV aTlXov TOUTOV KElTal TO 
O'TE4;W TIPO vawv TIOAE~lWV Ea9~~aTa, 

Kat ou O~TIOV KaT<l A~9TJv 6 TOlOUTOS' aTlX0S' ElKD 
TIapEyyEypaTITal. ~ OE TEAEvTala AE6S' TOU npo TOUTOV ?"TlXOV 
"Ea9~~aal" EXEl· El youv Tou9' OUTWS' EXEl, aV~~l~ci('Ol) civ TlS' 
TauTa, ciVTt. TOU ··Ea9~~aal" "TITW~aal" ~ETaypci4;aS', Kat. EXEl TO 
OAOV KaAWS' , AEYOVTOS' TOU 'ETEOKAEOVS' OTl· nEa6v~wv TWV 
TIOAE~lWV civa9~aw TIPO TWV vawv T<lS' TWV TIOAE~lWl! aToAas-. 

In some copies after this line [278] there is found 
aTE4;w TIPO vawv nOAE~lwV Ea9~~aTa, 

and indeed this line has not been inserted carelessly at random. The final 

37 Dawc (1964) 86. 
38 Dawe elsewhere ([ 1964] 32) calls Y "the most corrupt of our sixteen manuscripts." 
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word of the previous line has "Ea9~~aal". This being so, one might 
accept those words, substituting "TTTw~aal" for "Ea9~~aal ". The whole 
passage is satisfactory, since Eteocles says "when the enemy have fallen I 
shall dedicate the clothes of the enemy in front of the temples." 

The fact that there is a repetition in the transmitted text does not rule out 

Aeschylean authorship; the omission in so many manuscripts may tell against it. 

The reasoning of Hutchinson, however, who, like Murray (1937 and 1955) 
would delete both occurrences, does not persuade. 

333-4: Canter (1580) followed the bulk of the manuscripts and printed: 

KAavTov 8' apTl TPOTTOlS', WIlo8poTTwv 333 
vo~(~wv TTpoTTap0l9Ev ... 

The first of the pair of words clearly begins apTl-, and the second WIlO-, but there 

is confusion as to their latter parts. Neither word occurs elsewhere in extant Greek 
literature (except that, unsurprisingly to a student of the phenomenon of 

repetitions, in 350 there is found apTl TPE<pElS', which is discussed above). For 

apTl TPOTTOlS' P has a ypa<pETal variant apTl8poTTOlS'; and the scholiast in M has 

written 8 over the T. For WIlo8poTTwv YBHPYpi.m. and probably 02 have 

W~OTpOTTWV, and Q2 has T written over 8. There has clearly been interference 

among these readings. Modem editors ring the changes - Page (1972) presents 

apTl TPO<pOlS' W~08pOTTWS', and Hutchinson (1985) apTl TPO<POVS' Wllo8poTTovS', 

assuming that the first word's TT in the manuscripts has come in from the second 

word. 

576: Recent editors obelise in this line; for instance Page (1972) 

'EPlVVOS' KATJT~pa, TTpoaTToAov <p0vov, 
KaKwv 8' 'A8paaT41 Twv8E ~OVAEVT~PlOV' 
KaL TOV aov t av9lS' TTPOS' Ilopav t a8EA<pEoV 

574 

576 

In 574 all manuscripts read TTpoaTToAov, though P has a ypa<pETal variant 

TTpoaTTopov noted "~yovv TOV EK T~S' alJT~S' aTTopoS' YEvvTJ9EVTa" which 

must refer in some way to 576. In 576 most manuscripts have TTpoallopov, which 

does not scan, M and A TTpoa~opav or TTPOS' ~opav, while B I and P (as just 

noted) show knowledge of a reading TTpoaTTopov. There has clearly been some 

interference here, but the occurrence of such similar words at the same places in 

two nearby lines is not in itself suspicious. However, the impossibility of 

scanning TTpoa~opov (of which some sort of sense [e.g. 'doomed' J can be made, 

though it is not met elsewhere) and the senselessness of TTPOS' 1l0pal', make deep 

corruption seem likely. Burges conjectured that the TTpoa- word presented the 

ruins of 6~oaTTopov in 576, which was glossed by ci8EA<p0V, and that some quite 

different word (A0l8opwv has been proposed) has dropped out. But certainty is 

impossible. ~opov at the end of 589 is too distant to be relevant. 
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652: All manuscripts read iTOAlV at the end of this line. But a papyrus of the 

second century A.D. has iTa and then breaks off. Many editors assume this 

indicates a variant iTclTpaV, which Hutchinson (1985) admits into his text. He 

believes iTOAlV came in from the end of 647, and adduces a similar corruption in 

two manuscripts of Phoenissae 573. iTclTpaV is certainly the difficilior lectio but 

there is nothing untoward in iTOAlV twice in five lines in any tragic poet. nclTpav 

could be an avoidance of a repetition of iTOAlV, or a repetition from naTP0lav in 

648 but as Dawe points out iTa[ need not be for TIclTpaV at all; it could be for 

iTclAlV.39 Corruption from iTa to TIO is on the other hand more likely in minuscule 

than in uncial. 

The conclusions from Septem may be stated as: 

1) Repetition or partial repetition has been observed to be influenced certainly 

from as far as three lines earlier; and plausibly from as far as nine. 

2) Influence from a later word is certain in the same or adjacent lines, and 

once is likely from four lines later (Tap~oaKuw in 240); cases where the influence would 

be up to six lines later have been observed, but the diagnosis of these is very uncertain. 

3) Out of 26 repetitions in trimeters offered as variant readings by at least one 

manuscript, 7 (27%) are from one line end to another. 

4) There are two clear and seven highly dubious cases of erroneous variants 

which remove rather than create repetitions. 

39 Oawc (1964) 154. 
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SECTION 2(ii) Trachiniae 

This study has been based on the apparatus criticus in Dawe (1996), the third edition of 

his Teubner text. Use has also been made of the Oxford Classical Text of Lloyd-Jones & 

Wilson (1990a), and the editions of Davies (1991) and Easterling (1982): references to 

'Davies' and 'Easterling' in this section are, in the absence of any other indication, to the 
notes in those editions on the line in question. 

There is no special table for anadiploses, as in Sections 2(i) and 2(iii), since only one 

instance of variation among Trachiniae manuscripts in this respect has been found - in 

1005 Treads EaTE IlE once while the rest have the anadiplosis EGTE 11) EaTE IlE. 

Table 6.4 lists the instances where there is a difference in readings to which repetition, in 

a wide sense, seems relevant. 'Nearby word' is a word which may have influenced the 

variant reading. The column headed' In line' shows the line in which the nearby word is 

found, and whether it precedes ('p') or follows (,f') the word it may have influenced; 

'end' means that both the primary and the nearby word end a trimeter; where the entry is 

in red, the variant in question appears to remove an authorial repetition. The summary of 

the manuscript evidence does not claim to be complete - corrections and ypacpETal 

variants may be ignored; sigla are those of Dawe (1996). 

TABLE 6.4 VARIANTS IN TRACHINIAE TO WHICH REPETITION IS RELEVANT. 

Lin~rQ~W; text-- -_._- ---~---------------- word : In line -----=:yariant i;;;;nd in_ ___J 

10S";"d8ALOv . aALOv "AALOV":96 (p) Lyp 
1 43 rra8owa ....... L1Tc:lPQU<J(1 .1!Cip~L;1!ci8T)flcl : 141(pJJ 4.?jpJ AUY 
182 I(dl( ......... l.K"al ... .................. !.IC(ll . l??(pL.... R 
18.7 . MYELS'.L~xt::~S' .............l~gy()IJJ~.4.(p).~p<:l Zo 

. 240., EvXaLS' ....... L~vlC-:rdi' ..... L.EUI(Tala :23~(p) AUY 
)Q8 : -:r~K"I:'()Pg(J(1 ... j.TEIC()Pgc:l ... ~.:r.t::I(OU(Ja...j)JJ.(fL :. ctlll?lJ~K;see(~iscLJssi()n i 
331.xc1AAT)1:' ... ..... l.~~1!T)V()~~()~1TnIJ;\~:rr.1JlJ ........ :)}J (f) .... : all but Zo; see discussion i 

.~~}l.!~~~~;cym :!;~~~;cym .~;;I~~Ttfll1V ....... ·1..~8.~~~}~6~r~~UZgZO ................ : 

473 ; 8IJT)Tcl :6p8cl.. ....... ~.8lJT)-:rnlJ .:.1?'}'(p} ; Zo ............................ . 
558. . <l>olJ~IJ ........ ,¢.8CSV(uv :¢~(y()vToS'.:?5.~(p) Zo 
673 fla8ELv i Aa~dv .. ;~(1~E:1lJ .... L67Q{p).el1<:l L; see discussion 
700. ~~E~~LGS'·.·.I.i~~~~~~LaS':~I(~Pt0fl(1T~ .. :?QQ(p} . 1:$T; see discussion 
714 Jlq.8wJI .... ..!.1Tc:lPtDV ......... ).:rrQP' ......... ........ L744(p) pp)(y. 1805 
~4 7: 1TpgTE:P- : :rro:r.E:P- ............ ; .. 1TgTt::Pq. ........ ~47{p) ~.48 (f) ALJYKZgZo 
963.: .. nothing • ~EVOl .. JEIJ(uIJ .. l..~§4 (f) .. all but T 
96Si¢oPEl : ¢WVEL ............. :.o~u¢wvoS':~6}(p}l<; see .s.Uscussion 
965j¢opd • <PPOYEEL ................ :¢.~pE:~ .... L~§?{f)... .. ....... ~ .. Zo; see discussion 

1008: drroAELS' drroAELS' fl' drroAElS' 1:1' . .U008(p) j Lac 
1014 .:.A.'!!t TpE4JEL drroTpE4J- . Errl ............................. UQ13 (p) ...... ·.·.·.·.·.·.T.·.Almost all but Zo 
10~ 1 .. l8~p(18EV 8upa' - Evoo9EV : 1 Q?J(p) ....... 1. All but L s.1. & K 
1054: rrAEuflov- rrvEuflov- . ~AEUPUl01 • 1 0053 «P)). .. ........ T .. KKzgzoT 
1071 t0CYTE OcJTLS' ....... i.()(JTLS'. . ...... U 71 . P ...... . 
1167. ECYEA.8wv rrpoCYEA8wv : dO"Eypci4JUflT)v : 11§?(f). : Zo T 
1183 cilTLCYn1o"ELS'~dTTEL8~CYELS' rrlCYTLV ....... U1.~? (p). Zo 
1 21 2 . YEV~CYETaL '¢80vr1CYETUl . ¢.8ovll01S' ......... U 212 (p) ZgZo 
1273 TTcivT~X _. JavciTguS' ____ 8avciTouS' ; 1276 (f) A 
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As the above table shows, 27 instances have been found in Trachiniae where a variant in 

one or more manuscripts has certainly, probably or perhaps been influenced by a word 

nearby. In 15 instances it seems certain, probable or possible that a previously occurring 

word has led to (or influenced) the replacement of the true readino at some staoe in some o 0 

part of the transmission. The most convincing ones are: 

143: The napouaa of AUY is probably provoked by TTapEl III 141; but the 

na90uaa accepted by editors from the other manuscripts is itself an echo of 

na9Tw.a in 142. 

182: After writing Kat. twice in the line the copyist of one manuscript wrote it 

again instead of KaK. 

339: EnlaTaaaL for E<plaTaaaL is an easy error, but the preceding ETTlaT~~Tll' 

would have made it easier. 

558: A word beginning <p9 has led Zo to begin the next but one the same way 

rather than with the simple <p. 

744: A papyrus of the second century A.D. read, before correction, TOU TTap' 

av9pwnou napwv for TOU nap' av9pwnwv ~a9wv. 

947: It was easy for copyists to omit the first p of npoTEpa or the like directly 

after one nOTEpa and shortly before another. The oldest manuscript (L) and T 

preserve the p, though the forms they give are not the ones now printed following 

Dindorf. 

965: K's reading <pwvEl for <poPEL must have come from 6~u<pwvoS' shortly 

before. For discussion of Zo's reading see below. 

1008: The ~' originally written in L after the second aTToAElS' was later deleted. 

1071: oaTLS' oaTLS' would seem a simple scribal error of repetition in K for 

oaTLS' waTE, but may be more complicated, since L has oaTLS' wS' TlS' (like 

oaTlS' oaTLS' a breach of Porson's law). oaTlS' wS' TlS' looks like a conflation of 

oaTLS' oaTlS' with oaTlS' waTE, but according to the preface to Lloyd-Jones & 

Wilson (l990a) K is an indirect descendant of L, rather than the other way 

around. So we must have a two-stage corruption in K. 

1212: Zg and Zo have the blatantly erroneous repetition <popaS' YE TOl <p96vT)Ul5' 

ou <p90v~aETal for ou YEv~aETal. 
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There are two variants whose link with a previous word seems less convincino because 
e 

of their distance: 

105: The ypa<pETal variant aAlov for ii8AlOV here might be a reminiscence of 

"AAlOV in 96. 

413: bOKElS' for KUPElS' in 413 is 11 lines from the preceding bOKElS'. Perhaps 

however that and KUPElS' in 406, all at line end, produced some confusion in the 

mind of the scribe. 

More interesting are: 

240: AU and Y have EUKTal' for EuXalS' in: 

~H 

AI 
EUKTala <pat vwv, ~ 'TTO jlaVTElaS' Tl vOS'; 
EuxalS', 08' DPEl TWVb avaaTaTov bOpt . 

239 
240 

If the EuXalS' accepted by editors is what Sophocles wrote, EUKTal' must be a 

scribal reminiscence of the line above. But a verbal repetition would have been at 

least as Sophoclean as a slight variation, and if it had appeared in all manuscripts 

editors would not have emended it. It may be that their preference for EuXalS' is 

based on the belief that copyists err in the direction of repetition, rather than away 

from it. This study has produced numerous examples of the reverse tendency, 

however, and we could have another here. Perhaps, however, editors are justified 

in accepting the authority of the oldest manuscript, the Laurentian. 

673: yuvalKES', UjllV 8aujl' aVEATTlaTov jla8Elv 

For the last word Dawe (1996) accepts the reading of AUY and LZo above the 

line; on the line L has Aa~Elv, while the other MSS read TTa8Elv. Editors find 

difficulties with all three. Davies dismisses TTa8Elv as "senseless" and "a bad 

conjecture based on jla8Elv" (it is perhaps rather a misreading of uncial M as IT ), 

and finds it impossible to construe Aa~Elv (to be "explained as a corruption 

imported from the end of line 670"), but takes jla8Elv as an epexegetic infinitive; 

he has however some sympathy for emendation to ~aAElv or rropElv. Easterling 

also reads lla8Elv: "Probably Aa~Elv is a mere slip, under the influence of 670." 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson account for Aa~Elv as a corruption of ~aAElv. -+0 which 

they print in their Oxford Classical Text. Certainly, as they say, this particular 

corruption by metathesis is a common one; the problem is that they do not explain, 

and indeed ignore, the appearance of lla8Elv/rra8Elv in most MSS. 

jla8Elv/TTa8E'lv is not so much an easier reading than ~aAElv or Aa~Elv as to 

Suooest itself to a scribe on orounds of sense, so Lloyd-Jones & Wilson would ee e 

have to postulate first the complete disappearance of the correct ~aAEll' from the 

tradition after its corruption to Aa~Elv; then the change of Aa~Elv to 

-w Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990b) 165. 
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\l-a8Elvi1Ta8Elv as yet another removal of a repetition by copyists. This is not 

impossible, but the process assumed by those who read llaeElV is easier, and to 

be preferred as long as llaeElV makes sense, with due allowance for Sophocles' 

straining of language. 

700: Dawe (1996) reads: 
(f ) , . I 

WGT EL nplOVOS' 
EK~pwllaTa ~AEtVELaS' EV TO\l-D ~UAou 700 

The MSS have EK~pwllaT" followed in LKT by EK~AEtVELaS'; in ZgZo by 

EIl~AEtVELaS'; and in AUY by av ~AEtVELaS'. Davies articulates the assumption that 

E K - is a repetition from the preceding word;~ I but a very similar dithering amongst 

EK~AEtVaGa EIl~AEtVaGa and ~AEt/JaGa is found in Sophocles Electra 995, with no 

other EK in the vicinity. Incidentally, EK~AEnw is found very rarely (only five 

times on the TLG, and all post-classical), while EIl~AElTW is a common word, and 

thus the lectio jacilior . . Dawe' s emendation lengthens a by position before ~A; 

this is not uncommon in Sophocles - e.g. Electra 301 6 nciVT' avaAKLS' OtJToS', ~ 

naGa ~Aci~ll, and Ajax 514 EIlOl yap OUKET' EGTLV ElS' OTL ~AElTW. 

The most convincing instance in Trachiniae of a reading affected by a later word is: 

1273: At the end of the play one manuscript reads eavciTouS' in 1273 and in 1276. 

Editors must be right to print the ncivTwv of two manuscripts in 1273, though the 

fact that the majority read the unmetrical clnclvTwv may hint that the corruption is 

not completely simple. 

A difficult case is: 

308: If modern editors are right, anticipatory repetition could be the explanation 
for the reading of most MSS here (another explanation would be simple resort to 

the commoner word): 

W 8UGTciAaLVa, TLS' nOT' EI vEavL8wv, 307 
avavopoS' ~ TEKvouaaa (sic edd.); lTpoS' IlEV yap <pUGLV 
ncivTwv aTIELpoS' Twv8E, YEvvala 8E TLS'. 
Alxa, TlVOS' nOT' EaTlV ~ ~EVll ~pOTWV; 310 
TlS' ~ TEKouaa, TlS' 8' 6 <Pl TEuaaS' naT~p; 

Most MSS read TEKouaa in both 307 and 311, but in 307 K reads TEKVOUGa, 

which is also a supralinear variant in L and a ypci<pETaL one in A and Y (U has 

TEKvouaa as a ypa<pETal variant in 311; perhaps a displacement of the 307 

variation rather than a genuine alternative in 311). Brunck corrected TEKvouaa to 

~ I Jackson (1955) 224 makes the same assumption. 
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TEKvovaaa in 308.42 Easterling says that the adjective makes a better pair than 

the aorist participle to clvav8poS' and avoids what would otherwise be an uncrainlv 
o • 

repetition at311. There is still however ajingle, though not an identical repetition. 

Undoubtedly the most interesting repetition-related cases in the textual transmission of 

Trachiniae are ones where the variant lacks a repetition found in the main tradition. 
Despite sharing with Aorentinus Laurentianus 32.2 (Zg) the introduced repetition in 

1212, the manuscript Vaticanus Palatinus graecus 287 (Zo)43 appears to remove 
repetitions on perhaps as many as six occasions: 

187: 
~H Kat. TOU To8' aaTWV ~ ~EVWV ~a8wv AEYElS' 

Given the tendency the following cases will demonstrate in Zo, its reading of 

EXElS' for AE'YElS' here may be viewed as avoiding picking up AOYOV from 184.~ 

331: 
~ ~ T]8E TTPOS' KaKoLS' 

TOlS' olalv clAAT]V TTPOS' y' E~OU AlITTT]V Aa~n 
330 

The line is read thus by Dawe (1996) and by Easterling, and (with oval v and 

Aci~Ol) by Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a). But clAAT]V is in Zo alone.45 LKR have 

AlnTT]V twice; AUY AtITTT]V ... AlmT]S'; Zg and T have AOl TT~V ••. AlITTT]V, which 

is a ypacpETal variant in Y and (as AOl TTELV) in U. Easterling describes the line 

with the repetition of AtITTT]V as "obviously corrupt", with Zo's iiAAT]V removing 

the main difficulty. Davies says ""the AlITTT]V ... Atnnw offered (or presupposed) 

by most manuscripts is that common phenomenon, an error of anticipation." 

AlnTT]v . . . AUTTT]V is no doubt wrong, but these editors give the misleading 

impression that clAAT]V was the reading of which it was a corruption; more likely all 

the texts in front of Byzantine scholars and scribes had AUTTT]V twice; AOl TT~V and 

clAAT]V for the first AUlTT]V and AUlTT]S' for the second were differing attempts to 

make sense of it. Zo's mild aversion to repetition has led it to a good conjecture 

(supported by the fact that all MSS have olal v with paragogic v, which is 

unmetrical before A). But it almost certainly is a conjecture, like F.W. Schmidt's 

8llTA~V for the second AUlTT]V. 

42 According to Easterling (1982) TEKVoUaoa is not found elsewhere, but the TLG finds it in Athenaeus 
Deip"osopizistae, Book 1, 3lf citing from Theophrastus, "8Eo¢paoToS' 8E EV Tll TIEPl. ¢UTWV lOTOPLc;t 
¢1l0lV (9. 18. 10) EV 'HpaLc;t TTlS' 'ApKa8(aS' y(vEo9m OLVOV oS' TOU<;- ~EV civ8paS' 1TlVO~EVOS' 
EeLOTllOl. TclS' 8E yuvaLKaS' TEKvooooaS' TIOlEL."; the manuscripts of Theophrastus, howe\er, gi\e 
dTEKVOUS' or dTEKVoooaS' which Brunck emended to produce the reverse sense by reference to Aelian V H 
13.6 and Pliny N H 14.116 . 

.. '-3 There is a brief discussion of this manuscript at the end of this section. 

44 Dawc (1978) regards Zo's reading as defensible though not correct, AEYElS' "continuing the tone of 
ELTIaS' in 184" . 

..+.) Or so this discussion assumes. Certainly Zo is the only MS with this reading among those collated by 
Dawe. but the siglum 'rec' in Pearson (1928) is said by him to Imply 'duo vel plures'. 
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473: 
ETIEl CJE flav9civw 472 

9V~T~V ~povovCJav 9v~Ta KOUK dyvwflova, 473 

This is an effective polyptoton, which Sophocles must have written and which no 

modern editor would think of destroying. But for 9vllTa Zo reads opea. Even if 

this started life as a gloss, whether on eVTlTG or on OUK dyvwJ.10va, its 

displacement of 9VTlTG is odd. 

965: In TIeJ 8' au ~oPEl VlV; Zo's ~pOVEEl might be an attempt to get away from 

the <poPEL ofLAUYT and the <pEPEl of the common parent ofZg and Zo; there is 

<pEPEl in 967 and <pEpETal in 968, and Easterling says that this gives strong 

emphasis to the essential function of the procession, to carry Heracles . .:I-() 

1167: The manuscripts hesitate amongst ECJEA9wv, ELCJEA9wl! (read by LAUZg, 

which does not scan) and TIPOCJEA9wv. TIpOCJEAeWV was presumably an alternative 

metrical correction of ELCJEA9wv, perhaps preferred by Zo to ECJEA9wv because in 

his text ElCJEypa4;ciJ.1Tlv followed c1osely . .:I-7TIpo':) in 1168 is unlikely to have been 
a factor. 

1183: 
rAw,:) TIpo':) Tl lTlCJTLV T~v8' ayav ElTlCJTPE<pEl':) 1182 
HP ou 9CiCJCJov OlCJEl':), IlTl8' dTILCJ~CJEl':) EJ.10L; 

Picking up a word in a stichomythic line is very common, and indeed both natural 

and rhetorical in dialogue.48 But for dTILCJT~CJEl':) Zo reads dlTEl9~CJEl':). 

There is one separate example: 

963: The Triclinian manuscript T is the only one not to precede ~EVWV with ~EVOl; 

this correct emendation was no doubt made to secure responsion with the strophe. 

Finally, three instances of manuscript divergences in preverb, suffix or spelling where 

there may have been influence from a neighbouring word. (This study has not aimed at 

completeness in these minor matters.) 

1014: Dawe reads ElTL TPE4;EL with Zo alone; Treads dVCJTPE4JEl and other 

manuscripts dTIOTPE4;EL(V). Easterling observes that all the manuscript readings 

are suspect on grounds of sense but that ETIL TPE4;El is more likely to be right. 

Unique preservation by Zo of an ancient and correct reading here seems as 

unlikely as in 331, discussed above. If ETIL TPE4;EL came from ETIL in 1013 that is 

sheer good fortune. The Oxford Classical Texts have however rejected all 

compound verbs; Pearson (1928) printed Postgate' s OUKETl TPE4JEl and Lloyd-

-+6 For the ¢WVEL of K see above . 

.:1-7 Oa\\,c's E:~EypaljJd.llllv is an emendation. It introduces the word \\hich, according to Easterling (19~2), 
lS the more normal one for the sense "'wrote down for myself" . 

.:1-8 Chapter 7 will show how natural it is. 
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Jones & Wilson (1990a) ou TIOTE TpE4;El. Perhaps the origin of the confusion is 

a compendium for TIOTE misread as dTIo- and then emended in the Triclinian 

circle, T's dVGTpE4;El being a slip of the pen for civaTpE4;El, and Zo's 

ETIl TPE4;El another emendation. 

1021: 9upa9Ev is clearly right. The question is why most manuscripts read 

9upa(E (or 9upa(' or 9upa(Ev) so soon after Ev809EV; an explanation might be 

that scribes in tune here with the concept of polar opposition go the whole hog and 
oppose the endings as well as the stems of these words. 

1054: Bond explains that TIAEUIl-WV was the true Homeric and Attic fonn, 

TIVEUIl-WV being the result of philological attempts (going back at least as far as 

Aristotle) to link it with TIVEW and TIVEVll-a, with which it naturally occurs . .+9 He 

believes, against Diggle (1981), that in Hercules 1093 Euripides is deliberately 

etymologising (TIvoaS' and TIVEW occur in the preceding line). It seems probable 

that Sophocles used the old fonn here, and that some Byzantines emended to the 

newer, as they also did at 567 and 778 where there is nothing similar in the 

vicinity. (AUY are consistent in the TIV fonn, and ZgZo in the TrA; KTLRVare 

inconsistent.) 

The conclusions from Trachiniae may be stated as: 

1) Repetition or partial repetition has been observed to be influenced certainly 

from as far as three lines earlier; and possibly from as far as 11. 

2) Influence from a later word is rare, and convincing only once, the later 
word being three lines distant. 

3) Out of 17 repetitions in trimeters offered as variant readings by at least one 

manuscript 3 are from one line end to another - some 17%. 

4) There are seven instances where one manuscript does not have a repetition 

which the rest have. In one of the seven instances the reading without the repetition is 

certainly right and in another it is the preferable reading. In all but one case the manuscript 

without the repetition is Zoo That manuscript is, physically, the same as P for Euripides, 

but it is not a copy of Zg, which is, physically, the same as L for Euripides; nor is P a 

copy of L for other than the alphabetic plays; it has, for instance, much more of Bacchae 
than does L. Zo therefore, written in the scriptorium of the Byzantine scholar Triclinius, 

is a relative of the manuscript T in which Triclinius's emendations (including the seventh 

removal of a Trach in iae repetition) are found.50 It appears from Zuntz's description of P 

that virtually the whole of it was written by the same scribe. That scribe was by common 

.+9 Bond ( 1990) 344. a similar vaiation among manuscripts was mentioned above on Septem 61. 

50 No commentators ha,-e suggested that Zo itself contains Triclinius's emendations. According to the 
stemma in Dawe (1978), for Trachiniae and Philoctetes Zg and Zo are close to Triclinius's manuscript T, 
but are not post-Triclinian. But, unless Zuntz (1964) is wildly wrong, the physical manuscript Zg/L was 
a production for Triclinius, and Zo/P for the market under his auspices. 
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consent careless in the alphabetic plays of Euripides, and it was argued in Section 1 above 

that P has a slight but perceptible tendency to remove repetitions; and though the fault of 

carelessness does not seem to be generally imputed to Zo it does have some dozen 

idiosyncratic (and unmeritorious) readings in Trachiniae which do not remove repetitions. 

There are however no variants in P's version of the alphabetic plays of Euripides 

showing the conjectural ingenuity of some of those in Trachiniae. 
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SECTION 2(iii) Hippolytus 

This study has been based on the apparatus criticus in Diggle (1984), the latest Oxford 

Classical Text - which is virtually the same as that of Barrett (1964),51 except that a few 

new papyri were available to Diggle. In addition, however, four manuscript variants 

turning on repetition have been gleaned from Sybel (1868): they are not mentioned in the 
apparatuses of Barrett or Diggle, presumably as being what Diggle (1984) calls 
"manifestos singuli codicis errores". 

Two tables have been drawn up. The first covers anadiploses only (as explained earlier, 

interjections have been disregarded). The summary of the manuscript evidence does not 

lay claim to completeness - corrections and ypa<pETal variants may be ignored; the sigla 

used are those of Diggle (1984). 

TABLE 6.5 

VARIANTS IN HIPPOLITUS TO WHICH ANADIPLOSIS IS RELEVANT. 

Line Dig~le text Variant Manuscript Evidence 

60 "APTEULV "ApTEJHV "APTEIlLV variant in LP 

63 ,xa'LpE xa'LpE ,Xa'LPE ACLP have repetition in some form. 
367 w novOL w novOL ... w novOL V; MSS word order in 366/7 varies. 

variant in MC 

739 TaAaL Val TaAaLVaL TaAaLVaL variant in MAC 

variant only in V 

883 OAOOV OAOOV OAOOV variant in BVDELP 

884 nOALS' BVCDELP have repetition in some form. 

variant only in 0 

'384 UOL UOL UOL variant in VCD 

There are ten instances where one or more manuscripts have anadiplosis (or, in 367, a 

similar phenomenon), while one or more do not. Diggle (1984) doubles the word or 

phrase in question three times, and prints it singly seven times. Diggle may not always be 

right in his judgement (though it is usually supported by metrical considerations) but 

whether he is or not, it emerges clearly that in Euripidean lyrics, where anadiplosis is a 

common figure, scribes sometimes introduce it where it should not be, and sometimes 

remove it from where it should be. There is no observable 'policy' of the different 

manuscripts in this matter (though the manuscript M (Marcianus gr. 471) is wrong - in 

the sense of disagreeing with Diggle [1984] - on three of the eight occasions to which it 

is a witness, twice failing to repeat where it should and once repeating where it should 

not). Barrett' s note on 63 "Ordinarily speaking, omission ... is an easier error than 

duplication", though intuitively appealing, is not borne out in Hippolytus. 52 

51 References to "Barrett" in this section are, in the absence of any other indication, to his note on the 

line in question. 
52 No instance either way was observed in the alphabetic plays; five, two of omission and three of 
duplication, in Seplem, and one, of omission, in Trachilliae. 
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The second table lists the cases where there is a difference in readings to which repetition 

seems relevant. 'Nearby word' is a word which may have influenced the variant reading. 

The column headed 'In line' shows the line in which the nearby word is found, and 
whether it precedes ('p') or follows (,f') the word it may have influenced; 'e' means that 

both the primary and the nearby word end a trimeter; where the entry is in red, the error in 
question is the removal of an authorial repetition. The summary of the manuscript 

evidence does not claim to be complete - corrections and ypacpETal variants may be 

ignored; sigla are those of Diggle (1984).53 

53 Svbel's sigla differ from those of modem editors; in the four instances due to him his 8, C and d have 

been-converted to P, Land D respectively. 
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TABLE 6.6. 

VARIANTS IN HIPPOLITUS TO WHICH REPETITION IS RELEVANT. 

Line Di~ text ~~ __ ~iant '~~'~"~-'-i~~.~b:c~rd -tr:' line Variant found in 
....... a ...................... .................. u ......... &A.oO. •• u ••••••• u ................ 

32 ~.KO!]~ ...... _.~ .. ~_ 
-~ .... - .............. - ..... - .. --.. -. ..-.-.-....................... ~ ... r--.. -.~ ... - ... -.-

~----... •••••• ....... • ................................................... u ..................... 

~~1J~~_. EK01~_ 37 (f) MOVCDEL -.. -~ ..................... 41 xeiL..~~._ ... OEl_._ .... ~~_ .... ~-. OE[~W ~ .. ___ . 42 (f) all but LP 
57 li?~~~w v / ov !.~};. .... _ :.L~0]!..-~ .. -.~.-~ .. ~La~~ 5 1 .te2_~ .. only pap. P Sorbonne 2252 ............ -~ 

107 IXf?Eu!y. __ ~._ ~Ew.!::....... .. __ .. _. __ .. _ .. l~~W2:..... __ ... _. ! 1 06 (p1~~~ . 
...... 

. f12c teste Syb~L_~._ .. _ 
254 {LvaKl e(e.Uy.elaem E~.T~lvaaem ~UVTELVat 257 (f) quotation ~.~~_~~~ ............. _-
255 Wf_~EAOV .. l1?lAtaS' _ --'--- .~i-L~~· .. -·-==-- 254.(p) --"-. only pap. P So[.bonne 2252 

27"- ~<L~~YX oua ' __ .. ____ J.!:.!:.~~?.Y2"~-.. ___ ...... ~Y..~.~.'!!_~~2:._....... 271 Jf) M o~_. _ .. _.-.-.... .uo .. # 

301 Tf~~2.~.S'_ ~ .... A6J~'Ol!?:._~_~~_ ~~61~l~ .. _ .... _._ ... _~~J.e.t~~i Q.9nly .... _. __ ~_~. ___ ~ .... _ 
303 ET~TI~e ___ ' . ETfEl~~.~ __ .... 1 TfELeET~~.~._._ 303 (f) . sch~~.~. only _ ... _. _____ .. ___ .... 
337 ~1I:l:ov.--......... ~~TEe..--~ ...... -.-tl:l:.ilI~P 337 ifl..._ ...... ,..~ ... 9 .. nly _ .... _~ __ ...... _. __ ................ A&.&.O..& .......... 

348 d ~E l v2.1.:.. __ ...... aA'YL<!..To.!:._. ___ tijO~S!.I~.!::_._. __ }48 Je.L._ ..... . ~gE and 9D..~~<?I<?g.!.<!._~._ 
f--398 avoLav ElJVO La V Ell 398 (f) VE r-···· .... ··· r-.--~ ... -.. - .............. -. ·-.... · .. ·····-····-··· .. ·············t····· .. ···· .. ·-·-· .. · ........ - ... ~ ... ---.. --... -. .._ ........... aAA ....... 'u ........... u ..... 'O' ...... "-~ ........... u .................. u •• 

520 T6KW ~!'vw_.~_ ....... _ ... j TE'Sy'OV ___ ._ ~ 1 7 (~d L on!l _____ .............................. F-S93 1-• .............1> •• - .. ---

~!.pOl:!:~~---... J!yna- _ ......... Tfpog!ilaTpLEv 589 (p) A only .. _ ........ _ ........................... 1-
619 T60E .T.~.~!:.~.............................. I.~.'Sy.9.~..................... .§J .. ? .. (p.).~n.~. Q?.!!..~E.~Q ... 9.L~!Y. ..................................... ... a ................... ............................................. 
628 aTfE[~_ .... _. e.P..~.~.~~......... epEt/>aS' .. 628(fL....._ 9nom9Iogiu'l! .. ~ .... _._ .... _ ........... 
630 !<pUTOV KaKOV KaKOU 629 (p)end OVCDELP 

a<ppaKToS' .~ E~cJ?e.aKTo?. EUO:~E'S' 656 (p) 
..................................... H •• 

657 ~._only .. _ ... _ ............. _ ..................... 
658 TfaTei ... _ .......... _ ... _ KaKel KaK6S' 654 (p)er:'.d M only 

t-. 688 
_ ....... _ ......................... .. .............................................................. 

0' OEL OEL 68JU£) OV; CD omit ....... -.~ .. ~ ...... -.-.. - ... -
l13..L68~fi~~·---=== 

•• ~ ............. OU<AA ...... &.oO .... 

755 (ff~-
~.-.. -----....... - ............. -.-............. -

750 ,..~ A~ l60 .. <:>..eoS' 2,A@LW!:....._ A & schol only'._ .. _.-.._ ........ .. - ..... ~ 
776 96 ~~~ .......................... r-9POl:!::.. ...... _._ ..... _ J3 ... °!1~eE~LT~_ ... 776 (.e) BCDEP .. _ .... -:-

Ts9'Cf}" CDELP 
... _ .. _ ... - .. _ ...... _ ............. -

786 VEKUV VEK..e.0V .. VEKp6v ..................................... _ ......................... .......................................... _ .. ---
797 2Y.x!L ................... 8LK1} .. _ .. ___ ..... _ ~~~x:!l?.._ ....... 801 .. (f2~nd L teste Sybel ...... __ ... ___ ........ ......................... 
817 TfOVWV TfaeEWV ETfaeOV ~.!.?jfl. __ ... BOCDELP ....................... __ ..... _ ....... r-................ -.-..................... • ___ ............................. .rtA ..................... :--.--.-.: ........ _._ ............. _ ................................ 
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Table 6.6 shows 46 instances where a variant reading has certainly, probably or perhaps 

been influenced by a word nearby. In the following 14 of these, it seems certain or likely 

that a previously occurring word has led to (or influenced) the replacement of the true 

reading at some stage in some part of the transmission: 

57: The aberrant papyrus P. Sorbonne 2252 has ElCJOpWV from 51; although there 

is nothing of itself suspicious in the repetition of this verb after six lines, and 

<paoS' ELCJOpo.V is a common Euripidean construction (six times in the extant 

plays), <paoS' ~AETrElV is rather commoner (eight times in the extant plays), and the 

difference in word-order between LP (To8E ~AETrWV) and the rest (~AETrWV To8E) 

does not support the possibility that the papyrus has preserved the right reading. 

107: Sybel (1868) reports 8EWV (later corrected) as replacing XPEWV in end-line 

position in a manuscript under the influence of the previous line; XPEWV also, 

interestingly, occurs at the end of 110, but that is not the plausible source of the 

error. 

255: The aberrant papyrus P. Sorbonne 2252 has <plALaS' from the previous line. 

301: One manuscript has AOYOUS' for TrovouS' atthe end of the line; AOYOlS' ends 

299 and begins 303. 

520: One manuscript has TEKVW for TOK41 at the end of the line; TE KVOV ends 517. 

630: Barrett surprisingly attributes the replacement of <pUTOV by KaKov in most of 

the manuscripts to the substitution of a simple word for an unusual one, and does 

not mention KaKOU at the end of 629. Indeed, forms and compounds of KaKOS' are 

so common in this speech of Hippolytus (ten in the 45 lines Diggle (1984) retains 

from 616 to 668), that one must entertain the possibility that Euripides used it 

again here and part of the transmission removed it, taking <pUTOV from Medea 

231, where it is also used of women. But it is more plausible that <pUTOV , 

maintaining the metaphor of CJTrE L paS' TE Kat epE~aS' from 628, is genuine.5~ 

658: KaKa for TraTpL must be ascribed to KaKOS' at the end of 654, though the 

prevalence of the word in this speech (see on 630 above) may also be relevant. 

688: The identical Byzantine pronunciation of 8~ and 8EL would encourage the 

repetition. 

776: For 8o~wv in ~01l8pO~ElTE TraVTES' 01. TTEAaS' 80llWV four manuscripts 

have words beginning 8po~ - . 

1038: The words involved (KaL and ou) are small and very common, but the 

variant is nevertheless a repetition. 

5~ d. Aeschylus .. \'lIpplic('s 281 NELAOC;- av 9pE:4JELE TOLOiJTolJ ¢UTOV. 
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1039: Barrett says the dubious word EvopKllala for EvoPYlla(a is the aberration 

of a copyist with OPKOUS' (1037) in his mind; the thematic importance of the OPKOS' 

in the play may explain why the error became popular with the correctors of 
various manuscripts. 

1089: The X8ovoS' for ¢uY~S' that Sybel (1868) reports must have come from 

X80voS' also at line-end in 1087. 

1323 The replacement of TIapEaXES' by EVElIlaS' or EIlElvaS' must be due to 

EIlElvaS' in the previous line. Barrett says "EvElllaS' is sense and EIlElvaS' 

nonsense, but neither is metre (save with L's impossible YE)." 

1362: The words involved (Kal and TOV) are small and very common, but the 

variant is nevertheless a repetition. 

There are four further instances where the influence of the previously occurring word is 

much more debatable: 

593: IlV~aOllal for Il~aollal in one manuscript may have been influenced by 

TIpOIlV~aTplav in 589, though there is another confusion in the tradition (several 

manuscripts read Il11Tlaollal), and the fact that Illllv~aKw is a commoner word 

than 1l~801lal might alone explain the error. 

619: The ostracon Berol. 4758 contains only 616-24. Though it might have been 

copied (by a schoolboy?) from a text into which TEKva had come from TEKVOV at 

the end of 615, a more likely motive for the change from To8E would be to make 

the thought seem clearer. (Barrett's explication of To8E as "TO a1Tap~val TOUS' 

av8pwTIouS''', though convincing, requires more sophistication in the reader or 

hearer.) 

657: Though the misreading of the minuscule a as the compendium for EU may 

have been influenced by EU in the previous line (compare 398 discussed below, 

where the influence would be from a following word) it also occurs at Septem 

763, discussed in Section 2(i). 

1247: 8uaTllVOV KeIpa Taupou is less likely to be right than 8uaTllVOV TEpaS' 

Taupou - Barrett observes that periphrastic KeIpa (which is what it would be here) 

seems only to be used of persons, and that the sense of TEpaS' is desirable. But 

explaining why most manuscripts have the false reading is not so easy. 10 lines 

seems a long way for a scribe's eye to slip back, or for the priming effect (on 

which see Chapter 7) of a word to persist; Trachiniae 413, discussed above, and 

Hippolytus 895, discussed below, could however be parallels. 
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There are three more complex cases: 

348: The superlative at the beginning of the line ~8l<JTOV, W rra'l, TavTov 

c1AYELVOV 9' all-a, seems to have led to the replacement of c1AYELVOl' by c1AYl0TOV 

in part of the tradition. The superlative would, indeed be perfectly appropriate~ 

c1AYElVOV is presumably read by editors because its manuscript authority is better 

and because the corruption to the superlative seems easier to account for (though 
evidence from the present study shows that repetitions may be removed during 
transmission). 

817: Diggle and Barrett prefer TeLAas to the alternative rroAlS' at the end of this line. 

Barrett claims that TeLAas is dramatically more apposite here, and surmises that 

TIOAlS was an actor's change with 844 in mind. In fact L is the only manuscript to 

read TeLAas. Most manuscripts read Tc1.AalVa, but that is unmetrical; it may have 

come from Tc1.AalV' in 816, and L could easily have changed it to TeLAaS'. I would 

read TIOAlS with Murray (1902), comparing LW TIOAlS in 884. The corruption here 

seems unconnected with the one in the same line discussed below. 

829: A group of manuscripts has rr~8TJIl-' ~s CfAl80u TIlKPOV oPIl-~<Ja<Jc1. Il-Ol for 

the accepted lT~811Il-' ~s (/Al8ou Kpal'ITVQv opll-~<Ja<Jc1. Il-Ol. Barrett explains 

lTLKPOV as an anagrammatic variant. The corruption may however well be related 

to the more complex textual problem hereabouts, which starts with 808 and the 
following lines, where the manuscripts read (only variant readings relevant to the 

current discussion are noted): 

xaAGTE KAu9pa, lTpo<JrroAOl, TTUAWll-eLTWV, 
EKAvCJa8' apll-0VS, ws 'L8w 8uCJ8al Il-0va 809 
yuvalKoS', ~ Il-E KaT9avouCJ' c1lTWAECJEV. 

809 TOV 8aLIl-0Va OV:8u<J8alll-0va rell. 

The text following 822 is: 

KaKwv 8', W Tc1.Aas, lTEAayoS' ELCJOpW 822 
TOCJOUTOV WCJTE Il-~TTOT' EKvEuCJal lTc1.AlV 
1l-118' ElTE paCJal KUll-a T~CJ8E CJull-<popaS' 824 
[EKAVE8' apll-0US, wS' 'L8w lTLKpaV 9Eav] 825 
Tl va AOYOV, Tc1.AaS' , TL va TvXav CJE9EV 826 
~apvrroTIl-OV, yvval, rrpoCJau8wv TVXW; ~ 
OPVlS' yap WS' TlS' EK XEPWV C1<paVToS' EL, 
lT~811Il-' ES' (IAl8ou KpaLlTVOV opll-~CJaCJc1. Il-Ol. 

825CDELBV: om. MOA 
829 Kpal TTVOV MBOAV: TILKPOV CDEL 

As Barrett says, 825 is manifestly out of place here; by this time Theseus is seeing 

Phaedra's body, and there is both in the passage 817-832 and in the antistrophic 

836-850 an alternation of two iambic and two dochmiac lines, which 825 would 

break. Editors therefore remove it and put it in the place of the transmitted 809. 
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the last word in which is unconstruable if it is OUaOaLJlOVa and a senseless 

construction if it is TOV OalJlOva. Barrett's explanation (on 808-810) of all this is 

that there was a manuscript which had the OUaOaLJlOva line in its text and the 

lTlKpaV 9Eav line written as a variant at the foot of the page, and that the last line 

of that page must have been 824. 

Barrett does not comment on the relationship between 825 with lTlKpaV and the 

lTlKPOV variant in 829. MOA do not contain 825 and read KpallTVDV, while CDEL 

contain 825 and read lTlKPDV (H is not available here). The error in 829, 

therefore, looks like a copyist's repetition from 825, assisted by the fact that the 

words are near anagrams and that KpallTVOS- is much the rarer (it is not found 

elsewhere in Euripides). B and V contain 825 but nevertheless read KpallTVDv. 

The diagram on the next page sets out the stemma of the Hippolytus codices 

following Barrett. According to him, B after 471 is heavily contaminated from a 

manuscript of the Ll branch of the A family, while V is a hybrid, in general 

adheringto (2 between 412 and 833. 

A plausible explanation of what we find in the manuscripts for 825 and 829 is that 

the copyists of B and V (or, of course, direct ancestors of theirs), who were 

working from a manuscript of the Ll group as well as their basic (2 group 

exemplar, found in the Ll group manuscript an extra line and added it into their 

text, but did not alter their (2 group manuscript's KpallTVDV to lTlKpDV. More 

speculatively, one can also suggest that the manuscript with the TTlKpav 8Eav line 

written as a variant at the foot of the page was the exemplar of A, and that the 

copyist of A took it into his text and then, while it was still at the forefront of his 

mind, replaced KpallTVOV with lTlKPOV four lines later. 
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Stemma Cadi cum of Euripides Hippolytus, following Barrett (1964) page 62 

M 
(Cxii) 

V (late Cxiii) 

A 

D 
0) 

(Cxiv) 

C 
(Cxiv) 

(early Cxiv) (early Cxiv) (early Cxiv) 

Codices with sigla in red read KpaL ITVQV in Hippo/ytus 829 
Codices with ©llJl~~~~®cQJ sigla do not contain Hippo/ytus 825 
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Table 6.6 shows five instances where a reading has certainly or probably been affected by 
a word occurring later: 

254: Plutarch's quotation has EVTElVaa9al for the civaKlpvcia9al or 

elVaKpl vcia9al of the manuscripts of Euripides; inaccuracies in quotations are 

notorious, and influence from ~uvTElval in 257 is likely here. 

271: The variant EVVElTOUaa does not even scan, and comes evidently from 

EVVElTEl v three words later in the line. 

303: There is confusion in the manuscript tradition between oihE yap TOTE 

AOYOlS' ETEYYE8' ~8E VUV T' OU lTEl8ETal and ... AOYOlS- E8EAYE8' .. 

The scholia report a further variant, ... AOYOlS- ElTEl8E8' ... Barrett judges it 

to be "obviously false", but a figural repetition putting all the emphasis on the 

continuance of Phaedra' s state is not altogether out of place, and if it had been the 

sole MSS reading would not have been emended. But as a variant with poor 

attestation it is properly put down to the influence of the following word. 

337: Editors read cD TA~~OV, olov, ~~TEP, ~pcia811S- EpOV. But one MS inverts 

TA~~OV and ~ ~TEP while another repeats ~ ~TEp. The scribe was perhaps inspired 

to introduce a figural repetition, but more probably it was a conflation of readings 

before him that had the two words TA~~OV and ~~TEP in different orders. 

628: The 8PE4JaS- of the gnomologium Escorialense for the aiTElpas- of the 

manuscripts of Euripides in 6 alTElpas- TE Kat. 8PE4Jas- iTaT~p is again to be 

blamed on the inaccuracy of quotations. But the gnomologium reads, with a 

number of the manuscripts, KelK8pE4JaS- not 8PE4JaS-; Barrett is however 

convincing in his argument that the compound would mean 'brought her up to 

maturity', and the simplex is therefore better; moreover 8PE4JaS- TE KciK9pE4Jas-, 

despite the superficial parallel with Choephori 562 ~E VOS- TE Kat. 80pU~EVOS-

8o~wv, loses the reference back to alTEp~a in 622. 

There are six more doubtful examples: 

41: Modern editors read Xp~ against almost all manuscripts. Barrett justifies his 

reading by arguing that Xp~ had a 'moral' nuance in the fifth century, and is 

therefore appropriate here, while since 8El came to oust Xp~ from the spoken 

language copyists or actors might naturally substitute the later and more familiar 

word; the similarly-sounding 8E(~W two words later may have been a minor 

contributing factor here, but the error occurs also in 120 (curiously. only in the 

two manuscripts which do not read it in 41), and there Xp~ itself has just 

preceded. 
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398: The misreading of the minuscule a in avolav as the compendium for EU 

could have been influenced here by EU immediately following in the line. In 657, 

discussed above, the influence would be from a preceding word; there is another 

instance - Septem 763 - in Section 2(i). 

786: Barrett does not mention the possibility of an anticipatory repetition from 789 

here, but explains the VEKPOV of CDELP as the common word substituted for the 

uncommon - "tragedy usually has the Attic VEKPOS' but occasionally prefers the 

moreelevated VEKUS'''. The one influence does not, of course, exclude the other. 

8%: The variant KAUWV in one manuscript for GE~WV is a trivialisation. The scribe 

thought of Poseidon hearing Theseus's curses rather than as honouring his own 

promise taken up in those curses - which is Barrett's explanation of the text as 

printed. It is not necessary to postulate any influence from KAUElV eight lines 

later. 

1326: EXELV for TUXELV may have been influenced by EXEL in 1328. 

1448: Barrett explains the reading <PPEva for XEpa as "a pedantic correction by 

someone concerned to insist that [Theseus] had not killed [Hippolytus] with his 

own hand." The confusion between these two nouns occurs so often, however, 

that no special explanation may be needed. It seems unlikely that <pPEVOS' in 1454 

was an influence. 

Here again there are two more complex cases: 

817: Diggle and Barrett read WI-lOl EYW 
I 

TTOVWV' Ena80v W TelAaS'. (The 

corruption here seems unconnected with the one in the same line discussed 

above.) Most manuscripts however have na8Ewv for novwv. Barrett links the 

change to an intrusion of wv between novwv and Ena80v (an intrusion found in 

almost all manuscripts). But anticipatory repetition from the following ETTa80v 

must surely have been an influence. 

1047-1050: 
TaxvS' yap rtAlOTlS' pq.GTOS' elvopt OUGTUXEl' 1047 
dAA' EK naTp0aS' <puyaS' dATlTEUWV X80voS' 
~EVTlV En' aLav Aunpov elVTA~GElS' ~(OV. 
[l-llG80S' yap OtHOS' EGTlV dvopt OUGGE~EL.J 1050 

In 1047 editors read OUGTUXEL; many manuscripts have OUGGE~EL. In 1050. 

which is deleted by Barrett and Diggle with good support from a scholium C'EV 

nOAAolS' ou <pEpETal OUTOS' 6 Lal-l~oS'''), all manuscripts but one have OUGGE~EL 

(E has OUG\lEVEl). Barrett then explains the variant in 1047 ("clearly false: the 

man to whom immediate death is a boon is not the 8UGGE~~S', who may be 

enjoying life, but theouGTux~S', to whom it is a release from misery.") as having 
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come in from 1050. He goes on to explain 1050 as some kind of an echo of 1047 
- "an actor expanding with a line of which 1047 reminded him?". But Barrett's 

explanation of 1050 does rather undermine his explanation of 1047, since if 1047 

had 8uaTuXEl the echo would be weaker. 

Finally there are twelve cases where the false variant is the one without a repetition. It is 

hard to explain three except as the avoidance of repetition: 

984: The natural KaAouS' is replaced by nOAAouS', thus avoiding repetition with 

KaAov in 985 - not a repetition Euripides himself would have shunned. 

992: In the apparently figural and Euripidean npwTa 0' apcollal AEYElV I OSEV 

11' un~ASES' npwTov wS' ola¢SEpwv, npwTov is replaced by rrpaTEpov. 

1311: ypa¢CtS' ETaCE for ypa¢CtS' EypmjJE is a striking avoidance of figura 

etymologica. ypa¢CtS' Tciaaw is a rare phrase - the only parallel in the TLG is, by 

an odd coincidence, from the ecclesiastical writer Hippolytus. 

Another possible case is: 

1002: The weight of the manuscripts here favours EAElV, but Barrett and Diggle 

print EXElV, Barrett justifying his preference by the argument that a present or 

perfect tense is more natural in the context of vuv and OOKE is'. He does not ask 

how the variant arose, or draw attention to the repetition with EXWV in 1006. 

Presumably EXW is too common a word for the latter circumstance to seem worth 

mentioning; but that very fact might have led to the choice of EAElV as the 

difficilior lectio. 

Less persuasive examples are: 

895: M's 1TlJAaS' for 8aIlOUS' is odd; (IAlOOU OOIlOUS' is the commoner collocation, 

and the one that makes sense here (as Barrett says, when you die you go not to the 

gates but through them). If 882 were nearer to 895 the variant would more easily 

be explained by nVAalS' there; avoidance of repetition with oallouS' in 901 is not 

really plausible. 

1007: 8~, which recurs in 1008, is replaced by Il~· 

1158: nOAl v, following nOAl Tal S' in the same line and preceding nOAEl S' in 1161. 

is replaced by nVATlV. This is explicable as a misreading in minuscule of an 

omicron not properly closed at the top (-l V and -TJV were both pronounced the 

same by the scribe, and the minuscule abbreviations differed only in that l v had 

the diaeresis".) 
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1437: VEKPOUS' instead of ¢el TOUS' removes the jingle with 8lE¢eciPllS' in 1436, 

though it is explicable with Barrett as the substitution of the common word for an 

uncommon one. It may be relevant that this example is found in the same 
manuscripts (CDELP) as those in 984 and 992. 

Sybel (1868) cites two further instances which are not reported by Barrett or Diggle: 

797: 8( Kll for TUXll at the end of this line, with TUXllS' at the end of 801. 

1178: ¢EPWV for EXWV following EXWV in 1177. Sybel, consistently with his 

thesis that the repetitions he judges 'molestae' were the fault of copyists, believes 

that¢Epwv should be read here. 

There are two more complex cases: 

32: In Barrett's view the change from EK811~OV to EK811AOV (read by most 

manuscripts) was deliberate, designed, with the change of 6vo~ciaoval v to 

wv6~a'Ev, to give an explicit contrast between Phaedra's open shamelessness at 

Athens and her later secrecy at Troezen. This is perhaps too sophisticated, and 

misreading M as A would have been easy in uncials. Incidentally,EK8TJAoS' does 

not occur elsewhere in tragedy, and is rare in any literature of the classical period. 

750: The replacement of 6A~l68wpoS' by ~l68wpoS' avoids repetition with 6A~(WV 

in 755. Barrett explains ~L68wpoS' as a corruption from the unfamiliar 

6A~l68wpoS', which is indeed otherwise a postclassical word, but ~l68wpoS' is a 

far from common compound itself (only six occurrences in classical literature), 

and the two elements of 6A~l68wpoS', as of ~l68wpoS' are common words. 

The conclusions from Hippolytus may be stated as: 

1) Repetition or partial repetition has been observed to be influenced certainly 

from as far as four lines earlier (six in the case of an aberrant papyrus text), and possibly 

from as far as 13. 

2) Influence from a later word is certain only in the same line (or three lines 

later in the case of a quotation); cases where the influence would be from six and eight 

lines later have been observed, but the diagnosis of these is very uncertain. 

3) Out of 34 repetitions in trimeters offered as variant readings by at least one 

manuscript, twelve are from one line end to another - some 35%. 

4) There are three clear and nine other possible cases of erroneous variants 

which remove rather than create repetitions. 
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SECTION 3 CONCLUSIONS FROM SECTIONS 1 AND 2. 

Overall, 65 instances where repetition is or may be relevant to a variant reading have been 

found in the manuscript tradition of Septem, 28 in that of Trachiniae and 56 in that of 

Hippolytus. These numbers do not correlate with the lengths of the plays - Septem is 

35% shorter than Hippolytus but has 16% more instances; Trachiniae is only 15% 

shorter than Hippolytus, but has only half as many instances. There are two other striking 

differences between the traditions. First, the Hippolytus tradition displays ten variants 
turning on anadiplosis, more than Septem (five), and far more than Trachiniae (one). 

Second, instances of partial influence from a nearby word, often producing nonsense 

garbles, have been found far more often in the Septem tradition than in the others. 

Such comparisons are not of great significance, because: 

a) The text of Septem, like that of all Aeschylean plays except perhaps PV, is 

particularly prone to corruptions of all kinds, including ones turning on 
repeti ti ons. 

b) It is often a matter of judgement whether a variant reading has been 

influenced by a nearby word.55 There is little doubt if the two words are close 

together, or if the word in question is an unusual one; but it is less plausible to 

attribute the appearance of a common word in part of a tradition to repetition from 
another occurrence of the same or a similar word several lines away; after all, 

there are very many variae lectiones which cannot be attributed to repetitions. The 

decision whether to include a borderline case in a table may not always have been 

taken consistently. 

c) The number of variae lectiones in the apparatus to a text must depend on 

several factors; the number of manuscripts being reported (other things being 

equal the more manuscripts the more different readings), and the policy of editors 

in the reporting of readings, which may be restricted to readings which have some 

chance of being right. Dawe (1964) deliberately reports all readings, including 

distortions and nonsense-words, which may not have been reported in the 

apparatuses used for Trachiniae and Hippolytus. 56 

The data in Sections 1 and 2 invite the question "How far can the influence of a word 

over another written by a scribe be shown to extend?" Common sense suggests it would 

diminish over distance, and that it will be shorter in the case of influence from a later 

word than in that of influence from an earlier word (since a word once read might remain 

55 Sometimes there is more than one candidate for selection as influencing word - and there may indeed 
be more than one word that has exercised influence. 

56 This is demonstrated for Hippolytus by the fact that Sybel (1868) reports fiYe cases on which the 
Diggle and Barrett apparatuses are silent. 
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in a scribe's mind indefinitely, while his eye is unlikely to run far ahead of his pen).57 It 

would be valuable to have figures, but the uncertainty of many diagnoses of the cause of 

repetitions - and sometimes the uncertainty which nearby word has been exercising 

influence - makes this very problematic. Table 6.7 however brings together data from 

Sections 1 and 2 in an attempt to compare repetitions from preceding words and those 

from following ones, and to distinguish more from less certain instances. The plays are 

not separated (what is being sought is a general conclusion about scribal propensities): 

nor are identical and partial repetitions separated (it is influence itself that is being studied) 

TABLE 6.7 

DISTANCES BETWEEN SCRIBAL ERROR AND SOURCE OF INFLUENCE 

i 
I Distance in lines . ALL 
i- o 

I 
I 

1 

2 
................. _-, 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 

10 
1 1 

12 

13 

PRECEDING 

MOST LIKELY 

19 14 

16 9 
15 1 1 

6 4 

5 3 
2 

5 1 

4 

3 
3 
1 
1 

1 

SUBSEQUENT 

ALL MOST LIKELY I 

1 1 1 1 . 

8 3 
2 

6 1 

2 
-I 

1 

2 
2 
1 
1 

It appears from this table that most errors in transmission that could be attributed to the 
influence of another word (i.e. that could be described as 'unconscious repetitions' by the 

scribe) are within a few lines of the plausible source of the influence. 58 Where the 

putative influence is a subsequent word, it is usually very close to the error. Only Septem 

240 - Tap~oaKuw for Tap~oauvw with ~6aKETal four lines later - and Trachiniae 1273 -

9avclTouS' for nclvTwv with 9avclTouS' in 1276 - are likely examples of influence over an 

interval of more than one line. 

Overall, influence from preceding words is much commoner than influence from 

subsequent ones, the only apparent exception being partial repetitions in Septem. 

57 See Chapter 7 for some discussion of the psychological mechanisms involved. In a particular case 
there may be another explanation of a repetition from a word which follows in modem texts - there might 
have been a dislocation of lines so that at some time in the transmission it was a preceding word; some 
dislocation, though \\·ith different effect, may have occurred with Septem 809 and Hippo/yW5 829. 

58 There is a danger of circularity here; the nearer a similar word is to the error, the more its influence 
suggests Itself as the source of the error. Objectivity is impossible, and these results should be used with 

caution. 
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It appears from the three traditions examined in Section 2 that the last word in the trimeter 

is most exposed to cross-infection during transmission. In 7 Septem, 3 Trachiniae and 12 

Hippolytus repetitions, both words are the last in a trimeter. These figures represent 27%, 

17% and 32% respectively of the number of repetitions in trimeters offered as variant 

readings by at least one manuscript, and are much higher than would be expected if 

scribally-induced repetition occurred at random.59 This may be partly but not entirely 

because the last word in a trimeter is more exposed to corruption than others. There are, 
for instance, 69 words in Trachiniae trimeters where one or more manuscripts offer a 

substantially different word; in 20 the variant is in the last word of the line - 29%.60 

The apograph study, however, did not show any special tendency for errors of repetition 

to concentrate on the last word in trimeters. Only two examples were found, only 8% of 
of the number of repetitions in trimeters offered as variant readings. We are dealing in the 

apograph study, of course, with the idiosyncracies of just one scribe, while the study in 
Section 2 generalised from the idiosyncracies of many scribes in three different traditions. 

The study of differences between manuscripts other than direct copies has, however, 

found enough cases of apparent removal of a repetition during transmission to support the 

somewhat surprising findings of the study of apographs. Not all are equally convincing, 

but there is undeniably a slight but discernible tendency in some manuscripts to remove 

repetitions that must have been written by the poet. 

59 No rigorous calculations have been attempted, and the data set is perhaps not large enough. But, for 
what it is worth, Schein (1979) p. 42 finds that there are 5.4 words (including non-Iexlcals, other than 
enclitics) in the average trimeter of Aeschylus. A random pair of words would therefore each be at the end. 
of its line about once every 30 occasions - less than 4£K. Schein finds 5.9 words in the average tnmeter 01 

Sophocles, and does not study Euripides. 
60 At 5.9 words in a line the expected percentage would be 17. But if account is taken of lexicals only
and certainlv data collection has concentrated on lexicals, of which there are perhaps 3.5 in a Sophoclean 
line - the expected percentage would be much closer to the observed one. 
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SECTION 4. CONJECTURES. 

Classical texts, and particularly difficult texts like those of Greek tragedy, have been the 

object of conjectural emendation, especially but not exclusively since the Renaissance. 

Scholars, that is, have not only chosen amongst different readings offered by 

manuscripts, but have also proposed readings not found in any manuscript. Scholars who 

edit whole texts (as distinct from discussing individual passages) may print an emendation 

in place of any manuscript reading, or in an apparatus criticus to their edition may set out 

one or more emendations, without actually printing them in the text they offer. In that text 

they mayor may not indicate, usually by means of obeli (t), that the word or words so 

indicated are unsound. In general, printing an emendation implies a reasonable degree of 
confidence in it, while obelising manuscript readings with emendations in the apparatus 
shows a conviction that the text is unsound, without confidence in the emendation. If the 

text is not obelised but emendations are set out in the apparatus the editor has doubts 

about the text but believes it may be sound. Emendations in an apparatus may be a way of 

defining the nature of a problem and possible lines of a solution rather than a firm 

al ternati ve to the printed text. 

At first sight it would appear that the objective of any editor is to print what the original 

author wrote. That must be qualified in two respects - first, editors intending to produce 

texts for the reader (especially ones for use in schools) may judge that doubts about the 

soundness of a comprehensible text are better suppressed in the interests of readability, 

and second, the great changes that have taken place since antiquity in the writing of Greek 

mean that some ambiguities may be in principle unresolvable (e.g. the division between 

words in 8EIlE - 8' EIlE or 8E IlE). But, even thus qualified, 'printing what the original 

author wrote' may be too naive a concept. 

There may never have been a text as definitive or stable as people mesmerised by the 

apparent fixity of print may believe. Even during the ascendancy of print authors revised 
what they wrote after publication, but the result was different editions with different 

dates.61 Before the invention of printing each copy was unique, and not identical with any 

other; and something of the same fluidity is found to-day, with alterations made so easy 

by word-processing, the Internet, and the like. In the ancient world there may have been 

circulating from the very beginning different wordings, so that there was never a single 

authentic text.62 Of course, Attic tragedies were written for one particular performance, at 

the City Dionysia, whether or not they were also performed in deme theatres or were 

revived later. But we can never know the precise text used at that performance; 

adaptations during rehearsals may well have been made, especially as the poet was his 

own producer. It was certainly not long before the process began that Tarrant (1989) calls 

61 However, books without any date are common, and dates can be deceptive - witness the dates on 
Ordnance Survey maps, where partial revisions mean that features can be shown together which never co

existed, and certainly not at the date printed on the map. 
6:! Chapter VII Edi:ioni originali e variallli di autore of Pasquali (1952) discusses authorial variants, but 
does not find texts with them in Greek or Latin until the very end of the Roman republic. That may be a 
consequence more of the nature of the evidence than of anything else. 
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a collaborative effort of original author and subsequent readers, and which led to the texts 

that appear in modem editions. D.L. Page (1934) describes actors· interpolations. 

supposed to have been made during the fourth and third centuries B.C., when Euripides 

was very popular on the stage; Lycurgus late in the fourth century had an official copy 

made of the works of the three great tragedians, but that, Page believes, would not suffice 

to prevent interpolation. Interpolations are also sometimes ascribed to readers seeking to 

make the line of argument clearer. Barrett argues that from the time when Aristophanes of 

Byzantium, around 200 B.C., edited the tragedies they were protected from 

interpolation.63 The idea however that there is a clear-cut distinction between authentic 

text and interpolation, and that it is possible to excise the latter and restore the former, 

may be over-simplified.64 Chapter 4 Appendix V.2 shows that the lines marked in the 

most recent Oxford Classical Text of Orestes (Diggle [1994]) as interpolated are similar in 
metrical technique to those accepted in that text as genuine, and that the lines marked in 

that text of Andromache (Diggle [1984]) as interpolated are similar in metrical technique to 

those accepted in that text as genuine, but different from either the' genuine' or the 

'interpolated' lines of Orestes. If these lines are indeed interpolated the collaboration 

between author and interpolator in respect of metrical technique is peculiarly successful. 

Since the Renaissance scholarly activity has continued unabated with the aim of restoring 
authentic texts as well as of explaining them, interpreting them and illustrating them by 

parallels, so as to maximise the comprehension of their readers and those who seek to 

translate and stage them for modem audiences. Conjectural emendation is an important 
part of such activity. Dawe observes wryly that only a tiny proportion of conjectures "will 

be thought to have hit the truth";65 nor have many but the most obvious ones been 

confirmed by new discoveries in papyri. Many conjectures, of course, are valuable in 

illuminating difficulties in received texts, and forcing the reader to address them. But it is 

hard not to feel that many are continuing the old practice of collaboration; A.N. Other is 

hoping that Euripides and he together will produce a better play than Euripides himself 

had managed; and sometimes he may be justified in that belief. Editorial notes on 

conjectures sometimes almost admit that this is the aim: for instance Dale (1967) on 

EX8(UTTlV in Helena 72 "EX8(UTTlS' [Dingelstadt's conjecture] is perhaps an 

improvement" .66 

63 Barrett ( 1964) 45-46. 

h4 Page (1934) 116 acknowledges this - "The additions made by men who understood Euripides and acted 
in his plays are an important part of our tradition~ it will always be interesting to detect their presence, 
but we hmc a great consolation if we fail occasionally." 

65 Dawe ( 1965) 3. 

66 But it is otten c\.plicitly recognised that this is improper vi::.. Platnauer (1938) on IT 481 "Hirzel's 
X80vo5' (with KciTW) for Xpovov and ~J.aKpciv (ad\·. of time) for ~aKpov may be an impro\'ement on Eur.: 
it can scarcely rank as an emendation." 
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Conjectural emendations (as distinct from choices amongst manuscript readings or slight 

adaptations of one such reading) have been and continue to be made for many reasons. 
They can perhaps be schematised thus: 

I. Emendations for reasons of sense: 

a) Where the manuscript text is judged meaningless or completely 
ungrammatical ; 

b) Where although superficially grammatical and meaningful. close 
attention reveals that the manuscript text is unidiomatic; 

c) Where the manuscript text gives a sense contrary to that which is 
judged to be required in the context; 

II. Emendations for reasons of form: 

a) Where the manuscript text is unmetrical (false quantity, failure of 
strophic responsion, breach of Porson's law, etc.); 

b) Where the manuscript text is judged stylistically defective, for 
instance because it gives an infelicitous repetition. 

A conjecture is more persuasive if the origin of the presumed corruption can be explained; 
if, especially, it can be ascribed to scribal error of a known type, such as confusion 

between letters written either in the majuscule or in the minuscule script, confusion 
between vowels pronounced alike in later antiquity or the middle ages, or glosses 

originally written over words and substituted for them at a later stage in the transmission. 
In recent years scholars have usually felt it necessary to account for corruptions and 

justify their conjectures, while in the nineteenth century it seems sometimes as if 
dissatisfaction with sense or style were itself ground enough for emendation. 

This study looks at emendations to which repetition is relevant. Earlier sections of this 

chapter have demonstrated that scribes on occasion replace a word in their exemplar by 

ones that occur nearby in the text they are copying, and Chapter 7 discusses the 

psychological mechanisms at work. Sometimes the intrusive word is totally different from 

the word displaced (though it is usually grammatical in its new context, and the scribal 

error often produces a deformation of the original word rather than its complete loss). The 

emendation offered where the error is ascribed to repetition therefore need not be similar 

in shape, sound or sense to the manuscript word, while if the error is ascribed to 

misreading the emendation should be similar in shape or sound and if the error is ascribed 

to an intrusive gloss the emendation should be similar or related in sense. 

A short analysis has been carried out to see if any pattern can be discerned in the 

conjectural activity related to repetition. To minimise interference from divergent 

manuscript readings it seemed best to look at a passage with a restricted manuscript 

tradition. It quickly became clear that the codex unicus of Choephori and Aeschylus' 

Supplices was too corrupt to make it feasible to separate out emendations directed to 

repetition from those designed to extract satisfactory sense from the received text. One of 
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the alphabetic plays of Euripides, dependent on the manuscript L, was therefore indicated. 

and the first 800 lines of Electra were chosen. It was important to examine as broad a 

spectrum as possible of conjectures; besides the Oxford Classical Texts of Murray (1913) 

and Diggle (1981), the Bude text of Pannentier & Gregoire (1925) and the Teubner texts 

ofDonzelli (1995), Nauck (1900) and Wecklein (1898a)( especially Wecklein' s appendix 
"Conjecturas minus probabiles continens") were studied. Conjectures recorded in these 

sources have been examined.67 

In the first 800 lines of Electra some 400 words have been the object of substantial 
conjecture. Since different scholars often propose different remedies for words that are 

widely believed to be corrupt there have been far more than 400 emendations proposed. 

97 of the 400 words have been the object of one or more conjectures which remove or 

introduce a repetition. In this exercise only repetitions with an interval of 10 lines or less 

have been taken into account, but a lax definition of repetition has been employed; besides 
identical words and different inflectional fonns of the same word derivatives have been 

included. No account has been taken of the intention behind a conjecture: it may have had 

the primary purpose of removing (or introducing) a repetition; the scholar proposing the 

conjecture may have had another primary purpose, but been aware of and happy about its 

effect on repetition. Or the effect on repetition may have been entirely unnoticed. 

Repertories of conjectures and plain texts like Oxford Classical Texts and Teubner 
editions only very rarely describe the purpose of the conjectures adopted or merely 
deemed worthy of mention in an apparatus. 

The following tables list the conjectures relevant to repetition that have been identified in 

the first 800 lines of Electra. As observed above, a single word can be the object of 
several conjectures; all conjectures that have the same effect on repetition are lumped 

together (i. e. if there have been several conjectures replacing a word which repeats with 

another, then they are treated as one conjecture). 68 Sometimes, however, a word is the 

subject of several conjectures, all of which remove its repetition with a nearby word, but 

one or more produce a repetition with another word; in such cases each conjecture which 

introduces a repetition is treated as a separate conjecture. If a conjecture is accepted by 

Diggle (1981) it is printed in red in the table, and if it is one of several conjectures made it 

is privileged by being listed followed by "etc."; such a privilege is also granted to 

conjectures adopted by Donzelli (1996) but not by Diggle (1981). The author of single 

and privileged conjectures is noted, but where there have been more than two or three no 

list has been drawn up. Words marked with an asterisk occupy the last place in a trimeter. 

67 Conjectures that involve inflection only, or that rearrange words without changing any of them 
substantially, have been ignored, as have all but striking conjectures affecting non-lexicaIs. Nor have 
proposals to delete whole lines, though deletion would remove some repetitions and perhaps create others 
by bringing words closer together. Completeness in this exercise is not claimed; there have no doubt been 
many conjectures made but not recorded in the sources examined, and the nature and presentation of the 
material in the sources makes O\'ersights all too easy. 

68 If however each of a pair of repeating words has been the subject of conjecture to remove the 
repetition, the conjectures affecting different ones of the pair have been listed separately, in Tables 6.8 and 
6.9 respectively. 
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TABLE 6.8 

CONJECTURES THAT REMOVE REPETITIONS WITH PRECEDING LINES IN 
EURIPIDES' ELECTRA 

h.i.~~ ......... Lyyg.~.g ... !.~ ... ~ ............... .L~9Dj~.c::!~.~~ .......... ...l.~~~9Y~~ .. !'~p": .... ~!!.~ .. ~J.~.!~~E~ .~.~~J~.~~.~.~~ .... ~y. ......................... . 
5921avEXE (2nd) idelete lavEXE (1st) 0 Kayser 

~ ........... 1?..i.~~.~q.x.~~~~g.~ .............. j ci l:' .. ~.~y'~gE.~ ................. ~qx.'!.~:.: ...... _ .............................................. 1 .. Y.Y..~~~~~Jn ........................................ .. 
233 t" * t' :" * 1 C .n. t-----~~!;J}~ __ ~_,, __ ~ i OTEVwV _~m I E2~ El V : _""____ am",er __ 
252 I ~ '* t , ,~ , , 1 C 

···················t·<?g·tt:·~!!.··························t·y.~~·~~·~··························~<?g·tt:~·~~·~······ ........................... ....................... . .... ~r:!:IJ?.~!. ............................................ . 
277! TTaTflf>* I various i TTaTpoS'* 1 Nauck Wecklein Herwerder 

...... J.J..?.!.~~~.Ll!.~E~~ ............... ~ a ~g:x.Q~~g.~~ ............. IE!!.~.~~:~E~~ .................... ~ ......................... 1 .. J:.'!9..~ .................................................... . 
342 imJAaS'* tvarious ~TTUAaLS' 1 Nauck Wecklein Weil 

··· ..... ~j·?l~·,·~!.~? ........ ······ .. · .. ····· .. J~~P.E~?. ........................... J.~~!~? ................. -................. .................... !. 9 re ~.! ................................................. . 
490~TTpOO~f]VaL !TTeOOOTElxElV ~TTpoo~aoLv J~~_~.~~.m~_~"~ __ -I 

--%~-i'iii~~:i;····-·-··l~~~§~;¢;·-·-n~~~:~·--··---·-1 .......+ ~;:;;:~!!-..... ------ .... . 
~ ....... §X·§·i·0.·~·~.n~~ ......................... ~~~.!:!2.~~ ... _- ............. l§..~~.~.: ............................................................ ~ .. . '!J .. ~}! ... ?~b.~.~~!...~~E.:... .............. .. 

678 !yf) rar etc. iyf)S' 1 Musg;;t.;~~a;..:v..;:;..e_ .. ____ ~ 

-...... ?.1..QJ.!:.~~~~q.: ......................... ~y~ ...... ~.~.~.: ..................... jY.~~.~ .............................................................. ? .. ~.~~.9..':.~y~ ..... ~.~.c::.: ......................... . 
238 !EXELS'* I(UPELS' !EXEL 2 Nauck ________ ~ 

--·s.·ijl~;::§.f.1nl:. .. ·········I~f~~;;;· .. ·················I~f~;~ .. ····· .. ··························~· ..... ...... j ·~:~~ku~ ............................................ . 
. ~ -.... ~£i~·I·~:~:~: .. --...... ·····I!~~:~···y.?v.gu······I~f;~~~; .......................... ·················}r~g;:~·~;dtR~!~~~.-.. -....... . 
! ! : 

........ ?§.?~.~~~§.~.?" ........................ +~~I.P..9.?." ........................ f.'!!.~.~.0..~~~ .................................................. _ .. ~ .. ~~.~p..~!:.~ ......................................... . 
519! E8auj.lao' i various ! Kci8aullao' 3 Canter Vitelli Heiland 

......... §.Q.~ .. y.~Xy.~~~·~···· .. ·· ...... ·······\1? .. ?.~.0.~S!.~·~~ .. ······· ........ I·~·~y.Y..~~~~·~~~· ....................... t ................... ;?. .. t!~.~l:!n.9. .......................................... . 
654 AEY' OEX' IAEY' 3 Elmsley 

..... ...?.?..?.!-.P .. <?..~.?..~.~ ........................ 1!-.. c?J?g.~ .......................... J~ .. C2~~.~.?".~ ................................................... l ~~.~~l~.in ........................................ .. 
247 8avcioq~ov various !8avwv 5 various . 

......... ?1..~..i~~.~g.0.e.y.~~~ ......... ...1.~E.~9 .. ~eY..~.~.?." ............ I .. ~~·~·~~~ .... ······ .. ·· ...... · .. ···· .... · .... · .................... 2. ~·~·~·~·~·· .. ··· .... · .. · .... · .. ··· ........ · .. ·· ...... · .. · .. t 
_22~* ---~~l'}l..-----.. J..X£~_t;l": .. _m_._ .... _._._ ... §_ Y"-"E~."l'"--m...._mml 

·i~~ti;~~···-··-·-··--I~~~~~·----·-·--raii!;-+----i ~!~:~ .. -.......=::~ 
21 I x8ovoS' * •. '~~~I~S!.tt:~·!~ .. · .... · .. · .... P:~·~·l!.9.?.~ .................................................. ~ ·~ .. ~~E.~ ........ ·· .. · .. · .. · ................ · .. · .. · .... · .. ·t .. -····i··l,·~;;;~~~··-···-· . •. "QTetjia ! ~Q).~lOV 10 Camper 1 

568 !OEOODKCL :l)EOOLKa 1EOOEOODKEV 10 Victorius 
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TABLE 6.9 

CONJECTURES THAT REMOVE REPETITIONS WITH FOLLOWING LINES 
IN EURIPIDES' ELECTRA 

h.i.~~ .............. !.YY.?tg· .. !·I] ... ~ ................ i.~g.!:U.~.~!~r~ ............ ~~~~9.Y.~.?.E~P.: .... ~!~.~ .. 9.!.~.~~~.~~ .~gDJ~S.~.~.~.~ ..... ~y ......................... . 
594!2i!xu (IsO ~ KuASt. AEUKSt l TuXq 0 Denniston Reiske 

~~~-4. '. __ __ 

.................. :!~.I.fu!.x~.1!..~.1!. ................... ..!.~XP..~~.q~.~:. .................... I.~.~?x.~~~~.9:~ .......................................... ..l. .. B.:~_':lEh~. n~! e i.I]~ ..... _ .. ~ ... _ ......... . 

=:_~::~~.~l~~:~~~===l.:..~~:~:s..=:@:~.'~ ... ~;:~= .... ==:~-lm .. -..... ~. ~~:i:.~_;.:I~~~':~I.im~ 
4411ciKTaS' l~XeaS' 1ciKTaS' 1 Camper 

............. ~}?Jy.~y~q~Is~.~-............. ..L4~.!:.!i~~I.~.~ .... --....... ..i.:Y.~::.~~!.: ..... -...... -... ~ ................ ~ .............. ...J .. .Q9~[~ __ ~_ or .. ~.?.~~~ ................... . 
6411TIOOEL ivarious !TIOOEL* 1 various '" 

~~it~:~i~". ..... :.-.-.... +;~~ .. ~!~ ... -H~:".lf.!g"-.. m..mi~:~;:;"!C: __ .m.. 
............ ~~.J.QJ.A.~.Y.~~~~!!. .................. .I.~~~X~.~I.~~ ................. ..i.AIy.~g:~~.? ............ _ ................................. ~?~~t!~~P..~ ...... ~ ......................................... . 
·--}~%l~~~; __ ·_m __ ~m .. _-fa~~O~_m.m __ ---m--1 ~:;::~~m ___ m __ 
~······-·-··-~···r·-··-~·~··················~~··f""······~·····~~·········~··~··········t·······~·e.--~········· ......... ~................ . ... ~ ....... ~ .. F--.. --................. --.................................... . 

426 TIEO:1J* i OTPECPCu ocpaAw! TIEOOV* 2 Kayser Denniston 

······---~E~f;:~:-··-·---~·~~;;~~;···········-··--·I~~~~~~~;;········-,-··-··-·i >-;;~~.;-.- ..................•. _ .... _ .... ~ .. ~= 
.............. 1~~J·t·2.2·~.?·~·?····················~··f.Y.·?!.!.?.~~ ....................... {§.2.1:l:.~~.1!. ......................................................... 1. y.~.r.!g~~.? ........................................... . 

lJ4.EY.oS' Jvarious !qQYoS' 5 various 

.............. ?~ .. ?1.~.2.~.~.P.?5: ................... ..L9.~.~.~gg.? ..................... 1~.~.~.~5P.2.1!. ............................................... ~.~~. ~~.~P..~r. ........................................... .. 
566J(000 !various !ElOLOWV 6 various 

............ .z.?.~.lxp._~0.y. .. ~._ .................... t.:T.~p..1!: ......................... ...tXJ?~ W ~~ .... _............................ . ........ __ . __ .2.. .!S.~!§~J.~ ............................................. . 
10· XEp( * ! j.lOpwJxEpbS' 7 Haupt 
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TABLE 6.10 

CONJECTURES THAT CREATE REPETITIONS WITH PRECEDING LINES IN 
EURIPIDES' ELECTRA 

h.i·~!? .. ···········l~9.r.·9 ... !n···~··~··· ....... t~2Dl!?.~.!.~!.~ ........... ~!?!I.!9..~~.~ ... E!?P..: .... ~!~.~ .. ~!.~.!:.~!]E~ ~2!:lJ.~.~.~.l}.~~ .... ~y' ......................... . 
116 ! nothing ! CYT1J)'vwS' ~ <JTtryVCt 0 Nauck "" .. ~,, __ ~._ 

.............. l}1 .. I .. I:!2!.b.!~_ ............. ~ ..... b· .. ~£~2.~ .................... j.!.~§.~2.~ .................................................... ...9. ~r~.~.!J!] ......................................... . 
~--- 3141E~n ._j~~T)JP~._._ j l!:tiT!le _____ ~ 0 Murray ~~~_~ 
·· ...... · .. · .. ~·~·~·tD.~!·b.~!2g .. · .......... · .. ··· .. · .. I·~·~I.£~·· ...... ·· .. · ............... 0L T£~ ........................................................... 9. f-~~.!~ .. ~!.~.!? ......................................... . 

789 iXPE<.0V* !1rapnv hrapnYEV 0 Kvi{ala 

............. .1..~.?J~.ei~~~ ...................... l9?£~~g:~ .......................... I.9?.if2~a ............ -....................... l .................... l .. !--V:L~ckt.~!.~ .... ~~=~·=~~~~~~.·.·~.·~~~.·.· 
606ITOOE* l¢(Aov !<t>LAOS'* 1 HartunQ (1) 

.............. ~!..§.~.~.~.~.n~~ ......................... L~.~.,sn~ ........................... .!.~.~.~n~:. ................................... ~ .... ................... J. .. .Y..!.~.~!.I.! .... O.) ...................................... . 
211 ! !J,crnw hraTpoS' !1raTp(wv 2 Cam~er _._ 

.............. ?i.?...I·~·~~~~·~·~~~ .... · .... ·· .... ·I·p.·~·~·: .. ~g .. 1JJ:!-gy. .... · .. · .... I·1?L~9.?'.~ ........................................................ ? . .f..:.Y.'!.:.~~.bnJ!.9.! .............................. .. 
6331AE~wv ~ojJ.wwv 181lwES' 2 Porson 

·· .... ·· .... ·§ .. §..1 .. f~~qi.~ __ ...................... t~i~.9:y.~~ ......................... t dy~ .. ~ .......... _ .... _................ .. ............... .?. ~~.~.p.~.r. ............ _ ................... ~ ... _ 
. 67610lKT)V* !KpciTOS' lKpaTElS'* 2 Weil 

.............. §.~z .. I .. ~·gg1·~ ............ ··· ........ ·····I·~·y.~~· .. · .. ·· .. ·· .. ····· .. ······ ...... I·~·y.~~~ .. · ...... ~· ........ · .. ··· .. · .. ···· .. ··· .................... ?. ,,~ .. ~.r:!J.e.~!_ ................................... - .. . 
181 iVUXElJLll !XOpEULll !xopouS' 3 Porson 

.............. ?}J .. !.~ir~~~:.~ ................ ~.~.l.1>~F.~!!. ... _ ........... _ .... ~~2.(0 1:_ ................. ~ ...................... _ .. 2 E.:..~· SEb..f!1Jd~ .............................. .. 
508inVE<Jxollnv* idvE<JTEVOV i<JTEVELS'* 3 Rauchenstern 

.................. i:!J.~g:xy.Y..~.~ .................. ...l~~x~ ............................ J~.Xl~.~ ............. _ ..................................... _ .. 1 .~.~!!I .. i.!.~.!2 .. ~ ...................................... . 
226 KaAL0S' ! dAAl0S' dAAOUS' 4 Victorius 

.............. ~J .. ~ .. ~~~~~.?~ ....................... 1.'!!.9..~~~~?. ....................... . '!!.9.~.~y....................................... . .................. :! ... '!Y.!?~.~.!!?..i.~ ....................................... .. 
252 8ol-H.uv* !ycillLllV !ycijJ.ov* 5 Camper 

.... · .. ·· .... ·~!~T~~:;~:~~.1!.· .............. ·~rit~i\Y.·!.~~~ .............. ·T~~~;~~ ...................................................... ~ .. ~: .. ~~~.~ .......................................... .. 
335 j' * ! '4 !T~W* 8 Wecklein · .... · ........ 5·8·2'f::;~~~~·~~~ .......... · .. ·t~~::;~~~·; ............ t~~;.~~.~ .................................. ·· .. · ...... · ...... ·8- -~·~i; .. ~~·~ ........ · ........ · .......................... · 

·····---·6~if;~~r00Y.··-·---~;.J?0.v-.-.. -~=;~-.-.---- --16 ¥.'-~~~ .. -.....-..... ........... . 
(1) The conjecture is part of a more extensive rewriting. 
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TABLE6.11 

CONJECTURES THAT CREATE REPETITIONS WITH FOLLOWING LINES IN 
EURIPIDES' ELECTRA 

h~·!J~········· ..... i.~~~.~ ... !.~ ... ~ ................ L~~.!Jj.~.~.!~.~~ ............ L~~!.n9.Y~:? .. E~P..: .... ~!~.~ .. ~!.?!~~.~~ ~g!:lJ~.~~.~.~~ .... ~y. .......................... . 
r~ 30!1?80Vl)8EL!) !1?ovov 8EL!) jpOVt~* ___ .- 0 Burges ~~.~"._"~",, 
............. ?.?.§.!Y-~.!~!.l:!. ........................... ..l~i!~!.l.~ .......................... ..J~~~.~~~ ....................................... l .................. Q. .~~~~~!n~~ ................................... . 
t---mL~6iA'Lylg8~ __ m ldvac _ ldvac* _"'_.~_ .. uu .. J 0 Vitelli .... _ ..... M .. 

·······i~~·j!;i~~;:·;·········-····t~~r·~6X~:·m-r51~;:'····==tmi·::~~~~~m.::==:== 
................. ~.?J~H:~ .. ~~~.~ ..................... .I.~J:!:~ ... 4~~~~}!. ............... I.~.~.~.!l~ ...................................... j .................... ~ !::~be~.~ .............................................. . 

216 !oh:ov .i.oLj.1oV iolflOV ! 2 Weil .-_ 

............ §9.?.!T~X~·~·: .. · ...... ·· ............. l~H.~L ........................... J~.~~.~.?~ ................................... ! ................... ?. ... ~~.~.~~~n.?!~.i.!J ............................. . 
r--~ 539~(ht~ .!ET' ,ou !ET' OUCJClV .. .-t.- 3 Kirchhoff __ .~,_~v .. _._ 

641 ! nOCJEL InoAEl ! noAEL * i 3 Heath ......................... ! .......................................................... ··· .... · .... · ...... ··· .... · .... i .... · ...... · .. · ............ ··· .... · .... ·· .. ····· ....... j .......................................................................................... . 
1 ITIaAClLov ITIOALCJTOV ! TIOALV* _~.~+-! ___ 4-+N....:,a;:.:,.u;.,...c_k ________ 

1 
22 1nciL8' !TEI(VOV !TEKva 14M Schmidt ............ ·· .......... .f~· .. · .......... · .. · ............ · .... · .... t .. · ...... · .......... · .. · .. · ................ t .............................. · .... · .............. · .. 1 .... ·· ........ · .......................................................................... . 

146 ! 8LEn0l.1ClL ! 8pl>1TTOllaL i 8Pll1TTE 4 Schenkl 

·············?·~·}·l·~x~~.~~.: ......................... ..l.~.!.~.!:.~~.~~ ...................... .Jq.!.~.!:.~.~.!:.: .. ·····························1···················.7..· ~~.~p.~.~ ... ~ ....................................... . 
46611TTEpoECJCJClL<;' ! nupoECJCJaL<;' ! mJpnvoo<;, j 7 Barnes 

(1) The conjecture is part of a more extensive rewriting. 
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In Tables 6.8 to 6.11 above conjectures creating repetitions (55 in all) are nearly as 
.; 

frequent as ones removing them (62 in all).69. This is a surprising finding, and suggests 

that the community of scholars, taken as a whole, is little less sensitive to repetitions than 

Euripides; that is, a scholar making a conjecture for a reason unconnected with repetition 

either does not notice or is not deterred by the fact that it creates one. 70 However, far 

more of the conjectures that remove repetitions are accepted by modern editors (seven as 

against two conjectures introducing repetitions, one of which, interestingly, was made by 
Victorius, the first editor). 

It is not surprising that conjectures removing repetitions in the same line are rare (only 2 
in all), since such repetitions are usually well-understood figurative ones, and that 37 of 

the 61 conjectures removing repetitions relate to repetitions within three lines, since it is 
repetitions in such proximity that most grate on the modern ear. 8 out of the 55 
conjectures creating repetitions are in the same line, and therefore produce figurative 
repetitions; the purpose of most of these conjectures is probably related to the metre of a 

lyric passage, and as shown earlier in this chapter scribes do sometimes omit one 
occurrence of a doubled word. There seems to be a slight tendency to concentrate 

emendations affecting repetitions on the ends of trimeters, mirroring the tendencies found 
above for poets and copyists to do so. In particular, in 7 of the 27 conjectures in trimeters 

which removed a repetition with a preceding word both the words occupied final place in 

their lines - however, none of those accepted by Diggle (1981) did so. 

SECTION 5. EPILOGUE. 

The final words in this chapter should be those of Porson on Medea 157, where Brunck 

had conjectured ALav for T68E, when ALav occurs again in 158 and T68E is found in 

154: "Repetitiones verborum, ut non sunt nisi gravissimis de causis tollendae, ita non 

sunt ex emendatione obtrudendae." 

69 A conjecture which remoyes one repetition and creates another is scored in each releyant table. 

70 Indeed, what is true of the community of scholars seems to be true of indiyidual scholars. Camper, 
Nauck and Wecklein are the three scholars with the most conjectures remoYing repetitions and the most 
creatmg them to their names. And only Musgra"e has proposed more than two remm'als without 
proposing any creations. 
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CHAPTER 7 

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF REPETITION 

SECTION 1. REPEfITIONS BY THE PLAYWRIGHT. 

a. Consciousness and Intention. 

Chapter 2 attempted an analysis of commentators' views on repetition. In the first half of 
the twentieth century psychological tenninology was frequently employed. Cook's article 
of 1902 was entitled Unconscious Iterations, and in it he says 

Confining ourselves ... to unconscious iteration of a verbal sort we can affinn 
that it results from two distinct - not to say opposite - causes. On the one hand the 
recurrence of an idea or a train of ideas often involves the repetition of previously 
used expressions. On the other hand, an expression once used haunts the memory 
for a time and tends to recur by virtue of its own persistence. 1 

The addenda to Jackson (1955) Marginalia Scaenica are entitled Unconscious repetitions 

by the poet and Unconscious repetitions by the copyist respectively. Campbell in his 
essay on the language of Sophocles writes 

The word that has most recently passed through the mind is the most likely to 
present itself for selection, though it is rejected by the instinct of a modem writer.2 

He does not use the tenn 'unconscious'. 

The idea of unconscious memory was current in psychology towards the end of the 
nineteenth century. Hennann Ebbinghaus, whose seminal series of experiments on 

himself led to the modem science of memory, distinguished the involuntary return of 

mental states from conscious recollection. 3 This is quite different from the 

psychoanalytical concept of the unconscious introduced by Freud; there is never any 
suggestion that repetitions by the author are Freudian, in the sense of having a motivation 

of which he is unaware, though there have been suggestions that errors by a copyist may 

be explicable in such tenns.-l-

There are several other common descriptions of the phenomenon being studied including 

'careless', 'casual' and 'tolerated'. One which has resonances of psychology is 

'unintentional'. Modem literary critics often belittle the value of this concept, arguing that 

the effect of a work on hearer or reader (its reception) is independent in logic and in fact 

from the mental processes of its creator, and that those mental processes are in principle 

unknowable; even if dead authors have left accounts of their creative processes or living 

ones can be asked, they may lie or have forgotten. Nevertheless, it is nonnal for less 

1 Cook (1902) 146. 

2 Campbell (1879). His final clause makes a very sweeping assertion, which may be undennined by the 
examination of an English poem in the Appendix to Chapter 2. 
3 Ebbinghaus (188511964). 

--1- Timpanaro 197411976 discusses slips by copyists, not by authors, and uses textual criticism to attack 
Freud's theories rather than using Freud to illuminate textual problems. 
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sophisticated readers or hearers of a literary work (or viewers of a painting) to believe that 

there is some direct communication between its creator and them, and that their sensitivity 

to a work is enhanced by understanding the creative processes behind it. 

Consciousness (BewuBtsein) and intentionality (Absichtlichkeit) are the subject of a 

chapter in Fehling (1969), though it is focussed on figural repetitions, and particularly 
alliteration. Fehling summarises 

Zu Unrecht wird angenommen, daB zwischen Zeiten 'bewuBten' und 
'unbewuBten' Figurengebrauchs unterschieden werden konne. Der individuell 
verschiedene Grad von BewuBtsein wirkt sich nur unwesentlich auf den 
SchaffensprozeB aus. Dagegen ist das Kriterium der Absichtlichkeit 
notwendig, urn zuHillige Klangkonstellationen von hergestellten zu 
unterscheiden, d. h. von solchen, die 'Fonnen' im obigen Sinne sind. In 
diesem Sinne kennen die Griechen keine Alliteration.5 

Fehling, that is, does not think one can distinguish conscious from unconscious features 

of style, nor that the distinction is of value for jUdging stylistic effect. But he finds 

intentionality a much more difficult concept. He believes it is necessary to distinguish 

deliberate from accidental features (for instance alliteration, which he believes was not an 

intentional feature of Greek style) in a passage, but that it is difficult to do so. He also 

believes that there are degrees of intentionality, vi:. a word occurs to an author who does 

not notice that it alliterates or whatever; a word occurs to an author who notices that it 

alliterates and accepts it into his text; a word occurs to an author who notices that it 

alliterates and positively welcomes it into his text. 

b. Natural Language. 

Repeating words is a feature of the natural use of language. That has been observed by 

several of those who have commented on repetition in the tragedians. Since the 

development of means of recording ordinary conversation, and of collecting and 

analysing corpora of writing less fonnal than literature, it has been possible to document 

this feature. In her book Talking Voices Tannen has a chapter entitled Repetition in 

conversation: towards a poetics of talk which contains much of relevance to this study. 

The following is an example she gives of repetition in conversation:-

Frank complains that he has nothing to do bec.ause he is unemployed .. His 
friend Terry takes the opportunity to encourage hIm to be more contemplatIve: 
she sucrcrests he take advantacre of his free time "to daydream." To illustrate 
what sh~ has in mind she rec;mmends that he stand on a bridge and watch the , . 
water go under it. He counters that he will finish the book he is reading. ThIS 
frustrates Terry: 

TERRY THAT'~OT DAYDREAMING! ... dam it! 
[laughter] 

FRANK Well, daydreaming is something that comes natural! 
You don't don't PLAN daydreaming. 

TERRY You don't even 
__________ &..y_ou're not even hearing what I'm SAYING! What? 
5 Fehling (1969) 120-121. 
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FRANK 

TERRY 

You can 't PLAN~drellrning ... 
"I'm going to go d~ydream for a couple of hours, guys, so" 
y es y_Qu_LA~Lplarut! 
Yruu;ll1Lplanda~eaming 

Thus speakers weave the words of others into the fabric of their own 
discourse, the. t~read of wh~c~ is, in tum, picked up and rewoven into the 
pattern. RepetItIOns and vanatIons make individual utterances into a unified 
discourse, even as they are used for evaluation: to contribute to the point of the 
discourse.6 

Later on, she uses a short passage from a recorded dinner-table conversation to show an 

argument being structured by a series of self-repetitions, as each utterance picks up a 

word or phrase from a previous one; she illustrates it by circling and linking repeated 
words and phrases; different colours are used here:-

Well I - I mean basically what I feel is 
what I really like ..... is people. 
And getting to knot\! them really wel1. 
And you j list CAN'T get to know 
... TEN people REALLY WELL. 
You can't do it.7 

c. Priming. 

There has been much work by experimental psychologists on 'priming'. It has been 

demonstrated that someone who encounters a word once takes measurably less time to 

comprehend it when he encounters it again after a short interval. If the second word is not 

the same but semantically similar to the first, there is still a priming effect, but it is 

weaker. If the similarity is in sound only the effect may be non-existent.g Priming has 

also been found to facilitate the production of the name for a thing.9 

There has been far less work on the effect of priming on the ,\pontaneous production of 

words. 10 There is however a discussion by Levelt of lexical selection, which contains the 

foHowing paragraph entitled The imitation problem: 

6 Tannen (1989) 58. 

7 Tannen (1989) 70. 
8 Neisser (1954) reports an experiment in which the preliminary presentation of a word facilitated the 
recognition of it when it was subsequently flashed on a screen, but a homophone of the word originally 
presented (e.g. 'scene' followed by 'seen') was no more easily recognised than any othcr word not 
previously presented. Meyer & Schvaneveldt (1971) report an experiment in which the recognition of a 
string of letters as an English word (rather than a 'nonword') was quicker and less orten mistaken if primed 
by a semantically associated word. 

9 Wheeldon & Monsell (1992) find: "Naming of a pictured object is substantially facilitated "'hen the 
name has recently been produced in response to a definition or read aloud ... [even] when thc subjects can 
name the pictures quickly and accurately in the absence of priming .... experiments show that prior 
production of a homophone or the object's name is not an elTecti\"c prime, (although slower responscs are 
somewhat facilitated when the homophones are spelled the same)." 

I 0 This is presumably becausc experimenters ha\"c to control the conditions or their c\.pcriments. 
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There is both conversational ... and experimental ... evidence that speakers 
~end to have some preference fo~ words that have recently been used by the 
~nterlocutor or by ~hemselves. ThIS t~ndency .cannot be fully explained by the 
Int.erlocutors shanng the same tOpIC of dIscourse. . . The experimental 
eVIdence shows that the preference for re-using words even extends to words 
that are semantically non-discriminative. There is, in addition, a strono 
recency effect, which makes it likely that the effect is caused by a temporary 
extra activation of the relevant lemma, 11 due to the speaker's hearino or usino 
the word. : . the fluency of formulating seems to be served by re-using 
recently actIvated wor~s. In short, as .long as a theory of lexical selection only 
acknowledges semantIc or syntactIc reasons for selecting words, these 
imi tati on phenomena cannot be explained. 12 

It is clear therefore that there is nothing in the least odd about the repetition of words in 

the tragedians. Not only are the authors behaving in the common human way, but they are 

also accurately representing their characters as behaving in the common human way. It is 

not however possible thus to evade the problem of consciousness or intentionality, 

because works of literature differ from spontaneous speech in that they are 'composed'. 

d. Composition. 

Works of literature differ from spontaneous speech in that they are 'composed'; but is 

composition itself a fully conscious process? This is discussed by L. T. Milic Rhetorical 

Choice and Stylistic Option: The Conscious and Unconscious Poles. 13 One of Milic's 

two poles is the belief that a writer can exert no control over the style at all, all of it being 

determined by habits, associations, and conditioning. The other pole is the belief that the 

writer can consciously control and artistically shape every detail of his utterance. 

Although, according to Milic, "some truth lies at both of these poles", he believes that 

there is considerable evidence "for the hypothesis that a substantial part of the language

generating behaviour of the writer is not conscious and deliberate but unconscious, 

determined, and habitual". 14 In Milic's view there are two functions in the process of 

composition - one that of generating a set of words and the other that of scanning it to see 

if it is satisfactory. The conscious mental participation is in the scanning. Milic is here 

referring to the original production of a text in writing, not to its later revision. In the 

revising process he believes the same two mental processes occur, but in the opposite 

order. The writer scans the words he has written until he finds something to arrest him -

an ambiguity, an infelicity etc. Then in revising he allows the language-generating 

mechanism to operate again, often finding it easier to strike out unsatisfactory sentences 

11 'lemma' is used by cognitive scientists with a meaning which is close to 'word-stem'~ an entity which 
contains syntactic and semantic information, but not phonology or morphology. 

12 Levelt (1993) 8. 

13 I n Seymour Chatman ( 1971) 77-94. 

14 Milic emphasised in the discussion following his paper (Seymour Chatman [1971] 92) that he was not 
using the term 'unconscious' in a Freudian sense, but accepted that a useful distinction might be drawn 
between unconscious (i.e. predetermined by what he calls psychological factors) and habitual (i.e. 
predetermined by training and use). 
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and generate new ones than to tinker and adjust. IS (Milic does not seem to allow for the 

use of artificial aids in the revising process, though thesauruses have been with us since 

the middle of the nineteenth century.) 16 

A picture thus begins to emerge of the process following which we find repetitions in 

tragic texts. The tragic poet starts composing with the plot already detennined, and with 

several concepts or motifs in his head. These motifs, probably but not necessarily tied to 

particular words, recur during his composition; they are repetitions which we readily 

accept as meaningful (this might be called 'priming by concept'). In addition, each time he 

uses a word (the cognitive scientist's 'lemma'), it has a priming effect on him, and he is a 

little more likely to use it again than a word which had not been primed. 17 Moreover, 

because he is a poet, he is looking for embellishments, and, as in many if not all other 

languages and cultures, those often take the fonn of word-plays and complete or partial 

repetitions (assonance, rhyme or alliteration). Some of these may be more apt than others. 

Then he revises what he has written - at least, it is hard to imagine that he does not, but 

revision may have been less important to him than to some other writers. First, revision 

was physically more difficult when one was working on wax tablets rather than on paper 

or, seductively easiest of all, at a word-processor. Second, he almost certainly did not 

have anything like a thesaurus. 18 Third, he was writing to tight deadlines for perfonnance 

at an annual festival with fixed dates; he had four plays to compose, and what he was 

aiming at was persuading the judges and the audience generally that he should be awarded 

the prize. Whether or not he was also hoping for a reading public, that was not the 

important thing. 19 Would minor infelicities of diction matter sufficiently for him to make 

the great effort to refine them? 

15 Levelt (1989) Chapter 12 argues that there is a 'monitor' which is used to correct ('repair') what a 

person utters in the course of the utterance. 
16 Gabriel Garcia Marquez, already quoted in a footnote to Chapter 4 Appendix VIII, relevantly follows "I 
can't bear using the same adjective twice in the same book, except in very rare cases where exactly the 
same effect needs to be recreated." by '1'he word-processor is \'ery useful for sohing that kInd of 

problem. " 
17 A footnote to the discussion of Persae 256-289 in Section 1(ii) of Chapter 8 below suggests that 
repetition is relatively rare between trimeter passages and odes sung by the chorus, though there are 
striking examples of repetition between trimeter passages and amoebaea. If a systematic study 
substantiated this impression, it would suggest that odes were composed separately from trimeter 

passages, so that there was no priming effect between them. 
18 "Dictionaries, as compendia of day-to-day speech, did not exist in antiquity. What individual 
'glossaries' there were did not appear until the time of Aristotle in the fourth century B.C., and e\'en then 
tended to be organized thematically around subjects, such as good Attic usage or obsolete words used by 
Homer. " (Small r 1997] 68) See also Quintilian X.I. 7 discussed in Chapter 2 Section 1 above 

19 He was not a learned Alexandrian or Roman poet looking for the applause of people like himself in 
their studies (repetitions by Latin elegists might call for a different analysis), or a Victorian poet aware 

that the reviewers were waiting to sa\'age him. 
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SECTION II. BY THE COPYIST. 

Priming is as helpful a concept for the explanation of repetitions by copyists as it is for 

those of authors. The copyist meets a word, and that primes it in his mind.20 If he meets 

it again soon he will recognise it more quickly; the sooner he meets it the stronger the 

priming effect, and hence the quicker the recognition. This has no practical effect if the 

recognition is correct. But perhaps the priming effect makes a mistake in recognition more 

likely,21 so that the word in the exemplar is replaced by a repetition or partial repetition of 

an earlier word. This priming effect should fade rapidly; as the copyist reads on. the 

priming by later words will be the more forcible and erroneous repetitions by the copyist 

should concentrate within a few words, or a very few lines, of the original occurrence. 
And so Table 6.7 has shown. 

Erroneous repetitions by the copyists are not only of previously occurring words; Chapter 

6 has demonstrated many instances of scribal errors that can be ascribed only to 

subsequent words.22 There is relevant recent work on speech errors; Dell et al. (1997) 

note that "In speech production, previously spoken and upcoming words can impinge on 
the word currently being said, resulting in perseverations (e.g. 'beef needle soup') and 

anticipations (e.g. 'cuff of coffee')." In an experiment in which they got people to repeat 
phrases of the type commonly called 'tongue-twisters', they found that "As a phrase gains 

familiarity, the number of order errors reduces and the pattern of order errors moves from 

one in which perseverations dominate to one in which anticipations are more common." 

Such an influence is different from that of priming,23 and produces distortions of the 

intended word rather than replacing it altogether. 

The speech-errors reported by Dell et al. are provoked by words in close proximity, and 

indeed it seems unlikely that anticipatory errors would be provoked by words very far 

ahead. 

20 Zuntz (1965) 136 describes the process thus "The scribe glances at his model manuscript - very 
rapidly, as it seems - and thereupon repeats to himself, mentally or aloud, the words he is going to write: 
he dictates them not as they are but as he conceives of them." Zuntz is seeking to explain spelling 
mistakes like itacism, but what he says is equally relevant io repetition. 

21 There is certainly evidence, reported in Leeper (1935), that priming influences the interpretation of a 
picture that can be 'seen' in two ways. 
22 Timpanaro (197411976) indeed claims that the majority of errors of assimilation found in Greek and 
Latin codices and in modem manuscripts and typescripts are 'regressive' rather than 'progressive'. On p. 
97 he writes "It is true that sometimes what has already been uttered or written then impinges on what 
follows, but more usually the speaker or writer is preoccupied with what he is about to say or write, and 
It is this preoccupation which gives rise to the mistaken anticipation." His claim does not accord with thc 
Table 6 7 above, though if the most plausible same-line repetitions alone are taken. the figure in that 
table for prospectivc repetitions is not much lower than the figure for backward-looking ones. 

23 Priming, as noted alxwe, is stronger for sense than sound, while the speech-errors studied by Dell el a/. 

relate to sounds. 
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The 'eye-voice span' is a measure of the amount of material or time by which the voice 

lags behind the eyes in oral reading, and it may be relevant here. Morton (1964) reports 

Woodworth & Schlosberg (1954) as saying "With experienced readers the span is as long 

as eight words, two seconds or a line of print, depending on which unit of measurement 

one prefers to consider." Whether or not copyists were accustomed to read their exemplar 

aloud (or indeed to be dictated to) it might seem reasonable to equate the eye-voice span 

measured in words (time is not relevant since copying is a discontinuous operation unlike 

reading aloud) with the length of text a copyist reads and holds in his mind before 

beginning to write it down. It also seems reasonable to treat a professional scribe as an 

experienced reader. Then, given that a trimeter contains on average between five and six 

words, the Woodworth & Schlosberg figure of eight words would seem generally 

consistent with the finding in Chapter 6 that 17 of the 19 anticipatory repetitions are 
within two lines, and 10 are in the same line. 

More recent work on the eye-voice span has however suggested a shorter distance. 

Rayner and Pollatsek (1989 p. 181) say that the only really satisfactory way to measure 

the eye-voice span is by making a record of eye-movements and relating the eye

movement record to a record of the vocal output. When measured in this way the distance 

the eye is ahead of the voice is only a couple of words on average. That finding makes 

anticipatory repetition by the copyist harder to explain. Rayner and Pollatsek, however, 

observe that a problem with the work on eye-voice span is that it is nowadays unnatural 

for adults to read aloud for meaning (as distinct from reading at seminars papers which 

they have themselves written, or reading from books to children). The results of the 

experiments they report may not therefore apply to professional copyists, and indeed the 

findings in Chapter 6 may suggest that copyists read up to a couple of lines ahead of their 

writing. But all this is very speculative. 
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CHAPTER 8 

STUDIES OF INDIVIDUAL PLAYS 

This chapter looks at repetition in three plays - Persae, Ajax and Andromache. After a 

few general remarks which have not found a place in earlier chapters the studies here 

concentrate on aesthetic and stylistic aspects, and on textual problems which tum on 

repetition. They do not claim completeness (which the studies of textual variants in 
Chapter 6 did). 

SECTION 1 REPETITION IN THE PERSAE OF AESCHYLUS 

As usual, the text of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) - Murray (1955) (i.e. the 

second edition of his Oxford Classical Text) - has been the basis for the statistical 
analysis, but the Oxford Classical Text of Page (1972), the Teubner of West (1998), and 

the editions of Broadhead (1960), Belloni (1994) and Hall (1996), have also been used.l 

Assael (1993) La Repetition comme pro cede sty!istique dans les Perses d'Eschyle has 
been of particular value, and some of the other articles published with it are relevant. Hall 

and Assael themselves drew on Kelley (1979), Variable Repetition: Word Patterns in the 
Persae. 

Persae is the earliest Greek tragedy to survive. It is a short play (1076 lines), with a large 

lyric component; a significant proportion of its dialogue is in trochaic tetrameters (117 

lines), and many of the trimeter passages are very short. The statistical analysis in Chapter 

4 looked only at the four longest trimeter sections (176-214, 290-531, 593-622 and 759-

851). It found that Persae and Septem had higher propensities to repetition than 

Aeschylus' later plays. Stanford seems to note this phenomenon: 

... it is noticeable that assonance, alliteration and verbal repetition of all kinds are 
unusually frequent in Persians. This is perhaps because the play has least action 
and has the most narrative and dirge-like lyric poetry of all Aeschylus' extant 
work.2 

Persae is a play in which Aeschylus harps almost obsessively on a few concepts, usually 

using the same basic word to express them. Hall puts this well: 

Aeschylus uses numerous techniques by which to build up an i.mpression of ~he 
enormous size of the Persian forces, and the consequent enormIty of the PerSIan 
disaster. For example, the basic word nelS' ... is of course frequent in any Greek 
text but the accumulated phrases ... gradually and almost subliminally build up 
an impression of the totality of the catastrophe . . . In some parts of the 
Messenoer's narrative a word from the root nelS' occurs in nearly every line ... 
The sa;;e applies to polus and its compounds ... E~en more distinctive is the 
recurrence of the term plethos .. an analogous term IS ochlos . .. The root term 
KaKOS' is so predominant as to require no documentation .. .3 

I In the absence of any other indication, references in this section to the above editors are to their texts 
and apparatuses as appropriate, and references to 'Dawe' are to the collation in Dawe (1964). 

2 Stanford (1942) 84. This study has found the phenomenon, of course, outside the lyric passages. 

3 Hall (1996) 24. 
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She could have added vavS' to her Ii st (11.3% of the repetitions in trimeters in Persae are 

of this, the word most commonly repeated), though its frequency is due more to the basic 

subject of the play than to the more subtle purposes of emphasis to which Hall ascribes 
the frequency of the other words. 

Assael takes this further. She sees the interaction of variations, metamorphoses and 

oppositions setting the pattern of the tragedy, having very close links with the tragic and 

dramatic plot, leading from the initial evocation of the power and wealth of the Persians to 

the catastrophic denouement and mournful wailing of the funerary rites.4 Her instances 

vary in persuasive power. She sees the repetition of TIOAU-, especially TIOAUxpuao-;-. and 

IlEyaS' in the parodos as part of the theme of Persae - U~PlS' leading to disaster. Later in 

the play TIOAU- appears in TIOAVTIOVOV (320) and TIoAv8aKpuv (939). Again, the thrice

repeated TIEIlTIW and ETIE09al of the parodos become AEl1T<JJ repeated four times in 961-

985. But when Assael wrests significance from the repetition of 86pu after 16 lines (304 

and 320) it seems that she has let her insight run away with itself. 

The aesthetic analysis undertaken here differs from Assael's in looking at repetitions 

which provide internal coherence to sections of the play rather than binding the play 

together as a whole. 

SECTION l(i) ANALYSIS OF REPETITIVENESS IN SECTIONS OF PERSAE. 

As shown in Chapter 4, the index of repetitiveness for Persae, calculated as in Chapter 4. 

is 10.44, the highest for all the plays studied, while repetitions in the same or adjacent 

lines are about average for Aeschylus and low for the tragic corpus as a whole. 

The overall figures for Persae do however conceal great differences amongst the four 

longer trimeter passages, as appears from Table 8.1. 

TABLE 8.1 

REPETITIVENESS IN THE FOUR MAIN TRIMETER PASSAGES OF PERSAE 

Pas.s.ag~_ · 176-214 290-531 598-622 759-851 

Index 3.54 12.76 8.68 7.77 : 

I 

Intervals: 

,same 0 2.89 0 2.15 ! 

I same & adjacent 7.69 6.2 0 3.23· 

Lines 290-531, dominated by four substantial speeches by the Messenger, are brimful of 

repetitions, particularly of rather simple words like TIclS' J the vavS' so characteristic of the 

play, and KaKOS', so characteristic of most tragedies; part of the effect may be to keep the 

narrative going apace. On the other hand, the two speeches by the Queen are much more 

--------------
4 Assad (1993) 248 - abstract of her paper in English. 
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sparing of repetitions,S and that of Darius' ghost is in between. The fourfold "nalS' 

E jloS''' in the Queen's first speech recei ves especial prominence because there are 

relatively few other repetitions in it. Darius' repetitions tend to be concentrated in his 

epitome of Persian history, and on the word KaKOS'; but they include the portentous 

lnTE PKOjlTIOS', discussed more fully later. 

The 114 trochaic tetrameter lines in the play occur in two main groups - 21 lines in which 

the Queen's opening speech is framed by the Chorus, 34 lines of dialogue between the 

Queen and the Chorus, and 56 lines of dialogue between the Queen and Darius's ghost. 

The only stichomythic passages are in this metre. It is not possible to make a direct 

comparison between repetitiveness in iambic trimeters and trochaic tetrameters; the latter 
are in their paradigm form (without resolved feet) one quarter as long again as the former 

(15 as against 12 syllables), but using that factor to convert tetrameters into trimeters and 

treating each 12 (or equivalent when there is resolution) tetrameters as 15 trimeters means 

breaking lines in the middle of words, and treating stichomythia as 114 lines answering 114 

lines. Table 8.2 therefore treats the tetrameter line as if it were a trimeter one, but gives a 

second index figure, calculated after multiplying the line intervals by 1.25.6 

TABLE 8.2 

REPETITIVENESS IN THE THREE MAIN TETRAMETER PASSAGES OF 
PERSAE 

Passage 155-175 1215-248 ~703-758 

Index 7.431 16.97J 15.05 
Adjusted to trimeters 5.98\ 10.99! 10.39 
Intervals in tetrameters: i 

~ E 

same 4.761 oi 5.36 
same & adiacent 9.52\ 2.91 10.71 

Tetrameters do not seem to behave very differently from trimeters in respect of repetition. 

It may be relevant that stichomythic dialogue in Persae is found only in the second and 

third tetrameter passages, and that these passages are among the most repetitive in the 

play. 

5 The higher index for the Queen's second speech is due to the repetitions of ¢lAOL and KUKWV from 598 in 
600; in short passages a few occurrences can have a disproportionate effect. 

6 Since in calculating the repetiti\"ity index repetitions in the same or adjacent lines are ignored, thIS 
conversion would produce too low a figure without some adjustment for repetitions In adjacent 
tetrameters, some of which would not be adjacent if the passage were in trimeters, which are shorter hnes; 
40'k of the repetitions in adjacent tetrameters have therefore been included in the index figure. 
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SECfION l(ii) REPEfITIVE TECHNIQUE IN SELECT PASSAGES OF 
PERSAE.7 

1. Amoebaeon - 256-289 

In this dialogue the Chorus get the first account from the Messenoer of the disaster the e 

Persian forces have suffered. It includes many subtle repetitions, both within the utterance 
of one party to the dialogue and between utterances. The sense of some of these repeated 

words is fluid, varying from occurrence to occurrence. 

Xo 

Ay. 

XO. 

Ay. 

XO. 

Ay. 

XO. 

Ay. 

XO. 

Ay. 

XO. 

Chorus 

" ", " aVl aVla KaKa VEOKOTa 
Kal oeiL'. alal, ola(vEa9E, TIEP
aal, TOO' axoS' KAVOVTES'. 

[aTp. a. 256 

WS' TIaVTa y' EaT' EKElva OlaTIETIpaY\lEva· 260 
Ka lJTOS' 0' dE A TITWS' voaTl \lOV ~AE TIW ¢aoS'. 

~ \laKpO~loTOS' aOE YE TlS' [dVT. a. 
alwv E¢av91l YEpalolS', dKOV-
E l V TOOE TI~ \l' aE A TITOV . 265 

Kal \l ~v TIapwv yE KOU AOyoUS' aAAwv KAVWV, 
TIEpaal, ¢paaal\l' QV ol' ETIOpavv91l KaKa. 
, ~, 

OTOTOTOl, \laTav [aTp. ~. 

TO TIOAAa ~EAEa TIa\l\ll y~ 
YUS' dTI' 'Aa(ooS' ~A9ET'- alal -
oc;iav (EAAaoa xwpav. 

TIA~90ual VEKPWV OUaTIOT\lwS' E¢9aP\lEvWv 
LaAa\llvoS' dKTal TIuS' TE TIPOOXwpoS' TOTIOS'. 

270 

OTOTOTOl, ¢lAWV [dVT. ~. 
TIoAVOOVa aW\la9' aAl~a¢~ 275 
KaT9avovTa AEYElS' ¢EpEa9aL 
TIAaYKTolS' EV Ol TIAaKEaalv. 

OUOEV yap ~PKEl To~a, TIUS' 0' dTIWAAUTO 
(JTpaTOS' Oa\laa9ElS' valOlalv E\l~OAalS'. 

LUe aTIOTIlOV oatOlS' [aTp. y. 280 
ouaalav~ ~oav, 

r , ~ ~ 

WS' TIaVTq. TIav KaKWS' 
t E9E(Juv· alal, aTpaTou ¢9apEvToS'. 

W TIAElaTOv EX9oS' avolla LaAalllvoS' KAVElV' 
¢EU, TWV 'A91lvwv wS' (JTEVW IlEIlVllIlEVOS'. 285 

aTuyval y' 'A9uval oalOlS" [dVT. y. 
IlEIlV~(J9ul TOl TIapa' 
wS' TIOAAaS' TIEpa(owv [llaTal'] 
EKTl(Juv EUVlOUS' ~o' dvavopouS'. 

Agonising, agonising, bad, witho~t ~recedent and dire! Aiai, 
Persians, weep as you hear about thIS dIsaster. 

7 Except "'here specifically stated, the text printed, here and in Section l(iii), is based, as usual, on that 
given in the TLG; vi:. Murray (1955). The translation is that of Hall (1996), adapted as necessary to 
bring out repetitions or where the text printed differs from hers. No comments are made on textual matters 
with no relevance to repetition (many emendations have their origin in metrical difficultIes). 
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Messenger 

Chorus 

Messenger 

Chorus 

Messenger 

Chorus 

Messenger 

Chorus 

Messenger 

Chorus 

Indeed, for the entire force is lost; I did not expect to return home 
myself. 

We are old; our lives have proven too lono if we must live to be 
told about this disaster. 0 

I myself witnesse~ the. damage suffered, Persians, and can give 
you an account of It. I dId not hear about it from other people. 

Otototoi! In vain did you, weapons innumerable and various 00-

aiai - from Asia to the hostile land of Greece. ' 0 

The shores of Salamis and all the neiohbourino reoions are filled 
up with the corpses of those who met ~nhappy deaths. 

Otototoi! You are saying that the dead bodies of our friends, tossed 
about and sea-drenched, are carried along, their cloaks wandering 
about them. 

Our bows and arrows were useless, and the entire force was 
defeated by the ramming of ships. 

Yell out a melancholy shout of ill-omen against our enemies; [they] 
have made everything bad everywhere. Aiai, the army is 
destroyed. 

o Salamis, most hateful name to hear. Alas, how I groan as I 
remember Athens. 

Athens is indeed abhorrent to her enemies. We have reason to 
remember that she made many of the Persian women widowed and 
husbandless. 

As Broadhead (1960) points out, in this dialogue, at least until his last couplet. the 

Messenger is taking the lead with reports, and the Chorus are responding with 

lamentation. It is noteworthy how many of the significant repetitions are by the Chorus of 

a word of the Messenger's; for instance, in 265 they pick up aEATITwS', by which in 261 

he referred to his own unexpected safe return, and inverting its connotation from happy to 

sad use it of the unexpected nature of the disaster that befell the Persian force. The stanza 

280-3 echoes three of the Messenger's words with compounds of rroTlloS', and with 

aTpaToS' and <p9dpw. In 286/7 the Chorus pick up 'A9ilvaL and IlEIlVllllaL (the famous 

words of his servant to Darius in Herodotus V.l05). There are, of course, also repetitions 

initiated by the Chorus - in his couplet 266-7 the Messenger picks up several words from 

the first strophe - KAUW, ITEpaaL, and KaKa; and in 273 rrpoaxwpoS' (its only 

occurrence in Aeschylus) echoes the Chorus's xwpav in the previous line. But much 

more the Messenger picks up his own words; the whole phraseology of his second 

couplet harks back to 255 in his opening announcement; and he emphasises LaAalllvOS' 

(273 and 284). 

As for the Chorus, after an initial (and the only) anadiplosis, they introduce &i"loS', which 

will prove their thematic word, fluid in sense between 'hostile' and 'wretched'. If the text 

above is wrong to remove IlclTaV in 288, that is another repetition of a despairing term 

from 268. 
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It is unclear how many times ocr-loS' occurs. The text in 270-1 between 'ACJ(80~ and 

<EAAci8a is very uncertain; ~Ae' En' aTav Olav, or something close to it, is the common 

manuscript text; and West (1998) and Hall (1996) print it, capitalising A(av 'of Zeus'. 

However Murray (1955), Broadhead (1960), Page (1972) and Belloni (1994) print oc;iml, 

citing the reading oClLav found by Blomfield (1818) in a manuscript (cod. 1203) in the 

library of Lambeth Palace. The repetition of such a thematic word, with the sense 

"hostile", is very much in keeping with the style of this amoebaeon, and it would be nice 

to believe it had manuscript authority. I have therefore examined the manuscript, by kind 

permission of the Librarian. I see what led Blomfield to his conclusion; between the delta 

and the iota (which has the common two dots above it) there is a clearly written curved 

stroke, joined on the line to both the letters before and after it. In shape it is like this, 
though it is smaller: 

/ . . 

~ 
The problem is that the middle feature resembles no other alpha I found in the manuscript, 

nor part of any compendium; it is most like one of the forms the scribe uses for sigma, for 

instance in the following ouO"noTlloS', though his usual sigma-iota has G, not c. The 

other occurrences of forms of oci°loS' have normal alphas. This one cannot be an alpha 

unless the scribe simply omitted any downstroke; epsilon without the middle stroke, 

which is very small in some other instances, is less implausible. The manuscript does not 

seem in general carelessly written, and this particular word is very legible. Although I see 

what led Blomfield to his opinion, I fear Lambeth 1203 does not have oci°lav, though it 

does not have Olav either. The repetition in some modern texts, therefore, has no 

manuscriptauthority.8 

More is to come. In 279 the Messenger uses ValOlGl v, close in sound to OalOlGl v; it is 

not surprising to find that two manuscripts (Npc and Oac) read oaLOlCJl v.9 And Weil, who 

frequently emends to remove repetitions, proposed c1vopaS' oaloUS' for avopaS' 

nOAEllloUS' in 243 - in the stichomythic tetrameters that precede the amoebaeon. IO 

If Weil were right, this repetition would link the amoebaeon with the previous scene. A 

8 I have not made a full collation of the paper manuscript Lambeth 1203, nor did Dawe ll964] or Turyn 
[1943J who lists it, dating it 14th-15th century. The excursus at the end of this section, however, relates a 

few points of interest about it. 
9 Dawe (1964) 72 suggests an interaction with 336 as the cause: the same phrasc ValOlaLV E~~oAalS' 
occurs there, and three (different) manuscripts read 8aLOlaLVo Interaction may help to c\.plaIn the vanatlOn 

in 336 but the immediate context is sufficient to explain 2790 

10 Weil (1867) ad 1oc. gi,oes as his reason 'malim soni causa' ° 
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possible function of repetition would be to link a choral passage into its wider context. 11 

Here although many words prominent in the dialogue between the Chorus and the 

Messenger occur nearby as well, they are for the most part words common in tragedy 

generally (e.g. KaKOS', lTOS', lTOAUS') or in this play (TTEpual); the repetition, however, by 

the Queen in 298 of avavopov 'without an officer in command' picks up with changed 

sense the Chorus's civavopouS' 'husbandless' in 289. 

2. Lines 355-385 of the Messenger's second speech. 

The repetitions in this passage have been analysed by Michelini (1982). They are 
indicated by different colours here (the asterisks mark off chiming jingles), and there 

follow an extract from Michelini and a discussion. 

dvl)p yap uEMTlV Et 'A9TlVaLwv uTpaTou 
EA9wv E AEtE lTalO't U0 EEpt-r.l TaOE 
, , \' '. "): 'A-WS' El IlEl\alVTlS' VUKTC":~ l,=>ETal KVE'PUS-, 

"EAAllVES' OU IlEVOlEV, aAAa uEAllaulv 
vaw v ElTuv90pOVTES' d;\,\o'-;' cL\;"O(JE: 
opaO'Il0 KPU<!>aL4J ~LOTOV EKuwuoLaTo. 
6 0' Eu9uS' wS' llKOUUEV, OU tuvEIS 06AOV 
rr EAAllVOS' d vopo S' OUOE TOV 9E W v <p96vov, 
TIel Ul v lTpO¢WVEl T6vOE va uapxolS' A6yov, 
EUT' av ¢AEYwv dKTlulv~AloS' x90va 
ATltlJ, KVE<paS' oE TEIlEVOS' aLeEp0S' Aci~l.l, 
·T{{.:->n VEWV UTl<p0S' IlEV EV UTOLXOlS' TPlULV, 
d)J.G8 oE KUKA4> vlluov A'LavToS' lTE Plt , 
EKTI AOuS' <puAauuElv Kat lTOPOUS' CtAlpp690uS'. 
wS' El IJ.OpOV <pEutola9' "'EAATlVEc;' KUK6v, 
va va l v Kpu<paLwS' 8paO"Ilov EUpOVTES' Tl va, 
TIel aL V O'TEpE0"9aL KpaToS' ~v TIPOKElIlEVOV. 
TOUalJT' E AEtE Kape' UTf' Eu9vllOU <+>PEVO';" 
ou yap TO IJ.EAAOV EK 9EW v ~TIlUTaTo. 
Ol 8' OUK dKOUIlWS', ciAAa lTEl9apX4> cPpEvl 
OElTIVOV <T'> ETIOPUUVOVTO, vau~aTTlS' T' dVl)p 
TPOlTOlJTO Kc,'rITT1V uKaAllov cill<P' EUTlPETIlOV. 
ElTEl oE <PE yyoS' Y1AlOV KaTE<j>9l TO 
*Ka't VI:!I:~ ElTDEl*, lTelS' dvl)p h,(!:'ITfflS' CivC(~ 

, .. It" 9' r, \ ' .' *ES' vauv EXWPEl ~ naS' OlTl\WV ETII.CjT((Tq·~," 

"1':.(.:::1;' 8E T(i{U' lTapEKaAEl VEU> S' llaKpoS', 
lTA~OU(Jl 0' wS' EKa(JToS' ~v -1·(-;-(Cy;Jvc~;'. 
Ka't lTd VVVXOI 811 olciTfA-oOV Kael0TaactV 

Of I ' \ I 

VUW v (lIXJ.KT(S TIa VTU va UTLKOV I\EWV. 
*Ka't l"iJ~~ ExwPEt *, KOU llaA' 'EAA~v(tlV O'TpaToS' 
Kpu(~dLOV EKTfAOUV ouoallD KCiHL(JTaTo· 
ElTEl )'E IlEVTOL AEUKOlTWAoS' ~IlEpa 
TIa(Jav KaTE(JXE yaLav ElJ<pEyyl) S' lOELV, 

355 

360 

[368] 
[367]12 

365 

370 

375 

380 

385 

11 No systematic study of this has been undertaken; but while there are slriking exam,ples of the \ ~,rb~1 
linking of lyric amoebaea with trimeter passages (for instance, OC. 833-886, Heracltdae 73.-11O), s.ul:h 
linking seems rare with odes sung by the chorus alone, There is a noteworthy example In Ajax. linking 

604-5 wi lh 646. 
12 Murray's transposition of these lines is not accepted by all editors. 
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For a Greek man came from the Athenian force and told your son Xerxes this: 
when the darkness of black night fell, the Greeks would not stay there, but would 
leap up onto the bench~s an.d try t~ save thei.r liv~s by making a furtive escape, 
each one of them gOIng In a dIfferent dlTectlOn. Because Xerxes did not 
u!lderstand t~at thi~ Gre~k man. was tricking him, nor that the gods were against 
hIm, on heanng this he ImmedIately gave a pre-battle speech to his admirals as 
follows. As soon as the sun should cease burning the earth with its rays and 
dar~ess. should take over the regions of the sky, they were to arrange the column 
?f shIps In three rows, and the other ships were to surround and encircle Ajax's 
Island to guard the passageways leadin 0 out to the soundin 0 sea. If the Greeks 
avoided a .horrid fa~e, and found some w~y of escaping furtiv~ly with their ships. 
the prescnbed pumshment for all his men would be beheadino. This is what he 
said, and with a very optimistic heart, for he did not compreh~nd what the oods 
had in store. e 

And yet the [Greeks] prepared their dinner, in no disorderly manner but with 
hearts obedient to authority, and each seafaring man fastened his oar-handle to the 
peg, ready for rowing. When the sunlight failed and night came on, each man 
who was the king of his own oar embarked, as did each man who was master of 
his weapons. The banks of rowers called out in encouragement to each other 
down the length of the ships, and they made saiL each accordino to his 
instructions. And all night long the kings of the ships kept the entire na~al force 
moving to and fro. 

Night was departing, and the Greek force had not attempted any furtive escape 
whatever. As soon as the brilliant sight of daybreak and her white horses covered 
the earth, ... 

Michelini says: 

The passage in 357-385, which describes the night, uses elaborate techniques of 
repetition and ring-composition ... 

A cluster of themes - the supposed escape of the Greeks, the deceit of the gods, 
and the day-night opposition - recur at three key points in the narrative: in the false 
message (357-361), Xerxes' orders (364-373), and the moment of reversal at 
dawn (385-386). The passage of the long night of ciTTaTT] and false confidence is 
marked by an even more elaborate scheme of verbal echoes woven back and forth 
from line to line. There are chiming jingles [marked off in the text above with 
asterisks],13 word plays on Ta~lS' / Taaaw 14 and TIAOOV /TIAEW, and a lavish 
over-use of certain rather simple and obvious words and their compounds (e.g. 
TIuS', vauS' , vv~) all within the eleven or so lines describing Persian night 
maneuvers (375-385). This second class of repetitions is not used to mark off 
segments and is so trivial and pervasive as to lack any thematic significance. 

The result is a strong emphasis on sequence. Time expressions referring to the 
sun's rays (377 and 386) form a double ring, enclosing references to the progress 
of the night (378 and 384), and focussing fu~her attentio.n on the other,. non
thematic repetitions that bind the events of the mght together mt~rnal.ly from hne to 
line. The tension before the change-over, and the progressIve tIme sequence 
extendino throuohout the nioht are expressed with such an elaborate and florid use 
of traditional poetic tech~ique, because the poet is working at a rather 
unaccustomed task. The paratactic style which Aeschylus commanded excels at 
building upon or expanding an original situation, either through restatement or 

13 Michelini (1982) has the footnote "All three phrases head their hnes. The first two are not parallel; but 

the second hal yes of the verses are ... and this draws them together." 
14 Despite their proximity, noun and cognate verb have quite different meanings (contrdSt 298 TaX9ElS' . 

. Tci~lI'); Tci~lS' here = "line of ships" or "bank of oarsmen", while the verb means "ordered". 
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elaboration: .. paratactic style works through patterns which lead to expectations 
of symmetncal, though by no means stereotypical, resolutions. Dealino with a 
revers~l t~at is not a~ticipated in. the narrative, on the other hand. requires a 
subordInatIon o~ the nchness of thIS style to the demands of the time sequence. 
The speech achIeves th~ ~ffect of reversal through paratactic means, by using 
reversal as a theme, bUlldmg the speech around the most traditional pattern of 
change, the alternation of night and day. IS 

The repetition of opaall0 Kpvcpal4J from 360 as KpvcpalwS' opaallov in 370 and as 

KpvcpaLov EKTT Aovv in 385 illustrates persuasively in verbal tenns the first part of 

Michelini's analysis; it is worth noting that EKTI AOVS' and opaalloS' do not occur 

elsewhere in Aeschylus' surviving works, while KpvcpaioS' occurs otherwise only in 

Choephori 83. Similarly, what she calls 'chiming jingles' are to be seen as binding 

together the passage from 375 to 385 (unless of course they are due to scribal error). But 

what she calls 'over-use' of TTaS', vauS', and vut can be paralleled too often in Aeschylus 

for it to have any powerful binding force here. The concept of binding a narrative together 
is a useful tool for elucidating repetition, but like most such tools can dominate the critic's 
thinking, and appear when inappropriate. 

There are other noteworthy repetitions in this passage to which Michelini does not draw 

attention: that of CPPEVOS'/CPPEVL in the end-line position in 372/4 brings out the contrast 

between the vain confidence of Xerxes and the orderliness of the Greeks; 16 but that of 

Kae(aTaaavlKae(aTaTo also in the end-line position in 382/5 seems to have no special 

point, and to be a good illustration of Aeschylus' willingness to use the same word twice 

if it is the appropriate one, not feeling constrained to vary; Krohn proposed Kae' 

'LaTaaav, but not, presumably, to mitigate the repetition. The voices of the two 

occurrences are different because 382 describes what is going on from the point of view 

of the commanders giving instructions to the crews (active voice) while 385 takes the 

standpoint of the fleet, autonomously as it were refraining from flight (middle). 

3. The exhortation of Darius' ghost (832-838) and the final speech of the Queen (845-

851). 

Aa 

15 Michelini (1982) 109. 

au 0', W YEpala Il11TEP ~ :=:EPtOV cp(ATJa, 
EAeOva' ES' ot KOVS' Koa Ilovb oaTl S' ElmpETT~S' 
Aa~oua'c uTTavTla(Ed TTalO(e. TIaVTa yap 
KaKwvf UTI' aAyovS'9 AOKlOES' cillcpL aWllaTlh 
aTTJIlOppayoual TTOlKlAwV EaeTJllaTwvi. 
ciAA' atJTOV EUCPPOVWS' au TIpaVVOV AOYOlS" 
1l0VTJS' yap, oloa, aou KAuwvi civEtETal. 

835 

838 

I () Sullivan (1997) in her analysis of psychological tenninology in Aeschylus lists ¢PEVOS' in 372 
among uses of ¢Pr1V similar to those round in other poets, earlier and contempo~', and identifies the 
'phrenes' there as the source of speech (p. 31) and associated \\'ith joy (p. 37). ¢PEVl In 3:4 she claIms to 
be a use of ¢Pr11' not found in earlier or contemporary poets, as 'subject to authonty , She does not 
mention or seem to see any significance in the close repetition of the word. 
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Ba 

Darius 

Queen 

w Salllov, wS' IlE 1TOAl' EaEPXETal KaKwvf 
aA:YT}9, llaAlaTa S' ~& aUll<Popa &iKvEl, 
ciTllllav yE 1TalSoS'e cill<Pt. aWllaTLh 
Eu9T}llaTwvi KAuouaavi, ~ Vl v cill1TEXEl. 
ciAA' E11ll, Kat. Aa~ouaac Koallovb EK OOIlWV 
V1TaVTla(Elvd 1TalS'e EIlOV 1TElpaaollal. 
ou yap Ta <plATaT'a EV KaKolS'f 1TPo&JaoIlEV. 

845 

850 

B~t you, ag~d and beloved mother of Xerxes, go home, get 
sUItable clothIng for your son, and meet him. For in his anguish at 
the catastrophe he has completely ripped up the embroidered robes 
he was wearing into tattered threads. So calm him down wi th kind 
words; you, I know, are the only one he will be able to bear 
listening to .... 

o god, numerous harsh pains are afflicting me, but the misfortune 
which hurts me most of all to hear about is that my son is 
disgraced by his clothes on his body. I shall go and get robes from 
the palace and try to meet him. For I shall not fail those dear to me 
in a time of trial. 

The repetitions are indicated by superscript letters in the text above. In addition, there are 

two cases of variatio - from EA90ua' and OlKOUS' in 833 to ElIlL and 80llwV in 849. The 

Queen's speech has seven lines, and the words it picks up are in the seven lines of 

Darius' speech which are addressed to her)7 Strikingly, the repetitions show a roughly 

chiastic pattern: all six of the words repeated from the first three lines (832-4) recur in the 

last three (849-851), though one recurs also in 845-848, and both of the cases of variatio 

are from the former triad into the latter; while all six of the words repeated from 835-8 

recur in 845-8, though one recurs also in 851. 

Paley (1870) rejected the Queen's speech as spurious. I8 Broadhead (1960) finds 

"difficulties in it", but though repetitions might have been used by an interpolator to save 

himself trouble in composition, this comprehensive semi-chiastic series of them surely 

indicates a single hand. Nineteenth-century editors proposed a number of emendations to 

get rid of repetitions: Blaydes ax90uS' for aAyouS' in 835; Haeberlin ~8Tl for aAYTl in 846 

(retaining the MSS KaKa at the end of 845 - it is usually emended following Schlitz to 

KaKwv to parallel 835); and Weil lloU TEKVu,> in 850 (where the manuscripts have the 

dative of1TalS' in some form, 1TalS' EIlOV being due to Lobeck). 

17 The intervening lines include a couplet by the chorus which contains TlAYTlO'. 

18 But he branded many lines in the playas spurious, belieying it to ha\c been remodelled and subjected 

to interpolation. (Paley [1870] 171). 
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SECfION l(iii) SOME FURTHER TEXTUAL POINTS IN PERSAE RELEVANT 
TO REPETITION 

This section has a discussion of a few textual points to which repetitions are relevant _ 

either ones which illustrate matters discussed in this study, or ones to whose resolution it 
may contribute: 

1) al-l<pt. oE vOaTtv T4) ~aalAdtv 
Kat. iTOAUXPUaou aTpaTl<lS' ~Oll 
KaK0l-laVTlS' 

8 

10 

prophetic of disaster, anxious about the homecoming of the Kino and his oold-e e 
bedecked army 

All manuscripts have iTOAUXPUaou, except for M with iTOAUxpuaouS'. West (1998) prints 

Wecklein'siToAudvopou (Weil conjectured lTOAUXElP0S'). West explains his action: 

... the adjective [iTOAUxpuaou] appears purely ornamental and without point. The 
Elders are not concerned about the gold that the army has taken abroad but about 
the safety of a vast force of men. As they have used the word lTOAUxpuawv in the 
preceding sentence it is legitimate to suspect that iTOAUxpuaou in 9 is nothing but 
an accidental repetition. [West presumably means 'by a scribe' not 'by 
Aeschylus'] Aeschylus could, of course, repeat words at short intervals, and often 
does so. The argument is not that repetition is offensive in itself, but that here it 
gives a wrong emphasis. Wecklein's iTOAudvopou gives the true one ... it states 
the essential idea that is developed in the whole passage 12-58 ... 73 iTOAudvopou 
0' 'AalaS' ... 532ff TIEpawv TWV ... iTOAucivopwv aTpaTlclv ... "19 

West's argument is forceful, and the scribal error assumed is paralleled,20 but he does not 

mention the two further occurrences of iTOAUxpuaoS' in this anapaestic passage, which 

rather support the received text, accepted by Broadhead ("It was part of the poet's design 

to impress on the audience the wealth and splendour of the Persian realm; hence the 

repeated references to gold (iTOAUxpuaoS' occurs four times in the iTcipoooS' )"), by Belloni 

(1994), who adduces reasons similar to Broadhead's, and by Hall (1996). The case is not 

made out for changing the received text. 

2) opW oE <PEUYOVT' aLETov iTpoS' Eaxdpav 
<l>OL~OU· <po~tv 0' d<pOoyyoS' E<JTci0llV, <p[AOl· 
I-lEOUaTEpov oE KlPKOV Elaopw OpOl-ltv 
iTTEpOlS' E<poPl-laL VOVTa Kat. XllAalS' Kcipa 
TLAAOVO'· 

205 

But I saw an eagle taking refuge at the hearth of ~hoebus: m.y frie.nds, I stood 
there speechless with terror. Next I saw a hawk rushIng on beatmg WIngs towards 
the eagle, and tearing its head with its talons. 

The MS P, according to the collation in Dawe (1964) and the apparatus in Page (1975) (it 

is not mentioned in West [1998]), has a ypci<pETal variant <po~w for Opoll'-'t at the end of 

19 West (1990) 75. It is noteworthy that he, unlike many nineteenth-century editors, is a little shamefaced 

at emending to remove a repetition. 
20 See, for instance KaTaa¢ayaS" for KaTaaKa¢aS" under the influence of Taupoa¢ayouVTES" in Seprem 

46, discussed in Chapter 6, section 2(i). 
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207. Dawe says "8pOIl'V has long been suspected; but ... <P6~w must originally have 

been a gloss on not 8pOIl'V but TPOIl'V. which Zakas conjectured."21 Dawe goes on to 

speculate on the possibility of daopw 'v TPOIl4J meaning 'I saw with a thrill of fear', 

saying in a footnote "The presence of ¢o~'V in v. 206 cannot go unnoticed. but equally it 

is hard to see how it could actually have caused PYp'S reading in 207." Dawe may be 

assuming that ypa¢ETaL here, as at some other places in P, indicates a gloss rather than a 

variant reading;22 for Table 6.7 shows that repetition by scribal error in the following line 

is a common enough phenomenon, and here the striking assonance <Po(~ou/¢o~4l, 

followed by ¢ twice more in 206 might have reinforced the prominence of ¢O~4J in a 

scribe's mind. If ¢o~w was a gloss on TPOIl'V it must come from a manuscript other than 

P, since P reads 8pOIl'V with the rest of the manuscripts. It is preferable (Occam's razor) 

to regard ¢o~w as an erroneous scribal repetition rather than postulate (1) the corruption 

of 8pOIl'V to TPOIl4J, (2) the glossing of TPOIl'V by ¢o~w, (3) the loss of TPOIl4J from the 

tradition; or, if 8pOIl'V is not the true reading, (1) the corruption of TPOIl4J into 8pOIl4J, (2) 

the glossing of TPOIl'V by ¢o~w, (3) the ousting of the correct TPOIl4J from the whole of 

the tradition but the retention of the gloss in one small part of it (the need to lose also 'v 

adds to the complexity of this version of events). 

3) 292 

... nov 8' dvanTu~aS' na90S' 
295 

to speak or inquire about our sufferings ... speak, unfolding the whole suffering. 
(My translation) 

Broadhead defends the transmitted reading of these lines, but then conjectures (though 

without printing) noaTj in 292; Murray (1955) accepted and printed it. Neither Page 

(1972) nor West (1998) seems at all troubled by lTci9Tj, which Belloni (1994) also keeps. 

The repetition is not cited in Broadhead's argumentation, but presumably if an emendation 

were accepted, the repetition from a subsequent word would be invoked to explain the 

corruption. It appears from Table 6.7 that unequivocal cases of repetition from a 

following word are rarely more than one line apart, while this is two. The repetition 

lTa9Tj/lTa90S' here is supported by the repetition AE~aL/AE~oV. 

4) Ay. :::EP~TjS' IlEV alnoS' CD TE KaL ¢cioS' ~AElTEL. 
Sa EIlOlS' IlEV EllTaS' 8wllaaLv ¢cioS' IlEya 

Xerxes himself lives and looks upon the light. 

299 
300 

Mess. 
Queen What you have said brings a great radiance to my household, 

anyway, ... 

21 Dawe (1964) 173. 

22 Dawe (1964) 103. 
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A scholium on Aristophanes Ranae 1028 quotes 299 ending ~AE1TEl <!xioS': this order of 

words is adopted by Murray (1937) and (1954) and by some other editors. <!xios- is a 

good example of repetition with change of sense; Broadhead (1960) says of it in 300 that 

it "takes up <!>rioS' in 299, but in the epic sense of the joy of victory or deliverance", and 

Silk describes the Queen's reply as 'triumphantly punning' .23 There is no reason to prefer 

the order of words in the scholiast's quotation (quotations are even more liable to 

corruption than substantive texts); Aeschylus elsewhere uses both word-orders (<p. ~. in 

261 and Agamemnon 1646, and ~. <p. in Eumenides 746) and the only other tragic 

examples are <paoS' ~AE1TEl in Euripides fragment 65 line 20,24 and ~AETIWV <paoS' in 

Rhesus 971. Broadhead says "If Aesch. wrote ~AE1TEl <paoS', the MS reading may be due 

... to the position of <paoS' in the following line"; but inversion of the order of words is a 

frequent corruption in manuscripts, and does not need a special explanation. For instance, 

in this very play all manuscripts except QKP have the unmetrical ETIoS' ElTIElV for 

EL1TElV ETIoS' at the end of714. 

5) AlAaloS' 'ApaallllS' TE Kapy~aTllS' TPl TOS' 308 
oU)' all<PL v~aov T~V 1TEAElo9pEllllova 
VlKWIlEVOl Kuplaaov laxupav X96va· 310 
1TllydlS' TE NElAOU yEl TOVWV ALYU1TTlOU 
'APKTEUS', 'AbEUllS', KaL t <pPEaEUllS' TPl TOS' 
<PapvouxoS', o'lbE vanS' EK IllUS' 1TEaov. 

Lilaios and Arsames, and thirdly Argestes - they rammed in defeat the tough 
ground of the dove-breeding island. Arkteus (neighbour of the springs of 
Egyptian Nile), Adeues and thirdly [ ... ] Phamouchos - they fell from a single 
ship. 

There are many other textual difficulties in the above extract from the Messenger's 

enumeration of lost Persians, but the one relevant to this study is the repetition of Tp( TOS' 

at the end of 308 and 312. Broadhead (1960) cites Butler (1816) objecting to the repetition 

of TPl TOS' after 308 as betokening poverty of invention and as altogether unworthy of a 

great poet "qui hic mirum in modum variavit",25 and Paley's view that 311-13 is a 

spurious addition, the construction being ""a mere repetition of what has just preceded, 

namely an enumeration of names with Tp( TOS' and o'lbE ."26 Broadhead goes on to 

observe that "mere repetition is far from being a serious objection: it may quite well be 

laid to Aesch.' s charge", but then expresses some doubts about the genuineness - or at 

least freedom from corruption - of312. Assael, far from doubting it, sees poetic power in 

the threefold repetition of the numbers 3 and 10,000, culminating balefully in their 

combination in 30,000.27 (There is IlUplaS' in 302, and 314-315 read XpuaEvS' 

23 Silk (1974) 90. But Wei!, characteristically, proposed <t>E'Y'YOS' for <t>cioS'. 

24 Austin (1968), from Erechtheus. 

25 Butler was not an opponent of repetition in general; he admired, for instance that in 541-3. 

26 Paley (1870); as obseryed aboye Paley branded many lines in the playas spurious. 

27 Assael (1993) 19-20; her words are ··ces chiffres se combinent entre eux et its prennent unc 
signification malefique." 
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MaTaAAOS' IlUplOVTapxOS' 8avwv I 'llTTTOV IlEAal vllS' ~YEIlWV TPLallvptaS'.) This may 

be an over-indulgent reading, but Hall perceptively draws attention to the thematic and 

metaphorical emphasis on counting throughout Persae. 28 The earlier editors were wrona 
e-

to doubt the repetition of Tp( TOS'; it is hard to see why an actor or interpolator should have 

sought to out-Aeschylus Aeschylus in adding to the catalogue of fallen Persians. If the 
lines were a marginal parallel, where could they have come from? (The answer 
'Phrynichus' Phoenissae' suggests itself, but is fanciful in the extreme) . 

6) . . . 8aAaaaa 0' OUKET' ~v tOElV 
vauaYLwv IT A~8ouaa KaL <povou ~pOTWV, 
aKTaL oE VEKPWV XOLpaoES' T' E:TTA~8uov. 

420 

and it was no longer possible to glimpse the sea, which was brimmino with 
wrecked ships and dead men. The shores and reefs were brimming ['abrim,omioht 
give the flavour better, since the Greek words are very similar rather than 
identical] with corpses. 

Hall (1996) points out that words with the stem lTA1l8-, extremely common throughout the 

play, are piled up on one another (413,420,421,429,432) "like the Persian corpses 

themselves." But Headlam, in the fashion of a nineteenth-century editor, proposed T' 

av80vaa for lTA~8ouaa (comparing Agamemnon 659) to remove the repetition in 420/1.29 

Though I1AH is possible as an uncial corruption of TAN influenced from the next line the 

text should not be suspected and, in any case, in Agamemnon 659 (OPWIlEV dv80uv 

lTEAayoS' Aiyaiov VEKPOlS') dv8EW governs the dative. 

7) Ay 
Sa 

TE8vclaLV ataxpwS' OUCJKAEEGTanv 1l0P0· 
Ol 'yw TaAaLva aUllcpopclS' KaKTlS', cplAOl. 
lTOltV lloptV oE TOlJaOE <PDS' oAwAEvaL; 

445 

Mess. 
Queen 

they died shamefully by the most inglorious of fates. 
Oi, how wretched I am at this terrible misfortune, friends. How do 

you say these men died? 

If it were the only reading, 1l0PtV in both 444 and 446 would be just another example of a 

slightly disconcerting repetition; disconcerting at least if Hall's translation is rightly 
nuanced, so that on the first time it is met it is a weighty word, but on the second it is little 

more than a filler, the sentence turning on oAWAEVaL. A better translation of 446 might 

however be 'By what fate do you say these man died?', when flOPtV has weight on both 

occaSIons. 

Several manuscripts (BHed and perhaps yae) read TTOT~W in 444. This is adopted by 

West (1998) as lTOTlltV. Dawe puts it down to a "gloss on the l10lpa sense of ~6po,,;-",3() 

but then goes on to speculate that it may have come from 446, and that the true reading 

there was lTOltV oE lTOTlltV, lTOTIl4l being glossed by 110P4J. That is a complex theory, and 

28 Hall (1996) 25. 

29 Headlam (1898) 190; Wakerield tried ETT~VeEOV in 42l. 

30 Dawe ( 1964) 95. 
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lTOTIlOS' is much commoner in tragedy with the first syllable short than with it long. West 

is probably assuming that 1l0P41 in 444 was a gloss expelling lTOTIl41 from most of the 

tradition;31 it might have been a scribal error induced by IlOP41 in 446, even though it 

appears from Table 6.7 that unequivocal cases of repetition from a following word are 

rarely more than one line apart. But for speakers in dialogue to pick up words from each 
other is normal and natural both in literature and life (see Chapter 7), and not to be 

emended away here. lTOTIl41 is either a gloss (though a search of scholia in TLG have 

found none where lTOTlloS' is a gloss rather than being glossed) or a scribal removal of an 

authorial repetition, of which there are examples in Chapter 6. 

8) Ba 

Ay 

Queen 

Mess. 

au 8' EllTE, vawv a'L lTE<pEuyaalv 1l0pov 
lTOV Taa8' EAEllTES" oraea aTJIl~val TOpWS'; 
vawv 8~ Tayot TWV AEAElllllEVWV au8TJv 
KaT' oupOV OUK EiJKOallOV aipOVTal <PUY~V' 
(JTpaToS' 8' 6 AOllTOS' EV TE BOlWTWV XeOVl 
8lWAAUe', ... 

478 

480 

But you, tell me, which of the ships evaded destruction? Where 
did you leave them? Do you have knowledge so that you can give 
me a clear i ndi cati on? 
The commanders of the remaining ships hurriedly took to flight in 
disorder with a following wind. The rest of the force began dying 
off in the Boeotian land ... 

The root of AEllTW occurs three times in this passage. It varies in its connotation, and Hall 

gives a different rendering in each case. In place of AEAElllllEVWV there is some MSS 

authority (YaQ and ypa<pETal variants in BP and - as EAEAEYIlEVWV - H) for 

AEAEYIlEVWV. Though picking up a word used by a previous speaker is common and 

often effective in dialogue, AEAEYIlEVWV meaning 'the ships you have spoken of' ,32 i.e. 

those which evaded destruction, seems preferable to AEAElllllEVWV meaning 'the ships 

which I have left' - the meaning expected after EAEllTES'; despite Agamemnon 517, where 

the sense of AEAElllllEVOV in aTpaTov AEAElllllEVOV 80poS' is much helped by Sopos-, 

'the ships which got away from the Greeks' seems more difficult. Broadhead (1960) says 

that vawv TWV AEAElllllEVWV echoes the Queen's vawv a'L TTE<pEuyaal v 1l0pOV; but 

EAEl TTES' interferes with that echo. AEAElllllEVWV as an error for AEAEYIlEVWV would be 

easy just after EAEl TTES', and though it has been shown that repetitions are sometimes 

removed in transmission, that error is much the rarer. [ prefer AEAEYIlEVWV. 

It remains odd that after a question from the Queen about the ships the Messenger gives 

all his details about the land-army. But that oddity has nothing to do with repetition. 

31 For what it is worth, llopoS' is nearly twice as common in tragedy as TTOTIlOS' (87 as against 45 
occurrences in the non-fragmentary plays), but in Aeschylus it occurs 54 times and TTOTIlOS' ol1l~ 4. 
llopoS' may therefore be thought the more likely to be used as a gloss. 

32 This, rather than 'chosen', is the sense of AEAE'YIlEVOS' elsewhere In Aeschylus - Seplem 424 and 4.'1:". 
CllOepllOri 778 and Eumenides 675. 
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9) VilaS' OE Xp~ 'TrL TOlCJOE TOlS' TfETrpaYIlEVOLS' 
TrlCJTOlCJl TrlCJTG ~UIl<PEPElV ~ouAEUllaTa· 

527 

You should contribute trustworthy counsels about what has happened to us who 
trust you. 

Hall's translation has to add 'to us', which does not appear in the text, to make sense; and 

in her note she says that 'TrlCJTOlCJl' might just possi bly refer to the Chorus rather than to 

the Queen - "You must take faithful counsel among your faithful selves." 

Broadhead (1960) discusses the interpretation, and the possibility that TflCJTOlCJl is: 

corrupt, and should be replaced by some entirely different word, in spite of the 
idiomaticjuxtaposition ofTrlCJTolCJL and TflCJTa. If TrlCJTolCJl (TflCJTOlS' some MSS) 
is corrupt, the corruption may have been due to the copyist's eye catching TrlCJTcl 
when he was about to write the first word of the line. 

Subsequent editors do not pursue this idea, but Dawe describes 528 as 'very difficult' .33 

It is to be noted that most manuscripts, including M, have the unmetrical TflCJTOLS', and Ya 

has TrUOTOlS', deliberately because it is glossed oloaKToLS'. Something may therefore be 

wrong. It would seem natural for a dative adjective following 'TfL TOLCJOE TOLS' 

TrETrpaYIlEvolS' to be in agreement with the phrase and describe what has happened; but 

we have to assume TrlCJTOlCJl is quite unconnected with the words before. TfUCJTOlCJl must 

not be dismissed out of hand; it could go with TOlS' TfETrpaYIlEvOlS' and be translated 

'these events we have learnt of'. But TrVCJTOS' is a word whose very existence in classical 

Greek is dubious - it turns up again as a variant in P and scholia for TflCJTOS' in 

Prometheus 917, and otherwise only in Eustathius and Herodian. Blomfield's TflCJTWS- TG 

TrlCJTG keeps the word-play and avoids many of the difficulties. 

However, TrlCJTOLCJl should perhaps simply be obelised. Though this study has found no 

precise parallel, scribal error could easily have assimilated the original word into an 

Aeschylean polyptoton very like Il~ Kal Tl npoS' KaKolCJl TrpoCJ8~Tal KaKov three lines 

later and W TflCJTcl TrlCJTWV in 681. 

10) at. 0' a~poyoOl ITEPCJlOES' dvopwv 
Tr08EovCJal lOELV dpTl(vytaV, 
AEKTPWV EUVclS' a~poX(TwvaS' 

541 

The softly-wailing women of Persia who long to see their recent bridegrooms, the 
soft sheets of their nuptial beds ... 

For a~p6-yoOl {yP offers dKPO- and D dvopo- . Blomfield (1818) adopts dKPOYOOl from 

a conjecture by Pauw because of the repetition. Broadhead (1960) says on a~poyooL: 

cf. a~ponEv8ElS' 135, restored from the Schol. for MS dKPOTfEV8EL S'. Although 
a~pox( Twvas- follows in 543, there is no need to ac~ept Blo.mf.'~ dKpOYOOl: it is 
thoroughly Aeschylean to lay the colours on thickly m drawmg his picture of the 
'refinements' of Oriental ways. 

3J Dawe (1964) 88. 
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Broadhead is surely right, but the MSS variants are interesting. ~ and K are easily 

confused in minuscule, but I has a note (TauTov T<{) aKpOTIEV6ElS') showing that aKpo

came from comparison with the text he had for 135. D's dvopo- must be due to the 

following avopwv. Chapter 6, section 2 has found many instances parallel to this of D's, 

where a word is corrupted, often to a non-existent or totally inappropriate word. by a later 

one;34 the word here is non-existent, though not inappropriate. 

11) <plAOl, KaKwv IlEV oaTlS' EIlTIELpoS' KVPEl 598 
E1TlaTaTal ~poTolalv wS' oTav KAUbwv 
KaKwv E1TEA8lJ 1TavTa OELllalVELV <plAEl, 600 
oTav 0' 6 oalllWV EUPOfj, 1TE1T0l8EvaL 
TOV aUTov alEl oalllov' OUPlElV TUXllS'. 

Friends, whoever has experience of ill knows that when a wave of ill comes upon 
people they are usually completely terrified. But when the god sends calm currents 
they usually become convinced that the same god of luck will always waft them 
on. 

(My translation) 

The above is the reading of virtually all manuscripts; most editors following Weil emend 

to alEv aVEllov. One motive may have been dislike of the repetition oalllwV . . . 

oalilova; Broadhead (1960) rightly observes that by itself it is not really objectionable 

(indeed, the translation shows that it is natural in English; the repetition that jars is that of 

KaKwv/ills), but, says Broadhead: 

the phrase Oatllova. TUXllS' has seemed to many scholars all but 
impossible ... The two words seem here to be practically synonymous, and, 
as there is no exact parallel to the phrase, editors have been quick to assume 
corruption (TuxaS' and TUXllV have been proposed); but as there is not any 
doubt that oalllWV could be used in a wholly impersonal sense for 'fortune' 
(good or bad), we might well render 'the oalllWV (lot) bestowed by fortune'; 
alternatively, but perhaps less probably, we could explain OOtllova TUXllS' as a 
pleonastic expression, like aVIl<popa TIa80vS' in 436. With the former 
explanation compare Pindar's phrase Tuxa oalilOVOS' (01 VIII, 67 .. )., 'the 
TUXll bestowed by a god'. We may supply a<puS' oralJTov as obj. to OVPLElV, 
which, however, might be intr.: cf. the intr. use of ETTOVp((W, KaTovpl(W. 

Belloni (1994) also retains the MSS text, but the parallels he cites for oalllWV TUXllS' 

seem to be rather for TUXlloalIlOVOS'. Schinkel (1973), as usual very reluctant to emend a 

repetition away, renders 'Daimon, der Gluck bringe and supports the reading by the 

assonance with oElllalvElv in 620 and the later Oatllova LlapElov in 620-1. Weil's 

conjecture is little short of brilliant. But the continuance of the metaphor from KAUOWV 

through EUpofj to OVPLELV supports the retention of the traditional text. It is not 

surprising, given the assonance here, that one manuscript offers EVpOELl' as a ypa<pETal 

variant foroupLELv, or that Lennep proposed oup(alJ for EUPOl]. 

34 The one from aU&w~Evw to dv8w~EV41 in Septem 678 is Indeed similar. 
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12) d~<pOTEpa' OLTIAOUV ~ETWTIOV ~v OVOlV oTpaTEv~clTOL1'. 
Both. There was a double front with two forces. 

720 

Most manuscripts read UTpaTllAc1TOLV or -Ac1TaLV. But 'forces' not· oenerals' must be 
o 

right, and uTpaTllAclTOLvlaLv a scribal deformation under the influence of EOTpaTTjAGTEL 

three lines earlier. The question, discussed by Dawe,35 is whether the oTpaTEuflclTOL v of 

QKP is the preservation of the true reading or a Byzantine emendation. The line has 
another interest as repeating ideas rather than words; the duality of army and navy is 

expressed by d~<poTEpa, OlTIAOUV, OVOlV and the dual number. 

13) Ba 
Aa 

Queen 

... YVW~TjS' bE TIOl) TLS' 8aL~OVWV ~vv~~aTo. 
<PEU, ~EyaS' TlS' ~A8E 8a(~wv, WOTE ~~ <pPOVElV KaAws-. 

724 

But perhaps some god helped in the plan [sc. to bridge the 
Bosporus]. 

Darius Alas, some great god came and so he (Xerxes) judged wrongly. 

The apparatus in West (1998) has "possis ~A8' aAc10Twp (cf. 354), at v. Cho. 119". This 

reminds one of a nineteenth-century attempt to remove a repetition which is itself pointed 
and indeed natural; a divine power may have helped in the audacious bridging plan, but 

the outcome was disastrous. Why should Aeschylus have distinguished two divinities, 
TlS' oal~ovwv and dAc10TWp? 

14) Ba 
Aa 

Queen 
Darius 

~aVTLKOS' oTpaToS' KaKW8ELS' TIE(OV WAEOE OTpaTOV. 
WOE TIa~ TI~bTjV bE AaoS' TIelS' KaTE<p8apTal bopt; 

728 

The sea-army's affliction brought about the loss of the land-army. 
Has the whole force been thus destroyed by enemy action? 

On 728 the apparatus in West (1998) has "WAEOE Aaov R; possis -OEV AEWV (cf. 383)", 

and on 729 for AaoS' TIelS' "TIelS' OTpaTOS' WE TIelS' OTpaTTjYoS' A" .36 oTpaToS' and AaoS' 

are often glossed by each other,37 and it is surprising that West should have thought it 

worth paper to consider emending R into metre; the repetition in the received text is 

rhetorically apt. As for 729, the use of AaoS' suggests that it is to be thought of as 

comprising two oTpaTo(. The variant oTpaToS' (which would be the third occurrence of 

the word in two lines, to be followed by another in 731) is virtually unmetrical (in only 

two cases in tragedy does the second metron of a trochaic tetrameter not end with a word

end), and TIelS' oTpaTTjYoS' actually unmetrical. oTpaToS' must be a gloss or scribal 

repetition, its intrusion being followed by the transposition of TIGS' to give a semblance of 

metre; TIelS' UTpaTllY0S' must be an aberration by a scribe with TIGS' oTpaToS' before him. 

35 Dawe (1964) 133. 

36 R, W and A are manuscripts not collated by Dawe (1964)~ E West's siglum for a group Dawe reports 
individually. One of the manuscripts West (1998) groups as A is physically the same as L for Eunpides 
and Zo for ·Sophocles, but according to West the Aeschylean section was transcri bed before it came under 

the influence of Triclinius. 

37 e.g. scholia on 244 TOU oTpaTou. ~TOl TOU Aaou KaL TOU OTpaTEUj.laTOS' aOO 347 OVTW TlS' OOlllwl' 
KaTE¢8ELpE TOV Aaov ~TOl TOV oTpaTov H0V TIEPOWV. wAEoE Aaal' could also be a remIniSCenCe, or 
parallel that has got into the text, of I1iad'2'2 107 "EKTwp ~¢l ~(TJ¢l TTl8~oaS' wAEoE Aaav. 
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15) Ba 1JPO~ Tao' WS ~Lo~awv )lEV ,daTv ~av KEvaVOptav aTEVEl. 730 
~a w TTOTTOl KEOVllS apwYllS KaTTlKovplas aTpaTov. 

Queen Yes: not only does all Susa lament its emptiness of men ... 
Darius Alas for the trusty protection and assistance the army gave! 

In place of KEovfls many manuscripts (VNNdOY AI'YPPYp) have KEV~S. This is an 

attractive reading, and has been printed by some editors, e.g. Canter (1580) and 

Blomfield (1818). Blomfield explains his preference thus: -, KEVflS' spectat quodammodo 

ad KEvaVOptav in superiore versu."38 Transferring the emptiness from the city of Susa to 

the army that could not defend it would be very Aeschylean - perhaps more Aeschylean 

than the irony in KEOVTlS .39 Although the loss of 0 following KEvaVOptav in the previous 

line is a more likely corruption than its addition, this study has shown that manuscripts do 
quite often erroneously remove repetitions. There are two instances in Aeschylus where a 

copyist undoubtedly omitted 0 in KE8vos: Septem 407 and Persae 142; in both however 

the error was in a single manuscript and was corrected. I prefer KEVfls here. 

16) KTELvovaa Alll~ TOUS UTTEPTTOAAOUS ayav 794 

This foreshadows a passage ringing the changes on UTIEP- compounds, especially with 

KOIlTToS, and <ppov- forms and compounds: 

WS OUX UTTEP<PEU 9VllTOV oVTa XP~ <pPOVElV. 820 
U~PLS yap E~av90Da' EKapTTwaEv aTaxuv 
aTllS, 89EV TIaYKAauTov E~allq 9EpOS. 
TOLUV8' OPWVTES TWVOE T(iln Tlllla 
IlEIlVT)a9' 'A911VWV cEAAaoos TE, 1l110E TLS 
UTTEpcppov~aas TOV TTapovTa oalllova 825 
aAAwv Epaa9Els OA~OV EKXElJ IlEyav. 
ZEUS TOl KOAaaTT)S TWV urrEpKOll rrwv ayav 
cppOVllllaTWV ETTEaTLV, Eu9uvos ~apus. 
rrpos TaUT' EKElVOV, awcppOVElV KEXPllIlEVOL, 
TIL vuaKET) EUAOYOlGl VOU8ET~llaal v, 830 
Afl~aL 9EO~A.a~ouv8' UlTEPKOIl Tf41 9paan . 

. . . that mortals must not overrate themselves in their thoughts; for hubris 
flowered and produced a crop of calamity, and from it reaped a harvest of 
lamentation. Consider what the penalties for this are like, and remember Athens 
and Greece, so that no-one may overscom the situation god has put him in, lust 
after what belongs to others, and pour away great prosperity. For Z:eus sta.nds 
over and chastises overweening minds, and he is a stern assessor. So lfl the lIght 
of this use sensible words of warning to admonish Xerxes to behave temperately 
and st~p offendino the oods with his boasts and overweening confidence. 

(Translati~n byo Hall (1996); the words in red altered to bring out the 
repetitions) 

Somethino similar is found in Septem 391-410, with UlTEPKOIlTIOlS', lmEpKOIlTIOL' and o 

UTTE PcPpovas following one another in quick succession. UTfE PKoflTTOS is virtually 

unknown to Greek literature outside these two plays - otherwise, it is cited from 

anapaests by Menander. 

38 Blomfield (1818) 68. 
39 Stanford (l942) cites examples of 'irony and sarcasm' In Aeschylus, but misses this one. 
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In 794 modem editors' reading UTTEPTTOAAOVS' is found only in M before correction to 

VTTE PTTW AOVS' , and is unknown to the scholia.4o The other manuscripts are, in effect, 

divided between the remarkable UTTEPTTWAOVS', which e.g. Blomfield (1818) accepted. 

with a scholiast's interpretation "KTElvovaa Al~4i TOUS' TTOAVlTTTTOVS' ITEpaaS''', and 

UTTEPKOIl TTOVS', which also makes an appearance in the scholia. It would be like 

Aeschylus to repeat UTTEPKOIl TTOVS', having in his head an unusual word expressing the 

Persians' excessive pride, and overusing it; but this is its first appearance, it is not 
particularly appropriate in the context of famine in 794, and its replacement in part of the 

tradition by UTTEPTTOAAOvS'/TTWAOVS' would be hard to explain; it must be a marginal 

parallel from 826. The scholia show that UTTEPTTWAOVS' was an old reading, but it occurs 

nowhere else, and is dubious Greek (UTTE pOl vov in Polyaenus Stralegemata 8.25.1 seems 

the only parallel for a UTTEP- compound with the sense 'having much/too much of a 

commodity'); it could be explained as a very ancient misinterpretation of a fifth-century 

B.C. Attic rTTEPITOAOL. It is hard to explain why it should have ousted UTTEPTTOAAOVS' 

from so much of the tradition. UTTEPTTOAAOVS' is nevertheless the reading with the most 
point, and should be retained, though with no great confidence. 

17) 

XO. 

'LET' alav~ KaL TTavoovpTOV 
oua9poov auoav. oalllwv yap 80' au 

I , " , IlETaTPOTTOS' ETT EIlOl. 
~aw TOl KaL TTavoovpTOV 
AaoTTa9~ TE (JE~((WV aA( TVTTa TE ~apT] 
TTOAEWS' YEvvaS' TTEV9T]T~POS'. 
KAay~w 0' au yoov ap(oaKpvv. 

941 

945 

Xerxes Let out a ceaseless and dismal harsh-voiced noise, for this god has 
changed course against me. 

Chorus I shall indeed let out a dismal noise [945 is very corrupt] of a 
grieving city race. I shall shriek again a tearful lament. 

The above text is virtually that printed by Canter (1580), and will serve to represent the 

manuscripts.4 1 It will be seen that echoes are almost as much a feature of this lyric 

dialogue as of the amoebaeon analysed in Section 1(ii): the Chorus repeat forms oCl T]~l, 

and KaL TTavoovpTOV and au from Xerxes; YEvvaS' also repeats with Xerxes' YE VV<;t in 

the strophe, and TTEV9T]T~POS' and dp(oaKpvv echo 9pT]VT]T~POS' and TToAuoaKpvv in 939 

and 940 - the Chorus's own section of the strophe.42 

40 tnTEprrOAAous- presumably means "the ovemumerous", though Hall's translation "any excess 
population" implies that Aeschylus was a disciple of Malthu~. and I?arwm, ~d saw. ad\'antage m the 
reduction of the population of Attica by famine so that only fIt. soldIers ~ur\"lve; the Idea dId h?wev~r 
occur in the Epic Cycle Cypria, in which, according to a schohum on IlIad I 5, Zeus seemg TT]V yrW 
~apOUIlEVTjJI urr' dvepwrrwv rroAurrATje(as- caused first the. Theban then the Trojan \\ars. The \\ord 
lJ1TEprrOAUS- is found also once in pseudo-Demosthenes and tWIce In Xenophon. 

4J Canter followed some manuscripts with aLm'llJI for atmf]; since he did not recognise the strophic 
responsion with 931-40 he did not find some of the problems which beset modem edItors. . . 

42 In addition, the manuscript C has the noteworthy error AaOepOOJI in Q'+2. a partIal repetItion 01 
Aaorraef] following in 945. 
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Modem editors generally bring 941 into responsion with the strophe by deleting Kat. and 

replacing rrav68upTOV with rrclv8upTOV. 944-5 is more problematic; West says 

"rrclv{ 0 }8UpTOV in 944 appears to be a mistaken repetition of words in 941. It is unlikely 

that the chorus would echo Xerxes' adjective, and even if they did, the Kal would be 

impossible."-n West (1998) prints ~uw TOl Kat. rrclVU, Aaou I rrcl6Ea UE~l(WV. It is not 

clear why West thinks the chorus would be unlikely to echo Xerxes' adjective; 

contrariwise Hall says on 990-1 "It is remarkable that Xerxes here imitates the chorus' 

diction as he responds to them, whereas in the rest of the diroe he takes the lead in 
e 

introducing new language and ideas." West's version itself assumes a partial echo, and 

rrclvu is a prosaic word, rare in tragedy; West points out, however, that three of its five 

tragic appearances are in Aeschylus and argues that the similarity with 941 led to total 

assimilation. It must be doubtful whether the answer to the problems of this passage have 
been found yet. 

18) OAOOllS' drrEAElrrOV 
TuplaS' EK vaoS' 
" , " ...... EppoVTaS' Err aKTalS' 
LaAal-UVlclUl, UTU¢EAOU 
6ElvovTaS' Err' dKTUS' 

962 

965 

I left them behind, destroyed, disappearing from Tyrian ships onto the coasts of 
Salamis, striking against the harsh coast. 

Broadhead ( 1960) says: 

Err' dKTalS' ... EIT' dKTUS' has seemed suspicious to many edd.: aKpalS' was 
proposed for the former by Weil, for the latter by Pauw. Wil. does not find the 
repetition objectionable, since 'aKTal merely gives the locality, while aKT~ refers 
to the sea-coast itself.' 

A very similar repetition is found in the manuscript of Euripides Electra 44112, where 

Orelli's aKpaS', with short initial syllable, for the second dKTGS' is guaranteed by 

responsion; here, on the other hand, we want a long initial syllable. Wilamowitz's 

argument reads like special pleading; those critics who find repetition objectionable do not 

usually distinguish between repetition with change of sense and repetition with the same 

sense. Broadhead sees the repetition reminding us of the Messenger's description in 

302f., where the adjective UTU¢AOUS' is very like UTU¢EAOU here; while Belloni (1994) is 

reminded of 272-3 (LaAalllvoS' dKTal). Err' dKTUS' at the end of the anti strophe is 

supported by dKTclV at the end of the strophe (954), by the parallelism between EppovTaS' 

Err' (964) and 6ElvovTaS' Err' (966), and indeed by the prevalence of echoes in the 

whole kommos. 

-B West( 1990) p. 91. 
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CHAPTER 8, SECfION 1 EXCURSUS ON MS Lambeth 1203. 

Of this manuscript Blomfield (1818) says in his preface: 

Sed nescio an vere dixerim librum istum a me collatum fuisse. Et enim quum 
occasio codicis evolvendi insperanti mihi oblata esset, summa cum festinatione, 
sine Aeschylo impresso, et memoriae tantum fidens perlegi. 

Nor have I made a full collation, and the interest of one would lie more in its relevance for 

the late Byzantine transmission of Aeschylus than in any contribution to the reconstitution 

of his text. But the manuscript does demonstrate the openness of the recension. It has 

many points of resemblance to P (e.g. in 2 it has nlaTcl 'utroque accentu', and in 262 it 

has 0 written over the W of llaKpo~lwTOS'). However, in 601 it shares the strange error 

0llalllWV for ° oalllwV with H; in 300 o61laal for oWllaalv with KMac, and in 1077 

To'laoE for TOl OE with~. It demonstrates its connection with but sturdy independence 

of P in 215, where P, alone among Dawe (1964)'s manuscripts, has IlEPWV as a 

ypa¢ETal variant for Il11TEP; Lambeth 1203 puts IlEPWV in the text, with Il11TEP as a 

ypa¢ETal variant - apparently its only such. 

The most remarkable error is found in the passage 775-78: 

, ~, , ~'\ 

. . . TOV uE auv uOI\W 
'ApTa¢PEVT]S' EKTElVEV Ea9A6S' EV o61l0lS', 
~vv dvopaolv ¢lAOlalv, 01S' T6o' ~v XpEOS'. 
[EKTOS' oE Mapa¢lS', E~OOIlOS' 0' 'ApTa¢PEvllS'.J 

775 

778 

He was killed in the palace by noble Artaphrenes, along with some friends whose 
obligation it was. Sixth came Maraphis, seventh Artaphrenes, and then myself. 

778 is bracketed by many editors, as totally inconsistent with any other account of Persian 

history. The scribe of Lambeth 1203 wrote OEVTEP0S' for E~OOIlOS'. This is not a normal 

scribal error. Presumably he was thinking about what he was writing, realised that 

Artaphrenes had appeared a couple of lines earlier, and concluded that this must be a 

second Artaphrenes. 
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CHAPTER 8 SECTION 2 REPETITION IN THE AJAX OF SOPHOCLES 

As usual, the text of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) - Dain & Mazon ( 1958), their 

Bude edition, has been the basis for the statistical analysis, but the Oxford Classical Texts 

Pearson (1928) and of Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a), the Teubner of Dawe (1996) and 

the editions of Stanford (1963) and Garvie (1998) have also been used. Relevant 

observations in the editions of Jebb (1896) and Kamerbeek (1963) have been noted, as 

have ones by Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990b). -l-t The article by Easterling (1974) 

Repetition in Sophocles has been particularly useful. 

SECTION 2(i) ANALYSIS OF REPETITIVENESS IN PARTS OF AJAX 

The figures in Chapter 4 reveal nothing remarkable about the propensity to repetition in 

Ajax; the index for the play is close that for the Sophoclean corpus as a whole: only two 

plays have more same-line repetitions per 100 trimeters, but only one has fewer 

repetitions in the same and adjacent lines. Ajax is generally accepted following Reinhardt 

(1977) as being the earliest of the surviving plays of Sophocles; but there is no discemi ble 

trend in the repetitiveness of this playwright. 

9.6% of the repetitions in trimeters in Ajax are of dv~p, the word most frequently 

repeated (47 times in all). 14 of these repetitions are in the 84 trimeters 1318 to 1401, the 

15 individual occurrences of dv~p in those trimeters are followed by three more in the 

closing anapaests. Only five of the 18 refer to Ajax; two refer to Odysseus, two to 

Teucer, one to Agamemnon, two to groups present on stage, and six are general (though 

one of them implies Odysseus and another implies Ajax). 

Chapter 5 Section 1 found a weak correlation between the figure for repetitions in the 

same or adjacent lines and the proportion of stichomythic or distichomythic dialogue in 

the sections of Ajax, and a negative correlation, due entirely to the monologue 646-692, 

between the number of trimeters in speeches and the total number of repetitions. Table 8.3 

looks separately at four different parts of Ajax. Two are scenes with two characters -

430-595 with Ajax and Tecmessa, and 961-1184 with Teucer and Menelaus; both scenes 

including long speeches and stichomythic dialogue. Two are monologues by Ajax - 646-

692 where he is the only speaker between two choral odes, and 815-865 where he is, 

most unusually for any scene in tragedy after the prologue, absolutely alone without even 

a chorus. 

-+-t- In the absence of any other indication, references in this section to the above editors are to their texts 
and apparatuses as appropriate, and references to Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990b) are to the notes on the 

lines in question, between pages 9 and 41. 
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TABLE 8.3 

REPETITIVENESS IN FOUR SCENES IN Al AX 

$~q~iqf) __ __ ~_,_430-595 646-692 815-865 
Index 8.36 3.57 
Intervals 

same 

I up to 1 
2.4 

5.99 
o 

2.13 

961-1162 
6 8.25 

5.89 
5.89 

4.5 
9.5 

Ajax's first monologue is strikingly different from the other three scenes, the statistics for 

all of which are much more like those for the playas a whole. Although it includes no 

repetition in the same line, and only one in adjacent lines, it does not have a less poetic or 

rhetorical feel about it; it is rather that the figures are of antithesis (648 - <pun T' a811Aa 

Kat <paVEVTa KpUTITETal), (665 EXepWV a8wpa 8wpa), metaphor (651 - EellAUVellV 

uTolla) and even simile (651 - ~a<pD u(811PoS' wS') more than of repetition, and that 

Sophocles eschews the words that are frequent in the playas a whole (especially dv~p 

and KaKoS'), using rather unusual (though not particularly rare) ones. 

The high figure for repetitions in adjacent lines in the Menelausrreucer scene is due to the 

passage of stichomythia 1120-1141, which has six of the twelve such repetitions in the 

whole scene. It is typical of stichomythia for one speaker to pick up the other"s words in 

this way, but the stichomythic passage in the Ajaxrrecmessa scene has no instance; is it 

fanciful to attribute that to Sophocles' desire to make this scene a warmer one between 

people with some affection for each other rather than a point-scoring confrontation? 
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SECTION 2(ii) REPETITIVE TECHNIQUE IN SELECT PASSAGES OF AJAX -+5 

I. Ajax contains several striking examples of what the Rhetor ad Herennium IV. 14.20, 

discussed in Chapter 2.1 above, calls traductio (viz. 'cum idem verbum crebrius 
ponatur'): 

1. The first is the repetition of forms of ~Eyas- as many as fourteen times (orthirteen 

times, if the manuscripts are wrong in 225) in the first lyric passage of the play (the 

Chorus's anapaests and ode, and Tecmessa's anapaests - some 550 words in all). 

After ~Eyav in 139 and ~EyciAol in 142 we find a particularly concentrated passage, 

where a contrasting term is also repeated, thus heightening the emphasis on !J.EyaS-: 

TWV yap ~EyciAwv q;uxwv lELS-
OUK ({V a~cipTol· KaTa 8' av TlS- E~OU 
TOlaiha AEYWV OUK ({V TrEl90l. 
TrPOS- yap TOV EXOVW 6 ~86vos- EPTrEL. 
KaL TOl a~llKpOL j.lEyciAwv XWPLs-
(J~aAEpov TrUPYou pu~a TrEAovTal' 
j.lETa yap j.lEyciAwv ~alos- apLaT' ({V 
Kat j.lEyas- op9o'LW UTrO j.llKpOTEpWV. 

154 

160 

For one who shoots at great souls could not miss; but if someone were to say 
such things against me he would not carry persuasion. It is against the man who 
has that envy creeps. And yet small men without the great are a treacherous 
defensive tower; for with the great to help him a humble man might best be kept 
upright, and a great man too if served by smaller men. 

The theme continues, rather more diffusely, with j.lEyav (169), jlEyciAa (173), jlEyciAOl 

(188), jlEyaS- (205), jlEyciAwv (225), jlEyaS- (226), jlEyav (241) and jlEyciAas- (262). 

There are 39 examples of forms of jlEyaS- in the playas a whole, and it is repeated again 

by the chorus at 615-619 and 713,714 and 718; but this close repetition, within 15 lines, 

never occurs in trimeters. Stanford (1963) observes, in his discussion of the reading in 

225: 

Sophocles presumably chose the vague phrase deliberately to sustain the emphasis 
on greatness which pervades this part of the play ... It is important for the effect 
of the play that both the greatness of Ajax and the greatness of his environment 
and even the greatness of his enemies should be well established before he 
reappears in the humiliation of his anguish. This repetition of 'great' also 
emphasises the Chorus's sense of their own weakness in the face of calamity 
withoutAjax 's leadership.46 

45 Except where specifically stated, the text printed in this and Section 2(iii) is based on Pearson ( 192R): 
that given in the TLG is Dain & Mazon (1958). The translation is that o/" Garvie (1998), adapted as 
necessary to bring out repetitions or where the text printed differs from his. No comments are made on 
textual matters with no relevance to repetition (many emendations have their origin in metrical problems). 

46 Lloyd-Jones & Wilson are unhappy: the apparatus in 1 990a says "~EyaALuv dubium: an ~EAEWV": in 
1990b they say "~EyaALuv seems not particularly appropriate, and the presence of ~Eya5" in thc ne:\t linc 
arouses some suspicion"; Lloyd-Jones (1994) prints ~EAEWV. Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1997) dcfend 
emendation, noting, but dismissing by saying it is not necessary to refute, the obsenation of Stanford 
(1963). Gan'ie (1998), also, though printing ~EyaAwv and interpreting it as sarcasm, as in 188, thinks 
corruption from ~Eya5" below not impossible. 
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This note is perceptive. It is interesting to find that the epithet is used only once of AjJX _ 

but, successively, of OKVOS' , eOpU~Ol, ~vxa[, of 'people' generally (three times, with 

three appearances of a contrasting term, in the lines 158-161 quoted above), aiyulTloS'. 

¢aTLS' ,47 ~aaLA~S', ALaS', Llavaol, jlueoS', PVT~P and finally 6bUVal. 

2. The second is the sixfold repetition of forms of TaxoS' , noun or adjective, 

between 804 and 853 - the first two when the chorus and Tecmessa are setting off to find 
Ajax after the messenger's dire warnings, and the next four in Ajax's soliloquy (in the 
absence even of the chorus) before his suicide. 

3. The third is more complex. In Teucer's speech replying to Menelaus Pearson 

(1928) displays four forms of aTpaTllY0S', noun or associated verb, two forms of 

~yoUjlal, one form of aTpaTEVOjlal J words based on apx five times, KpaTwv twice in 

four lines, avaaawvlELv twice in two lines and ayw twice, framing line 1097. The speech 

reads, with all these repetitions (and one word similar in meaning, eE<JjlOS') in bold, and 

other noteworthy repetitions in distinctive colours: 

OUK av rroT', aVbPES', aVbpa eaUjlaaaljl' ETl, 
OS' jlT}bEV WV yovalalv ETe' cq.1apTaVEL, 
oe' OL OOKOUVTES' EUYEVElS' rrEcpuKEvaL 
TOlau0' ajlapTavovaLv EV AOYOlS' ETTq. 
o:y', E'LTT' cirr' dpXTlS' avelS', ~ CJu (1)'11';' aYELv 
TOVb' aVbp' 'AxaLOlS' oEDpo aVl-Ljlaxov A((0(0V; 
OUK aUTOS' E~ElTAEU(jEl/ wS' alJTou KpaTwv; 
TrOU au 0 T paT T} Y E [S' TOUbE; TrOU bE aOl AEL~lV 
E~EaT' dvaaaElv wv 00' Tl'YElT' OlKOeEV; 
LTIapTT]S' dvaaowv ~AeES', oux ~jl(DV KpaTwv' 
ouo' Eae' OlTOU aOl TOVbE Koajl T1aal IT AE ov 
apxiiS' EKELTO eEalloS' ~ Kal T4)bE CJE. 

<1 '1 \ \ (' ~ 1 'I \ '" \ UTrUpX0S' al\l\wv OEVP ETI/\Euaa'.;, OUX OI\WV 

aTpa Tll),OS' , waT' ALaVToS' Tl 'YEt aeaL lTOTE. 
, 7' " " \ \ , , " aAA' WVlTEP apXElS' apXE, KaL Ta aEjlV ETTTI 

KOAae EKELVOUS" TOVOE 0', ELTE jl~ au CP-ih' 
Ete' GTEPOS' OTparrl'YoS', ES Ta¢uS' EYW 
e~aw OLKalWS', OU TO aov OElaaS' aTolla. 

') \ 1""\" rl " , ou yap Tl TllS' aT}S' OVVEK EaTpaTEuaaTo 
yvvaLKoS', WaITEp Ol ITOVOU TrOAAOU TrAE4l, 
ciAA' OUVEX' OPKWV olalv ~V EVWjlOTOS', 
aou 8' OUBEV' au yap ~~lau TOUS' 1-L1l0EvaS'. 
lTpoS' TauTa ITAELOUS' OEUPO K~puKaS' Aa~wv 
Kat TOV OTpaTT}'YO v ~KE' ~OU §E aou ~~cpov 
OUK av aTpa¢ELllV, EWS' av DS' oloS' ITEp El. 

1095 

1100 

1105 

1110 

1115 

Men, I should never again be surprised at a man who is born a nobody and then 
goes wrong, when those who seem to be born noble speak words that .are so 
wrong. Come, start again from the b~ginning and tell me, do you really clalT~ th~t 
it was you who took and brought thIS man here as ~n ally for the. Achaean~. Old 
he not sail out himself as his own master? By what nght are you hIS general; How 
do you have the authority to command the host which he led from home'? Y Oll 

-p ¢ciTlS' itself occurs lhree times in the choral lyric (173, 186 and 191); on the second and third 
occasions called KQK<lV. 
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came as ruler of Sparta, not as our commander; there is no established ordinance 
o~ c?~and that you ~hould discipline him any more than he for his part should 
dIscIplIne you. You saIled here as a commander subordinate to others, not as the 
general of the whole army, to rule some day over Ajax. No, command those 
wh0l!l you command, and chastise them with those proud words of yours; but as 
fO.r him, whether you or the other general say no, I shall duly put him in his grave. 
wIth no fear of what you may say. For it was not for your wife's sake that he 
made the expedition, like those who have their fill of labour, but for the sake of 
the oaths by which he was sworn, and not at all for your sake; for he placed no 
value on nobodies. Therefore come back here with extra heralds, and with the 
general as well. I won't pay attention to the noise you make, so long as you are 
the kind of man you are. 

If ~YELT' in 1101 is replaced by a form of Ciyw, with Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990) and 

Garvie (1998), for the sake of Porson' slaw, these details change, but the overall picture 

does not. Accepting, with Lloyd-Jones (1994) and Garvie (1998), Schneidewin's 

deletion of 1105-6 would significantly attenuate the impression given, but Reichard's of 

1111-7 (Wecklein 1111-4) would do so only slightly.48 

The words in bold between 1099 and 1107 seem synonymous or nearly so;49 that is why 

Garvie (1998) can retain the overall flavour by using 'command/er' six times, though 

attaching it to different Sophoclean words. Sophocles is not drawing nice distinctions, but 

is tempering repetition with variatio. 

Of the other, coloured, repetitions, only that of the phrase bEVPO ... Aa~wv in 1098 and 

1115 calls for special comment. Is Teucer sarcastically suggesting that Menelaus has the 

same authority over the heralds and Agamemnon as he claimed to have over Ajax? That is 

rather forced; more probably Sophocles is simply re-using a phrase primed by its first 

occurrence (this particular collocation is not found elsewhere in tragedy). 

48 The purpose of these deletions seems to have been to remove inconsistencies or weak arguments. 

49 apXlls- in 1097 has a quite different sense, and looks fortuitous rather than a forerunner. The words In 

bold after 1108 seem entirely natural. 
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II. The following is a collection of striking examples of repetitions in Ajax (some, 
admittedly, at a distance from each other), which do not seem classifiable as traductiu in 

the sense used above. In many, perhaps all, it is possible to see poetic craft in these 

repetitions, and often that takes the form of 'word-play' .50 But the effort that has to be 

made to find point is sometimes great, and an impression of indifference on the part of 
Sophocles may remain: 

1. 

Od. 

Ath. 

Od. 

Kalpov b' E<P~KElS" TTavTa yap Ta T' ouv TTapoS' 34 
:-a T' El(JETTEl Ta (JD KU~EpVWllal XEpl. 
EYVWV, '08U(J(JEU, Kat TTaAal <pUAa~ E~TlV 
TD (JD TTpo9VllOS' ElS' 6bOV Kuvayla. 
~ Kat, <plATJ bE (JTTOl va , TTPOS' Kalpo~ TTOVW; 

You have arrived at the right time [to the purpose /; for in all things 
past and future I am guided by your hand. 
I knew it, Odysseus, and that is why I came out on the road a 
while ago, zealous to promote your hunting-expedition. 
Dear mistress, am I really labouring to good effect [to anv 
purpose/? . 

The alternati ves to Garvie's translation bring out the repetition. Stanford (1963) observes: 

2. 

KalpoS' [34J, as often, means the best point of time for a special purpose .. .In 38 
it has the developed meaning 'profit, success' (the result of timely action ... ) 

The manuscripts present olllla three times in the parodos: 

TTE<p6~THlaL TTTlWllS' wS' olllla TTEAElaS'. ( l39-4O) 

I become afraid like the eye of a winged dove. 

aU' OTE yap b~ TO CJOV 0llll' aTTEbpav, 
TTaTaYOUCJlV aTE TTTTJVWV aYEAal' (167-8) 

For indeed when they escape from your sight, they chatter like flocks of 
birds. 

(191) 

No longer keep your face thus hidden in your huts beside the sea, bearing 
the burden of the evil rumour. 

If the third of these is not corrupt,S I it is to be interpreted on the lines suggested by Seale: 

Sophocles exploits his chosen situation by investing the imagery of sight with a 
new significance. The eyes now become the test of fear and courage. The Chorus 
shrinks in fear at the Greeks' slander, 'like the eye of a timorous dove' (139-40). 

50 The Rhetor ad Herennium appears to call some types of word-play fraductio; Chapter 2 ha.. ... 

demonstrated the tluidity of technical terms in ancient authors. Word-play has two species - the first the 
use of the same word in different senses, and the second the use of different but similarly sounding word:
in a pointed juxtaposition. The pun in English nowadays is seen as an almost exclusively comic device, 
but although Aristophanes demonstrates passim that it was thought comic in ancient Greece as well, it 
was also serious. Before the time of comparative philology and scientific etymology the relation of "dund 
to meaning was not perhaps seen as arbitrary, but rather as significant, and worthy of exploration by a 
tragic poet. 

51 It is replaced in Dain & Mazon (1958) and Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) by Reiskc's pcJeslriJn 
conjecture E~~EVLuV; Garvie (1998) retains the recei"cd text. 
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3. 

By ~on~rast the eye o~their.lord will inspire fear in others (167-171) .. , the most 
tellIng Image occurs In theIr final expectations of what Ajax must do to quell the 
r~m~)l~rs. On, this, the third tiI?e that.it appea~s, the word has gathered a clear 
sIgmficance Do not, do not WIn an evIl reputatIon by keepin 0 your eye hidden in 
the h~t b~ the sea'. Here the ,:reputati?n' of Ajax depends 0; how he faces up to 
th~ sItuation. In the context oJlJla ~OInts not merely to revelation, to sight after 
blllldnes~,. b~t to the courage of facmg a revelation burdened with public shame 
a.nd humI.hatton: On another level, the metaphorical meaning of eye, as a light or a 
Slg~t. wh~ch ?nngs comfort, .also suits the dramatic situation. Ajax has be~n 
resIdIng In hIS hut for days In silent seclusion (192ff). His followers are lost 
without him and here they are summoning him to show himself, to unveil the eye 
which brings terror to his enemies and comfort to his friends.52 

Later, there is another repetition of ollila with word-play in 447-8 (KEl Il~ TOS' ollila 

Kal CPPEVES' 8laaTpocpOL I YVWllllS' (hTfj~av T~S' EIl~S' ,) and 462-3 (Kat lTOlOV 

ol1-l1-a lTGTpl 8TlAwaw cJ>aVEIS I TEAaI-U;)Vl;), on which Seale observes: 

ollila, just now [447] a metaphor of distorted vision, here [4621 quite simply 
means 'face'. The repeated image links delusion and revelation, madness and 
shame, in a single tragic pattern.53 

Al 

Xo 

Ajax 

, I 

lW, 
<plAOL vau~aTal, !-lOVOL EIlWV CPlAWV 
IlOVOL ET' EI1-IlEVOVTES' ope0 V0Il-41 
'(8EaeE Il-' oLov apTl KU-
lla cpowlaS' UlTO 'aA~S' 
all<PL8pollOV KVKAE LTUl. 
o'(\-l' wS' EOlKaS' opea IlUPTVPELV ayav. 

350 

Oh dear sailors, you who alone, alone of my friends, still remain 

me, raised 
Chorus 

firm in your loyalty, see what a wave now encloses and encircles 
by a storm of blood. 
Alas, your testimony seems to be all too accurate. 

Easterling elucidates the repetition:-

we may be tempted to think that Sophocles was just being careless in repeating 
apeoS' (the passage is indeed cited by Schmid-SUihlin as an instance of 
insignificant repetition): one might translate opec-\} VOll0 as 'the sound rule of 
loyalty' and apea llaPTUPELV as 'give a true report'; what significant link is there 
between these two usages? But the whole context concerns the state of Ajax's 
sanity, and this repetition, involving a shift i~ ~ea~ing of the. rep~ated word, 
ironically draws attention to the gulf between Ajax s VIew of the SItuation and th~t 
of the 'normal' Chorus. That something akin to word-play is at work here IS 

strongly suggested by ayav which throws all the emphasis onto op8ci.5-l 

52 Seale (1982) 150-1. Garvie (1998), though he translates Ollila 'face' sees in it an echo of 167 - <'by 
merely showing his race Ajax will silence the rum our, as the little birds were silenced at 169-71." \:lay 
there also be significance in the repetition of 1TTT]VOS- close to that of Ollila in 140 and 168'1 While lh( 
Ollila is no longer that of the doves, but has become that of the vulture, the repetition of 'wi,ngcd' refers 
directly back. LSJ (l968) gives Ollila 1TEAELas-, and ~UVaLIlOV Ollila in 977 as examples ot pcnphr~cs 
for th~ person. It might be worth studying what force is retained by the noun in such periphrases {e.g. 
Kapa Allligone 1, ~(a rrequentlyinSeptem, ovolla). 

53 Seale (1982) 155. 

5-l Easterling (1974) 19. 
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4. aATHl·a 'fine meal' (dAEW), hence 'a subtle knave' (Jebb [1896]) occurs in 381, 

again in 389 and nowhere else in classical Greek literature unless it should be read for 

AciAr)IJ.a in Antigone 320. It seems quite in character for Ajax to find a new term of abuse 

for Odysseus, and then use it again. 

5. El (wv 'AXlAAEVS' TWV oTTAwv TWV WV TTEPl 
KPlVELV E~EAAE KpaToS' dplaTElas; TlVl, 
QUK av TlS; aih' E~ap4JEv aAAoS' aVT' Ellov. 
vvv 0' aih' 'ATpEloal ¢WTl TTavToupYl~ ¢pEvas; 
ETTpa~av, dvopoS' TOVO' aTTwaavTES' KpaTll. 
KEL ~~ TOO' o~~a Ka!. ¢PEVES' olciaTp0<pOl 

yvwllllS' dTTD~av T~S' EIl~S', OUK av TTOTE 
OlKllV KaT' aAAou ¢WTOS' Wo' E\f5~<plaav. 

445 

Ajax If Achilles had been alive and was to assign to anyone the victory for 
excellence in the matter of his own arms, no one else would have seized 
them instead of me. but now the sons of Atreus have procured them for a 
man who is at heart a villain, and have thrust aside m.v triumphs. If these 
eyes and mind had not been distorted and parted company from my 
intention, they would never have procured by voting such a decision 
against another man. 

Easterling discusses the repetition of ¢wS', and concl udes: 

The function of the repetition here seems to be to tighten the argument, 
concentrating the audience's attention instead of allowing it to be distracted or 
diffused by variation. This is different from traductio, in which a single word 
carries the leading idea; here the repeated words are not in themselves specially 
significant, but they strengthen the link between sentences 1 [i.e. 445-6] and 2 
[i.e. 447-9] (the syntactical parallelisn1 contributes to the same effect) and thereby 
make an implicit comparison between Achilles and Ajax as upholders of the 
right.55 

She mentions, without focussing on, the <ppEvaS'/¢pEvES' repetition, but does not 

mention the appearance of the near-synonym civopoS' between ¢WTl and <pWTos;, which 

weakens her argument, since it is a variation which could 'distract the audience's 

attention'. Moreover, the first ¢ws; refers to Odysseus and the second, in a generalising 

way, to Ajax himself, who has been E~OV in 444 and dvopoS' TOVO' in 446. There may 

actually be no significance in the occasional use of <pwS' instead of civ~p in a play where it 

is the dominance of the latter word that is significant.56 Just before these repetitions are 

found that of KpciTOS;/KpciTTl (the singular and plural having different senses) and that of 

atJT' in 444 and 445 (with emphatically the same sense - TO. (mAa). 

55 Easterling (1974) 21. She may be imputing to the ancient rhetoricians' term tradllclio a more precise 

signification than it has. 

56 <?w<;, [ike civrlP, is more frequent in Ajax than in any other of Sophocles' surviVing plays (¢wS' g l)ul 
of 20 inslances in LolaI, civ11P 86 out of 353). Varialio of these t\\'o words is also found in 806-807 and In 

13.54- 1358 (~poT6<; too in 1358). 
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6. In his' deception' speech Ajax uses KPUTrTW twice: 

aTrave' 6 ~aKpoS' KcivapLeIl TlTOS' XPovoS' 646 
<pUEl T' a8TlAa Kal <pavEvTa KpUTrTETav 57 

Long and imm.easurable time brings forth all things that are obscure and \vhen th~y 
have come to lIght hides them again . 

... 

Kpuq;w T68' EYX0S' TOUI16v, 

I shall hide this sword of mine 
658 

, 

The first hiding is metaphorical and the second all too litera1.58 Garvie (1998), however, 

does not see any reference back in KPU4JW, but rather an allusion to the use of KPUTrTW in 

the context of the burial of a corpse; Kpu<Pal(p in 899 is relevant. 

7. 6 [TEVKPOS'] 8' EUeUS' E~ E8paS' I TTEf-lTTEt IJ-E .. 

Teucer immediately from where he sat sent me ... 

Tl 1-1' au ... I ... E~ E8paS' aVLuTaTE; 

Why have you once more disturbed me from where I was sitting .. ? 

780-1 

787-8 

There is nothing remarkable about the phrase E~ E8paS'; it does not occur elsewhere in 

Sophocles, but does in the other tragedians (interestingly, twice in three lines of 

Bacchae). To see a deliberate parallel between Teucer and Tecmessa would be forced; 

after eight lines Sophocles is indifferent to re-using a phrase that is running in his head; 

Garvie ( 1998) says that the echo seems to be fortuitous . 

8. 'Ay 

TE 
'Ay 

Mess. 

Tee. 
Mess 

. . . T~v8E 8' E~o8ov 
OAEep(av A'lavToS' EATTl(El (sc. TEUKP0S') <pEPElV. 
OlllOl TaAalva, TOU TTOT' av8pwlTwv IJ-aewv; 
TOU 8EUTOPElOU I-lGVTEWS', Kaa' ~I-lEpav 
T~V vvv 0 TOUT~ 8avaTov ~ ~lOV <pEPEl 

... and he [Teucer] expects that this departure of Ajax will lead to 
his death. 
Alas, unhappy me, who was the man from whom he learned it? 
The prophet son of Thestor, a pronouncement which on this very 
day brings death or life to him. 

798 

800 

Easterling says: 

Since <pEPElV in the sense 'turn out' is unparalleled, the text has been suspected, 
but if the usage could be admitted there would be no difficulty in explaining the 
force of the repetition. The two clauses containing the repeated word both expr~ss 
the same idea, that this day is crucial for Ajax, but there is a shift in the meamng 
of <pEPElV from 'tum out' to 'bring'. This repetition with slight varia~ion might ~e 
seen as contributing emphasis, helping in a small way to direct attentIOn to what b 

dramatically important.59 

57 Interestingly, Herwerden conjectured ¢a(vEL for ¢UEL; Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l997) rind this 
"attractive, though not compelling". They do not discuss the corruption assumed, so it does not l'l11ergc 
whether they acknowledge the existenee of the remo\'al of repetitions in transmission, such as Chapter () 
discovered. 

SH See Knox (1979) 134. 

S() Easterling (1974) 21. 
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Easterling is presumably, like most editors, assuming that OAE8ptav must be an adjective; 

and this assumption, with the difficulty with the sense of <pEPElV to which she draws 

attention, has led to many emendations. Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) insert T~l' before 

OAEeptav, Garvie (1998) adopts Jebb's A'(avToS' ElS' OAE8pov, and Dawe (1996) 

obelises 799 and the beginning of 802; emendations to both <pEPElV and <pEPEl have also 

been proposed. But OAE8ptav may be a noun; the only examples in LSJ are from the 

Septuagint,60 but Stanford so takes it, translating "expects that this departure carries the 

destruction of Ajax." <pEPElV and <pEPEl then have the same sense, and the repetition is 

less subtle than the one Easterling finds. 

9. TEK AlaS' ... I KEl Tal, Kpu<paltp <paayavtp TIEpL 1TTUX~S'. 899 
Here lies ... Ajax ... folded round his hidden sword . 

TEK . . • VlV lTEPllTTUXEl I cj:>apEl KaAut!Jw T(~OE 915 

I shall cover him completely with this enfolding cloak ... 

The same adjective TIEPlTITUX~S' (only here in the tragedians) is used of Ajax folded 

round the sword and Tecmessa's cloak folded round Ajax. 

10. ~OT) TIOT' Eloov avop' EYW YAwaa1J 8paauv 
vauTaS' E<pop~~aavTa XEL~WVOS' TO TIAElV, 
4> <p8EY~' av OUK av TJUPES', ~vtK' EV KaK4) 
XEl~WVOS' E'lXET', GAA' v<p' ErL~aToS' Kpu<pEls 
TIaTElV TIapElXE T0 eEAOVTl vauTlAwv. 
OUTW oE Kal aE Kal TO aov Aa~pov aT6~a 
all-lKpOV VE<p0US' Tax' av TlS' EKTIVEUCJaS' I1EyaS' 
XEq.lWv KaTaa~E(JElE TT)V TIOAAT)V ~Or1v. 

1142 

1145 

lance saw a man bold of tongue who urged on the sailors to sail in a storm, but in 
whom you would have found no voice when he was in the grip of trouble in the 
storm, when he hid beneath his garment and submitted to being trampled by any 
of the crew who wished. So also with you and your violent mouth, a great storm 
might blow up quickly from a little cloud and extinguish your loud shouting. 

Lloyd-Jones (1994) translates XEl~WVOS' in 1143 as 'during a storm'; but Stanford (1963) 

is more convincing in observing that in its first occurrence XElIl-WVOS' has its general sense 

'in the season of storms, i.e. winter', but in 1145 its specific one, 'a storm', as in 1149, 
where Lloyd-Jones (1994) changes the rendering to 'tempest'. Jebb (1986) translates 'in 

time of storm' in 1143 and 'tempest' in 1145. Garvie (1998) uses 'storm' each time in his 

translation as printed above, but hedges his bets in his commentary, offering 'in winter' 

as an alternative in 1143. 

60 e.g. Maccabees3.4.'2 T11V dnpoa8oKTlToV allTOLS' ETIlKpleElaaV OAEep(av. 
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11. Xo. Tl~ apa VEaTO~ E~ nOTE A~- 1185 
tEL nOAvnAaYKTWV ETEWV dple~O~, 

Cho. Which then will be the last, when will it stop, the number of the wandering 
years, ... 

dple~O~ occurs only once, in 1185, but Stanford observes, relevantly. that in that line, 

where Tl~ anticipates it, 

it means 'number' in the sense of 'one of a series', 'an item in a list' but 
'numbering' in the sense of 'sum' or 'total' in 1186 - a good example of 
Sophocles' fluid use of words. 
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SECTION 2(iii) SOME FURTHER TEXTUAL POINTS IN AJAX RELEVANTTO 
REPETITION 

l. Forms of XEl p occur five times between 27 and 50. In 35 two MSS (LN) record 

CPPEVl as a variant for XEPL, and in 46 two different MSS (CH) record XElPWV as a variant 

for cpPEVWV. This mirroring is accidental, and manuscript variation between these two 

words is strangely common (e.g. Hippolytus 1448), though an environment in which 

forms of XElP were plentiful could have encouraoed a scribe at some staoe in the e e 

transmission to add another one in 46. As for 35, Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990b) say 

Dawe [61 J ... thinks the MS reading XEp( to be 'a literal-minded substitute' 
for CPPEVl ... It is the other way round; when Odysseus says he is steered or 
guided by Athena's hand, he does not mean that he is physically propelled by 
her, but the person responsible for the variant, unless his error was purely 
mechanical, was too literal-minded to understand this. 

It is not clear what Lloyd-Jones & Wilson mean by 'mechanical'; they are presumably not 

relating it to the repetition; though Chapter 6 found a slight but discernible tendency in 

some manuscripts to remove authorial repetitions Lloyd-Jones & Wilson may not have 

been aware of it, and 'mechanical' would be an odd way to describe it. They seem 

however to produce an adequate defence of XEp(, which has overwhelming manuscript 

authority. 

2. In 61 most MSS read EAwCPllaEv cpovou; TTOVOU is given only by DXsZrZc and as 

a variant in XL There have been forms of cpovoS' at the ends of lines 43, 50, and 55; 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990b) say that cpovov, 'the best-attested reading' probably 

derives from 50 and 55; Dawe, who also prefers TTOVOU, thinks that the pronunciation of 

<p as an aspirated TT would contribute to causing the corruption. 62 Kamerbeek (1963) says 

"cpovov at the end of 55 is an argument for rather than against the reading cpovou", and 

Garvie (1998) "cpovov is preferable ... in that it picks up 50, 55 and rounds off the 

description of the killing before we move on to the torture of the still living animals." It is 

easier to account for a corruption to cpovou than from it (though Chapter 6 has 

demonstrated that repetitions are removed in transmission, no convincing instance has 

been found after an interval as long as six lines). But traductio of cpovoS' would certainly 

be in Sophocles' manner, nor does cpovoS' seem less appropriate than TTOVOS' to follow 

AWCPclW (cf. Quintus of Smyrna VI.156-8 TPWES' 8' daTEoS' EVTOS' ciTap~EES' 

EVTUVOVTO I ES' TTOAEIlOV IlEllawTES' [0' EUXOIlEVOl llaKapEaal I Awcp~aa( TE 

CPOVOlO Kat allTTvEuaal Kallc1TOlO). cpovou should be read. 

61 Dawe (1973) 1~6, who also points to XEpa at line end in 40. 

62 Dawe (1973) 1~7. Such a mechanism could have operated only if lhe error were vcry carly indeed. 
Moreover, any such confusion could lead to corruption in either direclion. 
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3. Two successive lines by Athena in stichomythia (109 and Ill) begin Tl 8~Ta 
TOV 8vaTTJvov and Il~ 8flTa TOV 8vaTTJvov; G. Wolff conjectured 8ElAalov, comparing 

line 1000, where the MSS vary between the two readings. But the result of this 

emendation - verbally and metrically similar phrases in a speaker's successive lines _ 

would be almost as obtrusive as the received text. That text portrays Athena emphasising, 

for the benefit of the real Odysseus, who hears what is going on, the cruelty of Ajax to 

what he believes to be Odysseus. 

4. Soon after the repetition of " 8flTa TOV 8UaTTJVOv", Ajax ends 112 "'TaAA' EYl~ a' 

E<PlEIlUl" ,63 and 116 "TOlJTO aOL 8' E<plEllal"; Blaydes conjectured aE TTpOUVVETTlLl and 

Schneidewin EYWYE a' Euxollal in 112, to remove the repetition, but modern editors do 

not find difficulty with it. Stanford points out the repetition of a verb he calls 'rather 

imperious', and it can be read as characterising Ajax. The two phrasal echoes (1091111 

and 112/116) provide some support for each other. 

5. 301 

305 

In the end he rushed off through the door ... and then he rushed back again into 
the house 

There is a repetition of compounds of qaaw in lines 301 and 305;64 the question is 

whether it is the same compound that is repeated. In 301 the prefixes c1TT-, UTT-, and ETT

are all found in manuscripts; in 305 ETT- and clTT- , while P.Oxy. 2093 has EV- (following 

clTT- in 301).65 Dawe (1996) and Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990a) accept the papyrus 

reading in both places, and certainly amidst all this scribal confusion c1TTq.~aS' in 305 is 

explicable as an error caused by the 301 occurrence. The compound Evq.~aS', however, 

though providing a satisfying contrast with c1TTq.~aS' in 301 (while ETTq~aS' seems rather a 

puzzling one), appears to be unique here. 

6. In 328-330 the MSS, virtually unanimously, have a threefold repetition of forms 

of <pLAOt:-

ciAA', w <plAOt, TOUTWV yap OUVEK' E0TclATJV, 
dpft~aT' ELaEA86vTES', El 8vvua8E Tl. 
<plAWV yap Ol TOlOL8E VLKWVTaL <plAOL 330 

Well, my friends - for this is why I came out - go inside and help him, .if you 
have any power. For it is by friends that such men as these are won over, fnends. 

63 The reading preferred by Dawe (1996) 'Ta>..>..' EYWY' E¢(q-laL' does not affect the repetition, but 
removes the difficulty of accusative and infinitive after E¢(E~Wl meaning 'command'. 

64 That they are at the same place in the line is insignificant, since a bacchius-shaped \\ord will scarcely 

fit anywhere else. 
65 Information in Dawe (1973) Vol. 2. p. 12, Dawe (1996), Lloyd-Jones & Wilson ~ 1990a) and GarvIe 

(1998). 
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Most editors, however, read AOYOlS', a ypa<pETaL variant in two manuscripts (Xs and 

Bodleian C 89 (54) as reported in Pearson [1928]) and appearing in a Stobaeus quotation. 

<pLAOl is retained by Stanford (1963), who observes: 

AOYOlS' certainly makes much easier sense ... But when proverbs are alluded 
to the all,?siv~ phrase .is often rather strained, and keeping <plAOl one CJn 
translate for It IS by fnends that such friends as these are overcome" ... Or 
else perhaps follow Kamerbeek ... taking <plAOl as vocative ... there is 
pathos in Tecmessa's repetition of <plAOl (cf. 315, 328) at the end of her 
speech: both she and Ajax need all their friends now: .. 

According to Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990b) <plAOl should not be defended: ., 'such 

friends as this' has little point, and the anaphora is not particularly effective." (They do 

not seem to consider the vocative option.) Sophocles, however, may have thought there 

was sufficient rhetorical point to justify the repetition, and as for the effectiveness of the 

anaphora, it is clear that he liked framing lines with a repeated word (cf. 508 and 1097). 

But can one properly read an ambiguous form as a vocative where the syntax makes it 

seem nominative-w would surely be expected?66 

The authority for AOYOLS' is weak, though Xs and, probably, Bodleian C 89 (54) are 

Moschopoulean manuscripts, and Moschopoulos seems to have had good ancient sources 

not otherwise known to us.67 Moreover, the reading does have the support of Stobaeus, 

which must be worth something, though quotations are notoriously prone to error. 

Perhaps, however one has to share the despair of Dawe (1973): 

AEYElS' ends the line below, but this ought rather to have ensured the safety of 
AOYOLS' than caused its omission, for this can be no ordinary case of haplography. 
The sense given by AOYOlS', though acceptable on a pedestrian level, is less than 
brilliant, and one must wonder whether it, as well as <pLAOl, is a scribes' line
filler, an interpolation made either on a deficient text, or by someone who did not 
understand the construction of VlKWVTGl with the genitive. The original might 
have been entirely different.68 

7. The Chorus say (428-9): 

OUTOl a' arrELPYElV ou8' orrwS' EW AEYElV 
EXW, KaKolS' TOlOta8E aUIl rrETrTWKOTG. 

and Ajax says (430-433): 

alat· TlS' av TrOT' 4)E8' wS' ErrWVUllov 
ToulloV ~uvolaElv avolla TotS' EIlOlS' KaKOtS'; 
vuv yap rrapEaTl KaL 8LS' ata(ElV EIlOl, 

" / , _., I 

Kal TPlS" TOlOUTOlS' yap KaKOlS' EVTUYXGVW' 

428 

.+30 

66 Moorhouse (1982) 27 aLlempts to produce rules for the use of vocatives with and without w in 

Sophocles; he finds that l0 is required with unaccompanied adjectives. But perhaps ¢LA05' counts .IS .1 

noun. 

67 Dawe (1973) 57. 

68 Dawe (1973) [39. 
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Ch 

Ajax 

I can't restrain you, but I don't know how I am to allow you to speak, 
now that you have fallen into such misfortunes. 
Alas! Who woul~ have th?ught that the name by which I am called would 
so ~orrespond wIth my mIsfortunes? For now I can say alas even twice or 
thnce; for such are the misfortunes I encounter; 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) delete 433 following Morstadt, and Garvie (l998) thinks 

they may be right. In (1 990b) , they say "Kamerbeek defends this line as achieving, 

together with 43l and 429, 'an intentional monotony' ", but judge the line should be 

deleted "for without it Ajax' grim pun upon his name is more effective." It may seem 

pedestrian, and the speech runs well without it; but the transmitted text hangs together -

TPLS' being appropriate to the threefold repetition of the syllable al and the word KaI(OlS'. 

The repetition is in Sophocles' manner, and why should anyone have interpolated it? 

8. Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) and Garvie (1998) print for 600-605: 

EYW ~r 6 TAallwV naAaloS' cL¢' ou XPovoS' 
t 'I8ala'IlLllvwV AElllwvLq nOLqt IlTl-
V(0V (Il~AWV MSS) dVr)pL81l0S' alE v Evvwllal (ElJVwllq or Evvollq MSS) 

I I 

xpOV~ TpuxollEvoS, 

but as for me in my misery, long is the time that ... keeping no count of the 
months, I make my bed here for ever worn away by time, 

Stanford (1963) says "The recurrence of XPovoS' in 601 and XPOV4l in 605 may indicate 

corruption: Martin conjectures TTOV~." The context is very corrupt, but the repetition is 

rather an example of the use of the same word in slightly different senses (first duration of 

tin1e, second ageing) like those discussed in II above. Easterling quotes Jebb (1896) on 

this passage; Jebb says that though this repetition suggests languor, like the repetition of 

'land' at the beginning of Tennyson's The Lotus-Eaters, 69 Sophocles was indifferent to 

the recurrence: Easterling argues that Jebb is illogical here.7o The collocation of Xpovos 

and d.v~pl8IloS' is supported by Ajax's first line following the lyric "((nav8' 6 llaKpoS' 

KcLvapL81l TlTOS' XpOVOS'''. 71 There is much emphasis on time in this part of the play, and 

that supports the repetition. 

9. 727-30 read in Pearson (1928) following most manuscripts: 

~ ,. , I 

. . . WS OUK apKECJOl 
TO Il~ ou nETpOlCJl lTUS KaTa~av8EIS 9avElv. 
WCJT' E<; TOaOlJTOV ~A8ov WOTE Kat XEPOlV 
KOAEWV EpUaTG 8lEnEpaUD8Tl ~(<f>Tl· 

... that he would not be strong enough to avoid death, completely mangled with 
stones. So they came to such a pitch that in their hands swords were actually 
drawn and unsheathed from their scabbards. 

69 "Courage!" he said, and pointed toward the land,/''This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon. "/ 
In the afternoon they came unto a land,lln which it seemed always afternoon. 

70 Easterling (1974) lK 

71 Repetition of striking words binding a choral ode into the trimeters before or after it IS remarkably rare 
(see footnote on Persae256-289above). This instance is all the more noteworthy. 
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Two or three MSS have wS' T' for wS' in 727, which Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990a), 

Dawe (1996) and Garvie (1998) accept. At the beginning of 729 Dawe (1996) accepts B. 

Thiersch's conjecture EO'T' for WO'T', punctuating with a comma after 9avElv. Of the 

conjecture Jebb (1896) says "WO'T' (and so) has been suspected on account of the second 

WO'TE: but the latter, going with TOO'OlJTOV, does not offend the ear, since its sense is 

different and subordinate." Moreover, an ear that would be offended by WO'T' ... WO'TE 

would probably also be offended by EO'T' ES T at the beginning of the line; which may be 

why Dawe prints ELS' for ES (the collations do not make the manuscript preference clear). 

Though Trachiniae 1071, discussed in Chapter 6.2(ii), shows that scribes do make errors 

like that assumed by Thiersch, it is hard to justify such an emendation to reduce the 
offence to a modem ear. 

10. 738-739 have the messenger saying: 

~pa8Elav ~llaS' up' 6 T~v8E T~V 680v 
lTElllTWV ElTEIlq;Ev, ~ '<!>c1vT]V EYw ~pa8uS'. 

Too slow then was this mission on which the one who sent me dispatched me, or 
I have turned out to be slow. 

The Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) apparatus says "~pa8ELav ] Ilc1Talov Nauck, 

fortasse recte: dXPElOV F. W. Schmidt";72 in (1990b) they expand on this as follows: 

If the text is right, it presumably means 'either Teucer was too late in sending me, 
or I have been too slow'. But this would be an odd way of expressing the first of 
these alternatives, and it may well be that ~pa8Elav is an error caused by the 
wandering of a scribe's eye to the next line. 

No parallel for the scribal error which Lloyd-Jones & Wilson has been found in the 

studies reported in Chapter 6, though it cannot be ruled out; but Stanford (1963) properly 

observes; "The sentence is ingeniously constructed to place a form of ~pa8uS' first and 

last in the sentence." Sophocles likes this sort of framing, and the emphasis on tardiness 

is apt.73 The fondness for figurative repetition hereabouts evinced by a type of polyptoton 

(lTElllTWV ElTEIlq;EV) in the couplet may support the manuscript reading. 

11. In 745-8 the MSS (with minor variations) read: 

Ay. 

Xo 
Ay 

Mess. 

Cho. 
Mess. 

TatJT' EO'T!. TalTTl p.wplaS' lTOAA~S' lTAEa, 
E'l lTEp Tl Kc1AxaS' ED <!>povwv llaVTEuETal. 
lTo'iov; Tl 8' EL8wS' Tou8E lTpciYllaToS' lTEPl; 
TOO'OUTOV oL8a Ka!. lTapwv ETvYXavov. 

745 

These words are very foolish, if indeed with sound understanding Calchas 
utters prophecy. 
What is this? knowing what about this matter? 
So much I know, and I was present. 

72 Schmidt presumably conjectured aXPElov because XPElac; in 740 would then pick it LIp. 

73 ~ 8' oooe; ~pa8uvETm in Sophocles Electra L501 is perhaps a parallel. Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l997) 

weaken in their belief lhat there may be corruption here. 
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The link between the Chorus's question and the Messenger's reply is unsatisfactory, and 

indeed a lacuna has been conjectured. As it stands, EL8wS' must agree with KaAxa -;-, while 

the Messenger uses 018a of himself. Reiske conjectured 8E8lWS' for 8' El8wS', thus 

removing the repetition, and lTapEl for lTEPl, which would make El8wS' agree with the 

subject of lTapEl, i.e. the Messenger, and create a different repetition. Schneidewin 

conjectured rrapEl alone, linking the two lines in Sophocles' manner; this is printed by 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) and Garvie (1998).7-1- The emendation is persuasive; TTEPl 

could an example of the removal of a repetition, like those identified in Chapter 6 - a 

contributory motivation could have been the provision of a preposition for the genitive 

Tov8E rrpaYllaToS'. 

12 757 and 771 both begin 8(aS' 'A9avaS'. Lloyd-Jones & Wilson say of 771 '"The 

repetitionof 8LaS' 'A9avaS' from 757 is suspicious ... ",75 but defend it, and print it in 

(1990a); Dawe (1975) obelised it, and in (1996) printed the anonymous conjecture A'(aS' 

'A9avav in 771. The second occurrence is however signalled as being such by "E! Ta 

8EVTEPOV" in 770, and the point may be that Calchas - whose words are being reported 

throughout this passage - is emphasising the repetition of Ajax's offence towards Athena. 

13. 789-793 in the manuscripts repeat rrpCi~lv: 

Xo 

TEK 
Ay 

Ch. 

Tec 
Mess 

Tov8' daaKouE Tciv8poS', wS' ~KEl <pEpwv 
A'lavToS' ~Il'lv rrpa~lV ~v ~AYl1CJ' EyW. 
o'lllol, TL <P~S', aV9pWlTE; Ilwv oAwAallEv; 
OUK 018a T~V CJ~v rrpCi~Lv, A'lavTos- 8' OTl, 
9upa'loS' E'l rrEp ECJTLV, ou eapCJw TTEpl. 

789 
790 

Listen to this man, for he comes with news for us of an affair concerning 
Ajax which has caused me pain. 
Alas, man, what is it you say? Surely we are not undone? 
I do not know how you are faring, only that as far as Ajax is concerned, if 
indeed he is out of doors, I have no confidence. 

Dawe (1996) accepts Reiske's conjecture ~ci~lV in 790; Jebb (1896) reports Reiske's 

purpose as to avert the repetition, but himself believes the true recommendation of the 

conjecture is that the use of rrpCi6 v is somewhat strange "since the message announces 

nothing new which has befallen Ajax, but merely points to an imminent crisis in his fate." 

Stanford (1963) regards the repetition as "apparently casual". Lloyd-Jones & Wilson 

(1990b) have an ingenious interpretation of rrpCi~l v in 792: 

... if, as has been assumed, not unnaturally in view of IlWV oAwAallEv; in 791, 
rrpCi~lv in 792 refers to Tecmessa's fortune, the repetition is indeed surprising. 
However, rrpCi6 v is right in both places, for 792 is addressed not to Tecmessa, 

7-1- Though Dawe (1996) stays with the manuscripts, though suspecting a lacuna. In (l973? 150 ~~.CltCJ 
the objection of Pearson (1922) 25 that with the emendation mlpn and rrapl~w would fcl.cr to dl~ lercnt 
occasions. Thcre are however too many repetitions in tragedy with such an 'unsatisfactory' Icaturc lor thIS 
objection to be condusi\c. 

75 Garvie (1998) is unhappy with the genitive in oLac;- 'Aecivac;-, not with thc repetition. 
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but to the Coryphaeus, and OUK oL8a T~V a~v rrpCi6v means 'I do not kno" 
what you mean by rrpCltLS". 

This defence of the manuscripts and of Sophocles' poetic craft is not, however. 

convincing. How could the Messenger not know what the Chorus mean by TTpCitll ' when 

it is so evidently what he himself reported to them a few lines earlier? And the structure of 

the dialogue here makes it more likely that the Messencrer is addressincr Tecmessa who 
b b , 

asked him the question, and who picks up his 8upa'loS' in her next remark; he is 

effectively summarising for her, who has only just come out of the hut, what he has 

already told the Chorus. 76 Moreover, in his Loeb translation (1994) Lloyd-Jones, though 

retaining the idea that the Messenger is addressing the Chorus, translates rrpCi~lv as 

'news', which suggests he would be happier with ~c1.6v in both places. 

~c1.tlV in 790 is therefore attractive. TTpCi~lV would then be a scribal slip under the 

influence of 792. In accepting it it must however be remembered that Chapter 6 has found 

no similar case of repetition from a following word after an interval of more than one line, 

and that the echo ~c1.tLV - nputlv, despite the difference of vowel-length and accent, 

might be almost as offensive to a delicate ear as npCi~Lv - TTpu6v. 

14. Al KaL acpaS' KaKouS' Kc1.KLaTa Kat naVWAE8pouS' 
tvvapnaaELav, wanEp ELaopwa' EjJ.E: 
aUToacpayfl nL nToVTa' TWS' aUToacpaYElS' 
npoS' TWV cpLALaTWV EKy6vwv oAolaTo. 

840 

And may they snatch them away the wretches in utter wretchedness and total 
destruction, even as they look upon me falling at my own hands; so may they 
perish at the hands of their closest descendants. 

The repetition in 841 is very striking; it frames a trimeter and it plays upon two senses of 

aUToacpay~S', both Sophoclean features illustrated above. Yet virtually all modern editors 

except for Dain & Mazon (1958) and Stanford (1963) remove it, deleting some or all of 

839-42. Their reasons include a scholium "Talna vEvo8Eua8aL cpaalv, UTTO~A1l8EvTa 

npoS' aacp~vELav TWV AEYOIlEVlLlV"; Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990b) say: 

The insufferable features of the passage are the word q)lALaTWV, which Sophocles 
cannot have used, and the inappropriate curse ... neither Agamemnon nor 
Menelaus was killed by one of his descendants. But if ... we cut out simply the 
words doubted by the ancient commentator, we are leaving in aUToacpayfl, which 
seems to imply that the Atreidae will perish in this way, and in any case has the air 
Of beloncrino with the rest of 841-2. Once we have cut out the whole of 841, 

b b 

wanEp Elaopwa' EjJ.E: is surely too cryptic and abrupt. .. " 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson do not explain how an interpolator came to insert an 

'inappropriate' curse - surely he was unlikely to invent a myth. 77 Is it so inappropriate to 

76 Garvie ([998) interprets it in this way in his translation - the one used here - without commentll1g Oil 

the repetition. 

77 Or refer to a \cry recondile one - Jebb ([896) [3l cites a lale slory lhal Iphigcnia sacrificed [\ lcndaus 
and Helen in the land of the Tauri. 
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make a character in a play utter a curse that is not fulfilled? Vergil'sAeneid, for instance, 
has a number of prophecies the ipsissima verba of which do not come to pass. 

Are Lloyd-Jones & Wilson right that Sophocles could not have used the word <pLAlCJTlLlV? 

It occurs nowhere else in Greek, except as a proper name, and at some time it was not 

surprisingly glossed by <pLATaTwv, which entered the text of some manuscripts. But: 

1. The comparison of <plAOS' is fluid, to say the least. <PlATEpoS'/TaToS', 

<jxAa( TEpoS'/TaToS', and CPLAWTEpoS'/TaToS' are all found, as is 11GAAOV CPLAOS'. 

2. Although -Lwv/LCJTOS' is regular only for adjectives in -US' and -pOS' , and is 

otherwise usually affixed to the stem of a related noun, not to the adjective (thus KaAoS' 

makes KaAALwvILCJTOS'), KaKOS' makes, inter alia, KaKL(Llv/LCJTOS', and Homer uses CPLALWV 

as the comparative of CPLll.oS' in Odyssey. 19, 351 = 24, 268 (in his note on this Homeric 

usage, interestingly, Eustathius cites the Ajax passage as parallel). cPlALCJTOS' would 

therefore have been comprehensible in the fifth century as a superlative of <plAOS'. 

3. What interpolator, at what date, is likely to have ignored Greek grammar and 
invented a new superlative for a very common adjective? 

Is it not more likely that, pace the scholium, Sophocles has marked this highly emotional 

passage by two epic forms (TWS' and oAolaTo), a slight anacoluthon,78 deliberate variation 

of myth, framing a trimeter with a daring repetition of a rare word in two different senses, 
andacoinage? 

is. naVl)CJTGTOV 8~ KOL!1TOT' auOLS' ucrTEpOV. 858 

. .. for the last time, never again to do so. 

is another line with a framing repetition which is deleted (with the four preceding lines) by 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a), Garvie (1998), who retains 854, and some other editors. 
Soon afterwards there follows 

ToD8' DilL v ALaS' TOUTTOS' iJaTaTov 8pOEL, 

This is the last word Ajax speaks to you; 

864 

where for ucrTaTov some MSS read EoxaTov; almost certainly an intrusive gloss on 

u(JTaTov (UGTaTOV is glossed EGXGTOV in the Etymologicum Magnum); explaining it as 

a conscious attempt to remove a repetition, or as the correct reading, lost elsewhere under 

the influence of 858, is much less plausible. The emphasis on finality in this final speech 

by Ajax is fitting and appropriate, and 858 (and UGTaTOV in 864) should be retained; 

indeed 858 supports the retention of the preceding lines, despite the difficulties in them, 

which are not considered here. 

78 As commentators point out, WGTTEp looks both backwarJ" to ~vvapTTciG(JELaV and forwards to HD<;. 
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16. 1008-1011 read in Pearson (1928): 

~,TToD Y',~> T~Aa~wv, ao~ TTaTilp ElloS' 9' alla, 
bE~al T av EUTTpoaWTToS' lAEWS' T' lawS' 
xwpoDvT' aVEu aoD. TTWS' yap OUX; OTW napa 1010 
llT)b' E1JTuxoDvTl 1l11bEV ~blOV YEA<lV .. 

T~lamon, no doubt, your father and mine alike, would receive me, coming 
~Ithout you, cheerfully and, perhaps, graciously. Of course he will; he who even 
In good fortune finds it just as impossible to laugh with pleasure. 

But a number of MSS (including the oldest, L, and others formerly believed to have 

greatest authority) have 'lAEWV for ~blOV in 1011. The general view is that this should be 

treated as a scribal error caused by 'lAEWS' in 1009, but some editors are tempted by it; 

Stanford (1963) for instance says ''-lAEWV ... is not entirely impossible as a bitter 

repetition"; and Kamerbeek (1963) says 

The unusual character of the expression 'lAEWV YEA<lV is in favour of this reading 
of L and some other MSS; it is further possible that somebody, versed in rhetoric, 
has changed'lAEwv so shortly after'lAEwS'. 

Dawe adduces in favour of the priority of ~blOV the existence of a third reading, the 

unmetricallblov,79 which he claims to be a stage in the corruption of ~blOl' to 'lAEWV; it is 

perhaps rather a conflation of the two prime variants. 

Although Chapter 6 has demonstrated indubitable examples of the removal of repetitions 

in transmission, the reverse corruption is much the commoner, and more likely here. 

~bUS' is a regular partner of YEAaw (Ajax 79, Troades 406). ~blOV should be read. 

There is another textual point involving repetition in the passage. Most manuscripts have 

T' lawS' at the end of both 1008 and 1009. But 9' alla is read by several in 1008 and in 

1009 by two and as a variant by two others; only H acknowledges it twice, the second 

time as a ypa<!>ETal variant. What is the cause of this confusion? 

a) Sophocles wrote lawS' twice; it was glossed alla, and the gloss entered the text 

of several manuscripts, in different places (or, but less likely because alla is found in 

different places, it was a removal of a repetition). 

b) Sophocles wrote 'lawS' once, in 1009, and alla once, in 1008.80 A copyist 

made an error of anticipatory repetition which took over most of the tradition, and this 

was corrected in the right place by some and in the wrong place by a very few.81 

c) Sophocles did not write lawS' at all. He wrote alla in 1008 and lbWV, as 

79 That this is an established reading, not a mere slip, is evident from its being glossed OLKElOV in one 

manuscri pt. 
80 Not the other way round, since Sophocles did not use 'LoUJS' in the sense 'equally' - Phi/oetetes 758 is 
the most plausible example of that meaning, but is in a doubtful conte\.t and was translated 'haply' by 

Jebb. 
81 It is written as a co"ectioll in Land Zc, so cannot be a presen'ation in them, and perhaps not in 

others. 
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conjectured by Hermann and printed in Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (l990a) and Dawe (1996) I 

in 1009. tOWv was corrupted to 'LawS' by repetition of the sense of CIlla. and then the (b) 
procedure took place. 

Occam's razor makes (c) the least plausible, and the inappropriate sense required of lawS' 
makes (a) less plausible than (b). 

17. 1071-2 read in the MSS: 

Kal TOl KaKOU npoS' dvopoS' avopa 01l1l0TllV 
1l1l0EV OlKalOUV TWV ECPEOTWTWV KAVELV. 

Fo~ it is a characteristic of a bad man for a man of the people to claim the right not 
to lIsten to those set over him. 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990a) read oVTa for avopa following Reiske; in (1990b) they 
say: 

'avopa', Campbell writes, 'is almost a pronoun, and hence the repetition is not 
felt', and Jebb, Pearson, Dain and Dawe have all followed him. But Reiske was 
surely right to emend this word, which will have oot into the text by a kind of 
dittography. 0 

Garvie (1998) follows Lloyd-Jones & Wilson, calling the juxtaposition of the repeated 

'man' "awkward and pointless." On the other hand, Kamerbeek (1963) says "The 

succession dvopoS' avopa should not be objected to in a poet of the 5th century", and 

Jebb (1896) "it may be doubted whether a Greek ear would have been offended; the 

words avopa 01l1l0TllV closely cohere, and the emphasis falls first on KaKOU, and then on 

01l1l0TllV." 

One can sympathise with the apologetic tone of Campbell, Jebb and Kamerbeek; of the 60 

instances in Sophoclean trimeters where adjacent words repeat there seems to be no other 

in which the sense so annuls the expectation of rhetorical point aroused by the sound - the 

nearest is, perhaps significantly, in 1093 (OUK av nOT', avopES', avopa 8aUllaaaLjl' 

ETL). It is even very rare for any repetition within the same line to lack clear point - the 

repetition of EXW in Trachiniae 553 is one of the few examples. 82 The corruption 

assumed by Lloyd-Jones & Wilson is a plausible one; the nearest parallels in Chapter 6 

are ~ap~ap' for cpaayav' following ~ap~ap' in Helena 864 and TLllouv8 for 

aTuyouv8' following TLllwvTa in Septem 410. But against Lloyd-Jones & Wilson it must 

be observed that Sophocles shows throughout this playa fondness for the word civ~p, 

that the collocation of dv~p and 01l1l0TllS' also occurs in Antigone 690 (and in 

AristophanesNubes 1219), and that oVTa feels like a textual critic's resource. 83 The line 

is not Sophocles at his best, but I would stay with the manuscripts. 

82 552-4 ciAA' au yap ... opya(vElv KaAov I yuvaLKa vouv Exoooav' D 0' EXW. ¢(AaL. I AUT1lPLOV 
AW¢THW ... 
K~ DVTa would hm'e to be an example of the use of a participle substantiyely "ithout the article, in an 
indefinite sense (Goodwin [1889] para. 827); Goodwin finds this appearing especially in 8VllTOV Dvra, as 
in Antigone 455. It seems an odder use when conjoined with a noun (OTHl.OTT]S") rather than an adjectiyc. 
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18. 1276-9 read: 

... d!J.</.>l !J.EV VEWV 
aKpOlOTV ~811 VaUTLKOtS' E8wAlOlS' 
TIUpOS' </'>AEYOVTOS', ES 8E VaUTlKcl CJKa</.>ll 
TI1l8wvToS' ap811v C1EKTOPOS' Ta</.>pWV UTIEP; 

ChapterS 

... as ~ire already blazed around the edge of the ships' quarter-decks, and Hector 
leapt hIgh over the trenches on to the ships' hulls? 

Lloyd-Jones & Wilson (1990b) say "VEWV and vaUTtKOL5' are on the face of it pleonastic, 

and the further addition of vauTlKcl CJKci</.>ll strengthens the suspicion of corruption", but 

emend only by inserting 8' before E8wAlOlS'; Dawe conjectured vauTlALUV, Bergk 

TIEUKl VOLS'. The emphasis on ships is a deliberate and forceful evocation of the scene at 

the end of Iliad 15. Nevertheless, the jUdgement of Lloyd-Jones & Wilson may be sound. 
There are sufficient cases of repetitions introduced by scribes to make such an error 

plausible here, but no emendation is obviously right (the true reading need share nothing 
with that in the manuscripts but metrical shape); though Table 6.7 shows second 

occurrences more than twice as often the result of such corruption as first ones, first ones 
are corrupted often enough. 

19. ~aAELTE X~!J.aS' TPELS' o!J.ou CJUYKEl!J.EVOUS' 1309 

... you will cast us out as well, three people lying together with him. 

1306 ended with KElf.lEVOUS'. Now one MS (L) has a yp variant aUVE!J. TIOpouS' for 

CJUYKEl!J.EVOUS'. Dawe toys with the possibility that this is the preservation of the true 

reading (in which case the vulgate is easily explicable as a scribal repetition from 1306) 

but decides to stay with the overwhelming weight of the manuscripts and regard 

aUVEIlTIOPOUS' as an emendation whose motive was that ~!J.ELS' are not yet dead and 

prostrate;84 if its motive were to remove a repetition the distance between the two 

occurrences would be paralleled in only one of the instances of removal found in Chapter 
6 - vi:. Trachiniae 184/187. [n any case, the repetition has point - the corpses of Teucer, 

Tecmessa and Eurysaces (~!J.aS' TPELS') would lie with (auy) the corpse of Ajax. 

20. Ay 
08 

~ TIavW o!J.oLa· TIoS' dv~p aUT4) TIOVEl. 
T4) yap !J.E !J.OAAOV ElKOS' ~ 'jlaUT4) TIOVElV; 

Agam. The whole world is alike: every man labours for himself. 
Od. For whom is it more natural for me to labour than for myself? 

1366 

The repetition is entirely normal in stichomythia. The interesting thing is that a group of 

MSS have a repetition, but of </'>POVEl/</'>pOVElV, while one has </'>POVEl/TIOVElV and one 

(L) follows TIOVEl in 1366 with </'>POVELV as a supralinear variant for TTOVElV in 1367; 

there are two other variants in 1366 (</.>lAEl and TTOlEl) with very little manuscript 

authority. It is noteworthy that manuscripts with an erroneous reading still keVl a 

repetition. 

8-1- Dawe (1973) 171. 
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CHAPTER 8. SECTION 3. REPEfITION IN THE ANDROMACHE OF 
EURIPIDES 

As usual, the text of the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae (TLG) - the Oxford Classical Text of 

Murray (1902) - has been the basis for the statistical analysis: it was also the basis for the 
TLG publication A Semilemmati~ed concordance to Euripides' Andromache (McDonald 

[1978]) which has made the task of analysing repetitions very much easier. The Oxford 

Classical Text of Diggle (1984) has been compared throughout, and variant readings and 

conjectures relevant to the study are discussed. Relevant matter in the editions by Stevens 

(1971) and Lloyd (1994) and the monograph by Kovacs (1980) has been taken into 
account.85 

SECTION 3(i) ANALYSIS OF REPETITIVENESS 
ANDROMACHE 

IN PARTS OF 

The analysis in Chapter 4 found more same-line repetitions per 100 lines in Andromache 

than in any other play of Euripides. The Index of repetitiveness of Andromache (9.3) is 
however slightly below Euripides' average; Andromache is usually dated to around 426 

B.C., and is therefore among the earlier of the surviving plays of Euripides, whose 
repetitiveness (Bacchaeexcluded) seems to show a tendency to increase. 

9.2% of the repetitions in trimeters in Andromache are of rralS', the word most frequently 

repeated.86 

Chapter 5 Section 1 found virtually no correlation between the figure for repetitions in the 

same or adjacent lines and the proportion of stichomythic or distichomythic dialogue in 
the sections of Andromache, and a negative correlation between the number of trimeters in 

speeches and the total number of repetitions. Table 8.4 looks separately at three different 

parts of Andromache: the prologue (1-102), the scene dominated by the Peleus/Menelaus 

agon (545-765), and the scene dominated by the Messenger's speech (1048-1165). 

85 In the absence of any other indication, references in this section to the above editors are to their texts 

and apparatuses as appropriate. 

86 This is due particularly to the five occurrences of nal<; TTaLOO<; meaning 'grandson'~ it is treated ~ere 
as a repetition, not a single word, and that is supported by Anderson (1997) 143-4, who says 01 the 
recurrence 1063-1083 "The phrase may sound like a simple circumlocution for' grandson' , but against the 
background of family deaths the innocent words assume a deeper significance. By linking Ncoptolemos to 
Peleus as 'the son of the son', Euripides sustains our awareness of the three generatIOns lO\ohed. Once 
again before the messenger's account of the murder Euripides repeats the expression, this time placing it 
in the mouth of Peleus, who accentuates the loss by pointing out that each son wa'> an only son: . How 
did he die, the only son of my only son?' "(TTW<; 0' olXETa( IlOl TTal<; IlOVOU TTaLOO<; IlOVO<;; - 1083) 
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TABLE 8.4 

REPETITIVENESS IN THREE SCENES IN ANDROMACHE 

Section >1 1-102 i 545-765 11048-1165 
Index i 9.36t 7.91 t 9.32 
Intervals 

, , 
i ~ , 

same i 1.961 5.43i 4.24 
UP to 1 ! 3.921 7.69\ 5.08 

None of these appears very different from the playas a whole. The agon scene has 

proportionately more repetitions in the same line (that is, roughly, figurative repetitions) 

than the playas a whole, and strikingly more than the prologue;87 but its Index is lower 

than that of the playas a whole, the prologue or the scene with the messenger's speech.88 

The messenger's speech proper contains no repetition in the same line and only one 

repetition in adjacent lines. 

87 This is due largely to the remarkable series of polyptota in 738-743, which will be discussed later. 

88 The figure for repetitions in the same line is due largely to the colloc~~ion TIatS' TIaLooS' .discussed 
above. in lines preceding the messenger's speech proper. This does not attect the last three ttgures in 

Table 8.4. 
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SECTION3(ii) REPETITIVE TECHNIQUES IN ANDROMACHE89 

I. COMPLEX REPETITIVE PATTERNS 

1. Interweaving. 

a) au yap ~ET' dVbpWV, W KaKlaTE KdK KGKWV; 
~oL nov ~ETEaTl v w~ EV dVbpaat v AOyOV; 
~aTL~ TIPO~ dVbpO~ ~pvYo~ dTI~AAay~~ AEXO~, 
dKA1:laT' abouAa bWlla9' EaT(a~ AL TIWV, 
w~ 8~ yvvaLKa uW<Vpov' EV 801lOL~ EXWV 
TIaawv KaKluTIlv. OUb' (lv EL ~OUAOl TO TL~ 
aw<ppwv YEVOl TO ~TIapTlaT(bWV KOPIl, 

KOlva~ EXOVCJl. KqTa eau~a(ELV XPEWV 
EL Il~ yvvalKa~ U()J<ppOVU~ TIalbEUETE; 

xxxAxBxB 
xxXxxAX 
xxAXXX 
XXXXX 
xxCDxXE 
XBxxxXx 
DXXC* 

XExEE 
xxCDX 

590 

595 

600 

Pel. What! Are you to be counted among men, you scoundrel bred of 
scoundrels? Can you possibly be reckoned as a man? You had your wife 
removed by a Phrygian man, when you left unlocked twithout slaves the 
house of your heartht, as if you had a chaste woman in your home when 
she was really the greatest scoundrel. No Spartan girl could be chaste even 
if she wanted to be: .... Should one wonder, then, that you do not 
educate your women to be chaste? 

As demonstrated in the schema (where x indicates a non-lexical and X a lexical word 

outside the repetitive pattern, and the asterisk a variatio) the beginning of Peleus' diatribe 

relies heavily on interlacing repetition of KaK- and ciVbp-, overlapping with repetition of 

the phrase uw<ppwv yvv~ (varied with KOPIl). The collocation of aw<ppwv and yuv~ is 

frequent in Euripides (nine times in other plays, and in Andromache outside this passage 

in 235), though not found in Sophocles' extant plays (twice in Aeschylus). Even in this 

very repetitive context, the repetition of forms of EXW in 594 and 600, with no metrical 

parallelism, is surely insignificant. 

The whole speech, like Andromache's opening one, is full of words for 'house', bOIlOL 

in 594, 597, 602, 612; 8wflaTa in 593 (if the word is sound)90 and 620; and aLKoL in 

609, 632 and 635. KaK- and yvv~ are also, not surprisingly, thematic throughout the 

speech. 

b) au Xp~ 'TIL IllKpOl~ j.1EyaAu TIOPUUVElV KaKa 
ou8', El 'yuVCdKES' EUIlEV aTllPOV KUKOV, 
aVbpa~ 'ylJVClL~l v E~Oj.1OLOVaeal <pUUlV. 

352 

One should not bring about great evils for small reasons; nor, if we women are a 
baneful evil, should men make their nature like to ours. 

89 Except where specifically stated, the text printed is based on Murray (1902), which is that given in Ihe 
TLG. The translation is that of Lloyd (1994) adapted as necessary to bring out repetitions or whClC' [Ih~ 

text printed differs from his. No comments are made on textual matters with no relevance to repelitll>l1 

90 Diggle (1984) obelises; the problem is with the phrase oWjlae' EGTLas- 'house of your hearth', \\ hi~h 
Lloyd (1994) describes as "impossible". 
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Although in English, as Lloyd's translation shows, it is more natural to use a pronoun 

than to repeat the noun 'women', it is easy to feel that in Greek yuvat6 v is preferable to 

CllJTalS'. But it is much less easy to understand the repetition ofKaK-, prominent though it 

is made by its position at the ends of consecutive lines; the evil which women may be has 

nothing to do with those which Andromache claims in the previous lines would stem from 

the rejection of Hermione by Neoptolemu$. Nor is there a contrast of any rhetorical 

interest. Perhaps, despite the interweaving, KaKOS' is such a common word in tragedy that 

its repetition, even within a sentence, is inconsequential. 

c) Av. O'(~Ot, TIlKPCW KA~PWCJlV a'(pECJLV TE jJ.0l 

~(ov Ka8(CJTYlS" Kal AaxouCJa y' ci9Ala 
Kal 11 ~ AaxoucrCl. OUCJTUX~S' Ka9[CJTallal. 

385 

Andr. Alas! You present me with a bitter lottery and choice of life. I am wretched 
if [ win it, unfortunate if I do not. 

Stevens (1971) says on Ka9[CJTajJ.al: 

we might, as Wecklein says, have expected cpav~CJollaL. It closely follows 
Ka9(crTllS', but such repetition is fairly common in Eur., e.g. Hec 655-6; EI 44-5, 
and presumably was not regarded as a blemish. 

Stevens does not observe the adjacent repetition of AaxouCJa (a simple and effective 

anaphora). That context shows that Euripides was currently conscious of repetition, and 

makes prominent the repetition of forms of Ka9(GTlllll. 91 Unless therefore the text is 

corrupt, and Ka9(aTCl.llal a copyist's error for something like cpav~CJollaL, influenced by 

Ka9[CJTllS' and Ka9(CJTallaL in 371, the concept in the two lines is the same, and UTIO CJOV 

is to be understood with Ka9(CJTaj.lal - perhaps instead of translating Ka9(aTallal as if it 

were a copula Lloyd could have rendered HI am presented with wretchedness if I win it 

and unhappiness if I do not." The double repetition, moreover, makes prominent the 

variatio between ci9ALCl. and 8ucrTUX~S', and must throw doubt on Lloyd's assertion "there 

is no effective difference here between 'wretched' and 'miserable'." 

2. Repetition for emphasis. 

Ep. L~ ~ap~apov al~J 9pEIllla Ka!. crKAT1POV 9paCJoS', 
EYKapTEpElS' o~ 9avaTov; aAA' EYW 0' E[)pCLS' 
EK TTlcr8' EKouaav EcavaaTTlaW TaXa" 
TOlOVO' EXW 0'01) OEAEap. aAAa yap AOYOVS' 
KPUtjJW, TO 0' EPYOV aUTO 0llllavEl Taxa. 
Ka911cr' ,,~~:bp(i'i(r Ka!. yap EL TIEPL~ 0"' EXOl 

TllKTOS' 1l0AV~00S', E Ca vaaTTl aw 0"' E'YL~ 
TIPlV 4> TIETI0l8aS' TIalO' 'AXlAAEwS' 1l0AElV. 

261 

265 

() I KneLOTarWl in 371 may be t(X) distant to be rele\'anl. It "'Oldd be forced to see point in the use (II ,til 
three ,olces of the ,'erb. 
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Herm. Y ou barbaria~ creature, with your stubborn insolence, do you brave death 
then? But I wIll soon make you leave your refuge willingly, such a bait do 
[ have ~or you. No more of that, though, for [ will hide my words and the 
deed WIll soon speak for itself. Sit on as a suppliant, for even if molten 
lead held you fast I will make you move before the son of Achilles comes, 
on whom you rely. 

Hermione's threat is underlined by the emphatic repetition of the central word with its 

subject pronoun expressed, and by Taxa twice at the end of its line, and by five 

occurrences of the second person pronoun. It is an interesting coincidence that Medea, 

another early play of Euripides, has E~avaCJT~CJal twice in four lines (1212-5). 

3. Linking. 

Xo 

Peleus 

Ku8l0V ~poToiS' 
TIEV~Ta XP~CJTOV ~ KaKov Kal TIAOUCJlOV 
yall~pov TIETIaCJ9al Kal ¢>lAOlr CJu 8' OUOEV E1. 
CJJ.llKpaS' aTI) apXTlS' VElKOS' aV9pWTIOlS' IlEya 
YAWCJCJ' EKTIOp((EV TOlJTO 8' ol (Jo(boL ~pOTWV 
E~EuAa~oDvTal, Il~ <PlAOl:)' TEUXElV EpW. 
Tl 8~T' av E'lTIOlS' TOUS' YEpovTaS', wS' (JO(-POl , 

640 

645 

Chorus 

It is more honourable for mortals to have a good poor man as 
father-in-law and friend than a bad rich one. You are nothing. 
From a small beginning the tongue contrives great strife for 
humankind, and wise mortals guard carefully against causing 
quarrels with their friends. 

Menelaus Why then say that old men are wise, .. 

This is the mid-point of the first Peleus/Menelaus interchange in this agon. With the 
repetitions indicated the chorus links the speeches of the two protagonists. 

4. Traductio. 

a) In a short passage: 

Peleus 

El Il~ ¢8EPD TTlCJ8' wS' TciXlCJT' aTIa CJTEYTlS' 708 
Kal TIatS' aTEKvoS', ~v 0 y' E~ ~J.lwv YEYWS' 
EAq. 8l' o'lKwv T~v8' ETIlCJTIclCJaS' KOJ.lTlS'· 710 
~ CJTEPPOS' oUCJa lloCJX0S' OUK aVE~ETal 
TlKTOVTaS' aAAouS', OUK EXOUCJ' aUT~ TEKVU. 
ciAA', EL TO KElV~S' 8UCJTUXEl TIal8wv TIEPl, 
aTIal8as- ~llaS' 8Et KaTUCJT~VUl TEKVWV; 

... if you don't get to perdition out of this ho~se as fast as pos~ible with 
your childless daughter, whom my gran~son WIll dr.ag by the half through 
this house and drive out. A barren helfer, she wlll not tolerate others 
oivino birth not havino children herself. But if she is unfortunate with 
00' 0 . 

regard to children, is it necessary for me to be made childless? 

This traductio is on the theme of children and childlessness. 92 It is not apparent that there 

is any semantic difference between the two terms TIUl- and TlKTfrEKv-; one might indeed 

(n Thcre had just becn a similar fraliuclio In Menelaus' speech, with fi\'c occurrenccs of rraL"l' and t\\ \.) 01 

TlKTW in len lincs. 
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have expected Euripides to find nalS' cirralS' more attractive than nal,), aTEKvoS'; but it is 

perhaps to avoid overdoing things that Neoptolemus is on this occasion not called TTal')' 

nal8oS'. The contrastive framing of712 is effective, as is the contrast between rral8<.llv of 

Hermione in 713 and c1TIal8aS' of Andromache in 714, TEKVWV at the end of714 however 

seems lame, adding nothing to aTIal8aS'. 

b) In a lengthy passage: 

Ep EyVWS'· GAEL yap jJ.' Ev8lKWS'. Tl 8El AE)/El V; 
ciAA' aVTojJ.a( aE ..6.(a KGAOUa' OjJ.0YVlOV, 
TIEjJ.~OV I..lE xwpaS' T~a8' OTIOl TIpOa(llTaTW 
~ TIpoS' rrGTp00v jJ.EAG8pov*· wS' 80KOUOL yE 
St&llll.cOn T' EAaVVELV cp8EyjJ.' EXOVTES' o'(8E jJ.E, 
jJ.lOEl TE yala <P8laS'. El 8' ~~Et rrapoS' 
<Po(~ou AlTIWV jJ.avTElov ELS' ~«£ ~U))RJ)S' TIOalS' , 
KTEVEl jJ.' ETI' GLCJxlaTOlaLv· ~ 80VA.Elj(JOIJEV 

vo80lal AEKTPOlS'** WV E8Eorro(ov TIPO TOU. 
TIwS' ouv Ta8', wS' E'{TIOl TLS', E~lljJ.apTGvES'; 

}~. 6'"'' 8 I J' I \ 
KClI{CJJV 'rl;Hj.~E.U(qJt:;l;i Elao OL !..l GTTWI\Eaav, 
d( jJ.0L ~.E:yovo·a.l TOl)a8' Exauvwaav AOyOVS'· 
""," " ,'\ ,~,.£ .6U TllV KUIGOTlll' alXjJ.aI\WTOV EV (l..lJ1UJ l).fi.~lI.S 

bo{)t\rW ciVEC1:l aot ~~ X (0)RJ)~ KOl VOUjJ.EVTJV; 
jJ.a T~V avaaaav, OUK av EV y' E!lOlS' S~ ~(Q)1I.S' 
~AETIOUa' av auyaS' TajJ.' EKapTIOUT' av ~~X1I1l. 
Kdyw KAuouaa Toua8E ~ELP~VWV AOyovS', 
[aocpwv TIavoupywv TIOLKlAWV AaAll!laTwv,] 
E~llVE!lw8T1V !lWplq. TL yap 11' EXP~V 
TIOal v tl)VAC((JaElV, D rrap~v oawv E8Et; 
TIOAUS' !lEV OA~OS'· 8wjJ.aTwv* 8' ~vaaaoIlEv· 
TIal8aS' 8' EYW jJ.EV YVllalouS' ETlKTOV av, 
~ 8'·~IJt8(H)AOUr.;· TOlS' EjJ.olS' v08aYEvElS'. 
ciAA' OVTIOT' OVTIOT' - ou yap ELaaTIa~ Epw93 -
'I ........,' ? '1 ? XPll TOUS' yE VOUV EXOVTaS', OLS' EOTlV '1!,~r,r:", 

TIPOS' T~V EV OIKOLS'* aAOXov EO<pOL TeXV EeXV 
.' l' '8 8' A .' ;;-.:Jl"'l'P(!I"\ ,:,.'li::;'· aUTal yap l aaKa OL I((/I·(('l'l/· b !.,II .,1 "r.,~ •• ', ~:,.~.;) •. _ . ~ .. 

~ jJ.EV Tl KE p8a( vouO'a aU!lcp8E l pE l ~i X ~s , 
~ 8' cillTIAGKouO'a O'uvvoaElv alJTD 8EAEL, 
TIoAAat 8E jJ.apyoTT}Tl . . . KcivTEU8EV tS~ ~,un 
lJOaovO'lv civ8pwv. TIpoS' Ta8' EU (~VAa(JaETE 
KA1]8pOLO'l Kat 1l0XAOLaL 8WjJ.aTWV* rruAaS'· 
UYLES' yap OU8EV at 8upa8Ev E'(ao80l 

~ "'\\' \\' , , 8pwot v ';¥'l:,:)~(r~~ If~~(i;.i)V, al\l\a TIOl\l\a KaL KaKa. 

Exactly; for he will kill me justly. Why say more? 

920 

925 

930 

935 

940 

945 

950 

But I beseech you in the name of Zeus the god of kindred, take me from this land, 
as far as possible, or to my father's palace. For this very house seems to speak 
and drive me out, and the land of Phthia hates me. If my husband leaves the oracle 

93 Self-conscious anadiplosis of a non-lexical word. There are similar self conscious repetitions at 
Clweplwri 654 - lTal lTal 9upaS' aKouaov EpKELaS' KTUlTOV. I TLS' EVbOV, cD lTal lTal, ~aA' au; 
Eumenides 1014 - XaLPETE, XaLPETE b' aV8LS'. ElTll bLlTAOL(W (or whatever is the right correction of lhe 
MS ElTLbllTAOL('tu) and, in comedy, t.quiles 249 Kat. lTavoupyov Kat. lTavoupyov' lTOAAaKlS' yap aUT' 
Ept0. 
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o( Phoebus and comes to the house before then, he will put me to a most 
dIsgraceful death, or I shall be subject to the concubine who was formerly my 
slave. 
How then, as someone might say, did I err in this way? The visits of bad women 
w~re my downfall. They filled me with vanity by saying this: 'Will you put up 
WIth t~at wretched captive slave-woman in your house sharing your bed? By 
t:Iera, III my hous.e she would certainly not have enjoyed the use of my bed and 
lIved to see the lIght of day'. I heard these Siren-words [of clever, wicked and 
wily chatterboxes] and was puffed up with folly. Why should I have watched 
over my husband, when I had everything that I needed? I had abundant wealth, 
and I was queen of the house; my children would have been legitimate, hers 
bastards and half-slaves to mine. But never, never (for I will not say it only once) 
should married men, if they have any sense, allow women to visit their wife at 
home. For they are teachers of evil: one helps to corrupt the marriage for gain, 
another because she has fallen and needs someone to share her shame, and many 
because of wantonness. The result is that men's homes are afflicted. Guard well 
the doors of your homes against this with bolts and bars; for the visits of women 
from outside accomplish nothing wholesome, but many evils instead. 

This speech by Hermione includes a traductio of its themes - the house (OOjlOl, and 

variations marked *), the marriage-bed (AEX0S', and variations marked **) and the nature 

of woman (yvv~). Forms of KaKOS' occur four times. The themes of house and woman 

are continued in the Chorus's intervention and Orestes' speech following Hermione's, 

and repetitions of yvv~ link the speeches together. The Chorus uses a form of polyptoton 

in 956, KoallElv yvvalKaS' TclS' yvvalKElaS' voaovS', and then Orestes has yvv~ three 

times in quick succession and oOjlWV in his third line. But, although the theme of 'house' 

continues unabated, the term after 959 changes to oT KOl. 

5. Polyptota rampant. 

MEV ~~w· TIapwv oE TIpoS' TIapOvTaS' Ejl<pavwS' 
yajl~pouS' oloci~w Kat oloci~ollal AOyOVS'. 
Kav jlEV KOAciCD T~VOE Kat TO AOlTIOV D 
aw<ppwv Ka8' ~llaS', aw<ppov' ciVTlA~4;ETal· 
8VjlOUjlEVOS' OE TEU~ETal 8VjlOVjlEVWV, 
EPYOlOl 0' Epya olciooX' ciVTlA~4;ETal. 

738 

740 

Men. I will return; face-to-face with my son-in-law, openly, I will instruct him 
and be instructed by him. If he punishes this woman and is reasonable 
with me in future, he will receive reasonable behaviour in return; but if he 
behaves angrily he will meet an angry response and for his deeds he will 
receive appropriate deeds in return. 

On this feast of rhetorical repetitions Stevens (1971) says "Perhaps Eur. is representing 

M. as hiding the weakness of his withdrawal behind a show of rhetoric and reason. The 

effect of these expressions is to stress the idea of reciprocity: 'I behave to others as they 

behave to me.' " Kovacs says "this kind of language is surely intended to suggest the cool 

and calculating rationalism that Menelaus has displayed all along, as well as the Sophistic 

content. "9-1-

9-1- Koyacs (1980) 103. 
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Besides the five polyptota we find the repetition of ciVTlA~4;ETaL at the end of 741 and 

743; this, and the feeling that the fifth polyptoton - EPYOlOl 8' Epya - is too much of a 

good thing, has led Diggle to follow Valckenaer and Wecklein in deleting 743, and, 

alternatively, to propose civTallEl~ETaL at its end. Though one can easily imagine an actor 

gilding this lily, or a commentator puttino a parallel in the maroin deletion is not /::) /::) , 
warranted, and ciVTaIlEl4;ETal retains the (perhaps obnoxious) jingle while weakening the 

(perhaps eff ecti ve ) emphasi sing of reci proci ty .95 

6. Prefix rampant. 

wS' 8WllaT' EKAllTOUCJa MEVEAEW KOPll 
<Ppou811 Ta8'- ~KW 8' EKIla8Elv CJlTou8~v EXWV 
El Tarn' ciAll8fl' TWV yap EK8~llwv <plAWV 
8El TOUS' KaT' oTKov QVTaS' EKlTOVElV TuxaS' . 

1049 
1050 

. . . that the daughter of Menelaus has left this house and gone away. I have come 
in haste to find out if this is true, for those at home should exert themselves over 
the fortunes of friends who are away. 

Euripides' fondness for EK- compounds may have got the better of him here: four in four 

lines outdoes HF 18-22 with three in five lines. 

7. Stichomythia. 

Ep. 

Op. 

Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 
Op. 
Ep. 

TO IlEV lTpoS' ~IlWV, TO 8E lTpoS' civ8poS'1 oS' 11' EXEl2, 
TO 8' EK 8EWV TOU' lTaVTaXD 8' GAWAaIlEv. 
TlS' ouv Civ E'(ll Il~ lTE<pUKOTWV YE lTW 
lTal8wv yuvalKL3 CJull<Popo5 TTA~V ElS' AEXoS'4; 
TOrn' alno Kal VOCJOUIlEv' EU 11' UlTllYclyOU. 
clAAllV TLV' EUV~vll dVTL CJOU CJTEPYEl TToalS'6; 
T~V alXllclAwTOV (fEKTOPOS' ~UVEUVETLVII. 
KaKov7 y' EAE~aS'8, clv8pa 1 8laa' EXElV2 AEX1l4. 

"" "" .,. ," ,,, , TOlaUTa TaUTa. K(;tT EyWy lJlluvallllv. 
IlWV ElS' yuvalK'3 Eppa4;aS' ola 8~ yuv~3; 
<povov9 y' EKElVlJ KaL TEKV<V v08aYEvEl. 
KclKTElvaS', ~ TlS' aUIl<POpa5 a' d<pElAETo; 
YEpwvlO yE TTllAEUS' , TO US' KUKlovaS'7 aE~wv. 
aOl 8' ~v TlS' OCJTlS' Tou8' EKOlVWVEl <povou9; 
lTaT~p y' ElT' alJTo TOrn' dlTO ~lTclPTllS' IlOAWV. 
Ka lTE l Ta TOU YE POVTOS' 10 ~CJa~811 X E Pl ; 
aLoot YC Kalil' EPllllOV 0'( XETal Al TTWV. 
(JUVTlKU' Tap~EtS' TotS' 8E8paIlEVOlS' TT6(JLV6. 
EYVWS" GAEt yap 11' EvolKWS'. TL OEt AEYElV8; 

905 

910 

915 

920 

Herm. Some by myself, some by the ~usband to wh?m I am married, and 
some by a god. Everything contrIbutes to my rum. . 

O What misfortune, then, could a woman have - at least If she has no r. 
children yet - except in connection wi th her marriage? 

Herm. That is exactly where my trouble lies - you prompted me well. 
95 Lloyd (1994) says of the proposed deletion "This line is undoubtedly superfluous, and thc r~petition .. 
. is inelegant, but stylistic flaws are weak grounds for deletion in this speech." I.t IS doubtlul whether 
aesthetic flaws in style (which is what Lloyd means) are strong grounds for deletion anywhcre, though 
demonstrable departures from the style of Attic tragedy may well be. 
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Does yo~r husband love another woman instead of you? 
The captive who was Hector's wife. 
That is bad, for a man to have two bedfellows. 
T~at is how it is. And then I acted in self-defence. 
Old you plot against the woman as women do? 
Yes: death for her and for her bastard child. 
And did you kill them, or did some chance prevent you? 
Yes: old Peleus, honouring those who are worse. 
Did you have any accomplice for this murder? 

Chapter 8 

Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 
Herm. 
Or. 

Yes, my father came from Sparta for this very purpose. 
And then he was worsted by the hand of the old man? 
Worsted by his respect; and he has gone, leaving me alone. 
I understand: you are frightened of your husband because of what you 
have done. 

Herm. Exactly; for he will kill me justly. Why say more? 

The repetitions in this dialogue are marked with superscript numerals. They are 

unremarkable, and only the polyptoton in 911 is emphatic. They are all (except that of 

AEYW) of words naturally prominent given the subject of the dialogue (even the often 

colourless EXW seems here to imply male possession of women), and there is none of the 

direct picking up by one speaker of words uttered by the other that is often found in 
stichomythia. 

8. Paralleling. 

Kal TOUa' lnTOlTTOV ~v ap" ElS' oE aUaTaaElS' 
KUKAOUS' T' EXWPEL AaoS' OLK~TWP SEOU. 
'AyaJ:lE~vovOS' oE lTGlS' olaaTElXwv lTOALV 
ES' oUS' EKciaT~ oua~EvELS' ~uoa \oyovS" 
cOpaTE ToilTov, oS' OLWJTElXEL SEOV 
xpuaov YE~ovTa yuaAa, S~aaupouS' ~pOTWV, 
TO OEUTEPOV lTapOVT' E¢' oial Kal lTapoS' 
OEUP' ~AeE, cI>Ol~ou VUOV EKlTEpaUL 8EAwv; 
KaK TOVO' EXWPEL P08l0V EV lTOAEl KUKOV' 

1088 

1090 

1095 

This evidently aroused suspicion. The people who dwell in the territory of the god 
began to stand together in groups. The son of Agamemnon went round the city, 
speaking hostile words into the ear of each: 'Do you see this man, who goes 
round the sanctuary of the god full of gold, the treasuries of mortals? He has come 
here a second time for the same purpose that he came before, to sack the temple of 
Phoebus.' As a result of this, an angry uproar began to spread round the city. 

Both EXWPEl and oluaTELx-wvl-El are at the same place in the line,<J6 The repetition of 

olaaTELx-wvl-El is noted by Stevens (1971), who says "such repetition with no special 

point sounds to us careless but is not rare in Euripides", and by Jackson, who indudes it 

without particular comment in his list of Unconscious repetitions hy the poet.97 

Although aTELXw and compounds are common words, 8laaTELXw is emphatically not. 

These are the only occurrences in Attic literature; it appears once in Pindar, ,mce 

96 This must not be O\crpressed, since their metrical shape severely constrains lheir position tn a 

trimeter. 

97 Jackson (1955) 222. 
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(emended away) in Theocritus and once in Meleager; the rest of its 51 appearances in the 
TLG are late, and 32 are in Nonnus. Far from being careless, the use of the same rare 
(though not recherche) word clearly parallels the behaviour of Orestes and Neoptolemus 
in this fateful visit to Delphi. It is very hard, in the face of this parallelism, to argue that 

Orestes and Neoptolemus are not in Delphi at the same time, whatever the implications for 
the time the action of the play is supposed to take - see Lesky (1947) 99ff. 

EXWPEL, used first literally and second metaphorically, is less remarkable; the word is 

much commoner, and the distance between the occurrences much greater. The same verb 
is used three more times in this Messenger's speech. 

9. Repetition of words mirroring repetition of action. 

¢8ELpEa8E Tfla8E, 81.HDES', wS' clV EKIla8w 
El TLS' ~E AVELV Tfla8E KWAuaH XEpUS'. 
" '(' , \ I , ETIUlpE aUUTTJV' WS' EyW KUlTIEP TPEIlWV 
1!AEK~aS' LllavTwv aTpo<pL8aS' E~aV~aOllaL. 
w8', W KaKlaTE, TTla8' EAUI-l~VW XEpaS'; 

715 

The repetition of XEpaS' at the same place in the line in 716 and 719 might look like 

"indifference", but for the repetition of Tfla8E two words before (and in 715), and the 

repetition of the syllable -AU preceding xEpaS'. There may be a mirror of the action here -

first Peleus dares Menelaus to prevent him from freeing Andromache's hands, and then in 
similar words he accuses him of having assaulted those same hands. 

10. Crescendo. 

Ev8EV KOIlL(WV ~TJPOV EK rrovTou rro8a 
TOV <pLATaTov aOl TIa'l8' EIlOL T' 'AXLAAEa 
o4J1J BOIlOUS' vaLovTa VTJUlWTlKOUS' 
AEUK~V KaT' ciKT~V EVTOS' EU~E(VOU rropou. 
ciAA' EPTIE ~EA<PWV ElS' 8EoBIlTJTOV rrOAL v 
VEKPOV KOIlL(WV Tov8E, Kal Kput(JaS' X80Vl 
EA8wv TIaAalaS' XOLpci8oS' KOlAOV IlUXOV 
2:TJrrLa8oS' '((OU· IlLIlVE 8', EaT' clV E~ GAoS' 
Au~ouaa TIEVT~KOvTa NTJP~8wv xopov 
EA8w KOlllaT~v aou' TO yap TIETIPWIlEVOV 
BEL a' EKKOIlL(ELV' ZTJVl yap BOKEl TCi8E. 

1259 
1260 

1265 

From there, you will leave the sea dry-shod and see Achilles, your dear son and 
mine livino in his island home on the White Shore in the Euxine sea. 
Go n~w to the god-built city of Delphi, and take this body there for burial. Then 
00 and sit in a hollow cave on Sepias' ancient cape, and wait until I bring from the 
~ea a chorus of fifty nymphs to escort you. You must accomplish what is fated, 
for this is Zeus's will. 

KOIlL(W and related words are used four times in eleven lines, in varying senses. It is 

tempting to put this down simply to the priming of the word and its running in Euripides' 

head. But so pronounced a marking is rarely inane, and perhaps what we see is a building 

up in sense: the first is a weak use where all the semantic weight falls on ~TJPOV; the 

second a technical use, of a funeral procession; the third of a divine escort; and the fourth 

and most sententious of the fulfilment of the di vine will. 
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11. Variations on the same root. 

... CL\A' E~aMov EK XEPWV TTETPOlS'. 
nUKvD oE vl~aol navTo8Ev uTTo8ov~EVOS' 
npouTEI VE TEUXll Kd<1>uAauuET' EIl-~OAUS' 
EKElUE KdKElU' dunlo' EKTElVWV XEPL. 

dAA' OUOEV ~VEV' dAAU nOAA' 0ll-0u ~EAl1, 
OlUTOl, ~EuaYKuA' EKAUTOl T' dll-~W~OAOl, 
a~ay~S' EXWPOUV ~ounopoL noowv TTapoS'. 
OELVUS' 0' C1V ELOES' nupplxaS' ~pOUpOU~EVOU 
~EAEll-va nGlooS' . 

Chapter 8 

1130 

1135 

. '. ' .but they pelted him with stones from their hands. Pounded by a dense hail of 
mIssIles from every side, he held his shield in front of him and warded off the 
blows, holding out the shield this way and that with his hand. But they achieved 
nothing, and many weapons - arrows, javelins, ox-piercing spits pulled from the 
slaughtered beasts - fell together before his feet. Then you would have seen a 
Pyrrhic dance, as your boy guarded himself against the missiles. 

The five examples of the phonologically distinctive root *bl, signifying 'throw', in this 

passage give a background emphasis by their repetitive sound to the sense conveyed by 

the words - weapons being thrown. 

Stevens (1971) does not discuss this, but on the repetition of -TEL vw in 1130-1 says: 

there is little if any distinction between these verbs, and if TEuXll means only 
'shield' the two phrases seem carelessly tautological; but TEUXll normally denotes 
armour and/or arms and might here include a sword, which would serve to deflect 
a missile here and there, the conduct of his shield being then more precisely 
indicated in 1131. 

There is no need however to apologise for Euripides here; Lloyd's translation does not 

duck the repetition (indeed enhances it by rendering TEuXll and dunLoa identically) and 

1131 emerges as an amplification of the first half of 1130. 
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II. REPETITIONS OF SINGLE WORDS 

I . In prominent position. 

a) EIS' TTalS' 08' ~v 1l0L AOL TTOS' ocp8aAlloS' ~(ou' 
T01JTOV KTEVElV IlEAAouaLv 01S' 80KEl Tci8E. 
ou 8~Ta TOVlloV y' OUVEK' ci8AlOU ~(ov· 

Chapter 8 

406 

This one child I had left, the most precious thina in my life; and those who have 
made this decision are going to kill him. No! Notfor the sake of my wretched life. 

The repetition of ~(ou at line-end position virtually forces on us the implication that the 

child is the only light left in Andromache's life; if that light is extinguished her life is truly 
wretched; therefore it might as well be sacrificed for his. 

b) cipXal TE, TTA~pOVVTES' TE ~OUAEuT~pLa, 
[8lq. 8' oaOL 8EOV XP~llciTWV EcpEaTaaav, 
cppoupav ETu~avT' EV TTEpLGTVAOLS' 86IlOLS'. 
~IlElS' 8E Il~Aa, CPUAAu80S' ITapvaalaS' 
TTaL8EvllaT', OU8EV Twv8E TTW TTETTuaIlEvOL, 
Aa~6vTES' DIlEV EaxupaLS' T' EcpEaTallEv 
avv TTpo~EvoLaL lluvTEalv TE ITU8LKOLS'. 

1097 

1100 

The magistrates, filled the council-chambers, and on their own initiative those in 
charge of the god's treasures posted guards in the colonnaded temples. We knew 
nothing yet of this. We took sheep, nurselings of the foliage of Parnassus, and 
stood at the altar with our hosts and the Pythian prophets. 

EcpEaTGCJav has metaphorical and ECPEGTallEV literal sense. These are two of the only 

three occurrences of Ecp(aT~IlL in Andromache and the line-end position is a marking one; 

the contrast between the temple authorities and the visitors is perhaps being drawn to 

attention. 

c) Colloquialisms in prominent position. 

i) El Il~ cp8EplJ T~a8' wS' TUXLaT' ciTTO aTEY~S' 708 
if you don't get to perdition out of this house as fast as possible ... 

cp8ElpEa8E T~a8E, 8IlWES' 715 
Get to perdition away from this woman, slaves! 

This use of cp8ElpEa8aL and compounds of angry dismissal occurs elsewhere in Euripides 

and comedy; and its "use is probably colloquial and its appearance twice in eight lines is 

appropriate to the choleric old man."98 

ii) 896 and 901 both begin Tl xp~lla. The repetition draws particular attention to 

Orestes' surprise at being suddenly supplicated by Hermione. 

98 Stevens ( 1971) on 708. 
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d) Prominent repetition with variation in number. 

, ... Ev8a~ Ao~(c;l 8lKlW 
OLOWUl IlQVLaS', t nOT' ES TIu8w 1l0AWV 
~TlluE CPOL~OV naTpoS' ou KTElVEL 8lKllv, 

51 

... where he is making amends to Loxias for the madness with which he went to 
Pytho once to demand reparation for the father whom he killed.99 

lTLKPWS' oE naTpoS' <pOVLOV al T~UEl OlKllV 
avaKTa cf:>Ol~OV' ouoE VLV IlETauTauLS' 
YVWllllS' 6V~UEl 8E4) oloovTa vuv olKaS', 

1002 

He will regret demanding reparation from Lord Apollo for his father's death, nor 
will it help him that he has changed his mind and now makes amends to the god. 

. .. CPo(~<.y T~S- rrapOL8' clllapTLas
olKaS' TTapauXElv ~oUA6IlEU8" DTllua yap 
naTpoS' nOT' aUTOV dLllaToS' ooDvaL OLKT}V. 

1106 

I want to make amends to Phoebus for my earlier fault: I once demanded that he 
make reparation for my father's death 

The repetition on each occasion is marked; twice both occurrences are at line-end, and 
once they frame a couplet. The parallel is emphasised between what Neoptolemus once 
demanded of Apollo and what he is now offering him. Twice the plural (which is much 

rarer than the singular of OlKT) in tragedy) is used of the former demand, but the semantic 

difference is not clear, nor is it likely that there is a deliberate avoidance of precise 

repetition. 

2. Not in prominent position. 

a) Av cD rrnuLv civ8pWTTOLULV EX8LUTOL ~pOTWV 
2:TTapTT}S' EVOLKOL, oOALa ~OUAEuT~pLa, 
q;EuOWV avaKTES', ll11xaVoppa<pOl KaKwv, 
EALKTa KOUOEV uYLES', ciAAa nnv nEpL~ 
<pPOVOUVTES', ciOlKWS' EUTUXELT' civ' cEAAcioa. 
Tl 0' OUK EV UlllV EUTLV; ou nAEluTOl <pOVOL; 
OUK aLuXPoKEPOElS'; ou AEYOVTES' dAAa IJ.EV 
YAWUUlJ, <pPOVOUVTES' 0' (lAA' E<pEUPlUKEU8' dEL; 

445 

450 

Andr You inhabitants of Sparta, most loathed of mortals to the whole human 
race! Treacherous councillors, lords of lies, contrivers of evil, thinking 
twisted thoughts and nothing sound but all round about, you are unjustly 
prosperous in Greece! What is there not among you? Not the most 
murders? Are you not continually found to be avaricious, and to say one 
thing while thinking another? 

The word <pPOVElU is common in Euripides (12 times in Andromache, though twice in 

suspect passages); neither line position nor semantic or phonological context give the 

repetition prominence here, and it looks as if Euripides did not attach importance to it, 

even amid highly rhetorical invecti ve. 

()9 Lloyd in his translation does not use different phraseology Cor singular/singular or singular/plural 
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b). . .. Il~TE 8Wllaalv Aa~Eiv 
KaK~S' yuvalKOS' TIWAOV' EK<pEpOUat yap 
Il11TPtIJ' QvEl811· TOlJTO Kat. aKOTIE l TE IlOL , 

IlvllaT~pES', Ea8A~S' 8uyaTEp' EK Il11TpoS' Aa~Elv. 
TIpoS' TOla8E 8' ElS' ci8EA<pOV ot, E<pu~plaaS', 
a<pa~al KEAEuaaS' 8uyaTEp' EU1l8EaTaTa; 

620 

625 

... or to ta~e into his house the daughter of a bad woman; for they export the 
faults of then mothers. In my opinion, suitors, look out for this: to marry the 
dau~hter of a good woman. Furthermore - the outrage which you committed 
agaInst your brother, when you bid the poor fool sacrifice his daughter! 

The verbal repetition is of 8uyaT~p; but what is significant rhetorically is the 

comprehensive variatio between yuVatKoS' TIWAOV and 8uyaTEp' EK IlTlTPoS' where the 

contrast is emphasised by the use of different words, the absence and presence of a 

preposition, and the reversed order of the nouns. TIpoS' Toia8E moves to a new point, 

what we should think of as a new paragraph, and there is no significance in the 

reappearance of8uyaTEp', referring to Iphigeneia (who, incidentally, was scarcely of an 

Ea8A~ mother) in 625. 

c) ~aawv TIE<pUKWS' KUTIpl80S-, cD KclKLaTE au. 
KaTIEL T' ES' OlKOUS' TWV EIJ.(DV EA8wv TEKVWV 
TIOp8ElS' aTIOVTWV, Kat. yuvaLKa 8uaTUX~ 
KTElVELS' ciTLIlWS' TIai8a 8', oS' KAalovTa aE 

\ , ')" , 'I 

KaL TllV EV OLKOlS' allv KUTaaTllaEl KOPllV, 
KEL TP'tS vo80S' TIE<pUKE. TIOAAaKlS' 8E TOL 
~llpa ~a8ELav y~v EVlKllaE aTIopq, 
V080l TE TIOAAO't YVllalwv dIlElVOVES' . 

631 

635 

. . . worsted by Aphrodite, you scoundrel. And then you come and ravage my 
grandson's house while he is away, and ruthlessly try to kill an unfortunate 
woman and her son. He will make you and your daughter in the house regret it, 
even if he is a bastard three times over. Often dry soil is better than rich in its crop, 
and many bastards are better than legitimate children. 

No prominence is given to the repetition of TIE <pUKWS' - lTE<pUKE after five lines; indeed in 

631 it seems to be little more than a copula with ~aawv, but the repetition vo8oS' - V080l 

in 638 is given prominence by Tpls and TIOAAO't; and the repetition lTOAAaKlS' - lTOAAO't is 

virtually anaphora. Thus the bastardy is marked, and the illustration linked with the 

proposition it illustrates. It is less clear whether the OlKOUS' - OlKOl':) repetition is 

significant or not; it is weakly marked, by the contrast of EIlWV and a~v, and could be 

read as insisting that the house where Hermione is is that of Peleus' family. 

d) fIllA. . . . Da8oll11V yap ou aa<p~ AOYOV 1048 
Pel. I heard an unclear report 

Xo TIllAEU, aa<pwS' ~KouaaS' 1053 
Cho. Peteus, you heard truly 
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This repetition is not strongly marked, either by metrical position or by context (although 
Lloyd translates both as 'heard' the Greek uses different verbs). The observation by 

Stevens (1971) "The adverb picks up aa¢~ AOYOV in 1048 but has a slightly different 

sense: not 'clearly' but 'truly', 'correctly' ", though plausible, is less than compelling. 

E) CL-rTO oE cp8LIlEVOL ~E~a(JlV 'IALcioaL ~a(JlA~ES' 

~E~aKE 0' 'ATpEloaS' ciAOXOU TTaAallaLS' 
1022 

1027 

This repetition is not strongly marked, either by metrical position or by context. Stevens 

(1971), however, renders both the verbs 'they are dead and gone' and says "the repetition 
stresses the identical fate that overtook both victor and vanquished". This is plausible, but 
Stevens is very ready to dismiss repetitions as careless and it may not be legitimate for 
him to pick and choose where artistic effect (or intention) is to be assigned. This study is 
less ready to dismiss repetitions as unintentional or careless, but many repetitions of 
single words do not have any observable marking effect. 

f) 

Xo. 

... TWV yap EKO~IlWV CPlAWV 
oEl TOUS' KaT' OLKOV QVTaS' EKTIOVElV TuxaS'. 
TIllAEU, uacpwS' ~KouaaS" OUo' EIlOL KaAOV 

I ,? ....... , ,... 

KPUTITELV EV 0lS' TIapouaa TUYXavw KQKOlS" 
~QaLAEla yap TWVO' o'C XETal CPUYUS' OOIlWV. 
TLVOS' cpo~ou Tuxouaa; OLaTIEpalVE 1l0l. 

1052 

1055 

Pel. ... for those who are at home should exert themselves over the fortunes 
of those who are away 

Cho. Peleus, you heard truly. Nor is it right for me to conceal evils of which I 
am a witness: the queen has fled from this house. 

Pel. What was she afraid of? Tell me everything. 

Even though TuXaS' precedes in 1052, and we seem to have an example here of the 

picking up of interlocutors' words by participants in dialogue, the verbs TUYXcivw and 

Tuxouaa both seem to be little more than makeweight auxiliaries, and their repetition is 

not marked metrically or by context. It may therefore have no more significance than the 

occurrence of TIEpal vwv in 1062, six lines after the prosaic line-filling 8laTIEpaL VE. 

g) TOLau8' (; TOlS' aAAOlul 8EUTIl(WV ava~, 
(; TWV oLKalwv TIclaL v civ8p<'0TIOLS' Kpl T~S', 
8LKaS' 8loovTa TIalo' Eopau' 'AXLAAEWS'. 
EIlVllllOVEUUE 0', WUTIEP Civ8pwTIOS' KaKOS', 
TIaAaLa VELKll; TIWS' Civ OUV EIT) aocpoS'; 

1161 

That is what the god who gives oracles to others, the arbiter of justice for 
n1ankind, did to Achilles' son as he tried to make amends. He remembered old 
quarrels, like a bad man. How then can he be wise? 

The repetition civ8pwTIOlS' - Civ8pc.uTIoS' is not strongly marked, but since the interval is of 

only two lines we may be right in seeing the text as placing Apollo firmly on a level with 

those whom he purports to judge. 
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CHAPTER 8 SECTION 3(iii) SOME TEXTUAL POINTS IN Ai\TDROi~/ACHE 
RELEV ANT TO REPETITION 

1. Andromache's speech in the prologue includes the following passage: 

~aL ,rrpL ~ ~E:\v EV K~KOiol KEqlEvTlV o~wS' 
EATIlS' ~ aEl rrpoollYE UW8EVTOS' TEKVOU 
ciAK~V TlV' EUPElV KGTIlKOlJPllULV KaKwv· 
ETI~L f3E: T~V ,AaKalvav, 'Ep~lL6vllv ya~El 
TOU~OV TIapwuaS' bEurroTllS' bOUAOV AEX0S' 
KaKolS' rrpoS' aiJT~S' UXETAlOlS' EAaUVO~aL. ' 

26 

30 

Hope always led me on bef?re, involved in misfortunes though I was, that while 
my s?n was safe I should. fInd some defence and protection against misfortune; 
but Since my master marned the Spartan Hermione and rejected the bed of me 
his slave, I am persecuted cruelly by her.' , 

For KaKwv in 28 two manuscripts (8 and 0) read b6~wv. Kovacs is very attracted by this 

- or rather by an emendation of it to b6~ov. In the course of a full discussion he says: 

In 28, KaKwv is the lectio facilior and looks suspiciously like a scribal conjecture. 
Both Band 0 read b6~wv, a difficult word in this context, and on that account a 
very unlikely mistake for the plain and inviting KaKwv. There is nothing 
grammatically wrong with the way the line is usually printed. But if Band 0 had 
been our only witnesses, and if editors had been spared the temptation to 
premature ease that the other MSS offer, I am fairly certain that 27-28 would look 
as follows in all our editions:- UW8EVTOS' TEKVOU / GAK~V TlV' EUPElV 
KaTIlKOlJPllUlV b6~ov ' ... that if the boy lived our house would find some kind 
of help and defense.' This palaeographically easy change allows us to account for 
everything the MSS provide. 

Stylistically it is awkward to say, in the space of three lines, 'Though [ was sunk 
in misfortunes, nevertheless the hope drew me to him that I would find aid and a 
defense against misfortunes.' It is true that Greek ears were less sensitive than 
ours to repetition. Just how far their tolerance extended is not clear. But even if 
Greek ears were not offended by such a sentence, Greek logic would be. For 
eitherKaKwv in 28 refers to the same misfortunes as those in 26 or it does not. If it 
does, we have nonsense. For the evils of 26 are most naturally taken as the ones 
she has just enumerated (the loss of husband, son and country), and against these 
there is no help, nor even some kind of (TlV') defense. If by some chance KaKoLS' 
means the indignities of forced cohabitation with her master .. , that makes no 
sense either, for the survival of her child offers no plausible hope for the alteration 
of that condition. If, on the other hand, KaKwv refers to different misfortunes from 
those in 26, the use of the same word to designate both is unusually careless 
writing. In addition, the mind is hard put to imagine what other evils Andromache 
might be referring to .... 

There are objections which might be raised against b6~ov, but they turn out upon 
inspection to be either inconclusive or points in its favor. It seems odd at ~rst 
alance for this slave-woman in her miserable circumstances to be concermng 
herself with what are essentially dynastic matters, the continuing well-being of her 
b6~0S'. And indeed, a b6~oS' most of whose members are dead and whose living 
members are far from their ancestral home is a somewhat difficult concept.. .. 

. . . There is no obstacle to treating 86~oS' as the equivalent of YEVOS' in our 
passage. 
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It might be objected that 80llOV (Andromache's) would be confusincr and 
ambiguous after 80IlOlS' (Neoptolemus's) in 24. But the immediate con~xt is 
sufficiently clear to avert misunderstanding .... 100 

Kovacs could have suggested as a reason for the replacement, as he assumes it, of 80llOV 

by KaKwv that there had been contamination from the similar line in Sophocles OT (218 -

dAK~V Aa~OlS' av KdvaKOlJA-.lulV KaKwv). His reasonincr however thoucrh increnious 'r' 0" 0 0 ' 

has not convinced Diggle, who prints the received text. The indictment of the logic of 

KaKa depends on reading it as if it had the definite article; admittedly the omission of that 

word in verse is normal, but that does not mean that it is everywhere to be assumed; if we 

take Andromache as referring to evils generally and indefinitely throughout 26-31 rather 

than to any particular evils it is not relevant to ask if the word in 28 refers to the same or 

different evils from those in 26. So Greek logic need not be offended by the repetition: 

and as for Greek ears, a concept discussed in Chapter 2, one must observe that repetition 

of KaKOS' is very common in tragedy. 

If KaKWV is taken as the correct reading, it remains to account for the variant. It has been 

demonstrated in Chapter 6 that repetitions are sometimes removed in the course of 

manuscript transmission, and here there may also be the influence of 801l0lS' in 24, 

reinforced by the importance of the OlKOS'/8oIlOS' concept in the whole speech (80IlOlS' 

itself occurs only in 24 and 43, but OlKOS' and derivatives are all pervasive - 13, 18, 21, 

34, 41, 43, and 48); Chapter 6 exemplifies a fairly close parallel in Hippolytus 658, 

where a manuscript (M) replaces rraTpl (forms of which also occur in 652 and 661) by 

KaKa four lines after KaKOS' in 654, in a speech where KaKOS' is a frequent word. 

2. TAallOV' tdll<PL AEKTPWV 
8l8uIlwV EnlKOl vov Eouuav 

dll<PLt nat8' 'AXlAAEWS'. 

123 

125 

unhappy over one who is shared by two couches <that is> over the son of 
Achilles. 

(tentative translation of corrupt passage by Stevens [1971]) 

Murray (1902) obelises, and in his note Stevens (1971) says "linguistically, the repetition 

of dll<Pl is unsatisfactory." The only parallel for so close a repetition of dll<Pl in tragedy 

(except in obvious anaphora), in HF 1036-7, was emended away by Elmsley; and here, 

in his emendation of a passage which has other difficulties, Diggle (1984) prints av8pa 

(with nat8' in apposition) for the second dll<Pl. A scribal repetition of dll<Pl in a context 

that was perhaps already corrupt is quite plausible. 

3. E'ln', W VEUVl, T4) u' EXEYYU4> AOY4> 
nElUeEtU' dnwew YVllUlWV vUIl<PEullaTwl'; 
wS' ~ AaKalva TWV <Ppuywv IlElWV nOAlS', 
TUXlJ 9' ll1TEpeEt, Kall' EAEUeEpal' 0P<l-S'; 
~ T4) VE4> TE Kat. U<PPl YWVTl uWllaTl 

100 Kovacs (1980) 10. 
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IT.,.OAEWS' TE ~EYEOEl KaL <f:>lAOlS' ElTTlP~EVTJ 
OlKOV KaTaaXELV TOV aov ciVTL aou OEAw; 
lTOTEPOV 'lv' alJT~ lTa'loaS' ciVTL aoD TEKW 
OOUAOUS' E~aUTn T' ciOAlav E<f:>oAKloa· 
" \ , I I ,.." , I ' 

TJ TOUS' E~OUS' TlS' lTaloaS' E~aVE~ETal 
<:POlaS' TUpcivvouS' 0VTaS', ~V au ~ ~ TEK1]S'; 

Chapter 8 

200 

Tell ~e, you~g woman, what valid reason induces me to oust you from legitimate 
marnage? Is It that Sparta is a lesser city than Troy tand outstrips it in fortunet 
and that you see me free? Or am I incited by my young and lusty body and by the 
~reatness of my city and by my friends to want to take possession of your house 
Instead of you? Or so that I might bear children myself instead of you, to be slaves 
a~d a ~retched encumbrance to me? or will the Phrygians tolerate my children as 
kIngs, If you do not give birth? 

Kovacs says 

Lines 198 and 199 end in dVTl aoD OEAW; and al'Tl a00 TEKtu respectively. 
Here are five pairs of syllables, of which three are exactly the same while the 
remaining two differ by one letter each. They stand at the end of two successive 
lines, not in stichomythy, and with no trace of antithesis. This is ajingle, a rhyme, 
an assonance (call it what you will) for which there is no parallel. I 0 1 

To solve this and other problems he diagnoses in the received text Kovacs proposes a re
ordering plus deletion of 194 and 195, so that the text would read: 

ELlT', W VEUVL, T0 a' EXEYYU0 AOY0 
lTELa8ELa' dlTw8w YVTJalwv vu~<f:>Eu~ciTwV; 
lTOTEPOV 'lv' alJT~ lTaLoaS' ciVTl aoD TEKW 
OOUAOUS' E~auTn T' dOAlav E<f:>oAKloa; 
~ T0 VE0 TE Kal a<f:>pl YWVTL aw~aTL 
rroAEwS' TE ~EYEOEl KaL <f:>lAOLS' ETTTJP~EVTJ 
OLKOV KQTaaXELv TOV aov dVTl aoD OEAW; 
~ TOUS' E~OUS' TLS' TTaLoaS' E~avE~ETaL 
<:POlaS' TUpcivvouS' 0vTaS', ~v au ~~ TEK1]S'; 

193 
199 
200 
196 
197 
198 
201 

Hirzel had earlier proposed a one line lacuna between 198 and 199, giving '(va something 

to depend on: he believed this would make the repetition into a rhetorically effective 

anaphora. Neither remedy is followed in Diggle (1984), who does no more than obelise 

part of 195 (obelised also in Lloyd's translation); and though Kovacs' strictures on the 

jingly repetition are understandable, it may be read as having rhetorical force, 

emphasising the notion of Andromache's supplanting Hermione in home-making and 

child-making; certainly it is not by itself conclusive grounds for a transposition - which 

incidentally does not remove the striking parallelism, but merely makes three lines 

intervene. 

101 Kovacs (l980) 23. He has the footnote: "Euripides does use assonance at line-end to point up an 
antithesis, eg Plw. 14781'. But there is no antithesis in our passage between eo .. w and TEKW. Other 
examples of terminal assonance given in E. Norden (Die All/ike KUllslprosa 1.28ff and 2.832rt) either 
in\'olvc no more than two syllables, as in Med. 3l4-15 and Ale. 782fT or a strong antithesis (usually 
marked by IlEV and oE, as in Med. 408f, And. 689f, Hec. 1 250t). We may surmise that WIth no 
antithesi-.; in \ IC'" such an assonance would be merely annoying to Greek ears. All'. 7821T is the dosest 
Euripides comes - c\.ccpt for our passage - to gratuitous jingle." 
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4. E~av 8E npla~l8av UTfEP-
~o~alS; AOywV 8uocppovwv 

Tfapa~aAAO~Eval, 80ALOlS; 8'> EAE KUTfPlS' AoyOlS;, 

287 

. : . vying with one another in extravagant and malicious words. Aphrodite won 
wIth deceptive words ... 

The simple repetition of AOyOl has provoked suspicion and an emendation that goes into 

the following word. The apparatus to Murray (1902) says "Fortasse Tfo8wv 8vo<t>op(u]J"; 

but Stinton observes: 

5. 

Th~ AOYOl are not simply the rude things they said to each other, but the words in 
WhlC~ each made the offer, or stated her case, to Paris. The word is repeated in the 
next hne - a clumsy repetition in English, but in this style it simply has the effect 
of underlining the importance of the AOYOl: it was by words that the contest was 
fought and won, not by the merits of the rival clairnants.102 

[EUKAEla 8' oLs; !lEV EOT' ciATl8ELas; UTfO, 
Eu8al~ovl(W' TaUS; 8' UTfO 4;EU8wv, EXELV 
OUK ci~l(DOW, TfA~V TUXlJ CPPOVElV 80KElV.J 
ou 8~ (JTpaTTlYWV Aoyci(Jl v (EAA~vwv TfOTE 
Tpolav acpElAou npla~ov, W8E cpauAos; Wv; 
OOTlS; 8uyaTpos; ciVTL Tfal80s; EK AOYWV 
TO(Jov8' ETfVEU(Jas;, Kal yuvalKl 8VOTVXEl 
80UAlJ !aTEO"TTlS; ElS; ciywv'; OUK ci~lW 
OUT' OUV OE TPOlUS; OUTE oou TpoLav ETl. 
[E~w8EV ElOlV Ol 80KOUVTES; ED CPPOVELV 
AaIlTfPOL, Tel 8' Ev80v TfUOlV civ8pwTfOlS; '(OOl, 
TfA~V El Tl TfAOVT4>' TOUTO 8' lOXUEl ~Eya. 
MEvEAaE, CPEPE 8~ 8LaTfEpcivwIlEV AOYOUS;' J 

325 

330 

Those who have fame through truth I congratulate; but those who have it through 
falsehoods I will not consider that they have anything except seeming wise by 
chance. Was it really you, who are so petty, who once led the chosen men of 
Greece and seized Troy from Priam? You, who breathed such rage as a result of 
the words of your child-like daughter, and entered into a contest with an 
unfortunate slave-woman: I no longer regard you as worthy of Troy, or Troy of 
you. Those who have the reputation of being wise are outwardly illustrious, but 
inwardly the same as everybody else, except perhaps in wealth; that has great 
power. 
Come now, Menelaus, let us consider the matter in detail. 

This beginning of Andromache's speech in her agon with Menelaus has in 15 lines eight 

lines of generalisation. Murray deletes three (321-3), and Diggle six (321-3 and 330-2 

and also 333, a linking line with three resolutions in it). There are repetitions between the 

two suspect sections, and between each and the unchallenged lines that intervene, but that 

does not argue for spuriousness. The repetition of AOYOS; after seven lines is 

unremarkable; 103 that of the verb ci~lOW more noteworthy, since it is less frequent, but if 

102 Slinton (1965) 30. 

10J 323 has lhree resolutions in it; and is suspected on those grounds alone. Its interpolation as a filler 
musl be separale from the interpolation of any other lines, since an inlerpolalor who was happy \\ilh lhree 
resolulions in one line would have been unlikely lo have taken no liberty al all in si.\ lines, and 333 is 
dearly designed for ils contexl, while the others are generalisations. 
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anything the repetition makes unitary authorship of the sets of lines more plausible: while 

linking the two common words CPPOVElV and 80KElV occurs also at 646 in this play, 

Alcestis 565, Bacchae 312, Antigone 707, Ajax 594, Sophocles Electra 550 and 10.56. 

DC 1665 and 1666, PV 385, and Menander 665 Kock 2. The repetition however gives 

mild support to the suggestion that one of the passaoes ori oinated as a maroinal parallel to 
o 0 0 

the other; a couplet very like 330-1 is indeed quoted by Stobaeus as from Menander.l 0-+ 

6. OUX w8' dvav8pov aUTov ~ Tpola KaAEl' 

... ~ uCP' dvav8pov EV 80JlOlS' 
x~pav Ka8E~El S' TTOAlOV; 

341 

347 
348 

Troy does not call him such a coward ... Or will you keep her husbandless in 
your house to be a grey-haired widow? 

The word dvav8poS' is used only twice in Andromache, within seven lines, and in two 

quite different senses - the first of a man, meaning 'unmanly', the second of a woman. 

meaning 'without a husband'. The second is the more usual sense of the word in the 

tragedians. There could be here a deliberate play on the two senses of the word. like those 

to which attention was drawn on Ajax 34-8 above;]05 the point would be to emphasise the 

bond between Neoptolemus and Andromache. But this may be too ingenious a reading, 

and perhaps the priming of the occurrence in 347 by that in 341 is no more than priming, 
as discussed in Chapter 6. 

Kovacs sees the repetition as one pIece of evidence that 333-51 are a histrionic 

interpolation; assuming that Euripides could not have been guilty of this infelicity, but an 

interpolator could. 106 It is hard to support him in this assumption. The repetition here 

after six lines of a word which though not infrequent in Euripides occurs only twice in 

Andromache is closely paralleled by anwull in 187 followed by aTTw8w in 193; there too 

there is some change of sense and no clear point.] 07 

7. dX80S' ETT' dX8El KaL uTaulS' TToAlTalS' 475 

One burden on top of another and dissension for the citizens. 

This polyptoton would be unremarkable but for having occurred already in 396. Neither it 

nor any other polyptoton, anaphora or anadiplosis of CiX80S' occurs elsewhere in extant 

104 E~w8EV €lOW 01. 80KOUVTE5' EUTUXEIV I Tel 8' Ev80v €lOL lTcrCYLV dv8pwlTOL5' LOOL. (Kock 669, from 
Stobaeus 4.40.14) The difference between this and the text of Andromache is greater that Stevens (1971) 
makes it appear, and it may have been a partial appropriation of Euripidean words by Menander, retaining 
tragic metre, rather than a marginal quotation of a Menander passage that crept into the text of Euripides. 
For quoting these lines as a parallel to be appropriate, the Euripidean text would have already to have had 
321-323 in it. 

] 05 Where it was obsen'ed that the Rhetor ad Herennium appears to call some types of word-play 
fraducti o. 

106 K(wacs ( 1980) 30. 

107 It \\'ould be forcing things to claim that a parallel is being drawn between what Andromache fears 
slmery may do to herself and what she ironically asks if Hermione believes she will do to her. 
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Greek literature. Is there a reason for this repetition, and might the audience have been 

expected to cast its mind back to the previous occurrence? Kovacs attempts to find a 
reason: 

the Chorus repeat verbatim a phrase of Andromache's from 396. Andromache had 
sp~ken these. words in despair at the misery of her condition, and the misery 
whIch her chIld added to it, before she makes her heroic decision to die for her 
son. She explicitly retracts this point of view in 418-20. The words thus stand for 
the nonheroic aspect of Andromache's character, which exists only fleetingly in 
her but is the Chorus's main attribute. I 08 

We may nevertheless simply have an example of a phrase running in Euripides' head: he 

liked it and saw no reason to refrain from using it a second time. Corruption has been 

suspected according to the apparatus in Murray (1902) (if 475 is corrupt EplbaS" in 467 

might be sound); the variation between MSS on whether there is a T' after clX80S" (as 

Diggle [1984] reads) here as in 396 may be evidence of contamination. If the earlier 

phrase had been written here as a parallel it could have ousted the true text; but it is hard to 

imagine what it could have been a parallel to (the parallel in the received text is in the 

repeated phrase and that alone) or why part of the tradition removed the T';109 on the other 

hand if the original text was clX80S" En' clX8El the T' could have been a scribal correction 

from 396. 

8. TTalS" 

'Av 

TTalS" 

'i' , 

w naTEp, 
1l0AE <\:>lAOlS" EnlKovp0S". 
KElalJ b~, TEKVOV W <\:>l AOS" , 
llaaTolS" llaTEPOS" cill<\:>l auS" 
VEKPOS" uno X80Vl auv VEKpQ 
WIlOl 1l0l, TL nci8w; TciAaS" 

b~T' EYW au TE, IlUTEp. 

510 

, 
T >. 

Child Father, come to the aid of your loved ones. . 
Andr. You will lie, beloved child, on your mother's breast, a corpse wIth a 

corpse beneath the earth. . 
Child Alas! What will happen to me? We are wretched Indeed, mother, you and 

I. 

Stevens (1971) says 

Accordino to Denniston [1950] 276(3) b~Ta in affirmative sentences almost 
always echoes a word or words of a previous speaker. He notes Andr. 514 as o~e 
of the very rare exceptions. Jackson, however ([ 1955] 87, n., 1) suggested t~at III 
510 Eur. wrote W TciAaS" echoed by TciAaS" b~T', and that <\:>lAOS" was substItuted 

owing to <\:>lAOlS" in 509. 

Repetition of TciAaS" has indeed more rhetorical point than that of <\:>(A- and a scribal error 

repeating<\:>lAoS" after six words is not difficult; and though for Andromache to respond to 

her son~s "Come father to help your loved ones" with "'Beloved child ... " is quite in the 

tragic style, the usual practice with b~Ta points towards Jackson's conjecture. 

108 Koyacs (1980) 101. 
109 Metrical emendations in lyrics are rare in manuscripts other than Triclinian ones, and anyway 

remoYing the T' is not sufficient to restore responsion. 
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9. 

Av. 

. ;. EllTE, TlVl 8lKlJ XEpaS' 
~p?XOl<~n~ ~K8~aavTE~ 0'(8' dyoua( aE 
~al~ na,l8 ; ulTapvoS' yap TlS' OlS' cilToAAuaal, 
l1~~v 'l'anovTw~ T~U TE, KUPlOU aE8EV. 
~l8, W, y~pa,~E, (JU~ T~K.:'0 8avOUllEVllV 
ayoU~Jl !l ~OUTWS' WS' opqS. Tl am AEYW; 
ou yap IllaS' aE KA1l8ovoS' np08uIlla 
!lET~A80v, ciAAa IlUPlWV irIT' ciyyEAw'V. 
EPlV 8E T~V KaT' OTKOV oTa8ci lTOU KAuwv 
T~~ T,.?u8E 8uyaTpoS', cDV T' alTOAAUllaL Xcipll'. 
KaL vuv IlE ~WIlOU 8ETl80S', ~ TOV EUYEV~ 
ETlKTE am lTa'l8', ~v au 8auIlaaTnv a€AELS' 

" ')' I 'I P , 
ayoua alToalTaaaVTES', 

555 

560 

565 

Pel. Tel~ me, by what right do they Lead you as a prisoner with your son. 
havmg bound your hands with cords? For you perish like an ewe with her 
lamb, in my absence and that of your master. 

Andr. T~ese men a.re Leading me captive as you see, old man, to be put to death 
wIth my chIld. What can I say? For it was not with a single eager 
summons that I sent for you, but be innumerable messengers. You have 
heard, no doubt, about the strife raised in the house by this man's 
daughter, and of the reasons why I am being killed. Now they Lead me 
captive, having dragged me from the altar of Thetis, mother of your noble 
son, whom you hoLd in reverence. 

The repetition of the apt and colourless word ayoua[L] three times in 12 lines would not 

be noteworthy, were it not that a ypci<j)ETaL variant aYELS' for aE~ELS' in 566 is recorded 

by M and a scholium in V. Scribal repetition from the next word, even when in the next 

line, is not surprising (though Chapter 6 has found no precise parallel), particularly in a 

context in which the scribe has been well primed with ayw. ayw in the sense 'hold, 

account, treat' seems regularly to be construed with the adjective rather than the adverb 

(TqllWTEpOV TE aUTov aymEv Thucydides VIII.81.2 is ambiguous between adjective 

and adverb). 

10. K~80S' auvcit/JaS' in Menelaus' speech in the agon repeats K~80S' ~uvcit/Jal from 
Peleus' preceding speech: 110 

OT' cDV au TTllAEUS' Kal lTaTpoS' KAELVOU YEYWS', 
Kil80S' auvcit/JaS' , alaxpa !lEV aaUT4l AEYELS' 
~iJ.LV 8' QVEl811 8lcl yuvaLKa ~6.p~apov ... 

Kdyw IlEV llu8wv T0 yaiJ.oUVTL Il~TE aOL 
Kil80S' ~uvcit/JaL Il~TE 8WiJ.aaLV Aa~E'lv 
KaK~S' yvvaLKoS' lTWAOV· 

On 648, Stevens says: 

648 

620 

If the text is sound ~iJ.LV or EIlOl must be supplied; M. then picks up P. 's words in 
620 and retorts in effect that the connection by marriage as well as P's renown and 
ancestry should have restrained him from the insults he has uttered. The ellipse is 
difficult, though the reference back to 620 is some help, and the point is not very 
satisfactory; but perhaps the text can stand. 

Ito It is not clear on what manuscript authority Murray (1902) and Garzya (1978) vary 0" and ~, while 
Digglc (1984) prints 0" on both occasions; none mentions the matter in his appar;.ttus. 
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To pray .the. refer~nce back in aid of the text is to assume that the audience would keep this 
phrase In Its mInd for twenty-five lines, though in cases of 'pointless' repetitions 
commentators frequently assu th t d' me a an au lence would have foro-otten a word after a 

/::l 

much smaller interval. I I I 

11. Some repetitions in suspect passages: 

a) [KaKELVO vuv d8Pll(Jov' El (Ju lTaL8a (J~v 
80v~ T0 :rO~lJWV, ~lT' ElTa(JXE TOLci8E, 
CJl YlJ

A 
Ka8TJ?" av; ou ,80K~' ~EVTJS' 8' UlTEP 

To~au:a ~a(JKEl~ :o~S' avay~alouS' <!>C\'ouS'; 
Kal j..lTJV l(JOV Y aVTJp TE Kal yuvll (JTEVEl * 
d8lK~Uj..lEVTJ lTpoS' dv8poS" wS' 8' aUTwS' aVllP 
yuvaLKa Ilwpalvou(Jav EV 801l-0lS' Exwv. 

, '"' '1/ 1 ...... I , 

Kal T0 Il-EV E(JTlV EV XEpOlV IlEya (J8EVOS', 
TlJ 8' EV YOVEU(Jl KGl <!>lAOlS' Tel lTpciYllaTa. 
OUKOUV 8lKalov TOLS' Y' EIl-OLS' ~ 'il1i'W~E~~~ 'lJ';] 
YEPWV YEPWV d. T~V 8' Ej..l~V CJTpaTTJYlav 
AEYWV Ej..l' «J@,P)(E)\«J)[S' av ~ (JlYWV lTAEOV. 
cEAEVTJ 8' Ej..loX8TJ(J' OUX EKOU(J', aAA' EK 8EWV, 
Kal TOUTO lTAEL(JTOV w~<i)\If1l({)j'(E1J)' cEAAci8a' 

670 

675 

680 

[And now look at this: if you married your daughter to one of the citizens, and 
then she suffered something like this, would you be sitting in silence? I do not 
think so. Yet, on behalf of a foreigner, do you scream such things about your 
relatives? And, again, a husband and a wife wronged by her husband lament 
equally; so too a husband with a foolish wife in his house. And for him there is 
great strength in his hands, but for her matters depend on her parents and friends. 
Is it not then right for me to help my own?] You are an old man, old! You would 
help me more by speaking of my generalship than if you were silent. Helen's 
troubles were not voluntary, but came from the gods, and she thus gave the 
greatest benefit to Greece: 

Stevens (1971) says of the passage in square brackets: 

These lines, weak in argument and confused in expression, are bracketed by 
Murray and other editors, 112 following Hirzel, and are pronounced by Page 
[1934, p. 65] to be 'an expansive interpolation, probably histrionic, specially 
written for this passage'; he notes that it is not as well composed as such passages 
usually are. 678 certainly follows quite naturally after 667. 

Stevens also points out that 672-4 are clumsily expressed. Certainly the absence of 

anything like ~ IlEV at the beginning of 673 is odd. But the repetitions of av~p, yuv~ and 

<!>LAOS' do nothing to weaken the case for Euripidean authorship, and the linkage of the 

bracketed passage to the following lines by threefold repetition of forms of W<!>EAElV 

strengthens it. 

Within the bracketed passage there is a crux. The starred (JTEVEl in 672 is Dobree's 

emendation; all MSS and citations other than M have (J8EVEl (M has CJ*EVEl); Ste\'~ns 

III KilOOS' OUVaTITW rues nol occur elsewhere in lhe tragedians, bul K~OOS' avrWVEvov Jocs al HF 35. 
and Thucydides 2, 29, 3 TO K~OO<) Davo(ova ~uvci4Jao8m shows that il \\as a natural phrase. 

112 Including Diggle (1984), but not GarLya (1978). 
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says that CJeEVEl "may well be right, the sense being 'husband and wife are of equal 

account' ". He does not draw attention to CJeEVOS' in 675, though that could be an 

explanation for the corruption - faced with an illegible letter a copyist or copyists looked 

ahead and found a suitable word. If CJeEVEt is right, there is some play on two senses of 

the CJfkv term - the first emotional and the second emphatically physical. 

b) OTUV TPOTTUlU TTOAEI.LlLLlV CJT~CJT.l CJTPUTOS' 
ou TWV TTOVOUVTWV TOVPYOV ~youvTal To8E, 
d)\'A'~6 CTTpaTflYOS' T~V 8oK11<JtV dPVl)TC{l, 
oS' ELS' 11ET' (lAAwv IlUPLWV TTclAALLlV 8opu, 
OU8EV TTAEOV 8pwv EVOS' EXEl TTAElW AOyOV. 
[CJEllvol 0' EV dpxalS'~11EVOl KaTCt TITOAlV 
CPPOVOUCJl 8~llou IlEl(ov, QVTES' OU8EVES" 
Ot 0' ElCJlV aUTwv Iluplu.> CJO¢WTEpOl, 
EL TOAlla TTpOCJYEVOl TO ~OUA11CJlS' e' alia.] 
WS' Kat CJU CJOS' T' d8EA¢OS' E~WYKWIlEVOl 
TPOlq. f(ci(·hp8E TD T' EKEL CJTpaT11ylq., 
1l0XeOlCJlV aAAWV Kal TTOVOlS' ETT11PIlEVOl. 

695 

700 

705 

When an army triumphs over the enemy, this achievement is not attributed to 
those who do the hard work, but the general takes the credit. He wields his spear 
as one among countless others, and does no more work than one, but has more 
renown. [Sitting pompously in office in the city, they look down on the people, 
although they are nobodies. But they are infinitely wiser than them, if daring and 
purpose were added.] Thus you and your brother sit back, puffed up by Troy and 
by your generalship there, exalted by the toil and labour of others. 

Diggle (1984), following Busche, deletes the lines in square brackets. Lloyd (1994) 

accuses them of introducing "an irrelevant extension of the opening generalisation into the 
realm of politics" and of an uncertain grasp of number and an illogical conditional. But, as 

Stevens observes, the words <JEI1VOl 8' EV dPXalS' ~11EVOl in 699 are picked up (with 

variatio rather than verbal repetition) by E~LLlYKujIlE1JOl ... Kcle11CJeE ... CJTpaT11Y(q. in 

704-5; the use of IlUPlOS' in both 697 and 701 resembles many other repetitions in 

tragedy, and seems to bind the disputed passage into its context, emphasising that there 

are thousands more ordinary people than generals.l 13 The afterthought in 702 might 

however have been an interpolation by someone of an elitist turn of mind who could not 

accept that Jack was really as good as his master. I 14 

c) OlOV oE8paKEV EPYOV 'Av8pOllclX11V KTaVElV 
Kat. TTa.1.0a BOlJAEl')aaaQ, K(rrOav,j~v 8EAEl, 
TTOCJLV TpEIlOUCJa, Il~ dVTt. TWV 8E8pallEVWV 
E-K TC0V8' aTI.~lCl)S' O(~)p.ciTlllV anoaTaAl;l, 
" (,r , ,'r. ,"'\ 11 KC{T:;CO'1.l KTElvouaa TOUS' OU XP11 KTaVElV . 

806 

810 

. . . what she has done in plotting to kill Andromache and her son, wants to kill 
herself. She is afraid that her husband will banish her in disgrace from this house 
because of what she did or that she will be killed for trying to kill those whom she 
should not kill. 

1 13 Lloyd's translation fails to bring this oul, or to make it clear that at 8' refers to 8~~ou. 

114 ~aUAllO"l5' does not occur in literature before Euripides, but is found also in HF 1305 and IT 10 19. 
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810 is deleted by Diggle (1984) following Cobet, on the grounds that it is absurd for lhe 

Nurse to say in so many words that Hermione wants to die because she is afraid of dyino 
0' 

supported by the rarity of the use of the article as a relative in dialogue in Euripides. 115 It 

is however well bound in to its context by repetitions, 116 and Cobet may be pressing 

logic too hard; and would an interpolator have dared to use the article as a relative'? 

Several manuscripts read 8avElv at the end of810 instead ofKTavElv. That reading would 

produce a different pattern of repetitions, without reducing their number. The received 

text should be retained as the better rhetorically, though a change from KTavElv to 8avElv 

under the influence of KTEl vouaa is easier to one the other way under the influence of 

KaT8avll. 

d) Tp. 

XO. 

Op. 

ciAA' Elal8' E'(aw 1l110E cpavTa(ou OOllwV 
TTap0l8E TWVOE, Il~ TlV' alaxuvllv Aa~lJS' 
TTpoa8Ev IlEAa8pwv TWVO' opwIlEVll, TEKVOV. 
Kat Il~V 00' ciAAOXPWS' TlS' EKOllIlOS' ~EVOS' 
aTTouOD TTPOS' ~llaS' ~llllaTwv TTopEUETal. 
~Eval yuvalKES', ~ Tao' EaT' 'AXLAAEWS' 
TTalOoS' IlEAa8pa Kat TvpaVVLKal aTEyal; 

876 

880 

Nurse But go inside, and do not show yourself here in front of this house, or 
you might suffer some damage to your reputation, being seen before this 
mansion, child. 

Cho. Yes, here is a stranger of foreign appearance coming here hot-foot towards 
us. 

Orest. Strangers, is this the mansion of Achilles' son, the royal palace? 

878 is deleted by Diggle (1984) following Nauck. Their motive is rather superfluity of 

content than repetition of words, though TEKVOV in it is repeated from 874, IlEAa8pwv 

recurs in 882 and editors see no point in the repetition of TWVOE from the line before (WOE 

has been proposed as an emendation). Stevens (1971) observes that the line may be 

genuine and add a touch of fussiness to the Nurse's rebuke. The case for deletion is not 

strong; indeed the repetition of IlEAa8pa can be read as binding together the exit of the 

Nurse and the entrance of Orestes. 

12. Most manuscripts read EIT' EKCPo~1l8ELa' alXllaAwTlSoS' cpo~4> in 962. Lenting 

conjectured 4>OV4> , a reading found in the Jerusalem palimpsest H (subsequently corrected 

to the vulgate). P.Oxy. 2335 (of the second century A.D.) reads <t>]8ovw, whose sense is 

wrong. Murray (1902) and Diggle (1984) accept CPOV4> , but Stevens and Kovacs both 

lean, on grounds of sense and interpretation, to cpo~4>, as does Garzya (1978).117 A very 

similar phrase occurs in 1059, where the MSS read val, Kat yvvalKOS' aLXllaALLlTlSoS' 

<po~Lp (three lines, incidentally after an occurrence of cp6vou). Kovacs regards 1059 as 

supporting cpo~4> here, but Lenting, followed by Diggle (1984), conjectured CPOVLp there 

115 Lloyd (1994) 145. 

116 There is another instance of the perfect of Opdlu in H L4. 

I 17 Kovacs ( 1980) 97 
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also, though Murray (1902) and Garzya (1978) keep the MSS text. Moreover Chapter 6 

found several close parallels to this MS vacillation: in Septem - 45 (¢OVOl' for ¢o~ov), 
123 (¢o~ov for ¢ovov), 132 (¢ovwv for ¢o~wv), 244 (¢90vw for ¢OV(9), and 574 

(¢o~ov for ¢ovov), and Trachiniae 558 (¢90vwv for ¢ovwv). Although it is easier to 

account for corruption to ¢O~0 (an error by scribes under the influence of the preceding 

verb), than for corruption to ¢OV0 or ¢]90vw, the fondness for polyptota shown in this 

speech supports the retention of the common manuscript reading. 

13. aAA' EK T' EKElVOV 8La~oAaLS' TE TalS' EllalS' 
KaKwS' oAELTaL' YVWGETaL 8' Ex8pav EIl~V. 
EX9pwv yap dv8pwv 1l0Lpav ElS' dVaGTpO¢~V 
8alllwV 8(8wGL KOUK Eq <pPOVELV Il-Eya. 

1005 

By the agency of Apollo and by my slanders he will die a wretched death, and will 
learn what my enmity means. God overthrows the fortune of his enemies, and 
does not tolerate their pride 

The repetition of forms of Ell-OS' at the ends of two consecutive lines has, in conjunction 

with another repetition, of words with the root EX8p-, and a problem of interpretation, 

provoked suspicion. Kovacs says: 

[n 1005 Orestes identifies himself closely with the intentions of Apoilo, but 
identification is not identity. According to most of our MSS, Orestes goes on to 
say "He (Neoptolemus) shall know what it is to be my enemy. For the god 
overturns the fortunes of enemies and does not allow them to be proud." Only an 
extreme megalomaniac could simply identify - with no comment or argument -
his own enemies with the enemies of the god. This has provoked several attempts 
at emending E X8pw v or a v8pw v. 

Orestes is no megalomaniac. And furthermore, the poet is not usually so careless 
as to repeat the same word in two different cases at the end of successive lines. IIX 

It seems likely that a scribe displaced the original last word of 1006 with the last 
word of the previous line. This EllaLS' was 'corrected' to EIl-Ol in part of the 
tradition and E Il-~v in the rest. 1 19 

Kovacs inclines to Kirchhoff's emendation eEOU. Although Chapter 6 finds erroneous 

repetition by a scribe from one line-end to the next in Septem 44/45 and 187/188 and 

Hippolytus 629/630, Kovacs has to assume a two-stage corruption, which must reduce 

its plausibility here. Much more telling against Kovacs, however, is the fact, apparently 

unnoticed by him, that 999 ends EIl-WV and 1001 EIlE; this traductio of the first person of 

pronoun and adjective is easily explicable as portraying Orestes as egocentric (rather than 

megalomaniac). The manuscripts' text can stay. 

11 X Kovacs has a note here reading "This is rare in Euripides. In most ca"es repetition makes some pomt, 
as at Ale. 704-5" - actually 704-5 is part of a passage or five lines in Alcestis with four repetitions or 
forms of KaKOS- in metrically final position. 

11 <) Kovacs (1980) 37. 
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14. Kovacs describes the repet't' f '1031' . I IOn 0 VlV III and 1032 as Illelegant (Stevens calls It 

'awkward'), and replaces the first, in the course of emending the passage. by l'Ul',120 It is 

hard to believe that repeating as unemphatic a word as Vll' is so stylistically bad as to 

throw doubt on a text· Eun'pI'd t ' h' , , es repea s Vl v WIt III two lInes on eleven occasions: most 

are in different sentences but in Andromache 294-8, HF 828 Bacchae 288 and IA. -1-61-:! 

the t~~ occurrences are as linked as in this passage, and the repetition of itself cannot be 
SUSpICIOUS. 

15. At the end of the anapaestic passage 1166-1172 most MSS repeat Kupaw;, e.g.: 

aUTOS- TE KaKolS- n~~aal Kupaas-
,('\, I 

ElS- EV ~olpas- auvEKupaas-, 

A VLP have the above; MO n~~aal v EKupaas- (0 omitting the whole of 1172), and p, 

Berol. 13418 (5th century AD) has aUTos-[. . . ]~aal Kupaas-, perhaps to be restored 

as [o~ n~]~aal (which Garzya [1978] reads). Murray (1902) and Diggle (1984) both 

deleten~~aal Kupaas-. Stevens (1971) says: 

If we accept the deletion of n~~aal Kupaas-, the sense is . and you yourself in 
your sorrows' (causal) 'have become involved in one and the same fate (as your 
grandson)'. A papyrus ... has aUTos-[. . . ]~aal Kupaas-, and we should 
probably read (with Garzya and Tovar) alJTos- o~ TI~~aal Kupaas-. For the next 
line the paraphrase in L auvEouaTuXllaas- aUT41 (sc. NEOTITOAE~41) fits the MS 
reading, but this is not wholly satisfactory. The repetition Kupaas- .. , auvEKupaas
sounds to me worse than similar examples elsewhere, eg HF 153 Ba. 256, and 
some parallels cited by Garzya egAlc. 1103 VlKWVTl auvvlKqS and Hel1389 are 
quite different, since there the repetition is rhetorically effective, For ElS- EV 
~o(pas- cf He!. 742 ElS- EV EA8oVTES- TUXllS- 'united in our misfortune'; Tro. 
1155 Tan' E~OU TE Kano aou I ElS- EV ~UVEA8oVT', In both passages, 
however, there is a verb of motion, which aUYKupElV is not, and it is rather 
forced to say that Peleus and Neoptolemus share the same fate. The catalectic line 
aUTOS- o~ n~~aal Kupaas- would metrically and in meaning be a suitable ending, 
and perhaps 1172 should be omitted, as in some MSS. 

Certainly the parallels Stevens cites are not as harsh as the MSS repetition here (HF 153 

reads OV EV ~pOXOlS- EAWV I ~pax[ovos- <plla' ayxovalalv E~EAElV; and Bacchae 256 

TOVO' au 8EAElS- I TOV oa[~ov' aV8pWTIOlalV Ea<pEPWV VEOV I aKOTIEll' TITEPWTOUS

Ka~nupwv ~la80us- <pEPElV), nor is KEl~EVOUS- . . , aUYKEl~EVOUS- with two 

intervening lines at Ajax 1306-9, discussed above. And the fact that Kupaas- and 

[auvE ]Kupaas- are phonologically similar but morphologically different is a striking 

feature. 

But the corruption is an odd one, and the process that must be assumed is complex. The 

editors who delete n~~aal Kupaas- must take TI~~aal as an intrusive gloss on KaKolS' 

and EKupaaS' as an anticipatory scribal repetition from aUVEI(Upaas- below, later corrected 

120 Gaflya ( 1978) accepted Canter's vuv in place of the second Vl V. 
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in many manuscripts to KUpaas- to mend the metre. The papyrus however seems to 

demand an explanation irreconcilable with that one: vi:. that 1171 and 1172 were 

alternative final paroemiacs at one stage in the transmission; later. the one \\'as written in a 

MS as a 'Yp. variant, and then incorporated, the papyrus coming from that stage; finally. 

someone with a thorough knowledge of metre realised that anapaestic systems end with 

one, not two, paroemiacs, and turned the first one into a dimeter. It is hard to be sure that 

these complex proceedings are more likely than an inelegant repetition by Euripides, 

which may seem to be an emphatic close. 
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1. Summary. 

CHAPfER9 

CONCLUSIONS 

Chapter 9 

The systematic investigations described in the earlier chapters of this study were designed 

to illuminate the phenomenon of unfigured verbal repetition in Greek tragedy. The 

opinions of modem commentators, outlined in the second part of Chapter 2. are 

suggestive but not wholly satisfying.This may be in part because commentators have 

reached their conclusions on the basis of their own aesthetic judgement or literary 

theories, or have compiled lists of examples without comparing one author with another, 

or one style of writing with another, and without setting instances where an event has 

occurred against instances where, though circumstances are the same, it has not. It may 

also be in part because they have been drawing inferences from the phenomenon itself 

without evidence of what people in the ancient world actually thought about it: there is 

indeed little evidence about this, but there is some, as the first part of Chapter 2 has 
shown. 

The following conclusions are suggested: 

1. Repetition in the sense of this study is a feature of all the classic tragedians 

(in a way that it is emphatically not a feature of Lycophron), but there are 

observable differences among them. In particular, Chapter 4 has shown that 

Euripides has a greater propensity than Sophocles to non-figural repetitions in 

trimeters and that the Prometheus ascribed to Aeschylus is very different from the 

undisputed plays of that and the other tragic authors - though still much more 
repetitive than Lycophron. 

2. Ancient literary critics did notice verbal repetitions, but concentrated on the 

effectiveness of figurative ones. However, the Rhetor ad Herennium, pseudo

Hermogenes, Quintilian and Pausimachus apud Philodemus, brought together, 

show that unfigured repetitions were not totally unnoticed or considered totally 

unimportant in ancient times. But they were not thought of great importance, nor 

their avoidance worth a great deal of effort; in Pausimachus' view the precise 

repetition of an unpleasant-sounding word like ax~~a should be avoided, but that 

a change of accent might be all that was needed; and the repetition of a pleasant

sounding word, like AWT05', was a good thing. 

3. Manuscript variants demonstrate that some of the repetitions in traditional 

texts are due to copyists' errors, and studying them systematically can show the 

circumstances in which they seem to occur. Experimentation here is in principle 

possible, though little of the work in experimental psychology yet undertaken has 

been directly relevant. Emendation to remove repetitions which are in all ancient 

manuscripts may therefore be justified, particularly when the error assumed is one 
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that is known to be prevale t' hI' . n , or IS psyc 0 oglcally plausIble, but must always be 
undertaken in the knowledo f th I b f . . ~. oe 0 e arge num er 0 unfigured repetitIOns whIch 
have to be accepted as genuine. 

4. Manuscript variants also demonstrate that copyists could and did remo\'e 

repetitions from their exemplars. This type of error is rarer than the reverse one. 

and may be a trait of some copyists (or Byzantine editors) only. But editors should 

never exclude the possibility that the true reading was a repetition, but has been 
lost in the whole of a tradition. 

5. Repeating words is natural in human communication. A playwright who 

sought realism in dialogue would repeat words more often than one who 

eschewed it (is it relevant here that Sophocles is less repetitive than Euripides, and 

that Philoctetes is Sophocles' most repetitive play?). In writing, a playwright will 

himself naturally repeat words, and if he wishes to minimise repetitions, will have 
to remove them deliberately. 

6. Concentrating on repetitions in the study of a play, as in Chapter 8, can 

produce useful insights, though perhaps at the expense of some loss of balance. 

2. Aesthetics. 

Every repetition encountered raises the question 'why' in the mind of the reader. The 

attractive way of answering that question is to attribute repetition to the word-craft of the 

playwright wherever a plausible and aesthetically satisfying explanation can be found, and 

to set down the remainder to textual corruption or, as a last resort, to the indifference of 

the playwright. But is this defensible? If some repetitions are due to indifference, why, 

apart from a desire to think as little ill of the playwright as possible, should there be 

hesitation in attributing non-figurative repetitions generally to that indifference? 

The reply may be a reductio ad absurdum. If any repetition may be due to indifference, 

then why should not all be? So anaphora and polyptoton do not exist (as Fehling (1969) 

seems to claim alliteration does not). Indeed no word is ever deliberately chosen. 

We must therefore exercise jUdgement, and that is largely an aesthetic judgement. 

Concentration on the phenomenon of repetition does make many examples aesthetically 

understandable, or explicable as due to corruption - many, but not all. 

This study has found no criteria with any claim to objectivity. Our aesthetic judgement 

may, in any case, be valid for us. But it should be illuminated by an understanding of the 

context and purpose of classical Attic tragedy, which was different from those of its 

descendants lost (Alexandrian tragedy and the tragedy of the poets of the Roman republic) 

or surviving (Seneca, Renaissance, French etc.). That context was the desire to please an 

audience at one single performance, not, as with modem plays, to achieve a long run, but 

in order to win a competition.! If figurative repetition assisted this aim. then playwrights 

I Heath (1987) may underestimate the competitive aspect. 
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would use it. If unfigured rep t't' d'd . e I Ions I not matter one way or another, then playwnghts 
would not struggle hard against the effects of primina. We may not think some such 

• • • 0 

repetItIons Jar, and rightly criticise them, but should realise avoiding them was not very 
important to him. 

We must not, of course, put classical poets beyond criticism: Easterling (1974) said that 

'poets are different from us'. Yes, but in the way that chess grandmasters are different 

from moderate club players; they make many fewer mistakes, and see far further into 

what they are doing; but they are human, neither computers nor from another planet. Just 

as grandmasters can be distracted, or follow the wrong line of analysis, so poets can write 

weak lines or choose the wrong word. Andjust as one grandmaster is better than another, 

or better at a certain type of game, so one poet can be better than another. or better in 
certain respects; and even Homer and Kasparov sometimes nod. 

3. Further analysis. 

If we take the differences between poets and plays found in Chapter 4 as our starting 

point, then a deeper question suggests itself. 'Is frequency of repetition merely the 
obverse of diversity of vocabulary?' If the answer were ·yes', then which is cause and 

which effect? X has the broader vocabulary, and therefore repeats less without noticing it; 

or X likes to avoid repetition, and so broadens his vocabulary.2 Nor is the measurement 

of the diversity of vocabulary in a work or an author without its own problems. 

Cossette's book La Richesse lexicale et sa mesure (Cossette [1994]) explains that the 

naive measure (obtained by dividing the number of different words (mots) in a text by the 

number of vocables - occurrences of all words) is fatally dependent on the length of a 

text, since, the number of mots in a language being finite, the number in a text cannot 

increase pari passu with the number of vocables; moreover, a text whose subject matter 

varies greatly will tend to have a more diverse vocabulary than one with a more restricted 

subject-matter, whichever of them has the more varied style. Cossette reviews a number 

of attempts that have been made to remove the interference of length with measures of 

diversity, by using logarithms or square roots. If one of these proved satisfactory (and the 

fact that tragedies do not differ enormously in length might help) then it might be possible 

to begin to separate out tendency to repeat words in proximity from any tendency to 

restrict one's vocabulary. A more recent proposal, by Rigo (1994), is to use what he calls 

'entropie' as a measure. Whether that would be stand up to scrutiny I do not know. 

2 Cf. Cossette (1994) 24 HLes H)Cables peuvent etre absent ou moins frequent dans un te:xte parce que leur 
probabilite d'emploi dans la situation est faible ou parce que I'auteur ,'eut les eviter ou eviter leur 
repetition pour des raisons de style," 
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